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                                                ABSTRACT 
 
 
Making the weather in contemporary jazz: an 
appreciation of the musical art of Josef Zawinul  
 
                                                        by Alan Cooper 
 
Josef Zawinul (1932-2007) holds a rare place in the world of jazz in view of the fact that 
as a European he forged a long and distinguished musical career in America. Indeed, 
from a position of relative obscurity when he arrived in New York in 1959, he went on to 
become  one  of  contemporary  jazz’s  most  prolific  and  commercially  successful 
composers. The main focus of this dissertation will be Zawinul’s rise to prominence in 
American jazz during the 1960s and 1970s. In this vital period of his creative life he is 
associated  with  a  variety  of  jazz  contexts:  performing  with  Julian  ‘Cannonball’ 
Adderley’s band as a hard bop pianist in the early 1960s; developing new approaches as a 
composer and keyboard player for Adderley’s group during the ‘soul jazz’ period (1966 
to 1969); recording independently under his own name (1966 to 1970); collaborating with 
Miles  Davis  in  the  late  1960s  and  early  1970s;  and  co-founding  the  influential 
contemporary jazz ensemble Weather Report (early 1970s onwards). Most significantly, 
he was a key figure (both as a performer and composer) in the new electro-acoustic jazz 
that emerged in the mid-1960s and his unwavering commitment to this hybrid idiom has 
left a substantial and wide-ranging body of work.  ii 
 
Given the impact and scale of Zawinul’s contribution to contemporary jazz in the second 
half of the twentieth century, it surely prompts the question: why has there been a dearth 
of scholarly discussion concerning his artistic legacy? With the aim of rectifying this 
omission, it is hoped that this dissertation will therefore go some way towards bringing 
long overdue critical engagement with his music. To this end, this study will examine a 
selection of Zawinul’s mature works and attempt to explicate not only the diverse range 
of influences (musical and cultural) that were essential to his artistic development but 
also  the  nature  of  his  aesthetic  eclecticism  from  which  he  created  an  individual 
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Introduction: Josef Zawinul and the contemporary jazz controversy 
 
 
Zawinul is extending the thoughts that we’ve both had for years. And probably the 
thoughts that most so-called now musicians have not yet been able to express.
1 
 
For the greater part of his creative life, the Austrian composer and keyboardist Josef 
Zawinul (1932-2007) was a leading figure in the world of contemporary jazz. From the 
trajectory  of  his  career,  one  may  observe  a  musician  struggling  with  and  principally 
overcoming  the  constraints  of  his  social  and  national  identity.  It  is  a  journey  that 
epitomized an open-minded willingness to venture beyond categories, and one that led 
him to confront traditional aesthetic and societal boundaries. In this context, his life is 
especially interesting, for besides being a white European musician who attached great 
importance to the cultural legacy of black American jazz musicians,
2 he was also engaged 
in a musical project that questioned many of the expectations associated with jazz.  
 
In his formative years, Zawinul’s career was guided by a strong family background; born 
in Vienna, at the age of five he was given an accordion and accompanied his parents 
when they sang folk songs and Gypsy melodies. His formal musical training took place at 
the  Vienna  Conservatory  where  he  enrolled  as  a  student  of  piano  and  violin.  In  the 
immediate post-war years he became aware of jazz and soon realized that this field of 
music interested him more than any other. As a professional musician in the 1950s, he 
                                                 
1 Miles Davis, 1971. Liner notes to Zawinul, Atlantic, SDE 1579, 1971.  
2 ‘For me the great black musicians have created the greatest art form of the Twentieth Century’ Zawinul 
told Stuart Nicholson. See Stuart Nicholson, 2002. ‘Joe’s Public’, Jazzwise (September 2002), 26.   2 
 
played piano with the leading Austrian dance bands and radio orchestras, as well as doing 
session work on the Austrian studio circuit. In 1959, he received a scholarship to study at 
the Berklee School of Music, Boston, and immigrated to America, where he pursued his 
long-term goal: to fully immerse himself in the world of jazz.  
 
Having acquired a diverse background of musical experiences as a sideman with such 
luminaries as Maynard Ferguson, Dinah Washington, Julian ‘Cannonball’ Adderley and 
Miles Davis, Zawinul co-founded the highly influential and commercially successful jazz 
ensemble Weather Report (1970-1985). In the remaining part of his rich artistic life he 
toured as a solo performer, played duets in concert with Friedrich Gulda and led his own 
ensemble The Zawinul Syndicate (1987-2007). 
 
Throughout his long career, Zawinul’s pioneering spirit often found him at the vanguard 
of technological innovation. In the 1960s, for example, his interest in the developing 
science of sound  generation led him to become a driving force behind using electric 
keyboards.  Most  notably,  his  innovative  use  of  the  electric  piano  with  Cannonball 
Adderley’s group helped to bring the instrument into the sound world of jazz.
3 Moreover, 
with  original  compositions  like  ‘Mercy,  Mercy,  Mercy’
4  and  ‘Country  Preacher’
5 
Zawinul  made  a  significant  contribution  to  the  success  of  Adderley’s  band  and 
                                                 
3 As Mark Gridley notes, ‘[the electric piano] was not common in jazz until Zawinul began using it.’ He 
also points out that Zawinul was ‘one of the first musicians to master the Oberheim Polyphonic and the Arp 
and Prophet synthesizers, as well as the ring modulator.’ See Mark C. Gridley, 1997. Jazz Styles: History 
and Analysis, Upper Saddle River, N. J., Prentice-Hall [1985]; sixth edn., 339.   
4 ‘Mercy, Mercy, Mercy’ appears on Cannonball  Adderley.  The Cannonball Adderley Quintet: Mercy, 
Mercy, Mercy! Live At ‘The Club’. Capitol ST 2663, 1966. CD reissue, Capitol CDP 7243 8 29915 2 6, 
1995. 
5  ‘Country  Preacher’  appears  on  Cannonball  Adderley.  The  Cannonball  Adderley  Quintet:  Country 
Preacher. Capitol SKAO 404, 1969. CD reissue, Capitol CDP 7243 8 30453 2 8, 1994. 3 
 
established a reputation as a composer and pioneer of electro-acoustic jazz.
6  
 
In the late 1960s,  he lent his formidable skills as a composer and improviser to Miles 
Davis (1926-1991), when the trumpeter made the controversial decision to incorporate 
electric instruments into his music.
7 With Davis, he recorded the ground-breaking studio 
albums  In  A  Silent  Way  (1969)  –  named  after  Zawinul’s  composition,  Bitches  Brew 
(1970) and Live-Evil (1971). In consequence of this collaboration, he gained recognition 
as a significant figure in American jazz.
8 
 
Fittingly, Zawinul’s contribution to contemporary jazz has been celebrated in the jazz 
                                                 
6  In  his  biography  of  Zawinul,  Brian  Glasser  observed  that  ‘Mercy,  Mercy,  Mercy’  reached  ‘Number 
Eleven on the Billboard pop chart and won a Grammy.’ See Glasser, 2001.  In A Silent Way: A Portrait Of 
Joe Zawinul, London, Sanctuary Publishing, 85. In his autobiography, Miles Davis acknowledges his debt 
to Zawinul for introducing him to the sound of the electric piano: ‘I had been listening to Joe Zawinul 
playing it in Cannonball Adderley’s group and loved the way it sounded; for me, it was the future.’ See 
Miles Davis and Quincy Troupe, 1989. Miles: The Autobiography, New York, Simon and Schuster, 279.  
7 At the time, this new jazz was simply referred to as ‘electric jazz’; later it was marketed as jazz-rock 
fusion or jazz-rock. See, for example, Bill Henderson, 1978. ‘Weather Report: generally warm with long 
sunny periods, occasionally unsettled. Outlook: very bright…’, Black Music and Jazz Review, 1/3 (June 
1978), 10-13. For more on the labelling of jazz-rock fusion, see Gridley (1997), Ibid., 324-354. It should be 
noted  that  Zawinul  objected  to  the  term  and  refuted  the  idea  that  Weather  Report’s  music  could  be 
categorized in this way. When pressed about the label jazz-rock fusion in an interview with the writer 
Gunther Baumann, Zawinul commented: ‘Das haben die Journalisten erfunden. Wir waren gegen solche 
Schubladen. Wir wollten, dass die Musik Weather-Report-Musik genannt wird, dennwir spielten ja keinen 
Rock.’ (The journalists originated that. We were against such classification [Translators note: Zawinul uses 
the term Schubladen, which literally means drawers. He seems to be alluding to the partiality of journalists 
for compartmentalizing music]. We wanted the music to be called Weather Report music, because we did 
not play rock.’ See Gunther Baumann, 2002. Zawinul: Ein Leben Aus Jazz, Salzburg, Residenz Verlag, 
111. Note: Translation prepared by Gunhild Bond. 
8 According to Brian Glasser: ‘There can be little doubt that Zawinul’s association with Miles did (and still 
does) no harm to his profile. It had an immediate and tangible benefit on his ability to form his own group 
on leaving Cannonball.’ In the same piece, Glasser quotes Zawinul: ‘[Weather Report] joined Columbia 
Records,  because  we  had  a  reputation  before  we  joined.  We  had  made  a  record  for  Miles  Davis  for 
Columbia called In A Silent Way, for which I wrote the title track. It was the biggest-selling record Miles 
had at that point, and that had a lot to do with everything. Then we recorded Bitches Brew, and Columbia 
was immediately interested in us.’ See Glasser, Ibid., 121-122.    4 
 
press,
9 by many musicians in interviews, and not least by Miles Davis.
10 He has also been 
highly-praised as a founder member of one of the  leading jazz ensembles of the 1970s, 
Weather  Report. The  recording  that  gained  Zawinul  and  Weather Report the most 
visibility and financial reward was  Heavy Weather (1977); critically acclaimed in the 
music industry, it is one of the biggest selling albums in the history of jazz.
11 In his role 
as  the  album’s  producer  and  orchestrator,  Zawinul  masterminded  its  artistic  and 
commercial triumph; it is also widely acknowledged that the recording owes its success 
to his composition ‘Birdland’ – written as homage to the legendary New York jazz club. 
The music on the album appealed to listening audiences beyond the confines of jazz, yet 
for conservative members of the jazz community it was seen as highly controversial and 
criticized as not being jazz.   
 
In this context, from the late 1960s to the present, a war of words has been conducted 
which mirrors an earlier disagreement that arose in the 1940s when supporters of bebop 
came  head-to-head  with  die-hard  purists  who  avidly  defended  the  New  Orleans 
tradition.
12 Within the jazz world, the new approach pioneered by musicians such as 
Davis  and  Zawinul  polarized  opinion  and  became  one  of  its  most  divisive   issues. 
                                                 
9 See, for example: Greg Armbruster, 1984. ‘Zawinul: Continued Hot, Chance of Record Highs’, Keyboard, 
(March 1984), 44-59; Josef Woodard, 2001. ‘Storm SURGE. (Weather Report, jazz group)’, Down Beat 
(January 2001), 22-29; and Stuart Nicholson, 2002. ‘Joe’s Public’, Jazzwise (September 2002), 22-31.  
10 As Ian Carr noted, Davis valued Zawinul’s creative abilities and cites Davis’s fulsome praise of Zawinul, 
‘… the greatest bass line writer there is.’ See Ian Carr, 1984. Miles Davis: A Critical Biography, London, 
Paladin, 251.  
11 As Stuart Nicholson observed: ‘Heavy Weather reached number 30 on the Billboard charts and, with 
initial  sales approaching 500,000, the album  subsequently  went gold. Critically acclaimed,  Down Beat 
awarded the album five stars and its readers voted it “Album of the Year,” while Zawinul’s “Birdland,” 
released  in  an  edited  form  as  a  single,  received  a  Grammy  nomination  as  ‘‘Best  Instrumental 
Composition.’’’  See  Stuart  Nicholson,  1998.  Jazz-Rock:  A  History,  New  York,  Schirmer  Books; 
Edinburgh, Canongate, 176. 
12 For a survey of the issues, see Bernard Gendron, 1995. ‘Moldy Figs and Modernists: Jazz at War (1942-
1946)’, in Krin Gabbard (ed.), Jazz Among The Discourses, Durham, N.C. and London, Duke University 
Press, 31-56.  5 
 
Depending on one’s point of view, the popularity of  the music  labelled  as jazz-rock 
fusion either represented a positive and compelling new force in jazz or its total opposite. 
Thus, for some, a recording such as Heavy Weather marked an erosion of jazz aesthetics 
corrupted by the appeal of commercialism. Whereas for others, the album’s commercial 
success confirmed its importance as part of an emerging new stream in jazz: a valid 
synthesis of contemporary jazz, popular music, and multicultural practices that expanded 
the boundaries of jazz at a time when it was thought to have grown limited.
13  
 
The disputatious critical reception, which has accompanied jazz -rock fusion, reflects 
certain  deep-rooted  prejudices  and  fixed  ideas,  which  run  counter  to  the  proper 
appreciation of the eclecticism of its app roach. It is also noticeable that its reception is 
founded on a manufactured conception of genre, which at times is inappropriate and ill 
considered. Whenever the subject of jazz-rock fusion comes up in scholarly literature and 
jazz  writings,  reference  is  consistently  made  to  a  short -list  of  recordings  as  being  
representative of the style.
14 In these texts, a number of albums are cited as landmarks. 
These include: Miles Davis’s In A Silent Way and Bitches Brew; The Inner Mounting 
Flame (1971) and Birds Of Fire (1973) by the Mahavishnu Orchestra; Hymn Of The 
Seventh Galaxy (1973) by Return To Forever; Herbie Hancock’s Head Hunters (1992); 
                                                 
13 For an account of the criticism to which jazz-rock fusion has been subjected, see Nicholson (1998), Ibid., 
xiii –xviii. In his book on Miles Davis, Paul Tingen offers three quotations from opponents of Davis’s 
album Bitches Brew: ‘‘a bunch of noise’’ (Freddy Hubbard); ‘‘sellout’’ (Stanley Crouch); and ‘‘dollar-sign 
music’’ (Amiri Baraka). See Paul Tingen, 2001. Miles Beyond: The Electric Explorations of Miles Davis, 
1967-1991, New York, Billboard Books, 81. By  way of  contrast, Stuart Nicholson cites Lester Bangs 
whose article for Rolling Stone (December, 1969) offers the following opinion of Davis’s earlier album, In 
A Silent Way: ‘This is the kind of album that gives you faith in the future of music. It’s not rock and roll but 
it’s nothing stereo-typed as jazz either … It’s part of a transcendental new music which flushes categories 
away.’ See Nicholson (1998), Ibid., 98-99.           
14 See for example, Frank Bergerot and Arnaud Merlin, 1993. The Story Of Jazz: Bop And Beyond, London,  
Thames & Hudson, 77-97; Roy Carr, 1997. A Century Of Jazz, London, Hamlyn/Octopus, 177-182; Ronald 
Radano, 2004. ‘Jazz since 1960’, in David Nicholls (ed.), The Cambridge History of American Music, 
Cambridge University Press, 448-70; and, Mervyn Cooke, 1998. Jazz, London, Thames Hudson, 171-90.   6 
 
Weather Report (1971),  I Sing The Body Electric (1972) and Heavy Weather by Weather 
Report. In reviewing the literature there is a striking incongruity, namely, the albums 
mentioned above are considered exemplars of a singular style called jazz-rock fusion, yet 
one would be hard pushed to assemble a more diverse and contrasting body of work. It 
begs the question, what criteria are used to bracket these albums together?
15  
 
As was mentioned earlier, since its emergence, jazz-rock fusion has either been valorised 
as a new direction in jazz music or disparaged for ‘selling out’. If we begin to tease out 
some of the issues it becomes clear that for its detractors ‘true’ jazz is seen as having core 
values and these are promoted as ‘high’ art, whereas jazz-rock fusion is dismissed as a 
popular (and by inference tainted) ‘low’ art form. In what has become a ‘high’ versus 
‘low’ discourse, the master narrative of recent writing on jazz history holds that jazz is 
‘America’s Classical Music.’
16 From this one is encouraged to believe that within the jazz 
community there are custodians of the jazz tradition and that safeguarding jazz as ‘high’ 
art is their profound concern.  
                                                 
15 On this point, a similar concern is raised by the musicologist Steven F. Pond in his study of Herbie 
Hancock’s Head Hunters album. In his exemplary analysis of the complex relationship between genre and 
identity in contemporary jazz, Pond argues: ‘These albums do more than occupy space within the same 
genre; they act as a shorthand reference to describe its core. Why then do they sound so different from each 
other? Why do they use largely different instrumentation, derive from different musical influences, and 
appeal to different audiences? If the core is so hard to nail down stylistically, how tenuously must the 
genre’s outer reaches relate to this core and to each other? See Pond, 2005. Head Hunters: The Making of 
Jazz’s First Platinum Album, University of Michigan Press, 3.      
16 For examples of how writers position jazz so that it appears to contribute to dominant cultural norms, see 
Grover Sales, 1984. Jazz: America’s Classical Music, New Jersey, Da Capo. And, William ‘Billy’ Taylor, 
1999. ‘Jazz: America’s Classical Music’, in Robert Walser (ed.), Keeping Time: Readings in Jazz History, 
New York and Oxford, Oxford University Press, 327-32.  In a refreshing counter to this notion, the scholar 
David Ake has argued, ‘pushing the high-art dogma may actually be counter-productive at this point. While 
the ‘‘classical’’ moniker has helped generate greater capital, both symbolic and real, for a number of jazz 
people (including scholar-performers such as myself), it has also estranged a segment of the public that 
wants something more from its music than to feel edified. Jazz can be immensely powerful in many ways, 
but when it takes itself too seriously, it can be a bore.’ See Ake, 2010. Jazz Matters: Sound, Place, and 
Time since Bebop, Berkeley: University of California Press, 5. 7 
 
The  leading  representatives  of  this  point  of  view  are  Grover  Sales,  William  ‘Billy’ 
Taylor, and in recent times Wynton Marsalis. For Sales, Taylor and Marsalis the line of 
attack appears to be to isolate jazz-rock fusion from ‘true’ jazz and in the process valorise 
the artistically ‘pure’ notion of jazz. A flavour of this viewpoint can be obtained from an 
interview Marsalis gave to the critic Mike Brannon, where he compares his artistic quest 
with that of Miles Davis:  
 
I was trying to represent the tradition of jazz dealing with American mythology and he … 
[Davis]… was trying to make some money and be commercial and sell his position as a 
great jazz musician to consign this, to whatever it was that he was doing.
17  
 
Clearly, not all musicians in the recent history of jazz could afford to assume the high 
ground  claimed  by  Marsalis  in  the  1990s.  Without  the  benefit  of  the  high  visibility 
Marsalis has in contemporary jazz and the mainstream news media, a professional jazz 
musician  needs  to  earn  a  living.  Certainly,  when  we  take  an  historical  perspective, 
financial concerns were a major issue for jazz musicians in the mid-1960s. The synthesis 
of jazz with popular music emerged when jazz was losing its broad appeal and rock 
music was filling its role as America’s popular music.
18 Arguably, rock music became the 
first  music  to  be  associated  exclusively  with  the  younger  generation  and  signified  a 
division in America’s cultural profile. Hence, for the young rock music was emblematic 
of difference, and its further association with the social, political and cultural polarity of  
                                                 
17  See  Mike  Brannon,  1992.  ‘Wynton  Marsalis  Interview’,  Fuze  (February  1992). 
http://www.fusemag.com/Interviews/Wynton%20Marsalis%20Interview.html, (accessed 30 March 2003). 
18 As Nicholson argues: ‘By the end of the 1960s, rock, both musically and socially, seemed as if it was 
about to overwhelm jazz.’ See Nicholson (1998) Ibid., 10.  8 
 
the 1960s reinforced the generational lines.
19         
 
By the late 1960s, many jazz musicians were in dire financial straits. Audiences were no 
longer attracted to the message of jazz and instead followed the developments of rock and 
other popular music: a recurring theme in jazz sees the music press regularly announcing 
‘Jazz is dead’.
20 Even well-known jazz musicians barely subsisted during this period. 
Towards the end of the 1960s, Miles Davis and others began turning their attention to 
popular black music - especially the music of James Brown, Sly Stone and Jimi Hendrix - 
and started blending these influences with other practices derived from African, Indian 
and Asian music. With the help of musicians like Zawinul,  Wayne Shorter,  Herbie 
Hancock, Chick Corea and John McLaughlin, Davis began the process of translating 
some of the energy and momentum of rock and funk into electrified jazz. In so doing he 
helped to open up the world of jazz and brought it to the attention of young people and a 
much wider audience: from relatively modest album sales, around 50,000 for  his 1968 
album Miles In The Sky and 85,000 for In A Silent Way in 1969, by 1970 Davis’s Bitches 
Brew sold in excess of 500,000 units.
21  
 
                                                 
19 As Simon Frith states: ‘Young people in the 1960s had experiences (experiences of war and politics) that 
intensified the conflict between public and private obligations, between freedom and responsibility, and it 
was these problems that rock, more than any other form of expression, addressed and made plain.’ See 
Frith,  1983.  Sound  Effects:  Youth,  leisure,  and  the  politics  of  rock,  London,  Constable,  194.  In  his 
introduction to Jazz-Rock, Stuart Nicholson enlarges Firth’s argument, ‘…it seemed to many that a major 
division in society was opening up with the emergence of a so-called ‘‘generation gap’’ as young people 
began to search for alternative explanations of American life away from the mainstream… [The] strong 
current of social nonconformity and rebelliousness among the young, their rejection of authority and their 
hostility  towards  ‘‘adult’’  institutions  and  conventional  moral  and  social  customs  found  expression  in 
fashion, drugs, ‘‘free love,’’ and rock music.’ See Nicholson (1998), Ibid., 5-6.   
20 The following headlines come from popular music papers in the late 1960s: ‘Requiem for a jazz we loved 
and knew so well’ – article in Melody Maker (September 1967); ‘Jazz As We Know It Is Dead !’ – caption 
on the front cover of Down Beat (October 1967). 
21 For sales figures, see Lewis Porter, 1997. Jazz: A Century of Change, New York, Schirmer Books, 233.  9 
 
Although purists have claimed that jazz-rock fusion represents a ‘selling out’ of jazz, this 
reaction can be partly explained by the fact that it does not have the same reference points 
as traditional jazz styles and this challenges conservative attitudes.
22 It also appears that 
its detractors are affronted by mass popularity and seek to contain jazz in a hermetically 
sealed world  uncorrupted  by commercial influence.
23  In many ways,  then,  the open 
approach which Davis and Zawinul espoused marked a radical change in jazz aesthetics, 
and the wider appeal of the music it gave birth to discomfited traditionalists who have 
sought to monopolize jazz validity and identity.  
 
In  retrospect,  Zawinul  ranks  as  one  of  the  true  visionaries  o f  contemporary  jazz 
aesthetics. Through his music, he challenged the critical establishment to come to terms 
with a creative  viewpoint  that questioned  accepted  ways of thinking about   jazz. His 
collaboration with Davis helped to pioneer a radical approach that not only expanded the 
                                                 
22 As Mark C. Gridley has shown, across the jazz-rock fusion spectrum the musicians involved tended to be 
open to the possibilities of blending jazz with popular styles such as R&B, rock, and funk, as well as with 
music from the European classical tradition, Africa, India and South America. This approach contrasts with 
customary  jazz  references  which  are  mainly  linked  to  African-American  sources  such  as  the  blues, 
spirituals and gospel music together with ‘standards’ from Tin Pan Alley and the American song book 
repertoire.  Another  important  difference  between  jazz-rock  fusion  and  traditional  forms  of  jazz  is 
instrumentation: the use of amplified electric instruments such as electric pianos, synthesizers, electric 
basses etc. is common in jazz-rock fusion and is a clear departure from the mainly acoustic instruments 
used in conventional jazz line-ups. Furthermore, from technological developments in sound recording and 
production, jazz-rock fusion groups tended to adopt a more expansive approach to texture and timbre than 
traditional jazz ensembles. Hence, a range of ‘effects’ such as, ‘delay,’ ‘chorus,’ ‘flange,’ ‘reverb’ and so 
forth are used either to enhance an instrument’s sound or as part of the recording process. For more on 
these distinctions see Gridley (1997), Ibid., 324-354. 
23 Commenting on the state of jazz in the 1970s, Mervyn Cooke argues, ‘… it remains difficult to see how 
jazz could otherwise have moved out of the stalemate into which the avant-garde seemed in danger of 
leading it, and not be destined to remain a minority interest promoted by intellectuals and political activists. 
In Gary Tomlinson’s words, those with different views subscribe to ‘‘a snobbish distortion of history by 
jazz purists attempting to insulate their cherished classics from the messy marketplace.’’ See, Cooke, Ibid., 
174. With regard to the disparaging attitudes of Marsalis and others, Burton W. Peretti writes: ‘To some 
older observers, the young players led by Marsalis seemed to be coddled, well-paid members of the new 
black  middle  class  who  scolded  the  previous  jazz  generation  unfairly,  with  little  understanding  of  its 
courageous and painful artistic struggles.’ See Burton W. Peretti, 1997. Jazz in American Culture, Chicago, 
Illinois, Ivan R. Dee, 167. 10 
 
resources of jazz, but rare for this genre achieved worldwide popularity. Not surprisingly 
Zawinul carried this approach forward with Weather Report and his compositions from 
this period (1970-1985) suggest that here was an innovative jazz composer, arguably one 
of  the  most  influential  since  Duke  Ellington,  who  could  masterfully  synthesize  the 
diverse elements in contemporary music while upholding the quintessential spirit of the 
tradition.  Moreover,  like  Ellington,  Zawinul  was  a  prolific  composer  who  left  a 
substantial and wide-ranging body of work. In terms of his creative life, it appears that he 
found time to compose almost every day. Most interestingly, his compositional practice 
(to be examined in greater detail in subsequent chapters) involved recording his keyboard 
improvisations and then transcribing and editing this material into original works when 
required. Hence, his named pieces represent only a small percentage of his productive 
output, since by his own account he amassed a vast quantity of viable musical material 
(somewhere in the region of 5000 cassettes with additional files stored on computer).
24 
From a scholarly perspective, access to this archive of recorded music is highly desirable 
not only for the insights it would provide into Zawinul’s artistic process and working 
practices but also as a valuable resource for all students of the art of improvisation.      
 
Given the impact and scale of his contribution to contemporary jazz, it is curious that 
there has been little scholarly engagement with his music. The larger purpose of this 
study is to provide a productive approach to Zawinul’s musical art that might counter the 
level  of  misrepresentation  that  has  been  circulated  by  musicians  and  critics  on  the 
conservative side of mainstream jazz. Within this context, the challenge is to locate some 
                                                 
24 For details of  Zawinul’s archive see  Chris Collins, 2002. ‘Interview  with  Zawinul’,  Jazz Education 
Journal (May 2002). http://www.iaje.org/article.asp?ArticleID=84, (accessed 11 September 2007).  11 
 




















                                                 
25 Note: The expression ‘open jazz’ stems from Zawinul’s assertions about his jazz aesthetic. For example, 
on the subject of the musical ideals he shared with the saxophonist Wayne Shorter (his partner in Weather 
Report) he stated, ‘[Wayne] had the same kind of openness, with no limits.’ (See Glasser, Ibid.,132) In 
truth, this openness to new sounds and new performance practices was an attitude that Zawinul and Shorter 
shared with a number of influential and experimentally minded jazz musicians in the late 1960s and 1970s 
(Miles Davis, Herbie Hancock, Chick Corea, et al.). Thus, ‘open jazz’ refers to a freely adopted eclectic 
aesthetic that found its expression in the various hybrid forms of contemporary jazz (otherwise known as 
jazz-rock fusion) that emerged during this period. This topic will be explored in greater depth in chapters 
two and three. 




Open Jazz: transcending classification and stylistic boundaries  
 
An assumption frequently found in the writings of jazz historians is the idea that the 
music labelled jazz has an autonomous style in its own right. For many writers this is a 
necessary premise in any discussion about the identity of jazz. It also presupposes that 
jazz as a tradition can be isolated from the wider culture of a particular epoch. If we 
consider some of the ways in which the word jazz has been used, however, a far less 
certain picture emerges as to what exactly the term is supposed to define, much less the 
tradition it purports to represent. Even the origins of the word itself are far from clear and 
subject to endless dispute.
1  
 
When the word jazz entered the American vernacular around 1917, it embraced what 
might be termed linguistically ambiguous properties and has subsequently been employed 
in a widely disparate manner by fans, musicians, critics and scholars. Consequently, it is 
freely used to describe any form of music that has syncopated rhythm as an ingredient; 
any music that has a ‘swing feeling’; and, any music where improvisation plays a vital 
role.
2 The term also operates to broadly categorize a whole host  of separate styles that 
have emerged as jazz has unfolded during the twentieth and twenty -first centuries. 
                                                 
1 On this issue see: Peter Tamony, 1958. ‘Jazz, the Word’, Jazz: A Quarterly of American Music, 1 (October 
1958), 33-42; Alan P. Merriam and Fradley H. Garner, 1968. ‘Jazz - The Word’, Ethnomusicology, 12 
(1968), 373-96; Mark C. Gridley, Robert Maxham and Robert Hoff, 1989. ‘Three Approaches to Defining 
Jazz’, The Musical Quarterly, 73/4 (1989), 513-31. 
2 For a discussion of the formal characteristics of jazz, see Mark C. Gridley,  1997. Jazz Styles: History and 
Analysis, Upper Saddle River, N. J., Prentice-Hall [1985]; sixth edn., 4-7. 13 
 
Conspicuously, there is very little consensus between jazz critics and scholars as to what 
music should be included under the umbrella of jazz. It is no surprise then that some 
writers limit its use to the types of music that are their personal preferences. As was 
previously mentioned, the 1940s revivalists (the so-called ‘moldy figs’) deny the word 
jazz to any of the styles that have emerged since the ‘New Orleans’ era. Conversely, in 
current jazz studies there is a propensity towards a more inclusive use of the word to 
allow for all the phenomena of jazz.
3 In this robust body of literature,  jazz is a wide-
ranging term whose multiple meanings are revealed when consideration is given to all its 
discourses, representations, derivations and social contexts. This  has resulted in the 
appearance of a number of theoretical frameworks that endeavour to define jazz by 
invoking practices derived from ethnomusicology, contemporary theory and cultural 
criticism.   
 
From the perspective of the musicians themselves, labellin g jazz invariably raises a 
multitude of issues and difficulties. As  Ingrid Monson’s study has made clear, many 
musicians in the jazz community are simply not keen on the word.
4 For some, jazz has 
been  stigmatized  with  negative  cultural  associations,  especially  those  which  have 
coalesced around historical denouncements that jazz is a style of music only suitable for 
brothels and similar places of ill-repute. Others have rejected the word because it appears 
                                                 
3 Among examples of this emerging literature are: Ronald M. Radano, 1993. New Musical Figurations: 
Anthony Braxton’s Cultural Critique, Chicago and London, University of Chicago Press; Krin Gabbard, 
(ed.),  1995.  Jazz  Among  The  Discourses,  Durham,  N.C.,  and  London,  Duke  University  Press;  Ingrid 
Monson, 1996. Saying Something, University of Chicago Press; David Ake, 2002. Jazz Cultures, Berkeley: 
University  of  California  Press;  David  Ake,  2010.  Jazz  Matters:  Sound,  Place,  and  Time  since  Bebop, 
Berkeley: University of California Press.    
4 See Monson,  Ibid., 101. As Krin Gabbard points out:  ‘Miles Davis and  Anthony Braxton  have both 
objected to a term they found to be inadequate as their music developed beyond familiar paradigms.’ See 
Krin Gabbard, 2002 ‘The word jazz’, in Mervyn Cooke and David Horn (eds.), The Cambridge Companion 
to Jazz, Cambridge University Press, 6.  14 
 
to emphasize the role of the jazz musician as an entertainer rather than a serious artist.
5  
In addition, many jazz musicians reject attempts to pigeonhole  jazz into separate styles 
such as bebop, cool, West Coast, modal, free, and so forth. To their way of thinking, 
generic labelling propagates the false idea that jazz musicians are limited to fitting their 
music to meet a label’s criteria. They also consider that the weight given to perceived 
resemblances  among  musicians  seriously  underplays  an  individual  artist’s  personal 
approach.
6 Clearly, the question of who is responsible for determining the categories of 
jazz is of real concern: if the musicians themselves do not care for the labelling of jazz, 
then who establishes the criteria?  To answer this question one must look at those bodies 
that have a vested interest in segregating jazz, namely, jazz journalists, jazz scholars and 
recording  industry  promoters.  While  the  music  industry  is  clearly  motivated  by  
controlling the financial aspects of producing and marketing jazz, the motives of critics 
and scholars are more complex and generally orientated towards controlling the narrative 
of jazz history. But since the propensity of critics and scholars is to look at jazz through 
the lens of their personal preferences, it is not surprising that we find very little consensus 
                                                 
5 ‘As much as I love Dizzy and loved Louis ‘‘Satchmo’’ Armstrong, I always hated the way they used to 
laugh  and  grin  for  the  audiences.  I  know  why  they  did  it  –  to  make  money  and  because  they  were 
entertainers as well as trumpet players …. I didn’t look at myself as an entertainer like they both did. I 
wasn’t going to do it just so some non-playing, racist, white motherfucker could write some nice things 
about me. Naw, I wasn’t going to sell out my principles for them. I wanted to be accepted as a good 
musician and that didn’t call for no grinning, but just being able to play the horn good. And that’s what I did 
then and now. Critics can take that or leave it.’ See Miles Davis and Quincy Troupe, 1989. Miles: The 
Autobiography, New York, Simon and Schuster, 73.  
6 As Radano points out, ‘… scepticism about critics and their analytical categories has a long history in jazz 
culture, reflecting a mode of resistance firmly rooted in the African-American heritage.’ In the same piece 
Radano cites the rejection of labels by Leo Smith, a black AACM musician: ‘Leo Smith argued, […] that 
critics have created rules and labels in order to set limits on black musical expression.’ See Radano (1993), 
Ibid., 103-104. A similar resistance to labelling and categorization can be found in Miles Davis’s pithy 
statement: ‘There’s no such thing as bebop. It’s a white man’s word to sell black music.’ See Julie Coryell 
and Laura Friedman, 1978. Jazz-Rock Fusion: The People, The Music, New York, Delacourt Press, 41. 
Likewise, Wayne Shorter’s refusal to be confined by any notional categorization of jazz is expressed in a 
wholly open view: ‘The word ‘‘jazz ’’ means to me no category …’ See Mel Martin, 1992. ‘Interview with 
Wayne Shorter’, The Saxophone Journal (January/February 1992). http://www.melmartin.com.html_pages 
/Interviews/shorter.html, (accessed 24 December 2006).           15 
 
among this group about what jazz is, less still about its categorization.                
 
Despite the stated reservations, the word jazz is difficult to circumvent. Consequently, its 
deployment pervades this text. Given the apparent difficulties there are with the word, 
jazz is still widely used by fans, musicians, critics and scholars. Although it functions by 
obviating important differences, it is nonetheless useful if one accepts its limitations. 
With that in mind, it is my intention to explore the abstraction, the fuzziness, the inter-
connection and diversity within the categories of jazz and to consider ways in which a 
musician like Josef Zawinul may shed light on these issues principally through his music 
but also through his words.       
 
Composers  compose  for  a  variety  of  reasons.  For  some  it  is  a  craft,  which  is 
painstakingly acquired and worked at throughout their careers. For others it appears to be 
as natural as breathing, so intuitive that any questions about style and technique are 
almost  without  relevance.  Zawinul  belongs  unmistakably  to  the  latter  category.  In 
relation  to  his  composing  method,  he  frequently  stated,  ‘All  my  compositions  are 
improvisations  ....’
7  The  mythological  and  romanticized  view  of  the  composer  as 
improviser is not exclusive to the world of jazz: it also has a place in the music of the 
European tradition. Classical music scholars can point to a long list of composers who 
were said to be gifted improvisers, including: Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms, Liszt 
and Debussy. However, the idea of composition in the essentially spontaneous art of jazz 
is clearly different from the written music of the European tradition. My objective here is 
                                                 
7 See Simon Trask, 1992. ‘Hey Joe!’ Music Technology, 6/2 (January 1992), 42.  16 
 
not to define jazz composition by what distinguishes it from Western art music.
8 Rather 
my task is to explore general features of Zawinul’s compositions that might reveal the 
‘jazzness’ of his approach and ways in which he transforms traditional jazz references.
9 
But before discussing Zawinul’s approach to composition it is worth considering those 
noteworthy jazz movements that emerged from the mid-1940s to the early 1960s, and 
which were influential in his musical development. At the same time, we must take into 
account aspects of the modern jazz aesthetic that most purists have recognized in its 
standard practices.   
 
The modern jazz idiom: aesthetics and orthodoxy 
 
When  asked  to  explain  his  shift  from  ‘straight-ahead’  jazz  to  the  more  expansive 
approach he adopted in the mid-1960s, Zawinul remarked:  
 
I was tired of the standard form of jazz – you know the AABA and the changes I was 
tired of that sax, trumpet, bass solo then drums and back to the melody – that bored the 
shit out of me after years of doing it. That’s when I started changing my music and 
totally opened it up....
10  
 
What were the dominant styles of jazz that Zawinul encountered during his early career? 
The period in question (from the mid-1940s to the late 1950s) is sometimes referred to as 
                                                 
8 For an interesting discussion on the notion of composition as it relates to Western art music compared 
with prevailing ideas about composition in the jazz world, see Scott DeVeaux, 1997.  The Birth of Bebop: A 
Social and Musical History, Berkley, University of California Press, 8-12.  
9 Note: Zawinul’s compositions will be discussed in greater detail in chapters 4 to 6.  
10 From an interview Zawinul gave to Anil Prasad. See Prasad, 1997. Interview with Zawinul: ‘Man of the 
People’. http://www.binkie.net/zawinul/interviews.html, (accessed 16 Feb 2003). 17 
 
the inaugural period of modern jazz. The foremost manifestation of this new direction in 
jazz was called bebop and its approach held a particular fascination for Zawinul: ‘When I 
came to America, there was one music I didn’t experience in Austria, and that was pure 
bebop, and that was the style of piano playing I wanted to learn.’
11  
 
In  his  authoritative  study  of  bebop,  Scott  DeVeaux  has  written  that  it  heralded  a 
revolution  in  jazz  that  made  all  subsequent  forms  of  modern  jazz  possible.  Besides 
valorising bebop as the source for present-day jazz, DeVeaux argues that it has performed 
a fundamental role in shaping modern sensibilities towards jazz: ‘... bebop is the point at 
which our contemporary ideas of jazz come into focus.’
12 From the perspective of its 
music,  bebop  is  characterized  as  a  style  that  departs  radically  from  the  mainstream 
populist references that were the trademarks of swing music in the pre-war era.
13 By 
formulating  a  musical  vocabulary  and  practices  tha t  avoided  the  accessibility  and  
popularity of the swing style – especially references to entertainment and social dancing – 
bebop  forged  an  identity  where  musicians  asserted  the  primacy  of  innovation  and 
improvising virtuosity over the demands of the audience. In short, bebop is represented as 
an exclusive form of jazz outside mainstream popular culture.  
 
Indeed,  by  the  mid-1940s  bebop  was  promoted  as  a  legitimate  modernist  art  form. 
Sympathetic critics and journalists have claimed that the emergence of bebop marked a 
                                                 
11 See Brian Glasser, 2001.  In A Silent Way: A Portrait Of Joe Zawinul, London, Sanctuary Publishing, 80. 
12 See DeVeaux (1997) Ibid., 3. 
13 Bebop customarily refers to the modern jazz pioneered by alto saxophonist Charlie Parker (1920 -55) 
trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie (1917-93) pianist Thelonious Monk (1917-82) and other jazz musicians of the 
early 1940s who developed their musical practices during j am sessions in after -hours clubs, mostly in 
Harlem. For an informed account of bebop jam sessions, see DeVeaux (1997), Ibid., 202-235.    
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point  at  which  jazz  was  transformed  from  music  for  entertainment  into  high  art.  As 
DeVeaux  has  noted,  prior  to  this  period  there  seems  to  have  been  little  aesthetic 
appreciation  of  jazz  outside  its  role  as  music  for  entertainment  and  dancing:  ‘...jazz 
enjoyed no privileged status as high art before 1945.’
14 Arguably, during the 1930s swing 
music performed a similar role to that of rock music since the 1950s, namely, providing 
popular music for a predominantly youth orientated dance culture. In contrast, the leading 
exponents of modern jazz of the 1940s ushered in a style, which in many ways isolated 
jazz from the mainstream. Yet, despite its apparent rejection of populism, bebop retained 
many of the conventional harmonic structures from the repertory of jazz standards of the 
1930s and 1940s but with newly composed melodies.
15 One could argue that although 
bebop attempted to recast jazz, its use of established musical forms demonstrated the 
desire to retain at least some aspect of orthodox practice.  
  
It is frequently maintained that bebop was the key that opened the door to modern jazz 
and provided it with a basic musical vocabulary. From this vocabulary  a general syntax 
was developed that musicians and critics recognize as modern jazz’s common practice.
16 
Included  in  this  practice  are  a  formal  relationship  between  the  variable  elements 
(improvisations) and the fixed elements (harmonic procedures or chord changes based 
                                                 
14 See DeVeaux (1997), Ibid., 8. 
15 Paul F. Berliner cites the following works where bebop musicians have borrowed the  harmonies from 
existing standards: ‘Sonny Rollins’s ‘‘Oleo’’ and Charlie Parker’s ‘‘Anthropology’’ are based on ‘‘I Got 
Rhythm.’’ [George Gershwin] Parker’s ‘‘Donna Lee’’ is based on ‘‘Indiana’’ [Ballard MacDonald]; his 
‘‘Bird Gets the Worm’’ is based on ‘‘Lover Come Back to Me’’ [Sigmund Romberg]; ‘‘Warming Up a 
Riff’’ on ‘‘Cherokee’’ [Ray Noble]; ‘‘Marmaduke’’ on ‘Honeysuckle Rose.’’ [Thomas ‘Fats’ Waller] See 
Paul F. Berliner, 1994. Thinking In Jazz: The Infinite Art of Improvisation, University of Chicago Press, 78. 
16 With regard to the influence of bebop on contemporary jazz musicians, DeVeaux argues: ‘Bebop is a 
music that has been kept alive by having been absorbed into the present; in a sense, it  constitutes the 
present. It is part of the experience  of all aspiring jazz musicians, each of  whom learns bebop as the 
embodiment  of  the  techniques,  the  aesthetic  sensibilities,  and  ultimately  the  professional  attitudes  that 
define the discipline.’ See DeVeaux (1997), Ibid., 2.       19 
 
principally on thirty-two bar song forms or twelve bar blues cycles); the use of advanced 
harmonic substitutions; the use of timbral colours commonly found in the blues scale; a 
dynamic interaction between the rhythmic and harmonic background; a primary focus on 
the  improvising  virtuosity  of  the  soloist(s);  a  quality  of  ‘tension  and  release’  with 
emphasis on dynamics and accentuation; frequent use of fast tempos supporting a high 
energy performance approach; a degree of constancy in the rhythmic motion together 
with a bounce or spring feel (often referred to as swing); and, the use of a small ensemble 
format  -  traditionally  divided  into  a  lead  section  (brass  and  reed  instruments)  and  a 
rhythm section (piano, bass and drums).
17 
 
Obviously, to suggest that bebop or modern jazz can be reduced to a number of core 
features is an over-simplification that undermines the variety of individual approaches 
that jazz musicians have taken. As a note of caution, it is probabl y prudent to think of 
modern jazz practice in a loose and flexible way: although it may be a trite observation 
for an innovative jazz musician like Miles Davis, rules are there to be broken. Flexibility 
is the key, for in truth, there is not a definitive model that will inform what proportion or 
what number (all or part) of the above elements should be present to identify a work as 
being characteristic of bebop. Certainly, by the 1950s we find a number of trends that 




                                                 
17 For more on bebop performance practice, see, for example: Mark C. Gridley (1997), Ibid., 138-173; Ted 
Gioia, 1997. The History of Jazz, Oxford University Press, 199-216; Mervyn Cooke, 1998. Jazz, London, 
Thames Hudson, 116-119.  20 
 
A multiplicity of styles: trends towards compositional freedom (1950-1960)  
 
From  the  variety  of  alternative  jazz  styles  that  emerged  during  the  1950s,  those 
particularly important to Josef Zawinul’s musical development are the styles identified as 
cool  jazz,  West  Coast  jazz,  hard-bop,  modal  jazz  and  free  jazz.  Although  Zawinul’s 
career  will  be  discussed  in  greater  depth  at  the  end  of  this  chapter  and  subsequent 
chapters, it is worth noting that his formative experiences of jazz were acquired in Austria 
during the 1950s. During this period, his musical world was enlivened by a plurality of 
jazz styles that encouraged the blurring of boundaries and presaged the open approach he 
later followed. In 1954, Zawinul joined a group of Austrian jazz musicians to form a 
quintet called The Austrian All Stars, recognized as Austria’s first modern jazz ensemble. 
According to band member Hans Solomon, the latest trends in American jazz informed 
the band’s approach:  
 
At first, we played bebop in the style of cool jazz. There was a time when we were 
mainly following the white musicians, you know, the West Coast people ... But then 
our taste changed to the black musicians, the East Coast thing.
18 
 
As a corollary, these styles provide the foundation for Zawinul’s maturation as a jazz 
musician and composer. The following discussion provides the context for Zawinul’s 
compositional approach set against trends in modern jazz that unfolded during the late 
1940s through to the early 1960s. What will emerge is an aesthetic of jazz composition 
                                                 
18 Quoted in Glasser, Ibid., 44-45. 
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that allowed composers a new kind of freedom – in their choice of structural elements, 
instrumental  resources,  and  harmonic  and  rhythmic  approaches  and  so  forth  –  which 
embodied a more open approach to jazz.       
 
As was previously noted, in relation to bebop practice it is more common to find newly 
composed  melodies  based  on  structural  forms  and  chord  progressions  of  existing 
standards, than freshly minted works. Towards the end of the 1940s, the bebop approach 
had become predictable for many jazz musicians; this stimulated the search for ways to 
expand the style. The emergence of cool jazz, West Coast jazz and hard-bop during the 
1950s can be attributed to the efforts of musicians who contested the bebop format, and 
whose common goal was compositional freedom.     
 
The epithet cool jazz has been used by journalists to characterize a style of modern jazz 
that is restrained, reflective and less frenetic than bebop. In the late 1940s a number of 
young musicians emerged, whose aim was  to develop  their own styles  and identities 
rather than imitating those of Charlie Parker or Dizzy Gillespie. As Ted Gioia has shown 
in his study of jazz history, many of the leading figures of the cool movement were – 
despite their youth – already well grounded in the music and ideals of bebop:  
 
Spearheaded by the younger generation ... cool jazz was - like bop - an overtly 
modernist  music  with  radical  implications.  Its  exponents  shared  many  of  the 
aesthetic values of the boppers - an allegiance to contemporary trends in music, a 
predilection for experimentation, distaste for conformity, and a view of jazz as an 





From this new generation of performers, Miles Davis emerged as the leader of the cool 
jazz  movement.  From  1945  to  1948  Davis  had  established  himself  as  a  member  of 
Charlie Parker’s group. During this period a number of critics began to hear something 
different in his approach to bebop: ‘...what Miles was doing was very new, and very 
different from anyone else - he was in the process of transition from bop to “cool”...’
20 A 
recurring theme running through jazz relates to the idea that each artist should develop 
his or her own personal approach. In the case of Davis the distinctive trumpet style he 
produced  in  the  mid-1940s  -  minimum  vibrato,  use  of  the  Harmon  mute,  lucid 
phraseology and so forth - would become one of the most recognized in jazz.
21 In his 
autobiography,  Davis  offers  a  frank  assessment  of  this  period  of  his  musical 
development: 
 
The music I played during this time was what I played with Bird [Charlie Parker] 
and other groups, but also what I was playing of my own music, which was a lot 




Developing a personal approach or ‘voice’ is greatly admired in jazz circles and has come 
to apply as much to the production of original music as it does to developing a distinctive 
sound. When Davis formed his own ensemble in 1948, he was clearly searching for an 
                                                 
19 See Gioia (1997) Ibid., 280.    
20 Quoted in John Szwed, 2002. So What: The Life of Miles Davis, New York, Simon & Schuster, 46.  
21 For a detailed analysis of Miles Davis’s trumpet style, see Gridley (1997), 220-223.  
22 See Davis and Troupe, Ibid., 105.   
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alternative to the bebop paradigm in terms of repertoire and line-up. Instead of a quintet, 
which  was  usual  for  bebop,  Davis  chose  a  nonet,  comprising  trumpet,  French  horn, 
trombone, tuba, alto sax, baritone sax, piano, bass, and drums. The music performed by 
this ensemble was as visionary as its instrumentation and came from the collaboration 
between  Miles  Davis,  Gil  Evans  (1912-1988)  and  Gerry  Mulligan  (1927-1996).  The 
repertoire mostly consisted of original works written by members of the ensemble: ‘Jeru,’ 
‘Venus de Milo’ and ‘Rocker’ by Gerry Mulligan; ‘Rouge’ by John Lewis; ‘Deception’ 
by Miles Davis; ‘Budo’ a work Davis co-wrote with Bud Powell; and, ‘Israel’ by John 
Carsi. The remaining works included new arrangements of various jazz standards: ‘Moon 
Dreams’  (C.  MacGregor  –  J.  Mercer)  and  ‘Boplicity’  (Cleo  Henry)  arranged  by  Gil 
Evans; ‘Godchild’ (George Wallington) and ‘Darn That Dream’ (E. DeLange – J. Van 
Heusen) arranged by Gerry Mulligan; and ‘Move’ (Denzil Best) arranged by John Lewis. 
The  ensemble’s  studio  work  (during  1949  and  1950)  resulted  in  a  landmark  set  of 
recordings eventually released under the title The Birth of the Cool in 1957.
23 
 
In the liner notes, which accompanied the first release of Birth of the Cool in CD format 
(1989) Pete Welding offered an outline of the musical aesthetic of the Davis nonet: 
 
In its music the nonet sought to realize a number of interlocking goals. Foremost of 
these was the development of an approach to ensemble writing that would retain 
                                                 
23 It should be noted that the music recorded by the nonet had a rather unconventional release history. As 
Ian Carr pointed out: ‘Eight of the tracks were originally issued in pairings on 78s, and there was a ten-inch 
LP in the early 1950s, but it wasn’t until 1957 that all the tracks (except for the vocal ‘Darn That Dream’) 
were reissued on one twelve-inch LP, and entitled The Birth of the Cool.’ See Ian Carr, 1984. Miles Davis: 
A Critical Biography, London, Paladin, 56. Subsequently, all twelve tracks were released on a twelve-inch 
LP in 1971 and it was this version that Capitol Records reissued in 1989 for the first CD format of the 
album.     24 
 
the freshness and immediacy of improvised music and in which would be fused 
elements  from  bop,  and  Parker’s  music  in  particular,  with  a  number  of  jazz 
practices such as a light, vibrato less tonality and a more subtle approach to rhythm 
that the boppers largely had eschewed... 
24 
 
Later in the piece, Welding observes that the arrangements endeavour to attain an almost 
orchestral ‘textural palette’ within the scope of the available instrumentation; and further, 
that the intention was to achieve a more balanced integration between pre-composed 
elements  and  the  improvisations.  When  compared  with  bebop  the  ‘birth  of  the  cool’ 
approach moderated some of the exuberance of bebop’s language by adopting a lighter 
instrumental timbre with slower-moving harmonies. In addition, one might argue that the 
nonet’s emphasis on composition and coherent design required more intellectual control 
and emotional restraint on the part of the performers than was characteristic of bebop 
musicians.  
  
The recordings of the Davis nonet were not commercially successful at the time and 
many jazz fans and critics did not recognize the music as jazz.
25 In later years, Birth of 
the Cool would be considered as one of the landmark records of the 1950s, but during its 
short  working  life,  the  band  received  very  little  attention  from  jazz  audiences. 
Nonetheless,  the  influence  of  cool  jazz  spread  as  many  jazz  musicians  seeking  an 
alternative to bebop began to absorb the non-traditional compositional approaches taken 
                                                 
24 See Pete Welding, liner notes to The Birth Of The Cool, Capitol, CDP 92862, 1989 [1971].  
25 Interestingly, Winthrop Sargeant (classical music critic for The New Yorker) did not regard Birth of the 
Cool as jazz. Nonetheless, he did recognize the importance of the compositions, which he linked with those 
of contemporary ‘classical’ music: ‘The music sounds more like that of a new Maurice Ravel than it does 
like jazz ... If Miles Davis were an established ‘‘classical’’ composer, his work would rank high among that 
of his contemporary colleagues. But it is not really jazz.’ Quoted in Gioia (1997), Ibid., 283.    
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by the nonet. Moreover, several key members – Gerry Mulligan, Lee Konitz (b. 1927) 
and  John  Lewis  (1920-2001)  –  went  on  to  lead  their  own  ensembles  and  became 
important advocates for the cool jazz aesthetic. By the early 1950s, the influence of Birth 
of the Cool reached California, where it laid the foundation for a new sound that became 
known as West Coast jazz.       
 
Although the embryonic cool jazz approach can be traced to the work of the Miles Davis 
nonet in New York in the late 1940s it was only when it was adopted by white jazz 
musicians based in California that it achieved commercial success and an international 
reputation. In addition, the popularity of West Coast jazz and its ascendancy during the 
1950s provided the world of modern jazz with a genuine alternative to the dominant East 
Coast  approach.  Local  record  labels  such  as  Pacific,  Fantasy,  and  Contemporary 
promoted West Coast jazz as a regional style with a characteristic ‘cool’ sound and a 
sun-drenched outdoor image. However, in West Coast Jazz: Modern Jazz in California 
1945-1960 Ted Gioia argues that West Coast jazz was not the uniform movement the 
term has come to suggest:  
 
The new name implied a homogeneity of musical styles that in fact never existed 
on the coast.  But the mythical world of images has a reality of its own. Fostered 
by  record  companies  in  search  of  a  marketing  angle,  a  new  sound  was 
christened… 
26     
 
What emerges from Gioia’s survey is the idea that jazz musicians based in California 
                                                 
26 See Ted Gioia, 1998. West Coast Jazz: Modern Jazz in California, 1945-1960, New York, University of 
California Press, 201. 26 
 
were more open to experimentation with compositional techniques than their East Coast 
compatriots.
27 He also observed that certain common traits can be found in West Coast 
music, which shows the musicians shared aesthetic goals: 
 
The use of counterpoint, the emphasis on relaxed  tempos, the restrained drum 
sound, the  experimentation with different combinations of instruments, the heavy 
reliance on  compositional structures, the openness to new sounds – all of these 
remained trademarks of West Coast jazz in the 1950s.
28  
                  
With this description, Gioia’s point about the importance of compositional structures in 
West Coast jazz is especially interesting. In many ways, the ascendancy of West Coast 
music helped to establish the prominence of original compositions in modern jazz. In the 
process,  it  raised  crucial  questions  for  jazz  musicians  and  critics:  What  constitutes 
modern jazz practice? Does modern jazz have a particular identity? Can modern jazz 
achieve popular success while retaining a radical aesthetic? Despite negative criticism 
within the jazz community, the achievement of Californian-based composers like Gerry 
Mulligan and Dave Brubeck (1920-2012) was unprecedented in modern jazz, as they 
made  innovation  accessible  to  a  wider  audience.
29  In  their  struggle  against   the 
                                                 
27 With reference to the experimental disposition of West Coast jazz musicians, we should not overlook the 
influence of Stan Kenton (1911-1979) and Woody Herman (1913-1987). As Gioia has shown, both Kenton 
and  Herman  were  important  catalysts  for  West  Jazz;  many  of  its  leading  exponents  (Art  Pepper,  Lee 
Konitz, Gerry Mulligan, Jimmy Guiffre and Stan Getz) emerged from Kenton’s and Herman’s big bands.  
See Gioia (1997), Ibid., 259-269 and Gioia (1998), Ibid., 139-151 and 245-249. 
28  See Gioia (1998) Ibid., 187.  
29  West  Coast  jazz  is  often  attacked  by  unsupportive  critics  and  jazz  musicians  for  ‘whitening’  jazz. 
Moreover, white jazz  musicians are condemned for appropriating the black jazz tradition. In a recent 
publication David Rosenthal refers to West Coast jazz as being, ‘overwhelmingly a white phenomenon, 
both in its protagonists and its audience.’ See David Rosenthal, 1992. Hard Bop: Jazz and Black Music 
1955-1965, Oxford University Press, 23. As Mark C. Gridley has observed, much of the criticism of West 
Coast jazz at the time came from New York-based critics and record companies who had a vested interest 27 
 
conventions  of  bebop,  they  pioneered  the  use  of  new  compositional  techniques  and 
forms of expression, which extended jazz’s boundaries. From a musical standpoint, it is 
ironic that West Coast jazz should have a carefree and laid-back image when it clearly 
came  from  the  work  of  a  new  generation  of  serious-minded  musicians  pursuing  a 
fundamentally disciplined yet individual approach to modern jazz.         
 
As one of the most prominent figures in West Coast jazz during the early 1950s, Gerry 
Mulligan personified the image of a well-schooled and serious jazz musician. Before 
moving  to  California,  Mulligan  had  established  his  jazz  credentials  as  a  composer, 
arranger and freelance sideman with the orchestras of Elliot Lawrence, Gene Krupa and 
Claude Thornhill. He had also played a major role - composing, arranging and playing 
baritone – on Miles Davis’s Birth of the Cool recordings. But it was as the leader of a 
piano-less quartet with Chet Baker that Mulligan achieved international recognition and 
put West Coast jazz on the map.
30 Although the concept of an ensemble without a piano 
was not new (pianos were not present in the original New Orleans jazz bands )  it 
represented a significant shift in small group aesthetics in the modern jazz era. In the 
liner notes to the album Gerry Mulligan Quartet (1952) Mulligan offers an explanation 
for this approach, which is revealing both for its depth of analysis and the reference he 
                                                                                                                                                  
in promoting the ‘authenticity’ of East Coast music over West Coast music: ‘The implication was that East 
Coast was better because it was true, tough, and honest: West Coast was worse because it was arranged, 
effete, and – the most damning charge of all – because it didn’t swing.’ See Gridley, 1990. ‘Clarifying 
labels: Cool Jazz, West Coast and Hard Bop’, Popular Music Studies, 2/2 (Spring 1990), 8.    
30 The popularity of the Mulligan Quartet was such that it entered the mainstream media with a full page 
article in  Time magazine. See, ‘Counterpoint in Jazz’, Time (February, 1953) 36. For a comprehensive 
account of Mulligan’s early career and the role he played in West Coast jazz, see articles and liner notes by 
Ted Gioia, Richard Bock, Michael Cuscuna, Whitney Balliett and Nat Hentoff, 1996. Liner notes to The 
Complete Pacific Jazz Recordings of the Gerry Mulligan Quartet with Chet Baker, Pacific Jazz, CDP 
7243-8-38263-2 2, 1996.  
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makes to Baroque compositional technique:   
  
The piano’s accepted function of constantly stating the chords of the progression 
makes the solo horn slave to the whims of the piano player. The soloist is forced to 
adapt his line to the changes and alterations made by the pianist in the chords of the 
progression. 
 
I consider the string bass to be the basis of the sound of the group; the foundation 
around which the soloist builds his line, the main thread around which the two 
horns weave their contrapuntal interplay. It is possible with two voices to imply the 
sound of or impart the feeling of any chord or series of chords as Bach shows us so 
thoroughly and enjoyably in his inventions.
31 
 
By discarding the vertical harmonic support conventionally provided by chord-making 
instruments  like  the  piano  or  the  guitar,  Mulligan  was  free  to  experiment  with  long 
contrapuntal lines in a more linear approach. In the writing style he developed for the 
limited instrumentation of the quartet, harmonies are conveyed by means of the subtle 
interplay between the baritone, trumpet and bass. Unlike contemporary bebop groups, 
which primarily served the soloist, Mulligan’s Quartet introduced a form of collective 
improvisation and active listening that was reminiscent of older styles of jazz, particularly 
Dixieland.  
 
The  ingredients  that  characterized  the  sound  of  the  ensemble  are  exemplified  in 
Mulligan’s arrangement of composer Bernie Miller’s ‘Bernie’s Tune’ from the album 
                                                 
31 See Mulligan, 1952. Liner notes to Gerry Mulligan Quartet, Pacific Jazz, PJ LP-1, 1952.   29 
 
Gerry Mulligan Quartet.
32 The composition falls into an AABA structure and has an 
upbeat theme played by the baritone, trumpet and bass. Both baritone and trumpet follow 
with compact but expressive solos. Mulligan underpins Baker’s improvisation with a 
polyphonic commentary in the lower register of the baritone – providing subtle harmonic 
shading and effectively integrating the trumpet solo into the music’s fabric. After the 
solos, the two horns join in a contrapuntal dialogue that is interposed by a brief drum 
solo. The composition closes with the ensemble repeating the main theme. Although 
very much in the jazz idiom, the overall ambience of the performance has a chamber 
music quality – especially its concern for formal structure, melodic clarity and cleanly 
executed lines. In short, the distinctive features of this track – open sound, smooth chord 
changes,  lyrical  voice leading and understated  drums  – became the hallmarks  which 
helped to define the sound of West Coast jazz.  
                                                       
Another influential figure to emerge from the 1950s West Coast jazz scene was pianist 
and composer Dave Brubeck. Over a long career Brubeck showed that pursuing a radical 
jazz aesthetic is not necessarily an obstacle to achieving commercial success or popular 
acclaim:  he  remains  today  one  of  the  most  popular  figures  in  jazz  history.
33  Before 
gaining an international reputation as a j azz musician, Brubeck received a classical 
training in music. In 1946, he studied composition at Mills College under contemporary 
classical composer Darius Milhaud, who encouraged him to compose and perform jazz. 
Between 1946 and 1949, Brubeck led a radica l third-stream octet and began applying 
                                                 
32 Track One on Zawinul Project CD I.  
33 For a critical appraisal of Brubeck’s career, see Hendrick Smith, 2001. ‘Rediscovering Dave Brubeck.’ 
http://www.pbs.org/brubeck/ theMan/daveBio.htm, (accessed 7 April 2013). Topics on this site include: 
Brubeck’s role in West Coast jazz; Brubeck’s style; and critical opinion by Stanley Crouch, Ted Gioia, Ira 
Gitler, George Wein and Herb Wong.  30 
 
techniques  he  learned  under  Milhaud’s  tutelage  –  counterpoint,  polytonality, 
polyrhythms and complex time signatures – to his compositions and arrangements.
34 The 
overt modernism of the octet was anathema to traditional jazz audiences, and, unable to 
secure regular work, Brubeck scaled down his approach. In 1951, he formed a quartet 
with Paul Desmond on alto sax that became popular with audiences on the American 
college circuit. The quartet’s distinctive sound was founded upon the contrasting playing 
approaches of Brubeck and Desmond:  Desmond’s cool-toned alto and fluid playing 
style serving as a foil to Brubeck’s powerful chord voicings and experimental approach. 
In 1954 the quartet recorded Jazz Goes to College for the Columbia label; it sold over 
100,000 copies and brought Brubeck a great deal of visibility.
35  
 
But it was in 1959 with the recording of  Time Out that Brubeck’s quartet achieved an 
unprecedented breakthrough in jazz. The album was not only a commercial success (it 
was the first jazz record to sell over a million copies and receive a gold disc) but owing to 
its experimental approach, it was also an artistic triumph for Brubeck. The album stands 
as the first serious and extensive exploration of unconventional metres in a jazz idiom. 
Yet, before its release, Time Out had a problematic history. As Brubeck recalled in an 
interview  he  gave  in  1998,  the  innovative  ideas  he  wished  to  explore on  this  album 
conflicted with his recording company’s ethos:  
                                                 
34 Gunther Schuller originally used the term third stream in the 1950s to describe a type of music that 
combined jazz and classical composition procedures. In an interview he gave to Scott Menhinick, Schuller 
explains: ‘I coined the term Third Stream because there was no name for this music where classical music 
and jazz were coming together. By the way, that all started already in the 1910s and 1920s with composers 
like Stravinsky and Debussy, and Gershwin, of course, so there was this long history of this combination of 
classical and jazz but there was no word for it.’ See Menhinick, 1999. ‘Signal to Noise’, All About Jazz 
(March/April 1999). http://www.allaboutjazz.com/journalists/schuller3.htm, (accessed 2 September 2001). 
35 Brubeck was the first jazz musician to appear on the cover of  Time magazine as part of a full-length 
article. See, ‘The Man on Cloud No.7’, Time, 64/19, 8 November 1954, 67-76.   31 
 
 
I wanted to do an experimental album, and Columbia hated it. They wouldn’t put it 
out. It broke all their unwritten rules. It may have been the first album with a 
painting  on  the  cover.  It  broke  the  rules  that  you  couldn’t  have  all  originals 
(compositions) on a jazz album. You were supposed to intersperse originals with 
standards and show tunes.  And, they didn’t want anything you couldn’t dance to.
36 
 
Despite Columbia’s hostility to the project, Time Out was eventually released and its 
subsequent success more than mitigated Brubeck’s innovative approach. But beyond the 
album’s commercial appeal, the significant achievement of this work was the discovery 
that  jazz  could  be  free  from  the  constraints  of  common  time.  From  an  historical 
perspective, common time had reigned supreme in the production of jazz works; for the 
majority of jazz musicians and fans it is regarded as the essential underlying metre that 
gives jazz its recognizable rhythmical identity i.e. its capacity to swing. Yet, Brubeck’s 
foray into unusual time signatures such as 5/4 (‘Take Five’) and 6/4 (‘Pick Up Sticks’) 
showed there were alternative ways of dealing with metre in jazz.
37      
 
In his original sleeve notes to  Time Out, Steve Race attempted to locate the boldness of 
Brubeck’s approach within the context of other jazz innovators:  
 
The New Orleans pioneers soon broke free of the tyranny imposed by the easy 
                                                 
36  See  Rick  Bird,  1998.  ‘Jazz  vet  Brubeck  changed  pop  music’,  The  Cincinnati  Post  (May,  1998). 
http://www.cincypost.co./living/1998/brub020598.html, (accessed 2 March 2002). 
37 Interestingly, Brubeck’s experiments with unusual time signatures informed the approach taken by some 
of the leading jazz big bands of the 1960s (e.g. Don Ellis, Maynard Ferguson and Buddy Rich). As Gioia 
has pointed out, during this period certain big bands flourished by ‘tapping into new musical trends: rock, 
fusion, electronics, [and] odd-time-signatures…’ See Gioia (1997) Ibid., 271.    32 
 
brass key of B-flat. Men like Coleman Hawkins brought a new chromaticism to 
jazz. Bird, Diz and Monk broadened its harmonic horizon. Duke Ellington gave it 
structure, and a wide palette of colors.  Yet rhythmically, jazz has not progressed. 
…  Dave Brubeck, pioneer already in so many other fields, is really the first to 
explore the uncharted seas of compound time.
38     
 
Although Race’s interpretation alludes to the myth of musical progress, his point about 
Brubeck exploring ‘uncharted’ areas of jazz is particularly important. While the harmonic 
innovations of bebop have been much written about, when it comes to the metrical basis 
for jazz music, bebop musicians are surprisingly conservative; it is rare to find a bebop 
work  that  strays  outside  of  4/4  time.  Conversely,  Brubeck’s  experiments  with 
asymmetrical metres in such works as ‘Blue Rondo A La Turk’ (written as 9/8 but played 
as 2+2+2+3 in the Turkish style) and ‘Three to Get Ready’ (which starts as a waltz but 
falls into rhythmical pattern comprising of two bars of 3/4 followed by two bars of 4/4) 
are a notable breakthrough in modern jazz.   
 
Although Brubeck’s work is frequently bracketed with cool jazz, the compass of his 
approach renders the label wholly inadequate. By introducing into the jazz idiom the 
advanced compositional techniques he had learned from Milhaud, Brubeck pioneered an 
approach that set him apart from his contemporaries. At the same time, the performing 
style  he  developed  did  not  adhere  to  any  particular  model  or  antecedent.  For  these 
reasons,  Brubeck’s  approach  should  be  considered  sui  generis.  But  aside  from  his 
originality,  not  the  least  of  his  accomplishments  has  been  his  role  in  influencing 
                                                 
38 See Race, 1959. Liner notes to Time Out, Columbia, CL 1397, 1959. 
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perceptions of modern jazz. In many respects, Brubeck’s academic background helped to 
provide modern jazz with an appearance of intellectual respectability. As Ronald Radano 
has  pointed  out,  a  trend  emerged  in  jazz  journalism  during  the  1950s  that  glorified 
musicians who were deemed to be promoting jazz as a ‘high art’ and whose music was 
seen to link jazz with the traditions of classical music. According to Radano, the public 
image of Brubeck as a studious intellectual with ‘concert-music ambitions’ did not fit the 
stereotype of a jazz musician, which in turn, ‘helped to counter the portrayals of jazz 
musicians as tortured, self-abusive romantics common to the period.’
39     
 
In the context of modern jazz during the 1950s, what is significant about the individual 
styles of West Coast musicians like Mulligan and Brubeck is the breadth of their musical 
range and the eclecticism of their approach. Rather than adhering to one particular model 
or style, they presented jazz as a music that had the capacity to absorb a variety of 
influences.  Many  of  these  influences  were  outside  jazz  and  included  compositional 
techniques  found  in  classical  music.  In  Brubeck’s  case,  this  also  encompassed 
influences, which came from Turkish music and polyrhythmic African music. In short, 
the  outstanding  achievement  of  Mulligan  and  Brubeck  was  in  making  modern  jazz 
accessible to a wider audience. Moreover, their open-minded approach suggested that 
jazz could assimilate different musical and cultural influences  without weakening its 
ethos, or indeed its propensity for radicalism and innovation. And it is this reading of 
jazz that would have an important impact on the experimental approaches of musicians 
like  Miles  Davis  and  Josef  Zawinul  as  they  attempted  to  integrate  rock  and  funk 
                                                 
39 See Ronald M. Radano, 1993. New Musical Figurations: Anthony Braxton’s Cultural Critique, Chicago 
and London, University of Chicago Press, 53.  34 
 
influences into jazz in the 1960s.     
 
Although  cool  jazz  and  West  Coast  jazz  have  been  credited  with  expanding  the 
boundaries of modern jazz, a number of other musical trends emerged during the 1950s, 
which also brought greater diversity and expression to the idiom. One such music was 
hard bop, which has already been mentioned in connection with Zawinul’s maturation as 
a jazz musician.
40 Critics tend to use the term hard bop to define a post-bebop style but as 
with the previous examples of modern jazz labelling (bebop, cool and West Coast) there 
are difficulties with this term. In his 1991 essay ‘Constructing the Jazz Tradition,’ Scott 
DeVeaux says that hard bop is, ‘an unfortunate blanket term that strains to cover the 
gospel-influenced  popular  hits  of  Cannonball  Adderley  and  Horace  Silver,  the 
‘‘experimental’’ music of Mingus and Monk, as well as much more that could simply be 
called bop’.
41 Although DeVeaux represents hard bop as an unstructured jazz movement, 
he argues that it exerted an important influence on jazz historiography: 
     
It served to counter the notion that becoming an art music somehow required jazz 
to shed its “folk’’ (i.e. ethnic) roots. In the wake of hard bop came a new strain of 
historical writing, exemplified by Blues People, the 1963 book by LeRoi Jones 
(Amiri Baraka) that treated jazz as something intrinsically separate from the white 
‘‘mainstream.’’
42          
      
As DeVeaux reports, the latter part of the 1950s saw a radical change in America’s ‘racial 
                                                 
40 See Hans Solomon’s quotation on page 20 of this text. Here Solomon acknowledges the influence of 
‘black musicians, the East Coast thing.’ This is a clear reference to the style of jazz labelled hard bop. 
41  See Scott DeVeaux,  1991.  ‘Constructing  the  Jazz  Tradition:  Jazz  Historiography’,  Black  American 
Literature Forum 25/3 (1991), 547.  
42 See DeVeaux (1991) Ibid., 547. 35 
 
climate’ brought about by the emerging Civil Rights movement. From this movement 
came powerful assertions of African American identity and ‘ethnicity’ that was reflected 
in the emerging hard bop approach, and in the writings of black American critics and 
political activists.
43 For DeVeaux the beginnings of a new approach to jazz history, one 
that places the subject within a socio -cultural context rather than relying on familiar 
narratives of musical development, can be found in the works of black American writers 
like Baraka who were considering the political and cultural contexts of jazz from a black 
perspective.  
     
In the aforementioned Blues People, Baraka argues that hard bop’s emergence was the 
direct  consequence  of  black  American  musicians  reacting  to  the  ‘whitening’  of  jazz 
associated with the cool style: 
 
Amidst the cellos, flutes, fugues, and warmed-over popular ballads of the cool, 
there was  evident, mostly among Negro musicians, a conscious, and many times 
affected, ‘‘return to the roots,’’ as it has been called so often … The hard-bop 
reactions were loudest in the East, i.e., New York, which led quite predictably to 
the new style’s being called ‘‘East Coast Jazz,’’ to place it within the immediate 
reach of the press agents and jazz critics.
44  
 
Developing his critique, Baraka challenges the popular view that hard bop musicians 
were solely pursuing a ‘return to the roots’ approach. Instead, he argues that from the 
mid-1950s numerous black musicians became engaged in ‘conscious re-evaluation’ of 
                                                 
43 See DeVeaux (1991), Ibid., 547. 
44  See Amiri  Baraka,  1963.  Blues  People:  Negro  Music  in  White  America,  New  York,  William  and 
Morrow, 216-217. 36 
 
jazz’s black roots.
45 While acknowledging that this form of critical examination helped to 
re-define and re-vitalize black American jazz, Baraka complains that hard bop musicians 
were not radical enough in their approach. He also maintains that the popular appeal of 
hard bop and its commercialization contributed to diluting the gains made by the bebop 
movement: 
                                                            
Hard bop, though it sought to erase the strong middle-brow flavour that the jazz of 
the fifties had developed, provided nevertheless, because of its musical and extra-
musical  affectations  and  its  conspicuous  ‘‘exclusiveness,’’  almost  a  group  of 
anthems for another kind of American middle brow – a black one. But bop had 
moved in an opposite direction, just as the music of Armstrong and Ellington had 
moved toward the considerations and responsibilities of high art.
46      
 
Underlying  Baraka’s  criticism  is  the  notion  that  hard  bop  musicians,  who  sought  to 
integrate jazz with popular forms of music, were culpable of not upholding the ideals of 
jazz as ‘high art.’
47 However, as DeVeaux cautions, it is possible to invoke a number of 
narratives about  jazz history  from  a black perspective:  ‘[t]he least  dogmatic of these 
narratives is that which allows for the ‘‘fusion’’ of jazz with currents in popular music, 
                                                 
45 See Baraka, Ibid., 218.   
46  See Baraka, Ibid., 222. 
47 As DeVeaux observes, ‘… for most jazz critics, the greatest sin of the ‘‘funky’’ hard bop style was its 
accessibility, its easy and self-serving simplicity, its eagerness to please. Dalliance with popular trends 
seemed to betray the movement of jazz as an art music toward complexity and intricacy’. See DeVeaux 
(1991), Ibid., 548. Commenting on the critical reception of hard bop, Ingrid Monson writes, ‘hard bop 
tunes … have generally enjoyed less prestige with modernist-orientated jazz critics, including Gunther 
Schuller and Amiri Baraka. Baraka lamented hard bop’s deviation from the track of ‘‘high art’’ undertaken 
by bebop …’ See, Monson, Ibid., 196. Interestingly, the narrative Baraka espouses regarding the sanctity of 
jazz’s core values is almost identical to the one used by opponents of jazz-rock fusion. See pages 6-7 of this 
text. It appears that musicians and critics who support this particular viewpoint necessarily regard any 
rapprochement with popular music as repositioning jazz towards degrading commercialism.  37 
 
especially black popular music.’ One might argue that such an intersection between jazz 
and  popular  music  occurred  during  a  period  when  audiences,  in  particular  black 
audiences, felt estranged by the overt modernism of bebop. DeVeaux continues, ‘[f]usion 
subverts from the outset the assumptions that popular and art are mutually exclusive 
categories, and that the progress from the latter to the former in jazz was irreversible.’
48 
Indeed, rather than pursuing a technically demanding style that to some extent excluded 
black American audiences, a number of hard bop musicians recognized that by adopting 
an eclectic approach which incorporated elements of bebop with popular forms of black 
music such as  gospel, blues and R&B, they  could  perform  jazz which engaged with 
contemporary black American sensibilities. 
 
While Baraka’s overreaching agenda is to make the strongest possible case for black 
American jazz as an autonomous creative tradition, his survey of hard bop provides only 
a narrow and somewhat partial view of this movement. Although it is well documented 
that black American musicians reacted to the ‘whitening’ of jazz by creating a black 
dominated style, it is also reasonable to say that a new generation of black American 
performers responded to the ‘highbrow’ affectations of bebop by amalgamating jazz with 
more popular black music styles.  
 
In recent years, hard bop has enjoyed a notable resurgence, functioning as the starting 
point  for  the  neo-classical  movement  led  by  Wynton  Marsalis  (b.1961)  Terence 
Blanchard (b.1962) David Murray (b.1955) and others. This has encouraged present-day 
critics to re-evaluate its place in jazz history. One such critic is David Rosenthal, whose 
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1992  book,  Hard  Bop:  Jazz  and  Black  Music  1955-1965,  exemplifies  the  kind  of 
approach to ‘historical particularity’ that DeVeaux advocates.
49 In his account, Rosenthal 
attempts to contextualize the music by providing a critique of the political and socio-
cultural forces which impacted upon it. For instance, he provides significant background 
information on such topics as the reception of jazz in the black ghettos; the vital role 
played  by  bars  and  jukeboxes  in  jazz’s  exposure  during  the  1950s;  the  complex 
interrelationships between jazz musicians, visual artists and literary figures in the New 
York City milieu of the 1950s; and, the culture of heroin use in jazz’s ‘shadow world.’
50        
 
In  relation  to  hard  bop’s  musical  characteristics,  Rosenthal  initially  approaches  the 
subject by making veiled comparisons with bebop practices: 
 
Heavier use of the minor mode and strong rhythmic patterning, along with slower 
moving  tempos,  blues-  and  gospel-influenced  phrasing  and  compositions,  and 
sometimes lusher melodies were all characteristic of hard bop as it emerged in the 
mid-fifties.
51   
 
But when it comes to delineating hard bop as a style, Rosenthal acknowledges that the 
sheer  variety  of  music  included  under  the  label  precludes  any  attempt  to  provide  a 
satisfactory definition. As he explains, ‘[t]hough hard bop was certainly a return to the 
pulsing rhythms and earthy emotions of jazz’s ‘‘roots,’’ it was much else besides ... [t]his 
‘‘much else’’ has always made a precise definition of hard bop difficult.’
52 Rosenthal 
reckons with this difficulty by tentatively breaking hard bop down into four overlapping 
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groups of musical activity. These are: (1) the work of musicians who integrated bebop 
with popular black music such as urban blues, gospel, and Latin American music (often 
referred to as a ‘funky jazz’) – mainly associated with pianist Horace Silver (b.1928) 
saxophonist Cannonball Adderley (1928-1975) organist Jimmy Smith (1925-2005) and 
drummer Art Blakey (1919-1991); (2) the work of less popular musicians whose personal 
styles are described as ‘astringent,’ ‘starker,’ and not as pyrotechnical as bebop – mainly 
associated with saxophonists Jackie McLean (1931-2006) and Tina Brooks (1932-1974) 
and pianists Mal Waldron (1925-2002) and Elmo Hope (1923-1967); (3) the output of 
more lyrical and contemplative players such as trumpeter Art Farmer (1928-1999) and 
pianists  Hank  Jones  (1918-2010)  and  Tommy  Flanagan  (1930-2001);  and  (4)  the 
experimental work of musicians who were concerned with expanding jazz’s ‘structural 
and  technical  boundaries’  such  as  pianist  Thelonious  Monk  (1917-1982)  bass  player 




It is important to recognize that Rosenthal’s groupings are only provisional, since the 
musicians identified frequently crossed over from one musical activity to another. As 
Rosenthal comments, ‘[hard bop] is actually a complicated set of inter-locking worlds and 
tendencies.’
54 Thus, even among players associated with a particular category there was 
considerable movement across borders to suit a particular musical environment, whether 
in the recording studio or on the bandstand.  
 
                                                 
53 See Rosenthal, Ibid., 44-45.  
54 See Rosenthal, Ibid., 45. 40 
 
Interestingly, Mark Gridley adds another group to Rosenthal’s list, which he calls the 
‘second wave of players.’ These were a new generation of musicians who established 
themselves in the 1960s, and whose work ‘drew from sources outside hard bop.’ Among 
this group are saxophonists Joe Henderson and Wayne Shorter (later to co-found Weather 
Report with Josef Zawinul); trumpeter Freddie Hubbard; pianists McCoy Tyner, Herbie 
Hancock, Chick Corea, and Keith Jarrett; and drummers Tony Williams and Elvin Jones. 
Gridley observes that many of the names listed are familiar in contexts other than hard 
bop. This leads him to remark: ‘if we recall the versatility that is so common to jazz 
giants,  it  should  not  be  difficult  to  comprehend,  for  example,  Herbie  Hancock’s 
contributing significantly to hard bop during the early 1960s and then creating new styles 
in the jazz-rock fusion genres of the 1970s and 1980s.’
55 It is curious that Gridley omits 
Zawinul’s name from his list, for he is clearly an outstanding example of a multi-talented 
jazz musician who came to prominence during the 1960s.  And like Herbie Hancock, 
Zawinul  is  associated  with  a  variety  of  jazz  contexts:  contributing  to  Cannonball 
Adderley’s  group  as  a  hard  bop  pianist  during  the  early  1960s;  developing  new 
approaches as a keyboard player and composer for Adderley’s group during the soul jazz 
period (mid-1960s onwards); making important contributions to Miles Davis’s jazz-rock 
fusion experiments during the late 1960s and early 1970s; co-founding Weather Report 
(1971-85); and, subsequently leading his own ensembles (1985-2007).   
 
Returning  to  hard  bop,  the  evident  resourcefulness  and  eclecticism  of  its  leading 
performers persuaded Rosenthal that the movement functioned as ‘an opening out in 
                                                 
55 See Gridley (1997), Ibid., 199-218.  41 
 
numerous directions.’
56 Certainly, a characteristic shared by many hard bop musicians 
was the open-minded willingness to embrace a wide range of influences – from bebop, 
gospel music, the blues, R&B, Latin American music to classical impressionism.
57 From 
this array of performance styles, composers like Horace Silver,  Thelonious Monk and 
Charles Mingus, developed individual voices and sounds which ultimately challenged 
the musical practices of bebop. Interestingly, despite their apparent musical differences, 
similarities can be found between the hard bop and cool jazz aesthetic: both used bebop 
as a point of departure; both assumed a flexible approach to performance practice; 
neither adhered to a strict model; and both represented jazz as open to absorbing diverse 
influences. 
 
As one of jazz’s most prolific composers, Horace Silver’s compositions during the 1950s 
epitomize the eclecticism of the hard bop approach. Having served his apprenticeship as 
a journeyman jazz musician, Silver came to prominence in the early 1950s as a pianist in 
Stan Getz’s quintet. After a short association with Getz, he went on to work as a sideman 
with Art Blakey, Coleman Hawkins and Lester Young. By 1954 Silver was one of the 
most in-demand pianists on the jazz scene, notably working with Miles Davis on several 
recording sessions that year: Walking’ (1954) and Bags’ Groove (1954). But it is as a 
composer of small group jazz works that Silver built an enduring reputation.                                                                                         
 
                                                 
56 See Rosenthal, Ibid., 43. 
57  In a disc ussion  on  pianists,  Rosenthal  cites  Kenny  Drew’s  playing  as  exemplifying  the  dominant 
characteristics of the hard bop period: ‘‘‘funk’’ (extensive use of blues voicings on tunes that are not 
strictly blues) Debussyesque lyrical embellishments, finger-busting up-tempo solos, and multiple references 
to earlier styles both gently contemplative (Teddy Wilson and Nat Cole) and hot and bluesy (stride piano 
via [Thelonious] Monk).’ From this Rosenthal concludes: ‘In such an eclectic context, it’s not surprising 
that many more pianists with individually recognizable styles appeared in the fifties than the forties.’ See 
Rosenthal, Ibid., 43. 42 
 
From  1954  to  1955,  Silver  collaborated  with  drummer  Art  Blakey  on  a  series  of 
recordings for Blue Note, which many writers regard as the genesis of hard bop.
58 With 
albums like A Night at Birdland with the Art Blakey Quintet ( 1954) and Horace Silver 
and the Jazz Messengers ( 1955), Silver and Blakey laid down the elements of what came 
to  be  considered  as  the  ‘funky’  side  of  the  hard  bop  style.  According  to  Silver  the 
principal ingredient of this style was ‘earthy, blues-based,’ with ‘that down-home feel to 
it.’
59 Since the album Horace Silver and the Jazz Messengers mainly consists of Silver’s 
compositions, it may be argued that it is his aesthetic which governs the emergence of the 
proto-typical hard bop composition.  
 
As Rosenthal has pointed out, Silver lists his principal aesthetic tenets as: ‘A. Melodic 
Beauty; B. Meaningful simplicity; C. Harmonic Beauty; and D. Rhythm.’
60 A track taken 
from  Horace  Silver  and  the  Jazz  Messengers  entitled  ‘The  Preacher’  exemplifies  the 
‘meaningful  simplicity’  that  Silver  espouses.
61  The  composition  is  effectively  a  re-
working of Irving King’s 1925 tune ‘Show Me the Way to Go Home.’
62 The theme is 
based on the repetition of four bar phrases that fall into: a a¹ a² b pattern.  Underpinning 




emphasis given to the root subdominant and dominant chords contributes to the structure 
and feeling of the blues. Variety is obtained by subtle changes in the instrumental texture 
                                                 
58 See for example Ted Gioa’s discussion of the early years of hard bop. See Gioia (1997) 316. 
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Press, 122.   
60 See Horace Silver, 1968. Liner notes to  Serenade to a Soul Sister, Blue Note, 84277, 1968. Cited by 
Rosenthal. See Rosenthal, Ibid., 36. 
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62 As Rosenthal points out, Silver habitually ended his performances with a rendition of ‘Show Me the Way 
to Go Home.’ It appears that over time, Silver transmogrified the theme and chord sequence of this tune 
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and the rhythm: the full ensemble performs the opening section with the horns taking the 
melody; the horn solos have a piano, bass, and drums accompaniment; the first half of the 
piano’s extended solo is performed as a trio, whereas during the second half the horns 
enter with a gospel-like call and response theme; the main theme is then recapitulated by 
the full ensemble. The rhythmic accompaniment for the opening and closing sections has 
an almost stately two-beat pattern, yet for the duration of the solos momentum is provided 
by an energetic walking bass line played over insistent back-beat drum accents.   
 
Compared  to  the  complexity  of  bebop,  what  is  immediately  striking  about  ‘The 
Preacher’ is its understated simplicity: restricted melody line spanning one octave, static 
harmonies,  and  rudimentary  form.  Yet,  from  such  simple  musical  resources,  Silver 
constructed  an  exemplary  vehicle  for  jazz  improvisation  that  allowed  musicians  to 
connect with the kind of emotional expressivity previously found in blues and gospel. 
Set against other trends in modern jazz during the 1950s, ‘The Preacher’ represents a 
unique and innovative sound. The directness of Silver’s approach made a significant 
impact on the jazz community, especially with those musicians who were seeking more 
expressive forms of improvisation to challenge bebop’s intellectualism.
63 Indeed, Silver 
showed that by integrating traditional African American music with jazz and popular 
music, musicians could regain acceptance with contemporary black audiences. In short, 
Silver  pioneered  an  aesthetic  that  celebrated  jazz’s  underlying  eclecticism.  This 
perception of jazz was not only responsible for initiating the hard bop movement: it also 
informed the approach of musicians like Cannonball Adderley and Josef Zawinul as they 
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attempted to amalgamate jazz with blues, gospel, R&B and soul music in the 1960s.
64      
 
What  emerges  from  this  exploration  of  1950s  jazz  styles  is  the  sense  that  many 
musicians were searching for ways to depart from the musical conventions of bebop, 
which had formed the basis for modern jazz practice since 1944. Because of this, 
performers from cool jazz and hard bop relied less on standard song forms and assigned 
greater importance to original compositions. Moreover, composers were emboldened to 
introduce innovation into the jazz idiom as a means of developing their own distinctive 
voices  and  sounds.  From  the  mid  to  late  1950s  American  jazz  composers  were 
experimenting  with  a  wide -range  of  compositional  techniques:  drawing  from  the 
rhythmic practices of Latin American, African -Caribbean, African and Turkish music; 
adopting advanced compositional procedures from classical music; experimenting with 
asymmetrical metres; borrowing from blues, gospel and popular dance music and so 
forth. Consequently, a propensity for stylistic experimentation and eclecticism emerged 
during this period, which not only extended the boundaries of jazz but also facilitated in 
the adoption of a more open aesthetic.  
                                                                       
Thus, the crucial achievement of experimentally minded composers of cool jazz and hard 
bop was that they opened up the world of jazz through the assimilation of fres h ideas 
from a wide-range of influences, many of which were outside customary jazz practice.  
This helped to generate a creative ferment in which composers were encouraged to 
                                                 
64 Taking Horace Silver’s compositional approach as a starting point, a number of leading musicians during 
the 1960s pursued a form of jazz that incorporated contemporary popular Black American music styles. 
These included guitarist Wes Montgomery, organist Jimmy Smith and saxophonist Cannonball Adderley. 
The music was labelled soul jazz or funky jazz by critics because of its mixture of jazz’s improvisation with 
melodies and rhythms drawn from blues, R & B and soul.    45 
 
explore ways of extending the idiom. In such a milieu, it is not surprising that further 
innovations emerged during the late 1950s.  
 
An important compositional approach that emerged towards the end of the 1950s was the 
use of modal structures. Composer George Russell (1923-2009) introduced the idea in his 
theoretical  text  The  Lydian  Chromatic  Concept  of  Tonal  Organisation,  published  in 
1953.
65 However, Miles Davis’s 1959 ground-breaking album Kind of Blue was the first 
to successfully incorporate the use of modes in jazz music. As Ian Carr points out, Davis 
had ‘hinted’ at such an approach on several previous recordings, including Milestones 
(1958)  and  Porgy  and  Bess  (1958).  In  an  interview  for  Jazz  Review  in  1958,  Davis 
explained his reasons for adopting this method:  
 
I think a  movement in jazz is beginning away from the conventional string of 
chords, and a return to emphasis on melodic rather than harmonic variations. There 
will be fewer chords but infinite possibilities as to what to do with them.
66   
 
Using modal structures represents a clear break with customary organizational methods 
of  jazz  composition.  Rather  than  the  emphasis  on  chord-based  harmony,  which  is 
enshrined in bebop performance practice, modal compositions tend to employ only a few 
non-functionally related chords in a slow harmonic rhythm, which effectively shifts the 
focus onto linear improvisation. The track ‘So What’ from Kind of Blue provides a clear 
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example of Davis’s use of modal technique.
67 The structure is a standard 32-bar AABA 
format,  but  the  harmonic  movement  is  restricted  to  two  contrasting  modal  areas:  D 
Dorian for the A sections and E-flat Dorian for the bridge. Thus, rather than employing a 
chord sequence over which the soloists create lines which relate to the implications of 
the harmonic progression, Davis provides an austere modal setting which affords space 
for the improvisations to develop in a more melodic manner. 
 
What is significant about the modal-based works on Kind of Blue is Davis’s adoption of 
a minimalist compositional aesthetic. It appears that by the end of the 1950s, Davis was 
searching for new compositional forms that would give his sidemen much more freedom 
(individually and collectively) in the performance of his music. On the original liner 
notes to Kind of Blue, Bill Evans states: ‘Miles Davis presents here frameworks which 
are  exquisite  in  their  simplicity  and  yet  contain  all  that  is  necessary  to  stimulate 
performance  with  a  sure  reference  to  the  primary  conception.’
68  By  reducing  the 
supremacy of harmonic progressions, Davis pioneered a new approach to composition 
and performance, which emancipated jazz from traditional practices and helped pave the 
way for the further experimentations of free jazz.   
 
Another significant innovation in 1950s jazz that foreshadowed the free jazz approach 
occurred  because  of  renewed  interest  in  collective  improvisation.  As  was  previously 
mentioned, the re-emergence of ensemble improvisation (reminiscent of early Dixieland 
groups) can be found in the performances of Gerry Mulligan’s piano-less quartet in the 
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early 1950s. But during the late 1950s Charles Mingus transformed the sound world of 
Dixieland into a distinctly modernist idiom by initiating a free-form style of collective 
improvisation.
69 In order to facilitate this radical performance approach, Mingus devised 
an open-ended compositional structure, reduced functional harmony to a minimum, and 
avoided prearranged lengths for the improvisations.   
 
A  good  example  of  Mingus’s  open-ended  form  is  provided  by  his  composition 
‘Pithecanthropus Erectus’ (1956) from the album of the same name.
70 The structure of 
this piece comprises: A section  – 12 bar main thematic statement in 4/4; B section – 
extended improvisations (of non-specific length) over two alternating chords (F minor 
seventh  and  B-flat  seventh)  also  in  4/4.  During  the  first  B  section,  the  ensemble 
progressively joins the improvising soloist in the manner of a tension-filled interactive 
dialogue until no single voice is dominant. When the B section appears for a second time 
the rhythm section plays 6/4 against the two saxophones, thereby increasing the tension. 
In terms of structure, this piece represents a significant departure from the theme/chorus 
model that had been favoured by jazz musicians since the 1930s.
71 The conventional 
cyclical structure does not apply, since the ensemble section (B) is not base d on the 
chord progression of the main theme (A) and the soloist is not given the opportunity to 
dominate. The emphasis Mingus gave to interactive ensemble improvisation in this work 
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and his deviation from the soloist/rhythm-section model provided an important precedent 
for the free jazz movement.  
  
Use of modal techniques, open-ended structures, and collective improvisation represent a 
radical  divergence  from  normative  standards  of  jazz  composition  and  performance 
practice. From this we may ascertain that innovative composers like Davis and Mingus 
were searching for alternatives to the bebop model; maintaining a trend that had begun in 
the early 1950s with the cool jazz approach. Seen in overview, the activities of cool jazz 
musicians,  hard  bop  experimentalists,  and  modal  jazz  performers  were  orientated 
towards challenging the conventions of bebop. And whereas the specific solutions to the 
problem differed from style to style, the process of confronting the values of bebop was 
common to all.  
 
By the end of the 1950s, the trend towards compositional freedom and experimentation 
arguably reached its apogee in the avant-garde jazz movement. As was discussed earlier, 
for sympathetic critics the emergence of bebop in the mid-1940s marked the juncture at 
which jazz was elevated to the stature of a modernist art form. Afterwards, historians 
have attempted to locate stylistic developments in jazz by drawing comparisons with 
contemporary art music. In his critique of jazz historiography, Scott DeVeaux writes, 
‘[e]ver since bebop, the narrative of jazz history has been committed to the ideology of 
modernism,  and  the  chain  of  continuous  innovation  that  it  entailed.’
72  DeVeaux  is 
explicitly referring to a formalist approach to history that is founded upon a deterministic 
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and  evolutionistic  model.  In  this  version,  it  is  argued  that  stylistic  progress  is 
inescapable, and that jazz must continuously evolve in order to converge with advances 
in the aesthetic requirements of the times. However, as DeVeaux later points out, this 
attitude has been challenged in recent years by a postmodernist ideological position: ‘the 
one-way straightjacket of modernism has given way to a more eclectic sensibility in 
which ‘‘all of jazz history, up to and including the present, is grist for the mill’’ (F. Davis 
x).’
73  While  ‘avant-garde  jazz,’  ‘new  wave  jazz’  or  ‘free  jazz,’  as  it  was  variously 
known,  appeared  to  offer  the  next  advance  in  an  unfolding  sequence  of  musical 
progression,  it  can  be  argued  that  the  movement  itself  was  part  of  a  broader 
postmodernist trend that ultimately contested the ethos of modernism in jazz.    
 
Free jazz emerged, mainly in New York, through the work of Ornette Coleman (b. 1930) 
Cecil  Taylor  (b.1929)  Archie  Shepp  (b.1937)  and  the  Jazz  Composers’  Orchestra 
Association. Often highly dissonant, free-form and hybrid in its influences, the free jazz 
movement appeared to conservative critics to abandon all that was identifiable as jazz, 
‘straining the definition of ‘‘jazz’’ to its very limit.’
74 Indeed, the attempt to liberate jazz 
from customary practices led some critics to accuse free jazz musicians of being ‘anti-
jazz.’
75   
                                                 
73 See DeVeaux (1991),  Ibid., 550. Note: In this passage  DeVeaux quotes  from Francis Davis,  In the 
Moment: Jazz in the 1980s (New York, 1986).   
74 See Cooke, Ibid., 155. 
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Historical accounts frequently refer to Ornette Coleman’s 1959 debut at the Five Spot 
club in New York as being a defining moment in the genesis of the free jazz movement.
76 
As Ekkehard Jost points out, Coleman’s controversial appearance on New York’s jazz 
scene provoked extreme reactions with critics, musicians and audiences: ‘In 1959, more 
or  less  overnight,  Ornette  Coleman  became  a  figure  of  contention  that  split  the  jazz 
community straight across. He was hailed as the new ‘‘Charlie Parker,’’ as the man who 
symbolized a departure for new musical shores; and he was ridiculed as a charlatan and a 
primitive.’
77 What is apparent is that Coleman’s music created a succès de scandale, 
which sent shockwaves through the jazz world. Consequently, he was recognized as an 
important figure in avant-garde jazz circles and was held responsible for instigating a 
major controversy in jazz, the first since the rhetorical ‘war’ between bebop and swing in 
the  mid-1940s.  For  conservative  critics  unwilling  to  recognize  the  value  of  musical 
freedom that Coleman espoused it appeared that he was abandoning tradition in favour of 
unbridled  chaos;  whereas,  for  partisan  followers,  Coleman  disrupted  jazz  from  the 
sterility  of  embedded  practices,  introduced  innovative  means  of  expression,  and 
pioneered new modes of perception which changed the way jazz was heard.                                  
 
As was discussed earlier, at the end of the 1950s innovative musicians such as Miles 
Davis and Charles Mingus were contesting the bebop formula and searching for ways to 
extend  the  jazz  idiom.  By  experimenting  with  modal  techniques  and  collective 
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improvisation, it may be argued that Davis and Mingus were rejecting the European-
based system of functional harmony that had been a dominant influence ever since the 
birth of jazz. Clearly, for such prominent black American musicians to challenge what 
was considered to be an incontestable norm of jazz was of great significance to the new 
generation  of  musicians  in  the  post-bop  era.  Indeed,  a  major  issue  for  many  black 
American musicians during this period was finding a means of expression that would (to 
some degree) be free from the Eurocentric conventions of harmony, rhythm and melodic 
structures.
78 Coleman’s approach – through his compositions and alto saxophone playing 
– was to engage with the problem from a diametrically opposed standpoint; in a way 
which goes to the core of jazz performance, through total immersion in improvisation.  
 
Interestingly, the titles  of the albums  Coleman recorded during free jazz’s inaugural 
period have the appearance of a manifesto: The Shape of Jazz to Come (1959); Change 
of the Century (1960); Free Jazz (1960); and This Is Our Music (1961). The challenging 
tone of these titles undoubtedly fuelled the controversy surrounding Coleman. What is 
more, the liner notes to the recordings – provided by Martin Williams with quotes from 
Coleman – read like proclamations heralding a new jazz aesthetic. For instance, in the 
writing accompanying The Shape of Jazz to Come, Williams states: ‘I believe that what 
Ornette Coleman is playing will affect the whole character of jazz music profoundly and 
pervasively …’
79 In the same piece Coleman articulates his philosophy to Williams: 
 
                                                 
78 As  Amiri Baraka argues, ‘[w]hat these  musicians [Coleman and Taylor] have done, basically, is to 
restore to jazz its valid separation from, and anarchic disregard of, Western popular forms. They have used 
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hegemony of the blues as the most important basic form in Afro-American music. They have also restored 
improvisation to its traditional role of invaluable significance …’ See Baraka, Ibid., 225.   
79 See Williams, 1959. Liner notes to The Shape of Jazz to Come, Atlantic LP 1317, 1959. 52 
 
The basis of it is this: if you put a conventional chord under my note, you limit the 
number of choices I have for my next note; if you do not, my melody may move 
freely in a far greater choice of directions …. For me if I am just going to use the 
changes themselves, I might as well write out what I am going to play.
80 
 
For the album Free Jazz, Williams writes: 
 
Coleman has said that one of the basic ideas in his music is to encourage the 
improviser to be freer, and not obey a pre-conceived chord pattern according to set 
ideas of ‘‘proper’’ harmony and tonality: ‘Let’s try to play the music and not the 
background.’ However, his point is basically emotional and aesthetic, not technical. 
The music should be a direct and immediate ‘expressing our minds and emotions 
rather than being a background for emotion.’
81        
 
It  has  been  suggested  that  Miles  Davis  attempted  to  emancipate  the  melody  from 
predetermined chord changes by using a minimal number of modal shifts in a relatively 
static  harmonic  setting,  allowing  his  sidemen  freedom  to  explore  a  more  melodic 
approach  to  improvisation.  Likewise,  Coleman  treated  the  harmonic  aspect  of 
improvisation in a new way. Disavowing the conventional use of functional harmony as 
the  framework  for  improvisation,  Coleman  sought  to  perform  in  a  manner  where 
unfettered melodic inventiveness and expression were his foremost concern. To facilitate 
this  approach  Coleman  avoided  using  chord-making  instruments  in  his  ensembles. 
Hence, the piano-less quartet became his preferred small-group format.  This enabled 
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Coleman to explore the potential of melodic ideas without clashing with the inevitable 
chord patterns that pianists of the period would supply. At the same time, it allowed his 
improvisations to roam freely through a variety of harmonic regions. As Jost points out, 
Coleman’s musical orientation was not chord progressions, ‘but a kind of fundamental 
sound, for whose focal tone the term ‘‘tonal centre’’ was coined….’
82 In many ways, 
Davis and Coleman shared the same objective, namely, the liberation of melody from 
preset chord changes; but there is a fundamental difference in their chosen methodology. 
By employing modes as the basis for improvisation, Davis constrained himself and his 
sidemen to a severe form of predetermined musical material. In contrast, Coleman’s use 
of tonal centres required only a nominal amount of information to be agreed prior to a 
performance, and this offered the individual soloist greater freedom of choice. 
 
In his survey of Coleman’s improvising techniques, Jost outlines a number of innovative 
procedures  that  informed  the  experimental  approaches  of  musicians  in  the  free  jazz 
movement and beyond.
83 These include the use of ‘motivic chain associations’ (motives 
spontaneously  developed  by  the  improviser  and  independent  of  the  main  theme); 
variations in timbre and pitch that approximate to human vocal sounds; use of rhythmic 
indeterminacy  in  phrasing;  greater  flexibility  with  regard  to  tempo;  and,  the  multi-
layering  of  textures  to  generate  aural  atmospheres.  Obviously  for  Coleman  these 
procedures were not designed to function merely as embellishments (forming part of an 
                                                 
82 As Jost explains, in recent years music theorists have begun to approach the idea of tonality in a new 
way, ‘tonality does not necessarily involve functional harmonic progressions; rather, it implies first and 
foremost a relationship to one tone…. [The tonal centre] acts like an imaginary pedal point: Coleman’s 
melodies  proceed  from  it,  are  orientated  towards  it,  and  even  present  subliminally  when  seemingly 
cancelled by dissonant intervals.’ See Jost, Ibid., 48.  
83 See Jost, Ibid., 44-65. 54 
 
expanded  inventory  of  techniques);  rather  they  were  the  nucleus  of  his  musical 
conception and the source for his expressivity. By encouraging his sidemen to adopt a 
similar aesthetic, Coleman initiated a new approach to ensemble performance: ‘the move 
away  from  individual  monologuizing  soloists  towards  a  kind  of  collective 
conversation.’
84           
 
The implications of this radical approach to collective improvisation were realized in the 
1960 recording Free Jazz.
85  In the liner notes Coleman states: 
 
The most important thing was for us to play together, all at the same time, without 
getting in each other’s way, and also to have the room for each player to ad lib 
alone –and to follow this idea for the duration of the album. When the soloist 
played something that suggested a musical idea to me, I played behind him in my 
style. He continued his own way in his solo, of course.
86   
 
As Martin Williams explains in the same liner notes: 
 
Free Jazz is not a theme-and-variations piece in the usual sense.  The written parts 
are brief introductions to each soloist, designed to introduce him and propel him 
musically.  The soloists don’t make ‘variations,’ their improvisations is the music 
itself –the theme is whatever they invent, at the moment, in the act, of creation.
87  
       
                                                 
84 See Jost, Ibid., 61. 
85 Track Five on Zawinul Project CD I.  
86 See Coleman, 1960. Liner notes to Free Jazz, Atlantic LP 1364, 1960. 
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From the accounts given by Coleman and Williams we can ascertain that the ground-
breaking double quartet used for this recording (alto sax, bass clarinet, two trumpets, two 
bass  players  and  two  drummers)  was  presented  with  few  actual  written  parts. 
Consequently, the greater part of Free Jazz was collectively improvised. Of the written 
material, Jost maintains that certain ensemble sections were written out and have the 
characteristics  of  Coleman’s  thematic  lines,  while  others  appear  to  be  partially 
improvised structures based on tonal material that Coleman provided but whose timing 
was indeterminate.
88 Apart from the choice of tonal centres and the overall tempo of the 
performance, the only other predetermined aspect of the work appears to be the allocation 
of distinct roles for the rhythm section, which is divided into two separate bass and drum 
units: one unit provides the underlying metre, while the other either interweaves with it or 
attempts to subvert its metrical flow.   
         
When compared with conventional jazz compositions in the bebop era (stated themes, 
pre-determined chord progressions, theme   and  variation structures and so forth) the 
compositional material Coleman contributed to  Free  Jazz  is  negligible:  introductory 
themes and a number of embryonic ideas that outline a provisional framework. Given the 
paucity of orthodox guidelines, all the instrumentalists on Free Jazz contributed to the 
performance  by  concentrated  ‘active  listening’  and  were  collectively  responsible  for 
endowing the music with its inner shape and cohesion. In his analysis, Jost observes that 
throughout the recording the players interacted by means of ‘motivic chain-associations’: 
‘[i]deas introduced by the ‘soloist’ of a given section are spontaneously paraphrased by 
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the other players, developed further, and handed back to the originator in altered form.’
89  
Thus, the music heard on Free Jazz is the result of a group spontaneously improvising 
with an explicit purpose in mind rather than an unstructured and disparate collection of 
sounds, textures and metres. 
  
In  short,  Free  Jazz  represents  a  much  more  expansive  approach  to  composition  and 
performance than had previously been encountered in  modern jazz. By rejecting the 
constraints of functional harmony and conventional form, Coleman gave free expression 
a  prominent  place  in  his  artistic  production.  Translating  this  idea  to  a  large-scale 
ensemble,  Coleman  recognized  that  multi-linear  interaction  required  some  structural 
element to prevent the music becoming desultory and chaotic; consequently, he does not 
entirely abandon the idea of formal organization. It is perhaps the democratic sense of 
freedom conferred on both the individual and the collective in the act of improvising a 
performance that is Coleman’s most radical innovation. And it is this perception that 
informed the aesthetic of experimental musicians in contemporary jazz.  
 
Understanding the cultural significance of free jazz and the ideals it inscribed requires 
some appreciation of the correlation between jazz’s pursuit of musical freedom and extra-
musical developments shaped by the Civil Rights and Black Consciousness movements 
during the 1960s. Conspicuously, the musical-cultural ideals of free jazz were developed 
in an era that witnessed radical changes in the configuration of American society, largely 
brought about by the struggle for racial emancipation and the political activities of the 
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Civil  Rights  movement.
90  For those revolutionary nationalists who were part of the 
emerging Black Arts movement, free jazz was emblematic of contemporary life; its 
disavowal of Western values was considered to be an important step towards establishing 
a distinctive cultural identity for black Americans.
91 In this light, free jazz musicians like 
Ornette Coleman, Cecil Taylor, and John Coltrane were seen as affirming the political  
ideals of ethnic difference while celebrating the uniqueness of black American music as a 
spiritual medium. Attempting to explain this complex intersection of identity (ethnic, 
spiritual and cultural) and free jazz, Radano argues: 
 
A crucial element in the free-jazz aesthetic was the belief, shared by many in the 
circle, of the spiritual basis of the modernist jazz language. Investigating traditional 
associations between sound and the spirit that extend back to early slavery and 
perhaps even to an African past, these innovators gave new immediacy to the twin 
voices of protest and transcendence that, Lawrence Levine argues, share common 
roots in the sacred world of traditional African-American Culture.
92        
 
During  the  early  1960s  free  jazz  prospered  under  the  auspice  of  the  Black  Arts 
movement, and for a new generation of black American musicians it not only provided a 
creative alternative to performance practices that had become crystallized in bebop: it 
                                                 
90 For more on the socio-political context of free jazz, see for example, Peretti, Ibid., 134-154, and Radano 
(1993), Ibid., 67-69.  
91 As one of the leading advocates of free jazz as a politically orientated music, Amiri Baraka maintained 
that the movement was the inevitable consequence of decades of struggle by black musicians against racism 
in American society: ‘This recent music is significant of more ‘‘radical’’ changes and re-evaluations of 
social and emotional attitudes toward the general environment. But I cannot think that the music itself is a 
more radical, or an anymore illogical extension of the kinetic philosophy that has informed Negro music 
since its inception in America. Negro music is always radical in the context of formal American culture.’ 
See Baraka, Ibid., 235. For more on the Black Arts movement, see Anderson, Ibid., 135-6.       
92 See Radano (1993), Ibid., 69.  58 
 
also contained a level of social significance as the music most closely identified with 
black protest. As Radano maintains in his account of the influences that impinged on 
Anthony Braxton (a second generation free jazz musician):     
 
For many young black musicians, free jazz stood as a symbol of experiment and 
change, of willingness to consider new orders, new musical worlds, after jazz had 
been thoroughly formalized into the conventions of  ‘modern jazz’ after bop. While 
perhaps  appealing  on  multiple  levels,  political,  cultural,  and  racial,  free  jazz 
seemed to have become for Braxton the sound of a generation that had been seized 
by the historic moment when blacks strived for social and spiritual liberation.
93 
 
Yet, despite its worthy association with the protest movement, free jazz failed to gain a 
large following with black Americans. Instead, it was judged to be a difficult avant-garde 
music,  and  more  allied  to  modernist  classical  music  than  to  jazz.  Consequently,  it 
appealed to only a minority audience, which in contradiction consisted of mostly white 
Americans  from  the  middle  class  intelligentsia.
94  So although  free  jazz’s  attempt  to 
express the outrage of black pride was genuine, it could not compete commercially with 
new currents in contemporary popular music such as R&B and soul music which became 
the preferred music for the majority of black Americans during this period. As Peretti has 
pointed out, while the ideals of free jazz were laudable, as music it simply did not reflect 
                                                 
93 See Radano (1993), Ibid., 73. 
94 In his survey of the marginality of free jazz, Anderson states: ‘Record sales, availability of work, and the 
reluctant testimony of sympathetic musicians and critics indicate a small, predominantly white, middle-
class,  and  often  intellectual  or  artistic  audience.  Support  in  black  neighbourhoods  remained  tenuous 
throughout the decade, undermining nationalist authority and enabling the trade press to frame free jazz on 
the edges of the tradition.’ See Anderson, Ibid., 139.  59 
 




Celebrating the hybrid: the genesis of open jazz   
 




It  is  apparent  from  the  diversity  of  styles  covered  so  far  that  within  the  critical 
establishment there are sharp divisions over modern jazz aesthetics. Predictably, this has 
resulted in differences with regard to the marking of stylistic boundaries, the naming of 
individual styles and what should be included under the umbrella of jazz. Yet, within 
current jazz literature there appears to be an attempt on the part of selec ted writers to 
come  to  terms  with  the  underlying  eclecticism  and  hybrid  nature  of  jazz.
97  This 
perception may owe much to postmodernist interpretations of contemporary musical life, 
                                                 
95 See Peretti, Ibid., 145. 
96 The subheading for this section and the ideas therein are informed by the aesthetic viewpoint which Lou 
Harrison (via Henry Cowell) expressed in his essay,  ‘Item: The World of Music’, Music Primer: various 
items about music to 1970, New York, C. F. Peters, 44-47.  
97 This idea was initially proposed by one of jazz’s earliest exponents, Jelly Roll Morton. Morton suggested 
that New Orleans jazz at the turn of the century was a amalgamation of Latin American, Afro-Cuban and 
Afro-American music, which he refers to as ‘Spanish tinges’: ‘If you can’t put tinges of Spanish in your 
tunes, you will never be able to get the right seasoning, I call it, for jazz.’ (Quoted in Rosenthal, Ibid., 39). 
Regarding the adaptability of veteran jazz musicians to perform in a variety of different contexts, Ingrid 
Monson observes, ‘Such eclecticism is lamented by some members of a younger generation of musicians, 
who have taken Wynton Marsalis as their role model and have held mainstream jazz of the late fifties and 
early sixties to be the epitome of the genre.’ This relatively narrow representation of jazz is exemplified by 
the neo-classical movement led by Marsalis; however, as Monson points out, ‘older players’ are often 
critical  of  the  lack  of  ‘strong  individual  voices’  among  this  group  of  young  and  heavily  marketed 
performers. Taking a more expansive view of the wealth of influences that have informed jazz music, 
Monson  writes,  ‘recent  scholarship  on  early  jazz  has  documented  that  eclecticism  –  the  impulse  to 
transform and borrow from a wide range of popular musics and incorporate them into an improvisational 
and compositional art – has been present in jazz from the beginning.’ See Monson, Ibid., 198-199. See also, 
Gioia (1997) Ibid., 34-39, and 364-365; and, Peretti, Ibid., 10-30.  60 
 
which in varying ways recognize the blurring of aesthetic boundaries, and celebrate the 
pluralism of contemporary music: as a means of allowing broader accessibility and as a 
rejection of previous artistic hierarchies.
98 It is certainly noticeable that among the new 
generation of jazz scholars (Monson, DeVeaux, Peretti, Radano, Be rliner, Ake  and 
Tomlinson)  there  is  a  more  egalitarian  attitude  towards  the  diversity  of  styles, 
compositional  forms  and  performance  contexts  across  the  jazz  continuum.  As  a 
consequence perhaps, greater recognition is afforded to innovators such as Miles D avis, 
Gerry Mulligan, Dave  Brubeck, Charles Mingus,  Thelonious  Monk, John Coltrane, 
Ornette Coleman, Cannonball Adderley and Josef Zawinul: musicians who were inclined 
to be experimental and eclectic and whose pioneering works challenged the established 
verities of jazz.        
 
Since jazz is essentially an hybrid idiom, the practice of eclecticism has arguably played 
an important role throughout its history, and accounts for jazz’s on-going interaction 
with popular music, contemporary concert music, South American music, Afro-Cuban 
music, African music, Indian music, and so forth. What emerges from this is the idea that 
jazz musicians are not only comfortable with appropriating from other musical practices, 
but many consider this to be a requisite for cultivating aesthetic sensibilities, thereby 
increasing  the  range  of  their  expressivity.
99  Eclecticism is therefore an important, if 
                                                 
98 For a thoughtful consideration of some of the issues facing scholars in relation to recent postmodernist 
discourses, see Monson, chapter 6, ‘Ethnomusicology, interaction, and poststructuralism’, Ibid., 192-215. 
See also, Leonard B. Meyer, 1994. Music, The Arts, and Ideas: Patterns and Predictions in Twentieth-
Century Culture [1967], second edn, Chicago and London, University of Chicago Press, 172-185. 
99 In recent years the issue of musical borrowings or appropriations has been the focus of scholars in the 
fields of musicology, ethnomusicology, popular music studies and cultural theory. See for example, 
Edward W. Said, 1995, Orientalism [1978]; reprint, London, Penguin Books; Jonathan Bellman, (ed.), 
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neglected, aspect of the jazz tradition and its continued practice in the 1960s resulted in 
perhaps the most controversial blending of hybrid styles in the contemporary era – the 
integration of contemporary jazz with R&B, funk, and rock music, otherwise known as 
jazz-rock fusion or jazz-rock.                  
 
As with the preceding examples of modern jazz labelling (bebop, cool, West Coast, hard 
bop and free jazz) there are difficulties with the term jazz-rock fusion: despite being 
regularly  used  by  critics,  scholars  and  music  industry  promoters,  there  is  very  little 
agreement on what the term means or the music it supposedly represents. For instance, in 
his  survey  of  jazz  styles,  Mark  Gridley  argues  that  the  principal  influence  for  jazz 
musicians exploring this new hybrid was the rhythmic practices of established ‘funk-soul’ 
musicians such as James Brown and Sly Stone: 
 
It was the accompaniment style for this funk-soul category, more than rock, which 
influenced a number of jazz musicians during the 1970s …. Therefore the jazz-
rock label itself is not entirely appropriate for the music that it identifies. ‘‘Jazz-
funk’’ might be a more accurate designation.
100    
 
                                                                                                                                                  
in  Music,  University  of  California  Press.  In  his  1999  article,  ‘Reaching  beyond  the  West:  Asian 
Resonances  in  American  Radicalism’,  David  Nicholls  writes:  ‘It  is  a  commonplace  of  contemporary 
criticism to assume that any manifestation of non-Western materials in a predominantly Western context is 
indicative of imperialist cultural appropriation.’ However, as Nicholls argues, in relation to the ‘American 
experimental tradition’ (in which jazz must take its rightful place) not only are the cases of appropriation 
‘rather more complex’ but the word itself allows for ‘a spectrum of possible interactions, which runs 
through  approbation  to  absorption.’  See  David  Nicholls,  1999.  ‘Reaching  beyond  the  West:  Asian 
Resonances in American Radicalism’, American Music, 17, no. 2 (1999) 127. See also, Nicholls, 1996. 
‘Transethnicism and the American Experimental Tradition’, Musical Quarterly, 80/4 (1996), 569-94. In 
the experimental tradition of American jazz, the borrowings of jazz musicians appear to be more along the 
lines of open-minded assimilation and genuine fascination with a wide-range of musical influences. It is in 
this more neutral sense that the word appropriation is used in this text. 
100 See Gridley (1997), Ibid., 328.  62 
 
Disappointingly,  Gridley  does  not  attempt  a  detailed  analytical  study  of  the  stylistic 
features, which might support his argument. Instead, he provides a chart as evidence of 
the individual streams of jazz, rock and soul-funk music.
101 With this schematic, Gridley 
purports  to  show  a  single  line  of  development  linking  jazz  directly  to  funk  and 
circumventing rock. But such a one-dimensional perspective encourages a reductionism 
which fails to take into consideration the plethora of in fluences (musical, cultural and 
social) that informed those jazz musicians who were attempting to develop a radically 
new musical language in the late 1960s.  
 
In the face of the enduring controversy, it is curious that jazz -rock fusion has not been 
more extensively discussed in scholarly literature. Although references may be found in 
contemporary accounts of jazz history, to date there are only two book-length treatments 
of the subject: Julie Coryell and Laura Friedman,  Jazz-Rock Fusion (1978); and Stuart 
Nicholson, Jazz-Rock (1998). The Coryell and Friedman book was assembled from a 
collection of interviews with a cross-section of musicians who were active during the 
early  period  of  jazz-rock  fusion  (from  the  mid-1960s  to  the  mid-1970s).  While  the 
recorded testimonies provide invaluable first person reportage, the book was clearly not 
intended to be an exhaustive account of the music. Indeed, as Coryell makes plain in her 
preface:  
 
…although we call this work Jazz-Rock Fusion, we wish to emphasize that not 
everybody included in it plays a ‘‘style’’ of music that can, in fact, be labelled 
either jazz, rock, or fusion.  The title, therefore, is only to identify a period in the 
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history of music and not the music itself.
102           
 
In contrast, Nicholson’s book makes a significant contribution to our understanding of the 
historical relevance and musical practices of jazz-rock. His use of the shortened term 
‘jazz-rock’ for the title is quite deliberate for he is resolved to dissociate the music of the 
early period from the more commercially orientated ‘fusion,’ which emerged around the 
mid-1970s.
103 But when it comes to supplying the reader with a definition of jazz -rock 
Nicholson tacitly acknowledges that the period in question gave rise to such a variety of 
experimental  approaches  that  any  attempt  to  provide a  definition  will  prove  to  be 
inadequate.  As  he  succinctly  puts  it,  ‘…definitions  are  always  limiting.’
104  Instead 
Nicholson approaches the subject circumspectly and offers what he considers to be the 
aesthetic qualities of jazz-rock, which transformed the language and sound of jazz: 
 
…jazz-rock broadened the tonal palette of jazz using new electronic technology, 
swept asymmetrical time signatures from the margins into the mainstream, set in 
hand  a  widespread  use  of  exotic  scales  and  asymmetrical  rhythms  from  other 
cultures to an extent that had not been common in jazz before and reaffirmed the 
importance of composition following free jazz.
105      
 
                                                 
102 See Julie Coryell and Laura Friedman, Ibid., xv. 
103 As Nicholson explains in the preface: ‘…I wanted to make a distinction between it [jazz-rock] and 
fusion (and its latter-day equivalents, variously marketed as smooth jazz, quiet storm, lite-jazz, hot tub jazz, 
or yuppie jazz). Also, since there isn’t a term that sensibly describes contemporary jazz empowered by the 
spirit of the early jazz-rock experimenters such as Tony Williams, Miles Davis, Jimi Hendrix, Mike Nock, 
Joe  Zawinul  and  Wayne  Shorter,  music  Jack  DeJohnette  once  called  ‘‘multi-dimensional,’’  jazz-rock 
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104 See Nicholson (1998), Ibid., xiii. 
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One  might  question  the  strength  of  Nicholson’s  assertion  that  jazz-rock  effectively 
introduced ‘asymmetrical time signatures’ into the mainstream of jazz music. In fact, 
with  the  exception  of  his  reference  to  the  use  of  electronics,  there  is  very  little  on 
Nicholson’s list which is not equally applicable to Dave Brubeck’s pioneering approach 
in the 1950s. This is mentioned not as a criticism of Nicholson’s aesthetic judgement but 
rather to illustrate the difficulty he faced when discussing in broad terms the innovations 
of jazz-rock.  
 
In many ways, Nicholson’s study adheres to the kind of historical methodology that 
Scott DeVeaux has persuasively argued represents jazz as an autonomous art.
106 Though 
Nicholson does refer to the counterculture milieu of the late 1960s and 1970s, his overall 
narrative strategy is firmly based on the principal innovators of jazz-rock and the canon 
of seminal recordings. In his treatment of the music it is clear that Nicholson comes from 
the journalistic branch of jazz criticism, for while his intention is to provide an accessible 
vernacular approach this can sometimes result in his analyses having the appearance of 
record reviews. One of Nicholson’s stronger points, however, is his capacity for taking 
an inclusive view of contemporary jazz, even suggesting that jazz-rock ‘was the last 
coherent radical jazz movement (and the only movement in jazz where European jazz 
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Literature Forum 25/3 (1991), 525-60. One of the main themes of this article is that within jazz writing 
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and justifying aesthetic judgements  –of establishing the boundaries within which evaluations may take 
place.’ DeVeaux concludes, ‘…it is curious how the concept of the jazz tradition tends to leach  the social 
significance out of the music, leaving the impression that the history of jazz can be described satisfactorily 
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musicians played a major inceptive role).’
107 He is also particularly effective in tracing 
the musical intersections, influences and counter-influences of jazz-rock. Although there 
are stated reservations about his methodology, Nicholson’s book is a wide-ranging and 
foundational  study  packed  with  informative  time-lines  and  capsule  histories.  Since 
Nicholson makes such a strong case for the music of jazz-rock in the context of its time –
as a valid synthesis of contemporary jazz and rock practices – his study is likely to be 
relevant to any meaningful discourse about jazz during that period.          
 
For Nicholson, jazz-rock emerged at a time when jazz as a whole was losing its popular 
appeal and seemed to be in a state of terminal decline. In his estimation the significant 
factors which gave rise to this condition were: (1) the increasing sense of disaffection 
which contemporary audiences held towards the avant-garde experimentation of free jazz 
(2) the irresistible attraction of rock music to the youth of America which led to jazz 
losing a significant share of its potential audience (3) the marginalization of jazz by the 
major recording labels whose executives were primarily concerned with exploiting rock 
music’s rapidly expanding market (4) the inevitable business-related decisions of club 
owners  and  promoters  who  discovered  that  the  drawing  power  and  financial  returns 
provided by up-and-coming rock acts far outweighed those of even the most established 
                                                 
107 See Nicholson (1998), Ibid., xv. Coincidentally, Ronald Radano makes a similar assertion in his essay 
‘Jazz since 1960.’ In a subsection titled ‘Fusion: a radical populism? (1970-1975)’ Radano writes: ‘The 
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performers, some with multiple backgrounds in free jazz, art music, and rock, began creating early versions 
of  fusion  hybridities.’  See  Radano,  2004.  ‘Jazz  since  1960’,  in  David  Nicholls  (ed.),  The  Cambridge 





Nicholson proposes that because of these conditions rock began to supersede jazz as 
America’s  popular  music.  As  he  points  out,  the  implication  of  the  shift  in  audience 
allegiance was not lost on jazz commentators at the time. For instance, Mike Zwerin in 
his December 1966 article for Down Beat wrote: ‘Jazz is going to have to make some 
adjustments,  I  think,  with  the  electronic  world  of  rock  and  roll  if  it  is  to  retain  its 
validity.’
109 By October 1967 the same publication announced on its front cover: ‘Jazz as 
we know it is dead!’
110 The ascendancy of rock and the economic decline of jazz made 
conditions difficult for even the most established and popular jazz musicians. From the 
jazz  musician’s  perspective,  Miles  Davis’s  appraisal  of  jazz  in  the  late  1960s  is 
particularly revealing: 
 
Jazz started to lose its broad appeal around this time….all of a sudden jazz became 
passé, something dead that you put under glass in the museum and study. All of a 
sudden rock ‘n’ roll (and hard rock in a few short years) was in the forefront in the 
media. … Because of what people thought jazz was – non-melodic, not hummable 
– a lot of serious musicians had a hard time from then on. … A lot of jazz clubs 
were closing down, so a lot of jazz musicians were leaving this country for Europe 
.... but the times had changed. Everybody was dancing.
111 
     
Under  such  circumstances,  it  is  not  surprising  that  many  jazz  musicians  began  to 
                                                 
108 See Nicholson (1998), Ibid., 9-11. 
109 Cited by Nicholson. See Nicholson (1998), Ibid., 12. 
110 See Down Beat (5 October, 1967). 
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incorporate performance practices appropriated from R&B, funk and rock. Yet critical 
responses to this new hybrid have fuelled a controversy that continues to polarize jazz 
opinion.  
 
For  sympathetic  critics,  the  emergence  of  jazz-rock  was  a  positive  influence  in 
contemporary jazz: it reinvigorated the sounds and textures of jazz at a time when jazz 
was considered to be outdated; it helped to win back an audience that had been alienated 
by  free  jazz;  and  significantly,  it  appealed  to  the  younger  generation.  The  following 
example from Ted Gioia illustrates a more favourable critique of jazz-rock: 
 
This emerging rock-tinged sound substantially broadened the jazz audience. 
One  suspects  that  it  played  a  decisive  role  in  spurring  the  improving 
financial environment for all jazz styles during the 1970s. Fans who were 
introduced to jazz through fusion soon developed a taste for other styles of 
improvised music. As a result, the economic base of jazz broadened and stabilized 
during this period, after years of stagnation and decline. New clubs opened, jazz 
labels proliferated, and expatriate musicians returned from their overseas exiles.
112   
 
Conversely,  critics  on  the  conservative  side  of  mainstream  contemporary  jazz  are 
inclined to condemn jazz-rock because it contravenes their reading of jazz identity and 
its tradition. In his 1992 essay ‘Cultural Dialogics and Jazz,’ Gary Tomlinson provides a 
considered analysis of the rhetorical tropes used by those writers who denounce ‘fusion 
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music.’
113  As  he  points  out,  the  ‘rhetoric  of  absence’  features  prominently  in  their 
criticism.  ‘This  rhetoric,’  writes  Tomlinson,  ‘usually  appears  in  descriptions  of  the 
musical features of fusion styles.’
114 Here the line of attack is to  reproach jazz-rock 
because it does not have the same reference points as earlier (preferred) styles of jazz. 
The  other  most  frequently  stated  condemnation  is  expressed  in  language  which 
Tomlinson  calls  the  ‘rhetoric  of  transgression.’  This  routinely  surfaces  in  critical 
discourses about the commercialism of jazz-rock. As for example, the accusation that the 
musicians who perform this music are only interested in making money and achieve this 
by ‘betraying’ the integrity of jazz.
115  
 
One  may  argue,  however,  that  critics  who  disparage  jazz-rock  for  ‘absence’  and 
‘transgression’  are  simply  conferring  authority  onto  selective  preferences,  and  are 
artfully  concealing this  under the pretext  of criticism. According to  Tomlinson, it is 
through  these  authors’  writings  that  one  can  discern  the  ‘coercive  power  of  the 
institutionalized jazz canon.’ In a strongly worded defence of Miles Davis’s ‘electric 
period,’ Tomlinson maintains that jazz purists are unable ‘to hear Davis’s fusion music 
except against the background of what jazz was before it (and what it has since become 
in the hands of the neo-bop technicians).’ He further argues: 
                                                 
113 See Gary Tomlinson, 1992. ‘Cultural Dialogics and Jazz: A White Scholar Signifies’, in Katherine 
Bergeron  and  Philip  V.  Bohlman  (eds.),  Disciplining  Music:  Musicology  and  Its  Canons,  Chicago, 
University of Chicago Press, 64-94. In this essay, Tomlinson provides an analysis of representative jazz 
criticism from a wide range of approaches: the academic and musicological (John Litweiler: 1984); and 
journalistic writing from both black and white perspectives (Stanley Crouch: 1990; Martin Williams: 1989; 
and Amiri Baraka: 1987).   
114 See Tomlinson (1992), Ibid., 81. 
115 For instance, in a censorious evaluation of Miles Davis’s late career, Stanley Crouch describes Davis’s 
venture  into jazz-rock as, ‘the  most brilliant  sellout in the history of jazz ….Davis turned butt to the 
beautiful in order to genuflect before the commercial.’ See Crouch, 1996. ‘Play the Right Thing’, in Gary 
Carner (ed.), The Miles Davis Companion, New York, Schirmer Books, 22.  69 
 
The rich dialogue of musical voices from outside as well as inside the walls of 
‘‘pure’’ jazz that went into the making of Davis’s new styles around 1970 seems to 
carry no musical/cultural excitement for these writers. Far from it. Instead they 
hear only a departure from the canonized jazz tradition of their own making.
116  
 
As far as the present discussion is concerned, most jazz-rock aficionados acknowledge 
that Miles Davis provided the artistic and creative force, which validated this music as a 
new and important jazz hybrid: 
 
He  gave  momentum  to  a  new  musical  genre  and  became  its  most  charismatic 
figure, contributing at least three major albums – In a Silent Way, Bitches Brew, 
and Jack  Johnson – in the process.
117 
 
Crucial to the artistic success of fusion was the participation of one of the foremost 
authorities  in  jazz,  Miles  Davis….  After  forging  the  ‘‘Birth  of  the  Cool’’  and 
                                                 
116 See Tomlinson (1992), Ibid., 81. In response to charges that Miles Davis had ‘sold out’ Tomlinson 
argues, ‘…the condemnation of fusion for its commercial success drastically underestimates the vitality, 
subtlety, and expressiveness of the pop traditions that influenced Davis. It is nothing more than antipopulist 
chauvinism …. the contrast of commercial fusion with non-commercial earlier jazz amounts to elitism pure 
and simple, to a snobbish distortion of history by jazz purists attempting to insulate their cherished classics 
from the messy marketplace in which culture has always been negotiated.’ See Tomlinson (1992), Ibid., 82. 
Taking an historical perspective on the elevation of jazz into the cultural hierarchy, David Ake commented: 
‘Enhancing  the  music’s  prestige  has  meant  not  only  pulling  it  ‘‘up’’  so  that  skeptics  would  have  to 
recognize the tremendous skill, creativity, and energy of its performers. It has also meant pulling jazz away 
from its roots in and as popular music. Of course, jazz performers and composers – including the ‘‘serious’’ 
ones – have always drawn on commercial songs and styles … [originating from Tin Pan Alley etc.] … But 
commentators have often downplayed this connection, either by ignoring outright the publishing-industry 
origins of the compositions or by telling us how this or that player ‘‘transcends’’ the supposed banality of 
what the bebop record producer Ross Russell once dismissed as ‘‘the horrible products of the tunesmiths.’’ 
In the post-Tin Pan Alley era jazz’s many intersections with rock, funk, r&b, soul, rap, and country have 
likewise met with resistance. Musicians who openly incorporate and celebrate pop music or other aspects of 
popular culture in their jazz run the risk of turning off their more art-minded peers (and journalists and 
academics), even while – or perhaps because – they sometimes draw large and appreciative audiences.’ See 
David Ake, 2010. Jazz Matters: Sound, Place, and Time since Bebop, Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 71.  
117 See Nicholson (1998), Ibid., 130.  70 
 
‘‘modal’’ advances of the late 1940s and 1950s, Davis now seemed to be pursuing 
yet another artistic direction that took turns variously as a kind of hybrid of acid 
rock, atonal composition, and jazz.
118   
 
Less  well  documented,  however,  is  the  influential  part  that  Josef  Zawinul  played  in 
helping Davis reach this new musical synthesis.
119 As was previously mentioned,  from 
1968  to  1970  Zawinul  collaborated  wi th  Davis  on  a  series  of  experimental  studio 
recordings.
120 Choosing Zawinul as a musical alter ego for these sessions allowed Davis 
to draw from the complex sensibility, which the Austrian keyboard player, arranger and 
composer brought to American jazz.
121  
 
Born in  Vienna,  Zawinul was raised in a working -class family with  strong  Gypsy 
connections:  his  grandmother  on  his  father’s  side  was  Hungarian  Gypsy,  while  his 
                                                 
118 See Radano (2004), Ibid., 459. 
119 In the burgeoning literature surrounding the career of Miles Davis, it is curious that the question of his 
association with collaborators has not been more fully discussed. A partial list of musicians who served this 
function includes: Gil Evans (1949 to 1968); producer Teo Macero (1949 to  1983); Bill Evans (1958 to 
1959); Wayne Shorter and Herbie Hancock (1964 to 1968); Joe Zawinul (1968 to 1970); Palle Mikkelborg 
(1985); and Marcus Miller (1986 to 1989). Interestingly, when rock critic Lester Bangs reviewed Zawinul’s 
eponymous album Zawinul (Columbia, 1971) he wrote: ‘It reveals breathtakingly the stature of the Zawinul 
compositional talent, and suggests that he may have had more to do with the root gestation of the New 
Miles Sound than anyone would have thought.’ See Lester Bangs, 1971. Record Review: Joe Zawinul, 
Zawinul, Rolling Stone (5 August 1971), 42-43.         
120 See page 3 of this text. 
121 Zawinul’s friendship with Davis can be traced back to 1959 when Zawinul – a newcomer to the New 
York jazz scene – was establishing himself as a sideman with Dinah Washington. In an interview with Ian 
Carr, Zawinul recalled his first encounter with Davis: ‘One evening I was playing with Dinah at the Basin 
Street East. I walked from one side from Birdland and he came from the other side and we kinda ran into 
one another. And he said to me, ‘‘Who are you?’’ So the lady who takes care of Dinah Washington’s 
clothes and you know wardrobe during the show, she was walking behind me and she said to him, ‘‘You do 
not know who this is? Well you come down to the Basin Street East, he plays with Dinah.’’ And he was a 
big Dinah Washington fan. So the next night Miles comes all dressed up with his wife to the Basin Street 
East in the front seat and he was very taken the way I accompanied. And he told me that time if I wanted to 
make a record with him and I said no. That kinda set him back. Perhaps he wasn’t used to this kinda answer 
and he said ‘‘Why?’’ I said, ‘‘I’ll tell you something, when I am ready for it we’ll do something and we 
make history.’’ And that is exactly like it went down.’ See Ian Carr, 2001. ‘Miles Davis: In A Silent Way’. 
Broadcast on BBC Radio 3 (24 September 2001) presented by Ian Carr.  71 
 
mother’s family roots can be traced back to the Sintis (German Gypsies).
122 Of his early 
childhood experiences, Zawinul has stated:  
 
My mama was a cook for a famous Jewish doctor – we were Catholic. He sent her 
to concerts sometimes, because she loved music so much. She had perfect pitch, 
never learned music, but could sing like a bird. My dad was a great harmonica 
player.  Played the blues, Austrian folk songs, old Gypsy songs. It all sunk into me, 
became part of me.
123  
 
Other influences came from Zawinul’s teachers at the Vienna Conservatory where he 
won a piano scholarship at the age of seven:  
   
I only did it for my folks, because they were always saying they never had the 
opportunity. I didn’t take it seriously until I got older, but by the time I was eleven 
I was really into it. I was learning new co-ordination things and exercises, and I 
had a very good teacher. Her name was Valerie Tschörner, and she was a pupil of 
Professor Weingartner, who himself had been Franz Liszt’s favourite pupil.
124  
 
During the Second World War, Zawinul continued his formal studies at the conservatory, 
but  two  events  significantly  affected  the  course  of  his  musical  interests.  Firstly,  in 
December  1944  a  fellow  student  introduced  him  to  Fats  Waller’s  composition 
                                                 
122 My intention here is not to provide a capsule history of Zawinul’s career; rather my aim is to present 
certain noteworthy events from his musical life, especially those moments which have been punctuated by 
Zawinul’s assertions of self-revelation. For a detailed biographical account of Zawinul’s life, see Brian 
Glasser, 2001.  In A Silent Way: A Portrait Of Joe Zawinul, London, Sanctuary Publishing.  
123  See  Paul  Rubin,  1999.  ‘The  Wizard  of  Austria’,  Phoenix  New  Times  (25  March  1999). 
http://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/1999-03-25/music/the-wizard-of-austria, (accessed 6 April 2013). 
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‘Honeysuckle Rose’:  
 
There was a clarinet student. Unfortunately, I forgot his name, because he was the 
most important person in my life. One day he sat down and played stride piano. It 
was ‘Honeysuckle Rose.’ I said, ‘What’s that?’ and he said, ‘That’s jazz.’ ‘How do 
you write that?’ And he spelt it out. Somehow I saw my name in there, and I liked 
this word. And I was impressed, number one because he was the most respected 
student of all, and number two because he could play that!
125  
 
Then, after the war, the film Stormy Weather (1943) was screened in Vienna, and this 
stimulated Zawinul’s second epiphany:  
 
…I saw Stormy Weather, and this was the most influential thing in my life up to 
that point. I saw it 24 times, and it totally turned my life around. I saw what I 
wanted to do in life: to play with black musicians. That was my dream. I started 
really digging black folks – Lena Horn, Cab Calloway, Bill ‘Bojangles’ Robinson, 
The Nicholas Brothers. They turned me on. It impressed me how they moved, and 
the intelligence of the music.
126  
 
Consequently, Zawinul’s fascination with black American jazz profoundly impacted on 
his musical life. This led to an increasingly deep engagement with jazz, and in his early 
twenties  he  started  to  earn  a  living  performing  and  arranging  for  a  number  of  jazz 
ensembles in Austria and Germany. As was previously mentioned, while playing jazz in 
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Austria,  Zawinul  was  strongly  influenced  by  American  jazz  styles  of  the  1940s  and 
1950s. Thus, during his maturation he became thoroughly acquainted with the styles of 
modern  jazz  known  as  bebop,  cool  jazz  and  hard  bop.  However,  to  pursue  his 




Jazz musicians have long recognized the importance of New York as a centre for jazz 
activities, and for that reason it is not surprising that Zawinul was drawn to live ther e in 
order to follow his artistic goals. Shortly after arriving in New York Zawinul was hired to 
play in Maynard Ferguson’s orchestra, but his first significant breakthrough came at the 
end of 1959 when he was invited to accompany renowned jazz singer Dinah Washington. 
Zawinul remained with Washington for almost two years as her musical director before 
leaving to join saxophonist Cannonball Adderley.
128  
 
As Zawinul immersed himself in the jazz life of New York, he was driven to contact 
musicians who could he lp expand his knowledge of the techniques and practices of 
modern jazz, especially bebop. In the early 1960s, he formed an important alliance with 
Barry Harris, a former pianist with Cannonball Adderley. Harris is a renowned exponent 
of Bud Powell’s bebop style and he and Zawinul regularly practised together and traded 
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living force, and I couldn’t get this in Vienna.’ Quoted in Glasser, Ibid., 54. Interestingly, to assist his entry 
into America Zawinul secured a scholarship to study jazz at the Berklee School of Music, Boston. He 
remained at the institute for only three weeks however, before embarking on a career as a professional jazz 
musician in his newly adopted country.  
128 In his assessment of Zawinul’s collaboration with Washington, Leonard Feather wrote: ‘No pianist 
without a thorough feeling for Afro-American music could have satisfied Dinah, but their relationship was 
mutually  stimulating:  Joe  was  qualified  by  virtue  of  a  rare  combination  of  intelligence,  technique, 
sensitivity, and soul.’ Cited by Greg Armbruster. See Armbruster, 1984. ‘Zawinul: Continued Hot, Chance 
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ideas. After Zawinul joined Adderley’s band he had a meeting with Harris. What took 
place during their exchange made a deep impression on Zawinul’s thinking:  
 
One day he [Barry Harris] told me he’d been listening on the radio and they’d 
played a Cannonball tune, and when he heard it sounded so good he swore he 
thought it was him, because he used to play with Cannon. Then they announced the 
Austrian name, and he said, ‘Man, you’ve arrived!’ Okay, thank you very much.  I 
was flattered. But then, when I was walking the streets, I thought, ‘What does this 
really mean? I’m playing like another guy who is already copying some other guy, 
so I am actually in the third. Our music has to stay away from imitations, man.
129  
                                                                        
Following this insight, Zawinul was determined to develop a personal style and used his 
skills as a composer to achieve this objective: ‘…after that I said to myself, ‘‘I will never 
ever again play so that someone can say I sound like them,’’ and so I started writing 
different  kinds  of  tunes  for  Cannon,  like  ‘Rumpelstiltskin’  and  ‘74  Miles  Away.’’
130 
Zawinul’s association with Cannonball Adderley’s quintet proved vital to his growth as a 
jazz  musician.  Through  it,  he  received  considerable  public  and  critical  acclaim  as  a 
                                                 
129 Quoted by Glasser. See Glasser, Ibid., 80. 
130 Zawinul began composing in the early 1950s under slightly unusual circumstances. His friend and 
mentor,  pianist  Friedrich  Gulda  had  a  commission  to  write  ‘ninety  compositions’  for  the  Austrian 
Broadcasting Corporation and asked Zawinul to share some of the composing work: ‘I didn’t want to say 
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way.’ See Armbruster, Ibid., 45. Note: ‘Rumpelstiltskin’ appears on Cannonball Adderley, The Cannonball 
Adderley Quintet: ‘In Person’, 1968. ’74 Miles Away’ appears on Cannonball Adderley, The Cannonball 
Adderley Quintet: 74 Miles Away, 1967.  75 
 
performer and composer. Zawinul was a pivotal member of Adderley’s band from 1961 
to 1970, during which time he helped Adderley originate a distinctive sound which critics 
labelled  ‘soul  jazz.’
131  This  was  an  exceptionally  fertile  period  in  his  compositional 
activities and by the mid-1960s he was developing a hybrid approach which challenged 
the protocols of modern jazz.
132 Initially his method was to return to the ingredients from 
which jazz had first emerged, to the blues and gospel influences. To this he added 
contemporary sounds and dance rhythms appropriated from R&B, soul and popular 
music. But what is striking about  his compositions from this period such as ‘Mercy, 
Mercy, Mercy’, ‘Walk Tall’ and ‘Country Preacher’, is his pioneering use of electric 
keyboards.
133 By virtue of these works, Zawinul became recognized as one of the leading 
figures  in  crossover music.  Indeed,  it  is  reasonable to  submit  that  the  artistic and 
commercial  success  of  Adderley’s  band  in  the  1960s  would  not  have  been  achieved 
without Zawinul’s compositions. Furthermore, his blending of jazz with popular music 
styles and his inclusion of electronic instruments provided an important precedent for 
musicians  like  Miles  Davis  who  sought  to  expand  the  language  of  jazz  in  the  late 
1960s.
134    
                                                 
131 The synthesis of blues, gospel, R&B, funk and soul that characterised the sound of ‘soul jazz’ can be 
found in Zawinul’s composition ‘Mercy, Mercy, Mercy.’ On its release in 1966 ‘Mercy, Mercy, Mercy’ 
became a major crossover hit for the Adderley band; it reached 11 on the Billboard pop chart and later 
received a Grammy for ‘Best Instrumental Performance of 1967.’ See Glasser, Ibid., 85, and Nicholson 
(1998), Ibid., 162.      
132 Zawinul has stated that during the 1960s he became disenchanted with conventional bebop structure: ‘I 
was tired of the standard form of jazz – you know the AABA and the changes.’ (See page 16 of this text) 
This led him to use unconventional musical forms: ‘I always wrote those kind of irregular forms. [With] 
‘Mercy,’ for example, I was sitting one time in a bar in New Orleans and Fats Domino talks to me over my 
shoulder and said, ‘ In what time [form] is that tune?’ because, see, there is no AABA in none of these 
tunes. In none of them I’ve ever written is there AABA form.’ Quoted in Glasser, Ibid., 86.           
133 Before 1966, the only electronic instruments to be heard regularly in a jazz context were the electri c 
guitar and Hammond organ. Through his compositions for the Adderley band Zawinul helped to introduce 
the electric piano to the sound world of modern jazz.  
134 As Bob Belden notes in his essay ‘Miles Davis: The Bitches Brew Session’: ‘Cannon recorded many of 
Joe Zawinul’s compositions and many of the pieces took the group to far away places and into deep 76 
 
Although much of Zawinul’s effort during the 1960s went into music conceived and 
adapted for the Adderley group, from 1966 he began to pursue a radically new direction. 
A notable breakthrough occurred during the winter of 1966 when he returned to Vienna 
with  his  wife  and  children.  The  experience  of  being  in  his  homeland  apparently 
stimulated his  creative  energies  and over the period of a  few  weeks,  he produced a 
significant quantity of new compositions: ‘I wrote about ten tunes, including, ‘‘In A 
Silent Way,’’ ‘‘Directions,’’ ‘‘Early Minor,’’ [and] ‘‘Orange Lady’’. Also ‘‘Pharaoh’s 
Dance,’’ ‘‘Double Image’’ and a couple of other things. I wrote them all during this 
period, in early ’67.’
135 What is impressive about this cluster of works is the vitality with 
which  Zawinul  extends  the  range  of  his  compositional  technique  and  explores  new 
sounds and rhythms. The lyricism and elegiac atmosphere of the ballads ‘In A Silent 
Way’ and ‘Orange  Lady’ would become common  in  his slower works  thereafter.  In 
‘Pharaoh’s  Dance’  he  rejects  sequential  solos  (widespread  in  bebop)  in  favour  of 
collective improvisation, thereby establishing a connection with the practices of Ornette 
Coleman and the free jazz movement. In contrast, ‘Directions’ is an example of Zawinul 
tapping  into  the  energy  of  popular  music  and  skilfully  fusing  this  with  jazz:  the 
rhythmically powerful ostinato is reminiscent of rock music, while the angular phrases 
and use of advanced harmonies carry traces of Thelonious Monk’s influence. But what is 
perhaps  most  remarkable  about  this  body  of  work  is  that  all  the  compositions  have 
figured in the ‘artistic success of fusion,’ either as base material from which Miles Davis 
developed his new sound at the end of the 1960s, or as celebrated pieces in the early 
                                                                                                                                                  
musical water. ‘Directions,’ ‘Ndo Lima,’ and ‘Rumpelstiltskin’ laid the path to the next development in 
jazz. Miles caught the Quintet whenever he could. He was close to Cannonball and would often consult 
with Cannon when he needed new musicians.’ See Bob Belden, 1999. Liner notes to the ‘Legacy’ issue of 
Bitches Brew, Columbia/ Legacy CD 65774, 1999, 12.   
135 Quoted in Glasser, Ibid., 87-88.  77 
 
repertoire of Weather Report.
136       
 
As was mentioned earlier, jazz in America during the 1960s had lost much of its popular 
appeal and seemed to be in a state of terminal decline; free jazz had essentially alienated 
audiences, and jazz in general had become marginalized in the wake of 1960s rock and 
popular music. Seen in this light, the success of Zawinul and Adderley’s crossover music 
helped to counter this trend, indeed, one might argue that through their music they not 
only broadened the appeal of modern jazz to the younger generation of listeners, but also 
improved its standing with black Americans.
137  
 
All of these matters began to carry great weight for Miles D avis in the late 1960s. 
                                                 
136 Although the following is only a partial listing, it reveals the extent to which Zawinul’s compositions 
have been associated with the foremost expressions of so-called jazz-rock: ‘In A Silent Way’ was the title 
track for Miles Davis’s 1969 album and also appeared on Zawinul’s eponymous album released in 1971; 
‘Pharaoh’s Dance’ occupied the first side on Davis’s ‘Bitches Brew’ album released in 1970; ‘Directions’ 
became the opening number for many of Davis’s live performances during the 1970s and was a track on 
Weather Report’s second album I Sing The Body Electric (1972); ‘Double Image’ was recorded for Davis’s 
album Live-Evil (1970) and also featured on Zawinul’s 1971 solo project; ‘Orange Lady’ was recorded by 
Weather  Report  and  featured  on  their  debut  album  Weather  Report  (1971).  For  more  on  Zawinul’s 
recordings  with  Davis,  see  Enrico  Merlin,  2001.  ‘Sessionography,  1967-1991’,  in  Paul  Tingen,  Miles 
Beyond: The Electric Explorations of Miles Davis, 1967-1991, New York, Billboard Books, 309-315.  
137 On the subject of Adderley’s music and the audience it attracted, Zawinul has remarked: ‘We played 
some daring pieces like ‘‘74 Miles Away’’ and maintained a serious groove in everything we did – that is 
what Miles at the time was looking for. Miles wanted more than anything to be accepted by black people, 
it’s as simple as that. His band …was certainly a great one but it had run its course and he knew it. At Cobo 
Hall (now Joe Louis Arena) around 1967 it was our two bands. Miles always liked to open the show – they 
really burned. Our band started with ’74 Miles Away’ and had a standing ovation 36 bars into the tune in an 
arena with 75% of the audience black. Miles was standing on the side of the stage, shaking his head.’ Cited 
by Bob Belden. See Belden, 2001. Liner notes to The Complete In A Silent Way Sessions, Columbia/Legacy 
CD C3K 65362, 2001, 49. With regard to the music that Davis’s band were playing, Belden argues, ‘[t]he 
music that Davis and his men were producing [from 1964 to 1967] was personal and sophisticated … and 
well  within  the  domain  of  traditional  jazz.  As  Davis  and  his  band  grew  as  artists,  the  audience  that 
purchased his albums began to fall behind, confused by the gathering abstractness and mysterioso.’ See 
Belden  (2001)  Ibid.,  24.  It  is  also  interesting  to  note  that  during  this  period  Davis’s  audience  was 
predominantly white. According to John Szwed, Davis’s high profile in the jazz world contributed to this 
situation: ‘Success ensured that Miles was now playing in better-paying clubs, which meant expensive 
clubs in white neighborhoods…’ Clearly, Davis was concerned that his music was not being recognized by 
black audiences, but as Szwed maintains, ‘…the course his music was on guaranteed this separation, and 
his ambition and the speed with which he changed his music made the luxury of playing for any distinct 
audience, much less a black one, difficult.’ See Szwed, Ibid., 257.   78 
 
Notwithstanding his position as one of America’s most celebrated jazz musicians, and 
despite leading one of the most critically acclaimed quintets of the decade, Davis had 
experienced  a  downturn  in  his  record  sales  and  had  seen  his  audience  progressively 
shrinking.
138 During this period, Davis became interested in new developments in jazz, as 
represented by, for example, the music of Adderley’s band and Charles Lloyd’s quartet: 
 
A lot of things were changing in music around 1967 and 1968 and a lot of new shit 
was happening. One of them was the music of Charles Lloyd ….They were playing 
a cross between jazz and rock, very rhythmic music…. His music was very popular 
for a couple of years and so a lot of people started paying attention.
139            
 
In 1968, Davis began to focus his attention on the new sounds and rhythms that were 
emerging from the practices of rock, soul, funk and popular music: ‘The music I was 
really listening to in 1968 was James Brown, the great guitar player Jimi Hendrix, and a 
new group who had just come out with the hit record, ‘‘Dance to the Music,’’ Sly And 
the Family Stone ….’
140 Against this background, Davis came to realize that if he wanted 
to have an active role in the contemporary musical environment of America, he would 
have to pursue a radically new musical aesthetic.  
 
At  the  end  of  the  1960s  when  the  prospects  for  jazz  in  America  looked  ever  more 
obscure  and  pessimistic,  Davis  began  the  process  of  making  his  music  relevant  to 
modern audiences. Unlike many of his peers however, Davis did not want to accomplish 
                                                 
138 For more on Davis’s career during this period, see Ian Carr, 1984. Miles Davis: A Critical Biography, 
London, Paladin, 185-220. 
139 See Davis and Troupe, Ibid., 281. 
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this by merely recording arrangements of popular hits.
141 Instead, he sought to make an 
artistic breakthrough and for that purpose, he enlisted the help of Zawinul and producer 
Teo Macero. The result of their collaboration, as demonstrated by Davis’s first record of 
1969, In A Silent Way, was a radical hybrid music which transformed the language and 
sound of jazz at the time. This was achieved by a two-sided approach. First, through the 
prominent use of electronic instruments – included in the instrumentation are electric 
guitar, multiple electric pianos and organ – that expanded the resources of jazz. Second, 
through the assimilation of an extraordinarily broad spectrum of styles and practices that 
extended its boundaries. Accordingly, In A Silent Way makes reference to a wide range 
of influences including the blues, modal jazz, free jazz, contemporary rock, R&B, and 
funk. Also invoked are modernist compositional techniques associated with composers 
like La Monte Young and Terry Riley, and transethnic practices appropriated from the 
performing traditions of Africa, India and Asia. In the context of jazz in the late 1960s, 
this degree of eclecticism was unmatched, but what is perhaps even more significant is 
that Davis and his cohorts were able to integrate this multiplicity of influences into a 
coherent whole.  
 
Before examining the radicalism of In A Silent Way in greater detail it is worth briefly 
reviewing the trajectory of jazz aesthetics since the mid-1940s. As noted, during the 
initial period of modern jazz the leading figures of bebop primarily used the repertoire of 
popular songs from the 1930s and 1940s as the medium for their creative expression and 
experimentation. Typically, bebop compositions involve stated themes, pre-determined 
                                                 
141 As Nicholson has pointed out, such august figures as Ella Fitzgerald, Duke Ellington, Count Basie, 
Woody Herman and Buddy Rich adapted to the changing times by recording arrangements of pop and rock 
songs. See Nicholson (1998), Ibid., 11. 80 
 
chord progressions, and theme and variation structures, and artists such as Charlie Parker 
and Dizzy Gillespie used this model to advance the art of modern jazz improvisation. 
Throughout the 1950s and 1960s innovative musicians representing the so-called cool 
jazz, hard bop, third stream, modal jazz, soul jazz and free jazz movements, challenged 
the bebop model. Subsequently, a variety of compositional and aesthetic experiments 
were undertaken – such as the use of modal techniques, open-ended structures, collective 
improvisation, and so forth – which served as antidotes to the constrained practices of 
bebop.  When  considered  collectively,  the  pioneering  activities  of  musicians  such  as 
Miles Davis, Gerry Mulligan, Dave Brubeck, Charles Mingus, Thelonious Monk, John 
Coltrane, Ornette Coleman, Cannonball Adderley and Josef Zawinul, introduced a more 
egalitarian  approach  to  contemporary  jazz  and  this  led  to  the  founding  of  an  open 
aesthetic.  This  all-encompassing  aesthetic  not  only  affirmed  the  pursuit  of  greater 
individual freedom of taste and expression but also embraced the inherent eclecticism 
and hybrid qualities of American jazz music that were present in its early development. 
Most  importantly,  it  showed  that  jazz  could  assimilate  a  wide  variety  of  influences 
without weakening its position as an improvisatory music. From this perspective, the 
radical hybrid that emerged in the late 1960s, and was first heard on In A Silent Way, was 
a  culmination  of  an  overarching  exploration  of  open  jazz  aesthetic.  With  its 
unprecedented evocation of sundry musical influences and cultural practices, In A Silent 
Way presented jazz as an open forum. Moreover, it was this new way of perceiving jazz 
that informed the music of the emerging jazz-rock movement and which has continued to 
shape the orientations of experimentally minded jazz musicians up to the present-day.        
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But  while  contemporary  jazz  may  be  recognized  as  a  location  for  radicalism  and 
innovation, within the jazz community there are critics, musicians and specialists who 
are inclined to take a more conservative view of jazz tradition. As we have seen, the 
modernism of bebop resulted in an anti-modernist stance by traditionalists – the so called 
‘moldy  figs’  –  who  denied  the  word  jazz  to  music  outside  the  Dixieland  tradition. 
Correspondingly, critics and musicians who consider the practices of bebop and hard bop 
as  representing  the  standards  of  modern  jazz  have  condemned  jazz-rock.  Yet,  by 
canonizing the earlier repertory of styles and rejecting the vanguard techniques of jazz-
rock these conservative voices in jazz are perhaps culpable of misrepresenting a tradition 
whose fundamental nature is not static and inflexible but protean and contemporaneous. 
Paradoxically the earlier expressions of modern jazz owe their existence to the radical 
experiments of musicians who challenged the conventions of their times. Thus, if there is 
commonality among musicians across the jazz continuum – which accurately reflects the 
inherent radicalism of the jazz tradition – then it is the willingness to push the boundaries 
of jazz and to confront established norms. This form of radicalism is certainly associated 
with the pioneering works of bebop, cool jazz, hard bop, modal jazz and free jazz, and 
similarly it is manifest on what is arguably one of the leading examples of jazz-rock 
fusion, In A Silent Way.                
 
When In A Silent Way was released in August 1969 it seemed to confound most of the 
jazz establishment. In his review for Down Beat Lawrence Kart only gave it a three and a 
half star rating and complained, ‘… the frequency of significant musical events on this 82 
 
album … is rather low.’
142 Writing for the New York Times, Martin Williams took a 
more  extreme  position  and  refused  to  review  the  album:  ‘I  decline  to  comment  on 
Columbia’s release, In A Silent Way, except for the warning that, through no fault of the 
musicians involved, the editing, annotating, and packaging are horrendous.’
143 In recent 
times Stanley Crouch has compared this stage in Miles Davis’s recording career to a 
biblical transgression: ‘And then came the fall. In A Silent Way, in 1969, long, maudlin, 
boasting, Davis’s sound mostly lost among electronic instruments, was no more than 
droning  wallpaper  music.’
144  Nonetheless,  there  were  critics  on  the  outside  of  jazz 
officialdom who saw the work as vitally important and ground-breaking. One such writer 
was  the  rock  journalist  Lester  Bangs  who  in  a  rapturous  review  for  Rolling  Stone 
described the music he heard as transcending classification: ‘…neither jazz nor rock … I 
believe  there  is  a  new  music  in  the  air,  a  total  art  which  knows  no  boundaries  or 
categories,  a  new  school  run  by  geniuses  indifferent  to  fashion.’
145  From  his  own 
writings, Davis gives the impression that he was largely unmoved by the controversy his 
new sound provoked, moreover, as one might suspect, he was dismissive about the role 
of critics in jazz:        
   
In  A  Silent  Way  began  a  great  creative  period  for me  from  1969.  That  record 
opened up a lot of music in my head that just kept coming out for the next four 
years.  In that time I think I must have gone into the studio close to fifteen times 
and finished about ten albums …. All the music was different and this was causing 
a lot of critics a lot of problems.  Critics always like to pigeonhole everybody, put 
                                                 
142 See Lawrence Kart, 1969. Record Review: Miles Davis, In A Silent Way, Down Beat (30 October 1969), 21.  
143 Cited by Belden. See Belden, (2001) Ibid., 91. 
144 See Stanley Crouch,  (1996) Ibid., 34. 
145 Cited by John Szwed, Ibid., 283.  83 
 
you in a certain place in their heads so they can get to you.  They don’t like a lot of 
changing because that makes them work to understand what you’re doing. When I 
started changing so fast like that, a lot of critics started putting me down because 
they didn’t understand what I was doing.  But critics never did mean much to me, 
so I just kept on doing what I had been doing, trying to grow as a musician.
146    
 
The  circumstances  surrounding  the  recording  of  In  A  Silent  Way  have  been  well 
documented  by  Bob  Belden  in  the  liner  notes  for  The  Complete  In  A  Silent  Way 
Sessions.
147 We find, for example, that the three tracks on the album were recorded on 
February 18, 1969, and that this session was just one of a series of recordin gs for 
Columbia which took place between September 24, 1968 and February 20, 1969. It is 
interesting to note that Belden locates a precedent for the method adopted for these 
sessions  in  some  earlier  recordings  made  in  December  1967:  ‘The  December,  1967 
sessions, although not satisfactory for release at the time, gave him the spark that he 
needed to use the Columbia studios as a ‘laboratory’ for self discovery, for working at a 
process of getting a ‘sound.’’
148 This is an important point for understanding what is 
perhaps the most radical feature of In A Silent Way. Explicitly, the recording studio 
became an essential catalyst in Davis’s creative method: it not only served to record the 
music making of his ensemble but through post-production techniques such as editing, 
mixing and effects-processing, it provided the means for determining the final form of 
the  music.  In  a  1997  interview,  producer  Teo  Macero  gave  an  invaluable  first-hand 
account of the new recording approach which he and Davis implemented in the late-
1960s: 
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LEE: Talk about the process – he would jam, and you would edit? 
MACERO: His stuff was mostly written down. I mean it was worked on in the 
studio.  But I would record from the time he got there, which was usually on time, 
until he left.  I’d record everything. And then when I’d go back to the editing room, 
I  would  edit  everything.  I  listened  to  everything  back.  Miles  would  say,  ‘You 
remember that thing in the second take?’ I said ‘yeah.’  And I would maybe make a 
loop and create it. That’s why those records were so good.
149  
     
For keyboard player Chick Corea, the idea of documenting everything that occurred in 
the studio produced creative dividends: 
 
Another thing that really made the atmosphere what it was in the studio was the 
fact that the tape recorder was rolling. So we always had the idea that we were just 
trying  out  stuff  and  rehearsing.  But  that  was  it.  Those  ‘rehearsals’  were  what 
resulted in the music that’s on these tapes and it has such an easy and relaxed feel 
about it. Miles seemed to always go for a good mood and feel and he created that 
atmosphere  in  the  studio  which  resulted  in  some  of  the  most  interesting  and 
creative music. But the spirit of improvisation always prevailed and Miles and all 
the musicians acceptance of each other’s offerings always made the music have a 
warmth and humanity to it.
150     
 
From Macero and Corea’s statements it is evident that during the recording sessions of In 
A Silent Way the main focus of the music making was on the creative process – on the 
way  that  original  musical  ideas  spontaneously  surface  during  jam  sessions  (live 
                                                 
149 Taken from Iara Lee’s interview with Macero. See Lee, 1997. ‘Interview with Teo Macero’ (September 
1997). http://www. furious.com/perfect/teomacero.html, (accessed 6 September 2005). 
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interactive performances). However, although the music is essentially performance-based, 
the performance heard on the record now becomes a presentation of Macero’s editing 
skills  and  the  post-production  process.
151  Interestingly,  this  new  approach  mirrored 
contemporary recording practices of rock and pop industry producers such as George 
Martin, and led to a major shift in the recording aesthetic of jazz.
152 
  
There can be no question that Davis and Macero created a remarkably distinctive sound 
and atmosphere on In A Silent Way.  In terms of instrumentation alone, Davis arrived at 
an  ensemble  that  was  genuinely  ground-breaking  for  the  late-1960s.  The  recording 
features an octet, comprising: trumpet, soprano sax, electric guitar, two electric pianos, 
                                                 
151 For an analysis of Macero’s editing work, see Enrico Merlin, Ibid., 309. For further clarification, see 
Belden,  2001,  Ibid.,  73-77.  Significantly,  in  the  abovementioned  interview  with  Iara  Lee,  Macero 
remarked, ‘… we cut each side down to 8½ minutes and I think the other side was 9½ …’ Thus, from only 
18 minutes of usable material, Macero produced an album lasting approximately 38 minutes (Side 1, 17:58 
and Side 2, 19:57).         
152 From an historical perspective, the methods for recording small-group jazz had changed very little since 
the arrival of tape recording at the end of the 1940s. Hence, from the late -1940s and continuing through 
the 1960s, small-group jazz recordings are mainly consigned to two-track technology. Since improvisation 
and live interaction were felt to be the most essential elements of this kind of music, two -track taping was 
considered acceptable for recording purposes. Furth ermore, the instrumentation was fairly constant  – 
standard rhythm section and one or two horns – which meant that setting up a studio to produce a record 
was a simple and cost-effective enterprise. Since the market for jazz was relatively small, by keeping 
recording costs to a minimum labels did not have to sell large numbers of records for a return on their 
investment.  As  a  result,  small-group  jazz  recording  became  associated  with  low  budget  two-track 
technology. Interestingly, in an overview of modern recording technology (written at the time when Davis 
and  Macero  were  experimenting  with  a  new  approach  to  recording  jazz)  Pete  Welding  lamented  the 
general reluctance on the part of jazz musicians and producers to embrace new recording technology: ‘It’s 
an interesting paradox: while jazz musicians largely have been reluctant to take advantage of the vast 
range  of  techniques  and  effects  that  modern  recording  technology  facilitates,  rock  musicians,  and 
especially rock producers, have had no such qualms or misgivings … It is this openness, this willingness to 
put advance technology to work that largely accounts for the vitality and excitement that have infused 
much current rock and which has led to statements about the relative moribundity of jazz. Jazzmen and 
jazz record producers could profit from a study of the recording techniques of rock …’ See Pete Welding, 
1969. ‘Modern Electronics in the Studio’, Down Beat, 36/2 (23 January 1969), 18-19. This suggests that 
the  recording  and  post-production  techniques  that  Davis  introduced  in  the  late-1960s,  were  forward-
looking and contemporaneous with the studio methods used by rock musicians. When placed alongside his 
other  innovations  from  this  period,  it  reveals  the  extent  to  which  Davis  was  prepared  to  extend  the 
boundaries of jazz in pursuit of his artistic goals. For an informative discussion on sound reproduction, 
recording  equipment,  recording  techniques  and  record  production,  see  ‘Recording  Music’  (articles  by 
prominent figures in the record industry) in George Martin, (ed.), 1983. Making Music: The Guide to 
Writing, Performing, and Recording, New York, Quill, 226-288.     86 
 
organ/electric piano, double bass and drums.  But what is perhaps most significant about 
this instrumentation, is that it allowed Davis and Macero to explore the interface between 
natural and electronically generated sounds and effects, and it is this interaction which 
lends In A Silent Way its unique ambience.
153 
 
On the subject of Davis’s use of electronics, the characteristic timbre of the electric 
piano was clearly an essential ingredient in his new sound. As was mentioned earlier, 
Davis first became interested in the instrument through Zawinul’s pioneering work with 
Cannonball Adderley. From his memoirs, we find that Davis’s interest in the electric 
piano – specifically the Fender Rhodes – was stimulated through the discovery that its 
timbre helped to soften the penetrating sound of his trumpet: 
 
… the Fender Rhodes electric piano puts a cushion under a trumpet and a trumpet 
always needs a cushion because it’s so brassy-sounding, so piercing. Now, Dizzy 
has his drummer put all these staples in his big sock cymbal; he has about twenty-
four of them in there so the cymbal vibrates when the drummer hits it, and the 
space between the notes and the cymbal is filled up with this vibrating sound that 
Dizzy really likes. But the Fender Rhodes does the same thing, only better, because 
if you hit a chord on an electric instrument, the chord comes out clean, perfectly 
                                                 
153 The development of electro-acoustic music (originally named musique concrète) grew out of pioneering 
work of experimental art music composers of the 1940s and 1950s, such as Edgard Varèse and Pierre 
Schaeffer.  Fascinatingly,  Macero’s  interest  in  electronic  music  came  from  having  direct  contact  with 
Var￨se while studying at Juilliard: ‘He was like my second father. There are some pictures here of the two 
of us and some scores I had. I mean, I was there when he was doing the ‘‘Po￨m Electronique’’ in Paris. He 
would show me all the pieces, all of the elements. But he was creating sounds from other sources other than 
electronica sounds. He was making his own, which to me is very creative. Much more so than just putting it 
through a filter. He created all kinds of things for that ‘‘Po￨m Electronique’’ and I was fascinated by it. We 
used to see each other for lunch. We’d talk on Saturdays and Sundays on the phone and he’d come to all the 
concerts that I gave.’ See Macero’s interview with Iara Lee, mentioned above. For a brief discussion on 
electronic music and the American radical tradition, see Alan Rich, 1995. American Pioneers: Ives to Cage 
and Beyond, London: Phaidon Press Limited, 204-212.    87 
 
clear.
154    
 
Although Davis was not the first to incorporate modern electronic instruments into jazz, 
his broad assimilation of the recording techniques and progressive technology of electro-
acoustic  music  on  In  A  Silent  Way,  undeniably  placed  him  at  the  vanguard  of  jazz 
innovation. Certainly, the sound on this record was unlike anything heard before in a jazz 
context,  but  equally,  if  not  more  radical,  are the compositions  performed by  Davis’s 
ensemble.     
 
At Davis’s request, the wording on the record sleeve of In A Silent Way states ‘Directions 
In  Music  By  Miles  Davis.’  As  Davis  explained,  he  began  using  this  slogan  ‘so  that 
nobody could be mistaken about who was the creative control behind the music.’
155 This 
assertion, however, has tended to cloud the authorship of the compositions and neglects 
the obligation owed to Zawinul for his prolific contribution. Curiously, apart from ‘In A 
Silent Way,’ which is recognized as Zawinul’s work, the remaining tracks on the album 
are credited to Davis. From his own recollection of the recording session, Zawinul gives 
an account which calls into question the idea that Davis was solely responsible for the 
other pieces:           
 
Miles was hardly ever in the studio. He was in the control room. On In A Silent 
Way I played organ and Chick [Corea] and Herbie [Hancock] a little keyboards. 
Miles let me do the session, more or less, and then he come out when it was right 
and boom!  When he played, the groove was there. We were all careful, not too 
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careful, but everybody had so much respect for the next guy. I was not knocked 
out, frankly speaking. For me it was swimming too much, but there was something 
good about it. You bring a lot of people together and we made something out of it 
because you had such great musical performers.
156 
 
In an interview with Gunther Baumann, Zawinul offered further clarification about his 
composing work on In A Silent Way: 
 
BAUMANN: Von Miles Davis heißt es, dasse es ihm wichtig war, so oft wie 
möglich die Credits als Autor eines Stücks zu bekommen 
ZAWINUL:  Richtig.  Um  auf  dieses  Album  zurückzukommen:  IN  A  SILENT 
WAY war eindeutig von mir, doch IT’S ABOUT THAT TIME, der zweite Titel, 
ist zur Hälfte auch mein Stück. Ich schrieb eine Hauptmelodie und die Basslinie (er 
singt sie vor)). Auf der Platte stent aber nur Miles als Komponist. So was hat er 




[BAUMANN:  They  say  about  Miles  Davis,  that  it  was  important  for  him  to 
receive credit for being the writer of the music as much as possible. 
ZAWINUL: Right. To return to this album. IN A SILENT WAY is definitely 
from me, then IT’S ABOUT THAT TIME, the second title, half of that piece is 
mine.  I wrote the main melody and the bass line (he then sang it). But on the 
album there is only Miles as composer.  He liked to do stuff like that, to grab the 
copyright (he laughs). At least that’s what he tried to do.]
158    
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Aside from the issue of recognition, Zawinul’s reservations about the recording can be 
partly  explained  by  the  fact  that  Davis  exerted  creative  control  over  the  music  by 
rearranging ‘In A Silent Way.’ As Davis bluntly admitted: ‘We changed what Joe had 
written on ‘In A Silent Way,’ cut down all the chords and took his melody and used 
that.’
159 It would seem that when it came to his artistic vision, Davis was not concerned 
with the sensibilities of his close collaborators. Afterwards, Davis offered an explanation, 
which although mitigating his actions, goes some way towards acknowledging Zawinul’s 
contribution:  
 
Joe never did like what I did with his composition, and I don’t think he likes it even 
today. But it worked and that’s all that really matters. Today many people consider 
Joe’s tune a classic and the beginning of fusion. If I had left that tune the way Joe 
had it, I don’t think it would have been praised the way it was after the album came 
out.  In A Silent Way was a collaborative thing that Joe and I did. Some people 
don’t  like  the  way  I  work.  Some  musicians  feel  sometimes  I  don’t  give  them 
enough credit.  But I have always tried to credit people who did things for me.
160     
 
 
To turn to musical aspects of In A Silent Way, there are a number of elements linking the 
compositions, which contribute to the album’s overall ambience and homogeneity. The 
most fundamental relationship between the pieces is established in the structuring of the 
instrumentation; the instruments of the ensemble are given roles that remain constant 
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throughout the recording. The stable rhythmic foundation of the music is assigned to 
drums and double bass. For the most part, the drums maintain a continuous rhythmic 
flow with unbroken metrical patterns, while the double bass provides a static framework 
by  means  of  ostinato  phrases  (repetitive  funk-like  patterns)  and  drones.  The  electric 
instruments – three keyboards and guitar – form the nucleus of the ensemble, and their 
interlocking  improvisations  create  a  dynamic  background  suffused  with  complex 
harmonies and dense textures. Against this continually changing accompaniment, the 
lead instruments – trumpet, soprano sax and electric guitar – improvise their solos.
161 In 
compositional terms, this distribution of resources means that the pieces have a three-
level formation of rhythm and sound: underlying rhythmic grooves or drones; multi -
layered electronic textures; and the individual sounds of the solo instruments.  
 
The emphasis given to rhythm and te xture is a radical departure from the stylistic 
hierarchy that had become normalised in the compositional practices of bebop and hard 
bop.  Instead  of  pre -determined  harmonic  structures,  rhythm  is  asserted  as  a  main 
organizing  material.  Moreover,  the  four -beat  swing,  which  tended  to  govern  jazz 
phraseology, is abandoned in favour of asymmetrical funk -like patterns. Likewise, the 
harmonic-rhythmic  accompaniment  style  –  prominent  in  chord-based  works  –  is 
superseded by multi-layered textures and harmonic ambiguity. Clearly, the elimination 
of  swing  and  the  exclusion  of  chord  sequences  had  important  repercussions  for  the 
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keyboards. Therefore, unlike the trumpet or soprano sax, the electric guitar does not stand out significantly 
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ensemble’s soloists. In contrast with the performance approaches of bebop or hard bop, 
where  improvisations  are  constrained  by  stipulated  chord  changes,  there  is  no 
comparable context in the pieces on In A Silent Way. As such, the soloists are free to 
invent their own lines. Under Davis’s direction, however, the soloing strategies mirror 
the ones he introduced for improvising over mode-based forms and ostinato bass figures 
on Kind of Blue. As a result, the solos on In A Silent Way are predominantly in the style 
of melodic-motivic variations.     
 
In relation to compositional procedures, Davis and Zawinul base their approach on a 
minimal  number  of  predetermined  elements:  two  or  three-note  bass  vamps;  two-bar 
ostinato bass figures; bass drones; selected modes and fragmentary thematic statements. 
Notwithstanding  the  importance  attached  to  the  rhythmic  grooves,  the  focus  of  the 
ensemble  performance  is  orientated  towards  a  collective  form  of  improvisational 
development. In this context, the music making on In A Silent Way has much in common 
with  the  free  jazz  aesthetic.
162  The  ingredients  which  characterize  the  ensemble’s 
distinctive approach to rhythm, sound and texture, are represented in the track ‘It’s About 
That  Time.’
163  In  essence,  the  music  inhabits  an  F  tonality,  and  contains  three 
                                                 
162  Interestingly,  while  Davis  was  not  particularly  fond  of  the  individual  playing  styles  of  free  jazz 
musicians like Ornette Coleman and Don Cherry, he was nevertheless receptive to the aesthetic possibilities 
of their approach. As he remarked in his autobiography: ‘…I didn’t see or hear anything in their playing 
that was all that revolutionary… what they were doing back in the beginning was just being spontaneous in 
their playing, playing ‘free form,’ bouncing off what each other was doing. That’s cool, but it had been 
done  before, only  they  were  doing  it  with  no  kind  of  form  or  structure  and  that’s  the  thing  that  was 
important about what they did, not their playing.’ See Davis and Troupe, Ibid., 240-241. In fact from the 
mid-1960s onwards Davis incorporated into his music making increasing levels of free improvisation and 
abstraction comparable with the free jazz ethos. Thus, pieces might consist of only melodic fragments 
without prescribed harmonic sequences or formal structures. As Ian Carr pointed out: ‘The approach to 
improvisation set up by Miles’s mid-sixties group came to be referred as ‘time – no changes’, because there 
was a pulse but no set harmonic sequence.’ See Ian Carr, 1984. Miles Davis: A Critical Biography, London, 
Paladin, 182.      
163 Track Six on Zawinul Project CD I. 92 
 
compositional elements: three-note bass vamp; thematic descending sequence; and, a two 
bar ostinato  bass  figure.
164  Used in combination these elements provide the sectional 
material from which the overall structure is created. Figure 2.1 provides an outline of the 
main events. (Note: timings based on readings taken from the compact disc) 
 
Figure 2.1     Table showing the main events in ‘It’s About That Time’ 
1.1  Introduction      0:00 – 0:46 (Trumpet solo 0:05 – 0:46)    
1.2   Bridge        0:47 – 1:31                
2      Guitar solo      1:31 – 4:58 
3      Bridge        4:58 – 5:20        
4      Soprano solo      5:20 – 7:32 
5      Bridge        7:32 – 7:40 
6      Trumpet solo      7:40 – 9:43 (Drums ‘break free’ 9:00 – 9:39)  
6.1   Trumpet solo as introduction  9:43 – 10:24 
6.2   Trumpet solo continuation  10:24 – 11:02 
7      Codetta /Fade out    11:02 – 11:26    
        
‘It’s About That  Time’ has  a short introduction with  two distinct  sections.  The first 
section  begins  with  the  drums  playing  a  steady  rhythmical  pattern,  comprising: 
consecutive quavers on closed hi-hat and four unaccented rim shot beats per bar on snare 
drum. Apart from several notable instances (the drums drop out at strategic moments and 
break  free  during  the  climax  of  the  trumpet’s  principal  solo)  this  metrical  pattern 
provides the underlying momentum for the greater part of the performance. Over the 
regular pulse, the bass (with guitar doubling) plays an edgy, off-balance vamp consisting 
of three successive semiquavers (E-flat, D, E-flat). The contrast between the vamp and 
the steady timekeeping of the drums, immediately imparts a restless quality to the music. 
The  keyboards  contribute  to  the  restiveness  by  independently  extemporising  figures 
based on the rhythm of the three semiquavers. This creates a dense rhythmic and textural 
                                                 
164 As previously discussed Zawinul claims authorship of these elements.  See page 87 of this text. 93 
 
accompaniment for the trumpet’s introductory solo. Harmonically, the bass part implies 
a key centre of E-flat, but when the trumpet enters, Davis’s blues-like lines strongly 
suggest F Dorian mode (closely related to the F blues scale). As a result, the opening has 
an  ambiguous  tonality  (fluctuating  between  E-flat  and  F)  which  gives  the  music  a 
suspended  character.  However,  from  a  wider  perspective,  the  tonal  instability  of  the 
introduction  provides  large-scale  contrast  with  the  subsequent  episodes  of  harmonic 
resolution.  
 
After the trumpet’s lively exposition, the second section brings a release in tension. The 
electric pianos come together on the descending thematic sequence (leading notes: A to 
A-flat, A-flat to F, F to F). Underlining the change in mood, they adopt a gentle legato 
playing style. In response, the drums drop out for the first cycle, while the bass settles 
into  a  more  relaxed  version  of  the  three-note  vamp.  During  the  repetitions  of  the 
sequence, the electric pianos colour the melodic line with complex polytonal textures. 
Although ‘It’s About That Time’ does not have a strictly applied formal structure, the 
second  section  functions  like  a  bridge  by  providing  a  contrasting  linking  passage  of 
music; later, it serves as a breathing space between the solos. Following the introduction, 
the  rest  of  the  performance  is  concerned  with  the  individual  improvisations  of  John 
McLaughlin (guitar) Wayne Shorter (soprano sax) and Davis.  
 
The opening guitar improvisation preserves the subdued atmosphere established in the 
preceding section. Principally in the tonality of F Aeolian, McLaughlin’s solo consists of 
fragmentary lines interspersed with exploratory runs. Initially, the single note lines sound 94 
 
hesitant, but as the solo progresses a stronger more fluent style emerges. Complementing 
McLaughlin’s  understated  performance  the  ensemble  accompaniment  is  quiet  and 
restrained. Structurally, the accompanying musical material provides a loose two-part 
form: employing three compositional elements. The first part consists of the descending 
thematic sequence played by the electric pianos over the three-note bass vamp. For the 
second part, the bass introduces a syncopated eleven-note ostinato figure, bringing a 
funk-like dimension to the music.
165 Because the bass is finally rooted in the F tonality 
(specifically, F Mixolydian) it brings a sense of harmonic resolution. Against the bass  
ostinato the electric pianos continue with textural variations of the descending sequence. 
At the end of the improvisation the drums drop out, the bass resumes the three -note 
vamp, and the electric pianos return to a closer version of the main theme.   
 
Throughout the guitar solo and bridge passage, the sound levels are noticeably muted. 
The  opening  of  the soprano  sax  solo  has  the  same quiet  dynamic,  reinforcing  the 
homogeneity  of  the  performance ;  however,  in  contrast  to  McLaughlin’s  approach 
Shorter’s improvised lines are more lyrical and assertive. The improvisation begins with 
just two pivot notes (F and C) setting up a diatonic rhythmical-motive. As the first section 
proceeds, Shorter introduces melodic flourishes in F Dorian mode. From this, he launches 
into an exuberant blues-like performance that avoids the familiar clichés associated with 
the genre. The solo audibly picks up energy with the entrance of the bass ostinato figure. 
With  guitar  and  organ  doubling  the  bass  line,  the  accompaniment  steadily  builds  in 
intensity. Eventually, Shorter departs from  the modal concept  in  favour of increasing 
                                                 
165 Note: This flexible two-part form provides the structure for the remaining solos on ‘It’s About That 
Time’.  95 
 
chromaticism;  effectively,  introducing  dramatic  expressiveness  into  his  vocabulary. 
Following the solo’s climax, he briefly plays across the first part of the bridge, before 
quietly closing on the notes of three-note bass vamp.     
 
There can be no question that the trumpet solo is the centrepiece of ‘It’s About That 
Time.’ Indeed, when one considers the overall trajectory of the music, there is a measured 
intensification in the activity of the ensemble, from one solo to the next, which reaches a 
climax with Davis’s improvisation. In addition, the sound of the trumpet is more clearly 
defined  than  the  other  instruments  on  the  recording.  What  is  perhaps  most  arresting, 
however, is that Davis artfully blends the opposing characteristics of the earlier solos. 
Thus, his playing moves from the halting to the very melodic, from the laid-back to the 
highly expressive.  
 
The trumpet improvisation begins with a languid statement of the descending theme while 
underneath the electric pianos ad-lib various figures related to the accompanying three-
note  bass  vamp.  Over  the  course  of  the  first  section,  Davis  incorporates  fragmentary 
lyrical phrases with silence and long notes. Again, the bluesy approach and note choices 
suggest F Dorian. An exceptional moment occurs at 8:17 when Davis performs a sinuous 
ascending run, which lasts for approximately two and a half bars, and crosses over the 
material  in  the  accompaniment.
166  During  the  second  section,  the  guitar and  organ 
reinforce the eleven-note bass vamp while the electric pianos develop a sturdy soul/funk 
                                                 
166  This  portion  of  the  trumpet  solo  illustrates  a  point  that  Radano  made  about  an  aspect  of  Davis’s 
approach: ‘Davis suggested that his work from this period challenged the collective process central to jazz 
improvisation. For, example, in some instances he would advise his band to avoid responding to his solos 
or even one another and simply chart a rhythmical/textural course.’ See Radano (2004), Ibid., 461. 96 
 
accompaniment. Against this, Davis’s soloing is breezy and buoyant. The climax of solo 
occurs from 9:00 until 9:39, when the drums finally break free from the static rhythmical 
pattern, injecting a highly energetic rock-like feeling to the music; interestingly, this brief 
segment is only point on the album where the performance resembles rock music. Unlike 
the previous solos, Davis’s improvisation does not end with the bridge. Instead, producer 
Teo Macero skilfully edits the solo from the introduction (with an added second section) 
to create another cycle. The energy in Davis’s playing gradually dissipates during the 
second section until he fades out. The tension and volume of the accompaniment subsides 
in the codetta, and the piece calmly comes to rest on a solitary F in the bass.      
 
From an historical perspective, the pieces on In A Silent Way exemplify the radicalism of 
open jazz aesthetic – an aesthetic which became formative in Davis’s subsequent works, 
as well as those of his sidemen.
167 The album is a testament to musicality of Davis and his 
collaborators; especially their ability to integrate seemingly unrelated musical element s 
into a polystylistic whole. Although the imaginative way in which Davis and Zawinul 
transformed the language and sound of jazz confounded conservative  attitudes, it proved 
to be  very  popular  with  younger  audiences  and  substantiated  Davis’s  commitment  to 
innovation.  While  the  music  was  recognisable  as  being  rooted  in  the  American  jazz 
tradition (in particular the blues) its assimilation of the practices of contemporary popular 
music  communicated  with  audiences  beyond  the  confines  of  jazz.  Furthermore,  the 
pervasive use of repetition, ostinato patterns and constant rhythmic pulses, clearly drew 
                                                 
167 It is fascinating to observe that all the sidemen on In A Silent Way went on to lead or co-lead highly 
influential  groups  in  the  early  1970s:  Herbie  Hancock  (Headhunters);  Dave  Holland  and  Chick  Corea 
(Circle);  Chick  Corea  (Return  To  Forever);  Wayne  Shorter  and  Joe  Zawinul  (Weather  Report);  John 
McLaughlin and Tony Williams (Lifetime); John McLaughlin (Mahavishnu Orchestra).  97 
 
on African, Indian and Asian musical sources, and paralleled the activities of minimalist 
composers  such  as  La  Monte  Young  and  Terry  Riley.  Equally,  while  these  factors 
contributed to creating a hybrid that was more international in compass than any previous 
style,  by  assimilating  the  new  technology  of  electro-acoustic  music,  In  A  Silent  Way 
radically  extended  the  boundaries  of  jazz  and  set  a  benchmark  for  future 
experimentation.
168 Seen in this light, the pursuit of open jazz aesthetic in the late -1960s 
provided  new  means  of  musical  expression,  opened  fresh  vistas,  and  encouraged 
alternative ways of perceiving jazz.  
 
Given his standing in the world of jazz, it was perhaps inevitable that Davis’s new sound 
should  become  the  focus  of  critical  discussion.  As  noted,  conservative  critics  have 
tended to dismiss his move into electro-acoustic jazz as a calculated transgression, in 
which  he  compromised  the  status  of  jazz  as  a  ‘high’  art  form  for  financial  reward. 
Against accusations of having ‘sold out, however, one would be hard pushed to find a 
strictly commercial track on any of Davis’s albums from this period.
169 Viewed from a 
different angle, the commercial success of these recordings was the offshoot of a highly 
effective artistic breakthrough, and was by no means the result of ‘selling out.’ On this 
                                                 
168 In his eloquent survey of American radical composers, David Nicholls observes that radicalism ‘is a 
function of difference when measured against contemporaneous norms.’ Building his argument, he reasons 
that, ‘in the context of twentieth-century musical modernism, it can push the boundaries of acceptance not 
only forward (into ‘‘advanced’’ territory) but also backward (into apparent conservatism) and outward (into 
the exploration of musics other than those of Eurocentric art music tradition).’ The terms he suggests for 
these  three  traits  or  ‘shades’  of  radicalism  are:  ‘prospective,’  ‘retrospective,’  and  ‘extraspective’.  See 
Nicholls, 2004. ‘Avant-garde and experimental music’ in David Nicholls (ed.), The Cambridge History of 
American Music, Cambridge University Press, 517. In relation to In A Silent Way, it is clear that the album 
exhibits all three radical tendencies. Accordingly, it is decidedly prospective (adopting the advances of new 
technology and electro-acoustic music) retrospective (drawing on traditional jazz approaches, such as the 
blues and collective improvisation) and extraspective (appropriating from Indian and Asian music). 
169 With regard to Bitches Brew, Nicholson observes: ‘Here Davis avoids popular music’s smooth contours 
with a grittiness and awkwardness that flies in the face of commercialism, using dissonant chords and 
angular open-ended improvisation.’ See Nicholson, 2002. ‘Fusions and crossovers’, in Mervyn Cooke and 
David Horn (eds.), The Cambridge Companion to Jazz, Cambridge University Press, 225.   98 
 
question,  Steven  F.  Pond  provides  an  admirably  level-headed  perspective  on  the  art 
versus  commerce  debate,  which  has  featured  in  quarrels  about  Davis’s  venture  into 
electro-acoustic jazz and by extension the music marketed as jazz-rock. As Pond rightly 
argues: ‘The idea that somehow a mass-mediated music could exist that did not take into 
account  the  demands  of  marketing  is  specious.  How  could  it  be  otherwise?’  He 
continues: ‘The balancing act for the musicians of Head Hunters, as well as for opera 
singers,  rock  musicians,  and  any  other  performers  who  offer  their  music  for  sale, 
concerned navigating between the muse and the market.’
170 While it is evident that Davis 
wanted his new music to sell and reconnect with black audiences it is also clear that as a 
creative  musician  he  was  concerned  with  making  an  artistic  statement.  When  one 
considers  the  moribund  state  of  American  jazz  in  the  1960s,  his  collaboration  with 
Zawinul is an outstanding example of artistic achievement; they not only had major roles 
in the revitalization of jazz but equally important facilitated in making it relevant to a 
younger generation. 
 
The  preceding  survey  suggests  that  eclecticism  has  been  an  important  factor  in  the 
American  jazz  tradition,  and  that  its  continued  practice  in  the  contemporary  era 
contributed to the founding of an open jazz approach. Indeed, each of the innovative 
styles  discussed  here,  have  in  varying  ways  demonstrated  that  jazz  is  an  open, 
experimental forum. Accordingly, the emergence of the electro-acoustic hybrid at the 
end of the 1960s can be located chronologically, as a development of an overarching 
exploration of open jazz aesthetic. In the context of contemporary jazz in the second half 
                                                 
170 See Pond, 2005. Head Hunters: The Making of Jazz’s First Platinum Album, University of Michigan 
Press, 186. 99 
 
of the twentieth century, Davis and Zawinul stand as true visionaries of jazz aesthetics. 
The success of their collaborative venture led to a notable resurgence in jazz in America, 
and heralded a plethora of experimental approaches that saw any musical genre as valid 
for appropriation and adaptation. Thus, this new approach was not a style with definable 
characteristics or formulaic schemes; in truth, the generic labels jazz-rock and jazz-rock 
fusion  are  barely  adequate  when  faced  with  the  diversity  of  stylistic  pluralism  that 
emerged in the 1970s. Instead, it would seem more appropriate to think of this music as a 
radical development of contemporary jazz informed by an open aesthetic; in any event 
one should not take prescribed labels too literally.  
 
In  closing,  there  is  one  final  point  worthy  of  consideration.  Through  their  musical 
activities, both Davis and Zawinul sought to transcend traditional social and cultural 
boundaries; their use of multiracial, multinational ensembles, were models of integration, 
which  reflected  the  alternative  values  and  egalitarianism  of  American  and  Western 
culture  in  the  late  1960s  and  early  1970s.  What  these  values  were  and  how  they 




Jazz and the counter culture: the radicalism of open jazz aesthetic in 
context 
 
    The mixing of races and the mixing of cultures creates the greatest of all things.
1 
 
From an historical perspective, the second half of the 1960s was not a favourable time to 
be a jazz musician in America. The advance of white rock music and black R&B had 
gradually overwhelmed jazz in America’s cultural profile, leading many commentators 
to doubt whether it could endure.
2 During the 1960s, there appeared dynamic new kinds 
of performers (pop/rock stars )  a larger audience (hip -minded young people)  and an 
expanded  music  business  (the  modern  recording  industry).  These  developments 
coincided with a period when profound s ocial, political and cultural upheavals where 
taking place in the West, and indeed, across the world. This chapter will examine the 
impact of the 1960s counter-cultural movement, especially in relation to the circulation 
of egalitarian cultural values. At  the same time, it will consider its contribution to the 
ideology of the ‘open’ society. It will then look at aspects of postmodernism and popular 
culture to see how this relates to developments in jazz in the late 1960s and early 1970s, 
in particular the music of Josef Zawinul. This chapter is, then, a contextual view of how 
the open jazz approach as advanced by Zawinul and others related to the radicalism of 
                                                 
1 A statement Zawinul made in 1974. Quoted by Brian Glasser. See Glasser, 2001. In A Silent Way: A 
Portrait Of Joe Zawinul, London, Sanctuary Publishing,  309.  
2 As noted, numerous opinion pieces appeared in journals of the period, which forecast the end of jazz. See 
pages 8 and 66 of this text. 101 
 
the times and became an aesthetic of major importance in the world of jazz.  
 
Over much of its short history, the question of what constitutes the identity of jazz has 
been a hotly contested area. As was mentioned before, this has resulted in a succession 
of propaganda wars.
3 In the present era, the denunciation of jazz-rock fusion has become 
a  feature  of  the  new  traditionalist’s  struggle  for  hegemony  in  jazz.  Attacks  on 
commercial opportunism; the defence of historical repertoire; the reclaiming of swing 
and the repudiation of advanced funk and rock rhythms; the disdain for electronics and 
the restoration of ‘pure’ acoustic jazz; and, accusations of a betrayal (directed towards 
record companies, producers and the musicians themselves): all of these issues have 
surfaced in ideological conflicts aimed at controlling the validity and history of jazz.
4 
Indeed, with the emergence of the so -called neo-classicist movement (from the mid -
1980s onwards) the new traditionalist representation of jazz has played an influential 
role in shaping contemporary attitudes. What is perhaps most contentious about this 
reading is that in their obdurate attempt to reinstate traditional values the neo-classicists 
                                                 
3 The topic of propaganda wars is touched upon on pages 4, 5, 13, 26, 27, 35, 36 and 81 of this text. 
Briefly,  these  include:  1)  In  the  early  1940s,  the  proponents  of  New  Orleans  styles  of  the  1920s 
(revivalists)  opposed  the  modernism  of  swing.  2)  Around  the  mid-1940s,  the  defenders  of  swing 
(traditionalists)  contested  the  modernism  of  bebop.  3)  By  the  mid-1950s,  a  new  war  broke  out  when 
modern jazz split into geographical regions i.e. West Coast jazz (Cool) and East Coast jazz (Hard Bop). In 
this instance, the contested area  was set in terms of the  perceived ‘whiteness’ of West Coast jazz as 
opposed to the African-American ‘expressiveness’ of Hard Bop. 4) Since the 1980s, the neo-classicists 
(new traditionalists) have argued against what they perceive to be the degrading influences of jazz-rock 
fusion.             
4 As Scott DeVeaux has written in his overview of historiography in jazz: ‘With the possible exception of 
those in the fusion camp (who are more often the targets of the debates than active participants in it) no 
one disputes the official version of the history … The struggle is over possession of that history, and the 
legitimacy that it confers. More precisely, the struggle is over the act of definition that is presumed to lie at 
the  history’s  core;  for  it  is  an  article  of  faith  that  some  central  essence  named  jazz  remains  constant 
throughout all the dramatic transformations that have resulted in modern-day jazz.’ See Scott DeVeaux, 
1991.  ‘Constructing  the  Jazz  Tradition:  Jazz  Historiography’,  Black  American  Literature  Forum  25/3 
(1991), 528.  102 
 
refute the significance of jazz’s immediate past.
5 Yet, without the notable gains made by 
jazz-rock fusion – at a time when audiences were largely indifferent to all forms of the 
music – one might speculate that jazz would not have the position it currently enjoys in 
the contemporary musical environment.  
 
As  has  been  suggested,  during  the  late-1960s  and  1970s  the  pursuit  of  open  jazz 
aesthetic  saw  a  variety  of  experimental  approaches  emerge  that  are  linked  by  their 
radical stylistic pluralism. In recent years, however, the rise of neo-classicism has been 
associated  with  an  ideological  backlash  against  such  pluralism.  For  instance,  in  a 
reactionary statement made in 1988, Wynton Marsalis declared:  
 
… those who profess an openness to everything – an openness that in effect just 
shows contempt for the basic values of the music and of our society … Their  
disdain for the specific knowledge that goes into jazz creation is their justification 
for saying that everything has its place. But their job should be to define that  
place – is it the toilet or the table? 
6 
 
There are striking parallels between the return to traditional ideas and values advocated 
                                                 
5 Wynton Marsalis – the de facto spokesperson for neo-classicism – has stated: ‘I don’t think the music 
moved along in the ‘70s. I think it went astray. Everybody was trying to be pop stars, and imitated people 
that were supposed to be imitating them … What we have to do now is reclaim …’ See Howard Mandel, 
1984.  ‘The  Wynton  Marsalis  Interview’,  Down  Beat  (July  1984),  16.  However,  as  Ronald  Radano 
remarked, ‘They [neo-classicists] give particularly short shrift to the range of creativity from 1960 to 1980, 
a twenty-year period seemingly blanked out of the historical vision. Musically, it is if jazz history had 
leaped from a mid-1950s high artistry to a point three decades later, when those same mainstream practices 
were  reinstated  as  a  neoclassical  movement.  Such  perspectives,  while  commonplace,  contradict  good 
historical  judgment  that  recognizes  musical  formation  as  something  inextricably  linked  to  the  social 
circumstances that constitute it …  It is therefore ironic that the idea of jazz neoclassicism could not have 
emerged  without  the  precedents  of  free  and  fusion.’  See  Radano,  2004.  ‘Jazz  since  1960’,  in  David 
Nicholls (ed.), The Cambridge History of American Music, Cambridge University Press, 469.    
6 See Marsalis, 1988. ‘What Jazz Is – and Isn’t’, New York Times (31 July 1988) 21, 24.  103 
 
by the neo-classical movement and the new conservative ideology, which dominated 
political thought in America and Britain throughout the 1980s. Correspondingly, the 
principal focus for right wing onslaught has been the permissive culture of the 1960s. 
From the point of view of the new right, the ‘permissiveness’ of that epoch created the 
social and moral ills that trouble the West. Unsurprisingly, perhaps, the response over 
subsequent decades has been to call for the restoration of traditional values: namely, 
those  ideals  embedded  in  conservative  doctrine.
7  Notwithstanding  the  legacy  of 
criticism from conservative quarters in jazz, a proper understanding of the radical 
developments  that  took  place  during  the  late -1960s  and  1970s  requires  some 
appreciation of the association between op en jazz aesthetic and the compelling social 
and political concerns that stimulated the radical counter cultural movements of the 
1960s. 
 
In a patent display of reductionism, commentators often stereotype the 1960s as the era 
of ‘sex and drugs and rock ‘n’ roll.’
8 In conjunction with this paltry distillation, the 
1960s have been subject to discriminatory forms of negative mythologizing. As was 
mentioned  earlier,  the  new  right  are  prone  to  blame  the  ‘permissive  society’  for 
destabilizing Western civilization. However, as the sociologist Frank Furedi cautions in 
his essay ‘The Sixties Myth,’ ‘… this obsession with the permissive Sixties has little to 
                                                 
7 In an exemplary critique of Western culture, Edward W. Said observed that a distinctive cultural bias 
motivates contemporary petitions for the return of traditional values: ‘These ‘returns’ accompany rigorous 
codes of intellectual and moral behaviour that are opposed to the permissiveness associated with such 
relatively liberal philosophies as multiculturalism and hybridity.’ See Said, 1994, Culture and Imperialism 
[1993]; reprint, London, Vintage, xiv.  
8 For example, influential New York Times columnist Maureen Dowd referred to the youth of the 1960s as 
the ‘generation of sex, drugs and rock and roll.’ See Dowd, 1999. ‘Bush dances on the character griddle’, 
New Standard (August 1999). http://www.s-t.com/daily/08-99/08-19-99/b04op059.htm, (accessed 7 April 
2004). 
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do with what actually happened during that decade.’
9 Given the insights that a broad 
cultural perspective can bring to historical circumstances (even those of recent vintage) 
Furedi’s even-handed account is an appropriate starting point for the discussion on the 
complex phenomena that constitute the 1960s counter culture.        
 
As the title suggests, the primary purpose of Furedi’s essay is to question the myths that 
surround the political and cultural radicalism of the 1960s.  Searching for a rationale 
behind the fostering of these myths, Furedi maintains that the ‘Sixties’ have become a 
convenient scapegoat for the ideological shortcomings of successive manifestations of 
the Western establishment. Additionally, he identifies the political right as playing a 
significant part in the production of myths, since they continue to blame the 1960s for 
instigating  the  decline  in  traditional  values.  However,  as  Furedi  contends  the 
assumptions behind such myth-making masks what was probably the true cause for the 
decline in traditional values in the West:   
 
This gets things the wrong way around: the intellectual crisis of bourgeois order 
might  have  been  experienced  as  the  consequence  of  a  challenge  from  radical 
quarters, but the crisis long preceded the 1960s. Sixties radicalism was perceived as 
the  cause, rather  than  the  product,  of  the  erosion  of  the intellectual  and  moral 
confidence of the Western elites.
10           
 
When put this way, it begs the question: If the radical cultural developments of the 
                                                 
9 At the time of writing, Frank Furedi is professor of sociology at the University of Kent amd is a regular 
contributor to the website ‘Spiked Politics.’ See Frank Furedi, 2004, ‘The Sixties Muth’, Spiked Politics 
(3August 2004). http/www.spiked-online.com/Articles/0000000CA63F.htm, (accessed 14 August 2006).  
10 See Furedi, Ibid., 2. 105 
 
1960s emerged as a response to a decline in existing establishment values, what context 
preceding this era contributed to the breakdown? According to Furedi, a solution may be 
found in the fractured condition of the Western intelligentsia in the immediate post-war 
period:  ‘Since  the  end  of  the  Second  World  War  …  [m]any  leading  thinkers  and 
ideologues  were  concerned  that  capitalism  lacked  the  capacity  to  justify  itself  in 
intellectual and moral terms.’
11 The upshot was a deep malaise that slowly undermined 
the political and ideological system of the Western establishment. As Furedi remarked, 
‘Until the 1960s, the intellectual crisis … had little direct public consequence. It existed 
under the surface eating away at the confidence of the Western intellectual and cultural 
establishment.’
12 With the arrival of the 1960s, the manifest struggles of the counter 
culture had an unequivocal impact on Western capitalist societies. In many instances, 
protest and popular intervention threatened and transgressed the boundaries of power. 
Among students, workers and the liberal middle strata of society there was a communal 
feeling that bourgeois culture needed to change. Consequently, the radicalism of the 
1960s  counter  culture  ushered  in  a  period  when  the  raison  d’être  of  the  Western 
establishment was widely questioned.     
 
Naturally,  one  recognizes  that  there  is  not  time  or  space  in  the  present  enquiry  for 
anything more than a cursory examination of the 1960s. In truth, broad brushstrokes will 
have to suffice for our picture of this epoch. Nevertheless, from the mass of information 
relating to the ‘Sixties,’ an inventory of thematic issues can be determined that will offer 
a reasonable summation of the period. These pertain to its principal spiritual, political, 
                                                 
11 See Furedi, Ibid., 1. 
12 See Furedi, Ibid., 1-2. 106 
 
and cultural characteristics, an outline of which is mapped out in the following points:  
 
1. A celebration of spirituality. According to esoteric literature, the 1960s were 
synchronous  with  a  cosmic  event  that  saw  the  constellational  zodiac  move  into  the 
‘Aquarian phase.’
13 For adherents, this heralded the arrival of the ‘Aquarian Age,’ which 
was believed would bring worldwide peace and fraternity, and would be marked by an 
emergent  interest  in  numinous  teachings  and  mystical  enlightenment.  Certainly,  the 
1960s  witnessed  a  widespread  escalation  in  esoteric  practices  –  most  frequently 
identified with the spiritual inclinations of the Hippie movement – which seemed to 
square with hypothetical ideas about the dawning Aquarian Age.
14 In fact, one enduring 
cultural  trend  of  the  period  that  is  still  with  us  today  is  the  cult  for  personal 
transformation – the ‘New Age’ therapy movement. Consequently, individual spiritual 
practices  were  subsumed  into  a  loosely  structured  network,  which  now  included: 
personal development techniques, yoga, meditation, acupuncture, massage, psychic arts 
and sciences, humanistic psychology, sex-therapy, environmental and peace activism, 
health  foods  and  vegetarianism,  and  a  multiplicity  of  new  religious  practices 
(Transcendental  meditation,  Krishna  Consciousness,  and  Scientology,  to  name  but  a 
few). Given the scale of metaphysical thought and alternative belief that emerged during 
                                                 
13 For an introduction to the theosophical issues, see Alice A., Bailey, Alice, A., 1972. A Treatise on White 
Magic,  New  York,  Lucis  Publishing  Company  [1934];  twelfth  edn.  For  a  broad-based  contemporary 
account, see Ralph Metzner, 1971. Maps of Consciousness, New York, Macmillan, 106-120. Interestingly 
in her treatise first published in 1934, Bailey refers to the ‘Aquarian phase’ as the ‘New Age.’ See Bailey, 
Ibid., 313. This label began to disseminate during the 1960s, and has since become part of the vernacular. 
Thus, when commentators allude to the multiple forms of spiritual activities and philosophical enquiries 
that emerged during the 1960s, one often finds them grouped under the heading ‘the New Age movement.’ 
14 For a far-reaching account of the Hippie movement, see Barry Miles, 2004.  Hippie, Great Britain, 
Cassell, For an assessment of the 1960s that counters the neo-conservative perspective, see Sohnya Sayres,  
Anders Stephanson,  Stanley Aronowitz, and Frederic Jameson (eds.), 1984, The 60s Without Apology, 
University of Minnesota Press.     
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the 1960s, it is no coincidence that followers of the ‘New Age’ regard this decade as a 
watershed in the spiritual renaissance of humanity. By 1967, the ‘New Age’ had even 
acquired its own anthem by virtue of the international success of the musical Hair. The 
opening  song  (‘Aquarius’)  contains  the  line:  ‘This  is  the  dawning  of  the  Age  of 
Aquarius,’ which effectively introduced the concept to a global audience. In short, the 
upsurge of spirituality in the 1960s brought an egalitarian approach to issues of faith that 
challenged  the  orthodox  Judeo-Christian  heritage,  which  hitherto  had  dominated 
religious practice in the West.                  
 
2. The power of protest. From a political perspective, the 1960s was a time when 
the combined struggles of a generation of dissenting students, militant hippies and the 
urban poor (collectively known as the counter-cultural movement) presented Western 
society with an historic challenge to the authority of its institutions.
15 For the more 
                                                 
15 Although student unrest was initially located in America in the early years of the 1960s, its influence 
quickly spread, and by the  middle of the decade, it had reached practically all societies in the West. 
Obviously, the struggles that characterized the political aspirations of the counter culture differed from 
country  to  country,  and  were  contingent  on  particular  socio-political  circumstances.  In  America  for 
example, student discontent broadly focused on two key issues. In the first instance, opposition to racial 
bigotry and the plight of disenfranchised black Americans led significant numbers of college students to 
rally behind the mainly non-violent activities of the Civil Rights Movement. Then, general disquiet over 
the build up to the Vietnam War (between 1965 and 1968) saw student opposition strengthen and become 
increasingly radical: mass anti-war protests involved marches, political rallies, occupation of government 
buildings,  and  draft-card  burning,  and  often  resulted  in  angry  confrontations  with  law  enforcement 
officials. Meanwhile, in Britain dissenting students were principally concerned with demonstrating against 
the  proliferation  of  nuclear  weapons  and  joined  forces  with  the  CND.  In  France,  however,  student 
discontent in Paris (May-June 1968) led to full-scale insurrection across the country. Despite the mixture 
of motives – hostility to overcrowding at universities, disillusionment with the outdated values of the 
Gaullist government, dissatisfaction with inequalities in French society – the concerns were sufficiently 
widespread,  especially  among  the  urban  poor,  the  trade  unions  and  the  middle  class  intelligentsia. 
Notwithstanding local differences, however, the counter-cultural movements across the West articulated 
commonality in their commitment to participatory democracy, human rights issues and social justice.        
     Admittedly, this brief survey only provides a glimpse of the radicalism of the counter culture during the 
1960s. However, it should be apparent that the interventions of the movement brought dynamic opposition 
to the political authority of the Western establishment. By means of the civil rights struggles, the peace 
movement, anti-nuclear weapons campaigns, and vociferous anti-government attacks by the radical press, 
this high level of confrontation remained a clear presence throughout the 1960s and early 1970s. In the case 
of America, the sustained pressure exerted by the counter culture was instrumental in President Johnson not 108 
 
radical elements of this body, the stated purpose was to create a cultural revolution. 
Accordingly,  in  their  critique  of  the  existing  administration,  it  was  determined  that 
traditional establishment values were not only deficient for the times, but in relation to 
civil rights, nuclear  armaments, Vietnam and other instances of colonial oppression, 
those  values  were  found  to  be  morally  questionable.  Equally,  the  systems  of 
governmental  power  and  bureaucratic  rule-regulation  created  conditions  in  human 
affairs  that  the  counter  culture  found  unjust,  corrupt  and  repressive.  Hence,  by 
strenuously exercising the power of protest, the counter-cultural movement rejected or 
questioned the boundaries of the establishment. In attacking the sometimes dark and 
questionable  practices  of  government,  the  counter  culture  pioneered  genuinely 
democratic  values  of  transparency,  flexibility  and  openness  as  an  alternative. 
Interestingly, when viewed from this perspective, there are a noticeable alliance between 
counter-cultural values and the political concerns of the humanist movement, especially 
in  relation  to  cultivating  the  grounds  for  a  more  liberal  and  ‘open’  society.
16 
                                                                                                                                                 
seeking re-election in 1968, and ultimately contributed to the withdrawal from Vietnam in 1975. In this 
regard, as critic Burton W. Peretti observed, ‘the possibilities of the counterculture seemed extraordinary.’ 
See Peretti, 1997. Jazz in American Culture, Chicago, Illinois, Ivan R. Dee, 148. For a contemporary 
account of the counter culture, two publications are particularly informative: Theodore Roszak, 1972, The 
Making of a Counter Culture, Berkeley, Los Angeles and London, University of California Press and Frank 
Musgrove, 1974. Counter Culture and the Open Society, London, Methuen. Note: These texts will be 
referred to in ensuing sections.   
16  For a lucid explanation of Humanism and its tradition in history, see Harold J. Blackham, 1968. 
Humanism, London, Penguin. Of particular relevance to the present discussion is chapter 3, ‘The Open 
Society’  (45-64).  In  his  description  of  the  criteria  for  an  ‘open’  society,  Blackham  argues: 
‘Interdependence expressed and constituted in agreed rules is the foundation of the open society.’ See 
Blackham, Ibid., 55. Although rarely stated, this would seem to be the underlying rationale of the more 
moderate elements of the political counterculture. In relation to the term ‘open society’ it appears that the 
philosopher Henri Bergson (1859-1941) first touched upon the idea in 1932 in his account of morality and 
religion in Western society. See Bergson, 1977. The Two Sources of Morality and Religion [1935], trans. 
R. Ashley Audra and Cloudesley Brereton. With the assistance of W. Horsfall Carter, new edn, Chicago, 
Illinois, University of Notre Dame Press. Over a decade later the philosopher Karl R. Popper (1902-1994) 
extensively developed the concept in his philosophy of history and politics. See Popper, 1962. The Open 
Society and Its Enemies: The Spell of Plato [1945], Vol., 1, London, Routledge. Also, see Popper, 1968. 
The Open Society and Its Enemies: The High Tide of Prophesy: Hegel, Marx and the Aftermath [1945], 
Vol., 2, London, Routledge. In the 1970s, the sociologist Frank Musgrove adopted the concept of the 109 
 
Consequently,  in  its  strategy  of  political  confrontation  (or  dynamic  participatory 
democracy) the counter-cultural movement not only brought a meaningful disruption to 
bourgeois ideology and hegemony during the 1960s, but also propagated the measures 
for developing a more ‘open’ society.        
 
3. Alternative cultural styles, pluralism and hybridity. Beyond the political ambit, 
generational dissatisfaction with the traditional cultural nexus was prevalent in Western 
societies in the 1960s. The new generation, for instance, signalled its rejection of social 
conventions by adopting different styles of dress and appearance: in relation to many 
young males, this also involved growing long hair.
17 By present-day norms, it is perhaps 
unthinkable that matters as seemingly inconsequential as these could provoke a furore in 
society. Nevertheless, before the 1960s, it was customary for the younger genera tion to 
reproduce the strict codes of behaviour and dress of their parents.
18 The arrival of the 
1960s, however, brought a major shift in attitudes among the young, exemplified by their 
insistence on alternative lifestyles in contradiction to the establishe d conventions of the 
                                                                                                                                                 
‘open’ society in his account of the 1960s counter culture. See Musgrove, 1974. Counter Culture and the 
Open Society, London, Methuen. For a more contemporary survey, see Dante L., Germino, 1982. Political 
Philosophy and the Open Society, Baton Rouge and London, Louisiana State University Press.  
17  Regarding the new styles of dress worn in the 1960s, this frequently involved transforming or 
subverting established cultural references. For example, the everyday work clothes of black Americans 
and workers – jeans, dungarees, t-shirts, and work shirts – were appropriated by the young and ceased to 
be recognized as symbols of social status. Likewise, military-style costumes from past and present eras 
were  personalised  by  the  younger  generation,  and  became  visual  icons  of  rebellion,  opposition,  and 
parody as well as being ‘Pop art’ fashion statements. For a vivid illustration of this type of iconography, 
see the record sleeve of The Beatles’ 1967 album, Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band. An equally 
potent gesture of rebellion against 1960s societal norms was long hair on males. Before the 1960s, popular 
myths about  men  with long  hair related to sexual orientation (homosexuality)  moral degeneracy (the 
effete)  and  Bohemian  artists  in  general.  While  long  hair  represented  a  clear  break  with  the  cultural 
traditions of most societies in the West, in America it became a multifaceted symbol of individualism, 
liberty  and  resistance,  which  incorporated  issues  from  the  anti-war  movement  (e.g.  the  military 
depersonalised men by shaving their heads) to the First Amendment’s guarantee of freedom of expression.   
18 In his examination of the attitudes and values of young people in the 1950s and early 1960s, Musgrove 
cites a variety of detailed research projects that were conducted in both America and B ritain, which 
yielded little evidence of a popular ‘anti-adult youth culture.’ In fact, the reverse seems to have been the 
case, since these surveys ‘showed only the sheer efficiency with which adults transmitted the cultural 
standards to the young.’ See Musgrove, Ibid., 2.    110 
 
older  generation.
19  Consequently,  alongside contraventions in dress codes, the new 
generation questioned the social bonds of family, marriage, work and property; tested out 
communal  living;  experimented  with  drugs  (predominantly  marijua na  and  LSD); 
fashioned  an  idiosyncratic  language  seasoned  with  Anglo -Saxon  expletives  and 
popularised through its own radical press; and, perhaps most significantly developed its  
own diverse and pluralistic music culture.
20 Notwithstanding the wide range of musical 
                                                 
19 Clearly, the 1960s youth counter culture represented a radical social movement in the West and as such 
became a new subject for sociological study. While the decades of the 1950s and 1960s saw the emergence 
of a succession of teenage factions in Britain (e.g. Teddy Boys, Mods, and Rockers) sociological research 
showed that the activities of these groups occurred mainly outside of work time, which meant that they 
could only be classed as recreational or part-time cultures. For the most part, these youth cultures were 
white, working-class and male-dominated. Significantly, the 1960s also saw the emergence of a series of 
middle-class youth cultures in the West: Beatniks, Hippies and student dissidents. Although these were 
similarly  white and  male-dominated, unlike previous  youth cultures, the  middle-class  counter cultures 
appeared to exert greater influence over the life-styles of the participants, to the extent that the work and 
recreational interests merged. From investigations into the underlying reasons for the 1960s radical youth 
movement, various sociologists have argued that the social and economic context of the 1940s and 1950s 
were responsible for the growth in generational opposition. In their estimation, a number of salient factors 
contributed to this phenomenon. Briefly, these include: (1) the enduring influence of the Second World 
War, which at the time disrupted traditional social relations and allowed new ways of thinking and new 
patterns of behaviour to take root in society; (2) the demographic changes brought about by the post-war 
baby boom, which resulted in young people having a meaningful presence in 1960s society; and (3) the 
relative prosperity and employment opportunities of the post-war decades, that permitted the generation 
born in the 1940s greater freedom to participate in leisure activities, and to explore interests distinct from 
those of their parents’ generation. Hence, from a sociological perspective, these factors encouraged the 
new  middle-class  youth  to  develop  strong  cohort  affiliations  in  dialectical  opposition  to  mainstream 
culture, which eventually gave rise to the radical counter culture. For a detailed account of the youth 
cultures  of  this  period,  see:  Mark  Abrams,  1959.  The  Teenage  Consumer,  London,  London  Press 
Exchange; Mike Brake, 1980. The Sociology of Youth Culture and Youth Subcultures, London, Routledge; 
Simon Frith, 1984. The Sociology of Youth, Lancashire, Causeway Press. 
20 The musical interests of Hippies  were typically  wide-ranging, and included:  music  from the blues 
tradition, protest songs from the folk movements, electric folk, black R&B, white rock music (Psychedelic 
rock, Heavy metal, Progressive rock) Soul, Funk, middle of the road pop music, jazz-rock, Eastern music 
and pieces selected from the European classical and modernist tradition. In his portrayal of the liberal 
eclecticism  of  the  period,  Ronald  M.  Radano  commented:  ‘Living  in  a  culture  that  celebrated  on 
ideological  grounds  its  own  inherent  diversity,  casual  listeners  and  musicians  alike  have  frequently 
claimed an appreciation for widely varying expressions.’ See Radano, 1993. New Musical Figurations: 
Anthony Braxton’s Cultural Critique, Chicago and London, University of Chicago Press, 59. In 1968, 
popular  culture  critic  Albert  Goldman  argued  that  rock  music’s  eclecticism  signified  the  younger 
generation’s craving ‘for the essence of every people or period that displays a striking or exotic style … 
the whole of American music … the sounds and rhythms of Africa, the Middle East, and India … back in 
time for the baroque trumpet, the madrigal, and the Gregorian chant … and forward into the future for 
electronic music …’ Quoted in Peretti, Ibid., 149. Arguably, the most striking example of the counter 
culture’s eclectic taste was the music programme for ‘The Woodstock Aquarian Music and Art Fair’ 
(August 1969) in which almost all of the musical styles mentioned above are represented. In his graphic 111 
 
interests  cultivated  by  the  younger  generation,  the  music  that  is  most  frequently 
associated  with  the  counter  culture  is  rock  music,  in  particular  the  style  known  as 
psychedelic or acid  rock. For many commentators, the emergence of psychedelic rock in 
the early 1960s marked the beginning of the youth counter culture, and was determinedly 
the wellspring of the movement’s strong cohort identity.
21 As with other representations 
of  the  counter  culture  –  its  spiritual  and  political  ideologies,  its  visual  and  verbal 
languages  and  so  forth,  psychedelic  rock  music  was  clearly  a  product  of  cultural 
hybridity.  However,  while  psychedelic  rock  musicians  appropriated  practices  from 
African American blues, folk, country, R&B, jazz, African, Eastern, Indian and classical 
music, this degree of eclecticism was unprecedented in popular culture and represented a 
new aesthetic in contemporary music.
22  
 
Broadly speaking then, the aesthetic values of the counter culture were rooted in 
openness, inquisitiveness and experimentation, and found expression through  radical 
                                                                                                                                                 
account  of  ‘Woodstock’  Barry  Miles  points  out  that  the  audience  for  this  musical  extravaganza 
approached half a million people. See Miles, Ibid., 315-318.  
21 As Edward Macan argues, ‘… despite the importance of dress, visual and verbal expression, it was 
above all in the realm of musical style that the counter culture forged its self-identity. The psychedelic 
style  as  it  came  to  be  known,  represented  a  decisive  challenge  to  the  styles  that  dominated  the  pop 
airwaves between the early and mid-1960s.’ See Macan, 1997. Rocking the Classics: English Progressive 
Rock  and  the  Counterculture,  Oxford  University  Press,  17.  In  the  introduction  to  The  60s  Without 
Apology, the editors make a similar claim: ‘…it was the music and the attached dance forms that really 
created a new public sphere even more than the various code violations in dress and speech. Dylan, the 
Beatles and the Stones gave to the generation of 1940 an account of a journey from the center to the 
opposition. Rock told it all: boredom of student life, the arrogance of power so fiercely castigated in early 
Dylan songs, and in obviously encoded lyrics, the saga of the subterranean drug culture .… Although the 
political counter culture  was often hostile to what we may call its new-age equivalent .… the social 
perceptions of this second counterculture found a moment of their own in rock and in some ways achieved 
a  universality  that  specific  oppositional  politics  could  not.’  See  Sohnya  Sayres,  Anders  Stephanson,  
Stanley Aronowitz, and Frederic Jameson (eds.), 1984, Ibid., 6.   
22  The bands that were considered to be proponents of psychedelic music in clude: The Beatles  –  in 
particular the music from Revolver (1966) and Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band (1967) The Byrds, 
The Grateful Dead, The Jimi Hendrix Experience, Cream, The Doors, Jefferson Airplane, Pink Floyd, The 
Moody  Blues,  The  Nice,  Procol  Harum,  Traffic,  Soft  Machine  and  The  Velvet  Underground.  For  a 
detailed account of psychedelic rock music, see Macan, Ibid., 17-23.  112 
 
eclecticism.
23 In contrast with the older generation, whose general preference was for 
continuity  in  behaviour,  dress  codes  and  cultural  boundaries,  the  new  generation 
actively embraced a multiplicity of styles  and practices. By these means, the counter 
culture not only introduced greater variety and fluidity into societal relations but perhaps 
more  importantly,  also  brought  an  enthusiastic  affirmation  of  multiculturalism, 
pluralism and hybridity to the artistic activities of the West. 
 
As this brief outline suggests, the 1960s was a period when the radical dissent and bold 
social innovations of the younger generation challenged the dominant culture of modern 
Western society. From a contemporary perspective, a number of social analysts held that 
the counter culture provided a tenuous but determined resistance against the inexorable 
rise of technocracy. Theodore Roszak, for example, argued that the new ideology of the 
counter culture was ‘all we have to hold against the final consolidation of a technocratic 
totalitarianism in which we shall find ourselves ingeniously adapted to an existence 
wholly estranged from everything that has  ever made the life of man an interesting 
adventure.’
24 On the other hand, Frank Musgrave played down the threat of technocratic 
entrapment  and  instead  cautioned  against  what  he  saw  were  the  potentially  harmful 
effects of scientific rationality: ‘In its most characteristic modern form, technology is 
                                                 
23 Note: This phrase has been widely used by cultural theorists to define one of the foremost characteristics 
of postmodernism, and will be touched upon in subsequent paragraphs. See for example,  Jim Collins, 
1992. ‘Television  And Postmodernism’, in  Robert C. Allen (ed.)  Channels of Discourse Reassembled 
[1987], second edition 1992, London, Routledge, 327-53.  
24 See Roszak, Ibid., xiii. Later in his account, Roszak provides the following definition of technocracy: ‘I 
mean that social form in which an industrial society reaches the peak of its organizational integration. It is 
the ideal men usually have in mind when they speak of modernizing, up-dating, rationalizing, planning. 
Drawing upon such unquestionable imperatives as the demand for efficiency, for social security, for large-
scale co-ordination of men and resources, for ever higher levels of affluence and even more impressive 
manifestations of collective human power, the technocracy works to knit together the anachronistic gaps 
and fissures of the industrial society.’ See Roszak, Ibid., 5.  113 
 
easily  evaded;  and  it  is  unlikely  to  reduce  cultural  variety  since  it  usually  provides 
alternatives among an array of equally viable possibilities. The real danger to human 
variety is not technology but science, which offers the one and inescapable truth.’
25 
Despite differences in emphasis, both writers accede that the counter culture’s radical 
aesthetic provided an important antidote to the traditional authority and elitist values that 
governed much of the West’s cultural practices.  
 
Interestingly, in his summation of the counter culture Musgrave offered a provisional 
model that alludes to the new cultural outlook and ideological ambiguities associated 
with the emergent postmodern era:  
 
The counter culture is a revolt of the unoppressed. It is a response not to constraint, but to 
openness. It is a search for new interactional norms in the widening, more diffuse margins 
of post-industrial societies. It is most satisfactorily conceptualised not as a evolutionary 
ideology, but as an exploratory curriculum, a range of experiences and exposures through 
which the postmodern generation seeks a sense of significance. 
26 
              
Against this background, the open jazz approach that Miles Davis and Josef Zawinul 
advanced in the late 1960s is particularly noteworthy, since their creative collaboration 
not only transformed the sounds and rhythms of jazz but importantly also attracted a 
younger audience – essential for the future prospects of the genre. Indeed, given the 
moribund condition of jazz in the late 1960s, the radical stylistic pluralism of Davis and 
Zawinul’s new musical ventures played a decisive role in reversing this trend. When 
                                                 
25 See Musgrave, Ibid., 37. 
26 See Musgrave, Ibid., 19.             114 
 
placed  in  a  broader  cultural  context,  the  artistic  and  aesthetic  values  that  Davis  and 
Zawinul advanced in contemporary jazz clearly emerged from the late-1960s zeitgeist 
and  in  many  ways  reflected  the  new  developments  associated  with  nascent 
postmodernism. A brief digression into the question of postmodernism may therefore 
provide a perspective on the rapprochement between jazz and popular music culture that 
exemplified  Davis  and  Zawinul’s  approach,  and  which  notably  contributed  to  jazz’s 
resurgence.  
 
Postmodernism and jazz 
 
Of course, one is mindful that there is not the scope here for a comprehensive account of 
postmodernism, a term  that has  produced  a vast  and growing  body of  literature and 
which  has  provoked  a  multiplicity  of  interpretations.  Instead,  what  is  offered  in  the 
following paragraphs is a survey of some of the broadly agreed upon features, together 
with a representative sample of the main issues of the debate. To finish, I will attempt to 
apply these to the new situation in jazz in the 1960s.   
 
While the term postmodernism appears in virtually every sphere of our contemporary 
culture, because it lacks an explicit definition it has the distinction of being a nebulous 
and  rather  controversial  theory.
27  Yet,  for  Jim  Collins  as  indeed  for  many  other 
                                                 
27 According to the cultural critic Jim Collins: ‘There is no short definition of postmodernism that can 
encompass  the  divergent,  often  contradictory  ways  the  term  has  been  employed.  One  reason  for  this 
divergence is that the term is used to describe: (1) a distinctive style; (2) a movement that emerged in the 
sixties, seventies, or eighties, depending on the medium in question; (3) a condition or milieu that typifies 
an  entire  set  of  socioeconomic  factors;  (4)  a  specific  mode  of  philosophical  enquiry  that  throws  into 
question  the  givens  of  philosophical  discourse;  (5)  a  very  particular  type  of  ‘‘politics’’;  and  (6)  an 
emergent form of cultural analysis shaped by all of the above.’ See Collins, Ibid., 327.  115 
 
postmodern theorists the very uncertainties and disputations that surround the meaning of 
the term underscore a critical aspect of postmodernist discourse: 
 
the  fact  that  no  definition  of  contours  can  ever  be  ideological  neutral,  that 
description is inseparable from evaluation – reveals one of the most significant 
lessons  of  postmodern  theory:  all  our  assumptions  concerning  what  constitutes 
‘‘culture’’ and ‘‘critical analysis’’ are now subject to intense debate.
28 
            
A central feature in all the various accounts of postmodernism is the desire to describe it 
as an alternative to modernism. For this reason it is necessary to make some preliminary 
remarks about modernist thought and its context, before considering the emergence of 
postmodernism.  In  its  broadest  application,  Modernism  is  the  name  given  to  the 
influential movement in Western culture (beginning in the 1880s and continuing to the 
1960s) that undermined many of the previously stable aesthetic tenets throughout the 
arts. For the purpose of this polemic, and for the sake of brevity, the discussion will 
focus on modernism in Western art music. 
 
According to the familiar narrative of Western art music modernist practices emerged as 
a  response  to  the  breakdown  in  functional  tonality.  As  Eric  Salzman  suggests,  this 
occurred ‘when traditional tonality ceased to provide the fundamental expressive and 
organizational foundation of musical thought’.
29 To facilitate extreme chromaticism and 
greater  expressive  freedom  in  music,  early  twentieth-century  modernist  composers 
                                                 
28 See Collins, Ibid., 328. 
29 See Eric Salzman, 1967. Twentieth-Century Music: An Introduction, New Jersey, Prentice Hall, 4. 116 
 
formulated new language rules, exploited dissonant harmonies and fashioned a variety 
of esoteric compositional systems. The hostile reactions of the general concert-going 
public to the new sound world of modernist music are too familiar to need restating. The 
important point here is that modernist composers – especially those representatives of 
Viennese modernism – tended to articulate highly ascetic attitudes towards music, to the 
extent that their musical worlds became self-enclosed and estranged from the general 
public. The repercussions of this way of thinking, as Georgina Born has argued, had 
significant implications for music in the West:     
 
Throughout the twentieth century, it is possible to see an unprecedented alienation 
of serious classical composers from the public and, at the same time, the growth of 
commercial music forms with an extraordinary success and ‘popularity’ in terms of 
Market sales … Aesthetically, the … divide is … clear.
30 
 
While this is perhaps an oversimplified interpretation, it does point to the difficulties 
modernist musicians faced in safeguarding their aesthetic values in the musical world of 
the  twentieth  century.  In  retrospect,  the  complex  position  of  modernism  in  Western 
culture was always problematical, for modernist artists sought to overthrow the artefacts 
of traditional bourgeois society on the one hand while they continued to preserve the 
conventional aesthetic distinctions associated with ‘high’ and ‘low’ art on the other.  
 
The difficulties with pioneering new ways of thinking clearly occupied the first wave of 
                                                 
30 See Georgina Born, 1987. ‘Modern music culture: on shock, pop and synthesis’, New Formulations, 1:2 
(Summer 1987), 51. 117 
 
modernist composers such as Arnold Schoenberg (1874-1951) Igor Stravinsky (1882-
1971)  and  Béla  Bartók  (1881-1945).  All  were  aware  of  their  engagement  with  the 
history and tradition of Western Art music, yet contrariwise they also recognized the 
creative imperatives and radical implications of the new aesthetic.
31 The consequence of 
abandoning tonality, for instance, meant that their new compositions excluded many of 
the recognizable landmarks found in traditional classical music, and this predictably 
caused a rupture with conservative audiences. Conversely, the modernist ideology they 
espoused prescribed an aesthetic that was antithetical to the ethos of popular culture. In 
what became an enduring feature of modernist discourse, there are two characteristic 
assumptions  about  vernacular  music:  firstly,  by  preserving  tonality,  conventional 
harmony,  and  so  forth,  popu lar  music  was  thought  to  be  ‘inferior’  to  ‘advanced’ 
modernist  music;  secondly,  because  of  its  commercial  appeal,  it  was  assumed  that 
popular music flourished in societies that valued ‘profit over culture.’
32 While scholars 
                                                 
31 This topic can be illustrated by the following examples: (1) In the case of Schoenberg, Alexander Goehr 
makes the following assertion: ‘His particular path as an innovator was largely determined by his unusual 
powers of perception to understand and analyse the problems that had faced Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms 
and many others. Although his musical language was from the beginning one of great originality, the 
technical means that he used were, to a great extent, derived from the processes of his predecessors in 
German Music.’ See Goehr, 1998. Finding The Key: Selected Writings of Alexander Goehr, ed. Derek 
Puffett,  London,  Faber  &  Faber,  78.  In  the  programme  notes  for  a  performance  of  Das  Buch  der 
hängenden Gärten (around 1908) Schoenberg wrote: ‘I have succeeded in approaching an ideal of form 
and expression which I had envisioned for years, without having the strength or assurance to realize it. 
Now,  however,  I  am  conscious  of  having  broken  through  the  barriers  of  a  past  aesthetic.’  Cited  by 
Jonathan Harvey. See Harvey, 1999. Music and Inspiration, London, Faber & Faber, 58. (2) In a letter to 
Stravinsky, following the premiere of The Rite of Spring  (1913) Debussy wrote: ‘… you have enlarged the 
boundaries of the permissible in the empire of sound.’ Cited by Donald Mitchell. See Mitchell, 1983. The 
Language of Modern Music [1963], fifth edn, London, Faber & Faber,  22. (3) Like Schoenberg and 
Stravinsky, Bartók rejected the idea that his music was revolutionary: ‘In art there are only fast or slow 
developments. Essentially it is a matter of evolution not revolution.’ He also stated: ‘In my youth my ideal 
was not so much the art of Bach or Mozart as that of Beethoven.’ Cited by Joseph Machlis. See Machlis, 
1961. Introduction to Contemporary Music, New York, W.W. Norton, 187.   
32 In the case of Arnold Schoenberg, the distinction between h igh and popular culture was conceived in 
almost Olympian terms, ‘no artist, no poet, no philosopher and no musician whose thinking occurs in the 
highest sphere would degenerate into vulgarity in order to comply with a slogan such as ‘‘Art for All’’. 
Because if it is art, it is not for all, and if it is for all, it is not art.’ See Schoenberg, 1984. Style and Idea: 
Selected Writings of Arnold Schoenberg [1967], (ed.) Leonard Stein, trans. Leo Black, New York, St. 118 
 
may justifiably argue that modernism had an important role in shaping twentieth-century 
musical  life,  its  radical  philosophy  and  steadfast  avoidance  of  the  familiar  did  not 
communicate with the public in general (even over time) and this perhaps more than 
anything else led to its marginalization.          
 
Because resistance to modernist music was prevalent among lay audiences in the early 
decades of the twentieth century, a number of composers took the initiative and founded 
‘Societies’  where  connoisseurs  and  like-minded  specialists  could  hear  contemporary 
works performed.
33 In a comparatively short time, an international network supporting 
new music established in the West, which clearly elevated the cultural standing of the 
emerging modernist movement.
34 However, these factors alone were unable to trigger a 
                                                                                                                                                 
Martins Press, repr. London, Faber & Faber, 124. From a more earthly level, the Marxist philosopher, 
socialist  critic  and  champion  of  high  modernism,  Theodor  W.  Adorno,  reserves  some  of  his  most 
vehement criticism for popular music. In his negative critique, Adorno contends that the homogeneity and 
repetitive forms of popular music, ‘is regarded as the absolute criterion of social truth.’ His underlying 
contention is that unlike modernist art, ‘popular art becomes the mere exponent of society, rather than a 
catalyst for change in society.’ See Adorno, 1972. Philosophy of Modern Music, trans. Anne G. Mitchell 
and Wesley V. Blomster, London, Sheed & Ward, 25. Elsewhere, Adorno prefers to render his opinion 
into the pithy declaration: ‘…popular music constitutes the dregs of musical history.’ See Adorno, 1976. 
Introduction to the Sociology of Music, trans. E. B. Ashton, New York, Seabury, 29. For a thorough 
account of Adorno’s theory in relation to popular music, see Richard Middleton, 1990. Studying Popular 
Music,  Buckingham,  Open  University  Press,  34-63.  Paradoxically,  most  modernist  composers 
appropriated from folk and popular music styles, yet this was only ever considered as source material to 
be refined to the level of high art music. As a leading exponent of this practice, Bartók openly borrowed 
from Hungarian folk music sources to create a characteristically Hungarian modernist music. On one of 
his many ethnomusicological field trips, he stated that it was his intention to collect the best folksongs and 
‘to raise them, adding the best possible piano accompaniments, to the level of art song.’ Cited by Julie 
Brown. See Brown, 2000. ‘Bartok, the Gypsies, and Hybridity in Music’, in Georgina Born and David 
Hesmondhalgh (eds), Western Music and Its Others, University of California Press, 122.       
33 In relation to the mind-set of modernist musicians, Alexander Goehr asserts, ‘composers did feel that 
they wanted to break away from the conventional concert hall, with its rather formal set-up, and form 
societies in which they to some extent considered themselves an elect: they were breaking with everything 
that was old, looking towards some sort of new world.’ See Goehr, Ibid., 78.    
34 In Europe, Arnold Schoenberg and Alexander Zemlinsky organized the Society of Creative Musicians 
(Vienna,  1904).  Some  years  later,  Schoenberg  and  his  circle  set  up  the  Society  for  Private  Musical 
Performances  (Vienna,  1918);  Rudolf  Réti  and  Egon  Wellesz  organized  the  International  Society  for 
Contemporary Music (Saltzburg, 1922). Meanwhile, in America, Robert Schmitz founded the Pro-Musica 
Society  (New  York,  1920);  Edgard  Var￨se  founded  the  International  Composer’s  Guild  (New  York, 
1921); Henry Cowell established the New Music Society of California (Los Angeles, 1925) and presided 119 
 
significant breakthrough, and modernist music essentially remained the preserve of the 
cognoscenti. Indeed, with the advent of the serial method, which Arnold Schoenberg and 
his contemporaries used from the 1920s, modernist music became virtually impenetrable 
to the average listener. By the late-1940s, the separation of modernist thought from the 
public  domain  arguably  reached  its  furthest  point,  when  a  more  stringent  anti-
traditionalist aesthetic emerged under the influence of Pierre Boulez (b 1925) Karlheinz 
Stockhausen  (1928-2007)  and  Milton  Babbitt  (1916-2011).
35  What differentiates this 
second period, however, was the rapid assimilation of its discourse into the academic 
framework. Consequently, with the support of universities and sta te subsidies, the new 
modernist aesthetic represented by ‘total serialism’ had within its own narrow cultural 
sphere  become  the  established  doctrine.  As  Joseph  Kerman  perceptively  commented: 
‘…the avant-garde was housebroken into the academy.’
36 To put it another way, by the 
early 1960s the discourse of modernism had transmuted from its original shock value to 
being the generally agreed convention of the Western art music establishment.   
  
                                                                                                                                                 
over the Pan American Association of Composers (New York, 1928). For an account of modern music 
societies in Vienna, see Egon Gartenberg, 1968. Vienna – Its Musical Heritage, The Pennsylvania State 
University Press, 105-219. For an outline of similar societies in America, see David Nicholls (ed.), 2004. 
The Cambridge History of American Music, Cambridge University Press, 519-521.  
35 Essentially, the main influences on the second wave of modernist composers were the works of Anton 
Webern (1883-1945). In contrast to Schoenberg, Webern’s more ascetic and rationalistic methodology 
sought to eradicate any semblance of the tonal tradition. In spirit, this approach seemed to anticipate the 
ideology  of  Structuralism  that  flourished  in  the  late-1940s  and  1950s,  and  which  encouraged  highly 
rational  and  analytical  ways  of  thinking  in  the  field  of  the  arts.  In  contemporary  music,  its  foremost 
expression is associated with the development of ‘Integral’ or ‘Total Serialism’. This trend in European 
music in the post-war period promoted the absolute control of all the sound parameters of a composition. 
In  this  approach,  all  the  elements  of  music  –  duration,  pitch,  dynamics,  timbre,  articulation,  texture, 
location of sound source, etc – are now subject to strict serialization. Thus, in the new serialism, the new 
generation of European composers (post-Webern) sought to systematically integrate all the innovations in 
contemporary music that had emerged since the turn of the century. For an informed account of the second 
period  of  modernism,  see  Paul  Griffiths,  1981.  Modern  Music:  the  avant  garde  since  1945,  Oxford 
University Press. See also, Goehr, Ibid., 77-101.       
36 See Joseph Kerman, 1985. Musicology, London, Fontana, 101.  120 
 
It  remains  an  open  question  whether  resorting  to  the  authority  of  the  art  music 
establishment best served the objectives of modernist musicians. Certainly, within the 
contemporary music world, there was a conspicuous sense of disillusionment with the 
ethos of modernism in the 1960s. This was due in part to its self-enclosed elitism and 
undisguised enmity to popular culture, but just as important was the marked shift in 
allegiance among the new generation of composers. Indeed, for many young musicians 
the modernist aesthetic represented a form of absolutism that no longer seemed relevant 
in the new musical culture.
37                   
 
Arguably, the retreat of the avant -garde into the academy was symptomatic of far -
reaching changes in the configuration of Western music culture that had begun with the 
emergence of postmodernism. One of the first to examine contemporary musical culture 
in the early years of postmodernism was the cultural theorist Leonard  B. Meyer, whose 
thought provoking survey Music, The Arts, and Ideas presented a conjectural blueprint 
that sought explain the aesthetic and ideological diversification of the arts in the 1960s. 
An essential feature of Meyer’s paradigm is that ‘ideological-cultural change,’ or growth, 
had become a diverse and multifaceted process that had superseded previous models of 
teleological  progress.  From  this  he  hypothesized  that  the  contemporary  spectrum  of 
cultural styles will remain coexisting in a ‘dynamic steady-state.’ According to Meyer: 
 
What  the  proposed  hypothesis,  then,  envisages  is  the  persistence  over  a 
considerable period of time of a fluctuating stasis – a steady state in which an 
                                                 
37 In a retrospective assessment of modernism, Kerman observed: ‘Among young composers in the last 
dozen  years  there  has  been  a  noticeable  disillusion  with  what  they  tend  to  refer  to  as  ‘ideology’  or 
‘dogmatism.’ See Kerman, Ibid., 105.   121 
 
indefinite number of styles and idioms, techniques and movements, will coexist in 
each of the arts.  There will be no central, common practice in the arts, no stylistic 
‘‘victory.’’  In  music,  for  instance,  tonal  and  non-tonal  styles,  aleatoric  and 
serialized  techniques,  electronic  and  improvised  means  will  all  continue  to  be 
employed.
38 
       
Significantly,  Meyer’s  representation  of  contemporary  culture  as  a  ‘pluralism  of 
coexisting styles’ undermines the conventional view of style change – involving ideas of 
progress, finalism and teleology. This aesthetic of pluralism, therefore, contested former 
artistic  hierarchies  and  classifications  in  which  styles  and  genres  were  readily 
identifiable.  In  contemporary  music,  as  was  previously  mentioned,  the  radical 
eclecticism of the counter culture stimulated a period of self-conscious experimentation 
that is noted for its multiculturalism, pluralism and hybridity. Thus, in many ways, the 
dual aesthetics of pluralism and radical eclecticism set the tone of musical life in the 
1960s. Most significantly, in this milieu, there was an extraordinary upsurge in popular 
culture associated with the growth in ‘Pop art’ and pop and rock music. Against this 
background  a  new  sensibility  emerged  that  mirrored  the  complex  interactions  taking 
                                                 
38 See Meyer, 1994. Music, The Arts, and Ideas: Patterns and Predictions in Twentieth-Century Culture 
[1967],  second  edn,  Chicago  and  London,  University  of  Chicago  Press,    172.  Interestingly,  in  the 
concluding  part  of  his  survey  of  American  radical  music,  David  Nicholls  independently  arrived  at  a 
corresponding hypothesis. The idea that contemporary musical culture was comparable to cosmology’s 
‘steady state’ theory came to Nicholls while he pondered the aesthetic and ideological consequences of 
John Cage’s Variations IV (1963). For Nicholls, this work represented the outermost limit in the trajectory 
of prospective radical music: ‘The musical universe has been expanded to the point where it contains (to 
paraphrase the score of Cage’s Variations IV) ‘‘any [or no] sounds or combinations of sounds produced by 
any [or no] means … [and performed by] any number of [or no] players.’’ There can be no boundaries – 
and  therefore  no  forefront  –  in  a  universe  as  limitless  as  that  predicated  by  Variations  IV.  Thus  the 
conventional  view  of  radicalism  –  based  solely  on  prospective  expansion,  and  roughly  analogous  to 
cosmology’s  big  bang  theory  –  fails  sufficiently  to  explain  the  realities  of  the  contemporary  musical 
situation in which we find ourselves. A more plausible explanation – which can take into account the 
effects not only of prospection, but also of retrospection and extraspection – lies rather in an analogy with 
cosmology’s steady state hypothesis, where ‘‘new’’ material is created not intrinsically, but rather through 
the infinite hybridic recombinations of existing material. We used to move forward; after Variations IV we 
can  only  go  round  and  round.’  See  Nicholls,  2004.  ‘Avant-garde  and  experimental  music’,  in  David 
Nicholls (ed.), The Cambridge History of American Music, Cambridge University Press, 531.         122 
 
place in contemporary culture. This in turn stimulated intense critical debate as cultural 
theorists  sought  to  stake  out  positions  that  would  elucidate  this  alternative  way  of 
thinking.
39     
 
Significantly, in his historical analysis of popular culture, Andreas Huyssen argued that 
‘[p]op in the broadest sense was the context in which a notion of the postmodern first 
took shape … and the most significant trends within postmodernism have challenged 
modernism’s relentless  hostility to  mass  culture.’
40  As noted,  a  central  feature in  all 
accounts is the attempt to define postmodernism as an alternative to modernism. One 
might  therefore  ask,  to  what  extent  does  postmodernism  emerge  from,  or  react  to 
modernism?  Although  Jim  Collins  is  principally  addressing  the  question  of 
postmodernism in literature and architecture in the following statement, the broad issues 
are eminently relatable to trends in contemporary music:   
 
Postmodernism  was,  in  varying  ways,  a  reaction  against  the  self-enclosure,  the 
profitable  marginalization  that  provided  modernist  artists  with  a  guaranteed  but 
increasingly smaller audience and orbit of influence. The alternative advocated by 
Jencks  and  Barth  was  not  simple  revivalism,  in  which  modernism  would  be 
abandoned  and  older  styles  reinstated.  The  effort  to  reconnect  with  an  audience 
outside galleries and scholarly journals involved a number of different strategies.  One 




                                                 
39 For a thorough account of the emergence of postmodernism, see Andreas Huyssen, 1986. After The 
Great Divide: Modernism, Mass Culture, Postmodernism, Bloomington, Indiana University Press. 
40 See Huyssen, Ibid., 16. 
41 See Collins, Ibid., 330. 123 
 
From this perspective, one might list some of the more obvious trends in postmodern 
music  as  follows:  the  rejection  of  the  boundaries  between  ‘high’  and  ‘low’  art;  the 
adoption  of  stylistic  eclecticism  (i.e.  the  recognition  of  pluralism,  hybridity  and 
‘fluctuating  stasis’);  the  repudiation  of  Eurocentric  and  modernist  methodology;  the 
assimilation  of  popular  music  and  non-Western  influences.  Concurrent  with  these 
tendencies, there is an overriding sense that musicians in the postmodern era have had to 
come to terms with the reality that music in the West is largely at the behest of market 
forces. In effect, the rise of consumer capitalism in the post-war period has created a 
situation in which almost all music making is under the control of the market economy. 
Moreover, the fact that music has commodity status in contemporary Western culture 
challenges the modernist belief in its autonomy. 
 
On perhaps a more subtle level, the postmodernist avant-garde under the influence of 
John Cage (1912-1992) began to reconsider the nature of music and what constitutes the 
musical experience. In this sphere, a number of important trends emerged that challenged 
the  fundamental  principles  of  Western  art  music.  A  partial  list  might  include:  the 
negation of the role of the composer; the use of chance-based technique as an organizing 
principal; the abandonment of musical structure in favour of an open-ended process; the 
liberation  of  sounds  from  their  role  as  determining  or  expressive  agents  in  music. 
Borrowing  a  phrase  from  Henry  Cowell,  the  ostensible  aim  of  postmodernist 
experimentalism was ‘to get rid of the glue so that sounds would be themselves.’
42 Thus, 
                                                 
42 As David Nicholls has pointed out, Henry Cowell used this expression when speaking at a concert that 
featured the works of John Cage, Morton Feldman, Earle Brown and Christian Wolff, ‘‘…here were four 
composers who were getting rid of the glue. That is: Where people had felt the necessity to stick sounds 
together to make a continuity, [they] felt the opposite necessity to get rid of the glue so that sounds would 124 
 
the new aesthetic amounts to turning eight hundred years of ingrained ideology on its 
head. As Cage proclaimed in 1966: 
 
We are discovering another use of art and of things that we have not considered art.  
What is happening in this century, whether you accept it or not, is that more and 
more  there is no  gap  between  art  and  life  …  Formerly,  one  was accustomed  to 
thinking  of art  as  something  better  organized  than life  that could  be  used  as an 
escape from life. The changes that have taken place in this century, however, are 
such that art is not an escape from life, but rather an introduction to it.
43   
 
It is, in short, a diametrically opposite way of looking at (and experiencing) music.  
 
Notwithstanding this attempt at simplified explication, it should be apparent from the 
issues  discussed  that  the  concept  of  postmodernism  has  played  an  important  part  in 
stimulating new ways of thinking about music. Although the focus of this survey is the 
new musical environment of the 1960s, the significance of these cultural trends and the 
ramifications  of  postmodernist  thought  are  clearly  matters  that  continue  to  provoke 
intense debate in Western music.        
 
In jazz, the conventional historical narrative maintains that the genesis of modernism 
came with the innovations of bebop in the 1940s. As was previously mentioned, for 
many sympathetic critics and journalists the emergence of bebop marked the juncture at 
                                                                                                                                                 
be themselves.’’ See Nicholls, Ibid. (2004) 524-525. In many respects, the new aesthetic advanced by 
these composers provided the impetus for the postmodernist avant-garde.  
43 Cited by Richard Kostelanetz. See  Kostelanetz,1988. Conversing with Cage [1987], second edn, New 
York, Limelight Editions, 211. 125 
 
which jazz was transformed from music for popular entertainment into high art.
44 In the 
1950s, a number of prominent white jazz critics such as Leonard Feather, Barry Ulanov, 
Stanley Dance, Gunther Schull er, Nat Hentoff, Martin Williams and André Hodeir, 
retrospectively surveyed the jazz heritage and presented a theory of teleological progress 
not unlike the evolutionary paradigm of Western art music.
45 When viewed through this 
appropriated version of art music history, bebop represented the maturation of jazz as a 
serious and cerebral musical practice. As Scott DeVeaux has observed: 
 
The mode of historical explanation that emerged in the 1950s was increasingly 
conventional and academic in shape: a continuous artistic tradition encompassing 
several clearly differentiated ‘‘periods’’ or ‘‘styles,’’ with an implied movement 
away from the naivet￩ of folk culture … toward the sophistication and complexity 
of art. For a music that had prided itself on its distinctiveness from ‘‘classical 
music,’’ it is surprising how readily and unquestionably a rough parallelism with 
the  history  of  European  music  was  accepted.  But  the  fact  that  jazz  could  be 
configured  so  conventionally  was  taken  by  many  as  a  reassuring  sign  that  the 
tradition as a whole had attained a certain maturity and could now bear comparison 
with more established arts.
46        
 
Through numerous articles and scholarly works, Feather, Ulanov, et al. formulated the 
criteria  that  venerated  jazz  as  an  autonomous  art,  removed  from  ethnic  and  cultural 
considerations. Furthermore, in building the case for jazz’s modernism, the arguments 
                                                 
44 See pages 17-18 of this text. 
45 For an overview of this approach to jazz history, see Scott DeVeaux, 1991. ‘Constructing the  Jazz 
Tradition:  Jazz  Historiography’,  Black  American  Literature  Forum  25/3  (1991),  525-60.  See  also  his 
introduction to The Birth of Bebop: A Social and Musical History, Ibid. (1997), 1-31. 
46 See DeVeaux, Ibid. (1991) 544. 126 
 
which surfaced resembled those found in the discourse of modernist art music. In this 
literature, bebop emerged as the response to a breakdown in the effectiveness of swing 
music; ‘a ‘‘harmonic and melodic blind alley’’ incapable of further development’ as 
Leonard Feather remarked.
47 Equally, the new ideology of modernist jazz prescribed an 
aesthetic that was antithetical to popular cul ture and commercialism. From an elitist 
perspective,  the  popular  music  industry  was  a  malign  influence  that  inhibited  jazz’s 
potential  advancement.  According  to  DeVeaux,  in  this  reading,  bebop  ‘takes  on  the 
character  of  revolt,  not  against  the  jazz  tradition  but  against  the  circumstances  that 
prevent jazz from following its natural course of development.’
48 Notwithstanding its 
apparent links with the cultural pedigree of high art music, the sound world of bebop 
proved too esoteric for conventional jazz audiences and the music effectively remained 
the preserve of aficionados. Yet, despite the diminishing popularity of jazz in the modern 
era,  the  ideology  of  modernism  had  an  enduring  influence  on  critical  thought  and 
undoubtedly  contributed  to  the  questionable  notion  that  jazz  is  ‘America’s  classical 
music.’
49   
 
While the efforts of white critics to raise the artistic profile of jazz were laudable, there 
                                                 
47 Cited by DeVeaux. See DeVeaux (1991), Ibid., 543. 
48 See DeVeaux (1991), Ibid., 543. 
49 See page 6 of this text. In his analysis of myths that tend dominate jazz discourse, the scholar Tony 
Whyton has noted: ‘Within influential social institutions, ranging from Lincoln Center to the United States 
Congress, jazz is now discussed as a music that deserves to be preserved as an important cultural artefact. 
Such  positions  obviously  need  to  be  welcomed  in  their  recognition  of  the  importance  and  historical 
significance of jazz as a cultural artform. However, within such institutions, jazz is often promoted as a 
universal and transcendent music, an autonomous art with the same romanticised ideals as western art 
music. In this context, jazz is celebrated as a culturally significant artform, its historical canon and legacy 
of musicians worthy of preservation and reverence. This situation is somewhat surprising given jazz’s 
overt links to the popular music industry throughout history, and explains the neo-traditionalists agenda of 
trying to separate jazz from the popular, reinforcing historical divides between high and low culture. We 
can  therefore  begin  to  understand  why  jazz’s  links  to  the  commercial  recording  industry  are  actively 
avoided in order to preserve a sense of an authentic historical lineage.’ See Tony Whyton, 2013. Jazz 
Icons: Heroes, Myths and the Jazz Tradition, Cambridge University Press, 68.  127 
 
were inevitably subjective factors involved in evaluating it according to the standards of 
Western art music. For instance, in their attempt to reach explanations of the value of 
modern jazz as an autonomous art form, the critics in question were patently guided by 
their intellectual affiliations; ‘critics … betrayed their grounding in  European-based, 
formalist aesthetics as they perpetuated a grand vision of stylistic continuity and order’ 
commented  Radano.
50  Likewise, the critical enterprise provided an ideal forum for 
communicating personal aesthetic preferences. As Peretti has noted, ‘these critics … 
became the self-appointed protectors and arbiters of jazz, and formulated the prevailing 
and ‘‘proper’’ opinions about jazz and its artistic standards … these writers decided 
what  belonged  in  the  jazz  tradition  and  what  was  excluded.’
51  Perhaps  most 
controversially, this sanitized and formalist reading of jazz’s musical practices instituted 
a jazz canon that closely resembled the Western art music canon. Obviously, jazz critics 
cannot avoid making certain value judgements, however, as Tomlinson has cautioned 
there are inevitable consequences in regarding the music as autonomous:             
 
Like the canon of European music, the jazz canon is a strategy for exclusion, a 
closed and elite collection of ‘classic’ works that together define what is and isn’t 
jazz. The definition sets up walls, largely unbreachable, between ‘true’ or ‘pure’ 
jazz and varieties of music making outside it. These walls close out as ‘nonjazz’ 
whole realms of music that have resulted from the intersections of the critics’ ‘true’ 
jazz with other idioms – popular balladry, crooners’ song styles, rhythm and blues 
styles and the related Motown and funk, rock ‘n’ roll of various sorts, world beat 
syncretisms, New Age minimalism, and so on.  But we might ask … who are the 
                                                 
50 See Radano (1993), Ibid., 13. 
51 See Peretti, Ibid., 107. 128 
 
self-appointed  guardians  of  the  borderlines  setting  off  jazz  from  such  musics? 
Certainly not most jazz musicians themselves, who from Louis Armstrong on have 
more often than not been remarkably open to interaction with the varied musical 
environment around them.
52    
 
Around the mid-1950s, contemporary jazz musical thought began to follow another path. 
The new aesthetic with its subsequent revaluation of the sphere of ethnicity challenged 
the white critics idea of jazz’s autonomy. As was already mentioned, during the second 
half of the 1950s the burgeoning Civil Rights  movement began to influence historic 
changes  in  America’s  racial  environment.
53  The  ensuing  affirmation  of  African-
American identity and culture found expression in the hard bop and free jazz movements 
and the literary works of black Americans such as Amiri Baraka, Langston Hughes and 
Guy  Booker.
54  At  a  time  when  African -Americans  were  engaged  in  a  determined 
struggle  for  emancipation  from  segregation  and  racial  discrimination,  it  is  hardly 
surprising that black American writers   should assert that a true appreciation of jazz 
sensibility  required  an  understanding  of  its  ethnic  and  socio -political  context. 
Accordingly, the ethnicity and roots of American jazz assumed a significance and 
cultural relevance unknown in previous decades of the twentieth century.  
                                                 
52 See Gary Tomlinson, 2001. ‘The jazz canon as monological canon’, in Andrew Clark (ed.), Riffs and 
Choruses: A New Jazz Anthology, London and New York, Continuum, 87-88. 
53 See pages 34-35 of this text. 
54 Before this period, white authors had produced most of the widely circulated texts on jazz history. 
Consequently, the portrayal of African-American music culture tended to be from a white perspective. In 
the mid-1950s, however, there were signs of an emerging sense of empowerment among black writers. For 
example, in a fervent article written in 1955, Guy Booker argued that it was imperative  that African- 
Americans historians contribute to the way jazz is represented: ‘Today the alarming and disheartening fact 
is that white folks own jazz, control it completely and dictate what it should and shall be. Negroes have 
little or nothing to say or do about it at all. Although they create and play it, sing it and dance to it, the fact 
is that jazz as the black man’s heritage has just about been taken from him … This situation is largely due 
to the plain dumbness and laziness of Negroes who are in a position to do something about it and in this 
case, the finger points at the colored historian.’ See Booker, 1997. ‘Colored Historians Too Lazy To Write 
Own History of Jazz: Let Whites Do It’ in Lewis Porter, Jazz: A Century of Change, New York, Schirmer 
Books, 198.     129 
 
Yet, despite its incorporation of popular black vernacular styles such as gospel, blues, 
soul  and  R&B,  and  its  draw  with  African-American  audiences,  hard  bop  is  often 
negatively counterpoised with free jazz. In this narrative, free jazz carries forward the 
ideals of bebop and is esteemed as African-American art music, whereas hard bop owing 
to its commercialism is portrayed as undermining the artistic achievement of bebop. At 
the root of this idealization, however, is a selective viewpoint that calls to mind the ethos 
of modernism. While it is perfectly understandable that contemporary black American 
writers should insist on redressing the issue of ethnicity against the prevailing attitudes of 
white critics, it is ironic that when it came to evaluating the music many (like Baraka) 
assumed similarly elitist values.
55 In relation to hard bop, this was rather ill judged since 
as Rosenthal has pointed out, the term encompasses a broad continuum that not only 
includes  commercially  orient ated  styles,  but  also  covers  highly  experimental  (non -
commercial) approaches that prefigure free jazz.
56   
 
In the early 1960s, the question of ethnicity and black musical achievement intensified 
in alliance with the more radical assertion of ‘black power.’ Subsequently, this militant 
black political agenda became a powerful undercurrent in the free jazz movement: ‘The 
demand  for  justice,’  Litweiler  observed,  ‘entered  the  musical  programs  of  leading 
                                                 
55 See, for example, the chapter ‘The Modern Scene’ in Amiri Baraka’s Blues People, in which Baraka 
identifies some of the leading figures of free jazz while adopting a frankly dismissive tone towards hard 
bop: ‘Sonny Rollins, for instance, was one of the leaders of the hard bop school, but has gone into a music 
that is much more profound … John Coltrane played with the Miles Davis Quartet during the middle and 
late fifties, when … his groups were … identified as hard boppers … But Coltrane, too, has moved off into 
a music quite unconnected, and almost antithetical, to the work of most of the hard groups. Elvin Jones, 
also associated with many leading hard groups, has worked for the past couple of years in Coltrane’s new 
bands, contributing greatly to the excellence and freshness of their music … With these men, there also 
emerged in the sixties a younger group of musicians who, along with Rollins, Coltrane, etc., began to 
answer some of the weighty questions of the fifties and even to propose some new ones of their own.’ See 
Baraka, 1963. Blues People: Negro Music in White America, New York, William and Morrow, 224.              
56 See pages 38-39 of this text. 130 
 
musicians, led by ambitious projects such as Max Roach’s We Insist: Freedom Now 
Suite  [1960].’
57  As  noted,  from  its  inception  free  jazz  provoked  a  controversy  that 
divided  the  jazz  community.  On  one  side  of  the  argument,  the  formative  works  of 
Ornette  Coleman  and  Cecil  Taylor  were  acclaimed  as  the  next  certain  step  in  the 
evolution  of  jazz.  On  the  other,  their  music  was  judged  to  have  forsaken  any 
resemblance  to  jazz  and  was  roundly  dismissed  as  ‘anti-jazz.’  But  if  free  jazz 
represented a crisis in jazz from a musical standpoint, its increasing association with 
black radicalism in the mid-1960s added a socio-political dimension that was hard to 
ignore. As Radano has pointed out, ‘free jazz became a new source of speculation as 
writers  began  to  draw  links  between  the  movement’s  strident  language  and  the 
intimidating challenges of black militancy.’
58  
 
Notwithstanding  the  political  and  cultural  associations  assigned  to  free  jazz,  the 
economic circumstances of free jazz musicians were particularly challenging. Performing 
opportunities were scarce, and as  Litweiler sombrely reported, New York’s free jazz 
scene ‘settled into coffeehouses, small theaters, art galleries, settlement houses, churches, 
bookstores, neighborhood bars, and wherever else Free jazz fans and musicians could 
initiate some activity.’
59 When seen in this light, the public profile of free jazz in the 
black community  (and  outside) hardly  warranted the assertion  that it represented the 
foremost expression of African-American culture. In reality, experimental jazz attracted 
                                                 
57 See Litweiler, 1984. The Freedom Principle: Jazz After 1958, New York, Morrow, 130. 
58 See Radano, Ibid. (1993) 67. 
59 See Litweiler, Ibid., 130. On this point, Iain Anderson confirms that, ‘[s]upport in black neighborhoods 
remained tenuous throughout the decade, undermining nationalist authority and enabling the trade press to 
frame free jazz on the edges of the tradition.’ See Anderson, 2002. ‘Jazz Outside the Marketplace: Free 
Improvisation  and  Nonprofit  Sponsorship  of  the  Arts,  1965-1980’,  American  Music,  vol.  20,  no.  2 
(Summer 2002), 139. 131 
 
very little interest among the lay public. Hence, like their counterparts in the world of 
modernist  art  music  free  jazz  musicians  were  constrained  to  form  organizations  that 
would  support  their  work.
60  Moreover, by the late 1960s free jazz had followed the 
modernist avant-garde into the sheltered world of academia. According to Anderson: 
 
Free improvisation’s failing resonance among white and African American fans, 
and the critical press that spoke to their interests, demonstrated the urgent need for 
experimental musicians to uncover supplemental or alternative sources of support. 
They found them in the academy and, to a lesser extent, in government, foundation, 
and corporate funding agencies during the late sixties and seventies. At a time 
when these institutions faced mounting pressure to transform public access to the 
arts, jazz musicians – sometimes ambivalently – attempted to win both the symbols 
and  spoils  of  legitimation  by  the  custodians  of  traditional  high  culture. 
Paradoxically, both the music’s growing association with cultural nationalism, and 
parallels between free jazz and the Euro-American concert tradition, opened doors 
in the nonprofit sector.
61 
 
For  free  jazz  musicians  like  Archie  Shepp,  Cecil  Taylor  and  Pharoah  Sanders  this 
strategic move provided a financial safeguard in a musical environment that was largely 
indifferent to their radical modernism. It also ensured that ‘free improvisation’ would 
receive  the  kind  of  critical  acclaim  and  reverential  treatment  that  comes  with 
membership of an exclusive and partisan community.      
                                                 
60 In New York, for example two such organizations formed in 1960: New York’s Jazz Artists Guild and 
the  Jazz  Composers’  Guild.  In  Chicago,  the  Association  for  the  Advancement  of  Creative  Musicians 
(AACM) formed in 1965. For a comprehensive account of these collectives, see Radano (1993), Ibid., 77-
139. See also, Anderson, Ibid., 139-140.   
61 See Anderson, Ibid., 140. 132 
 
In the open market, meanwhile, established jazz styles were struggling to survive. By the 
late 1960s rock music and its radical offshoots, psychedelic (acid) rock and progressive 
rock were the dominant forces in popular music. As was mentioned earlier, rock music 
was  closely  linked  to  the  burgeoning  1960s  youth  culture.  Naturally,  the  modern 
recording  industry  and  its  ancillaries  (music  publishing,  concert  promotion, 
merchandising etc.) were primarily concerned with exploiting the lucrative potential of 
rock  music  and  securing  its  considerable  teenage  following.  Consequently,  the 
extraordinary rise of contemporary popular music threatened to eclipse jazz, which by 
the end of the decade only attracted a relatively small audience of dedicated followers. 
 
Against this background, the open jazz aesthetic that Miles Davis and Josef Zawinul 
advanced in the late 1960s and early 1970s effectively won a newfound relevance for 
jazz  in  contemporary  musical  culture.  Undoubtedly,  an  important  ingredient  in  its 
success was its ability to ‘speak’ to the younger generation for whom established jazz 
styles were either too inaccessible or plainly too old-fashioned. By way of contrast, 
Davis  and  Zawinul’s  ground-breaking  music  invoked  an  immediacy  and  dynamic 
energy that was analogous to rock. Thus, on a visceral level, rock-orientated audiences 
could  relate  to  the  new  approach.  Apart  from  its  accessibility,  however,  the  hybrid 
musical language that Davis and Zawinul devised operated on many levels and offered a 
range  of  postmodernist  characteristics:  openness,  pluralism,  radical  eclecticism, 
multiculturalism,  rapprochement  with  contemporary  popular  music,  and  blurring  the 
margins between highbrow and lowbrow jazz. Therefore, one might conclude that the 
implementation of an open jazz aesthetic was Davis and Zawinul’s artistic response to 
the challenge of an increasingly postmodern musical environment.    133 
 
In  this  context,  Zawinul’s  contribution  to  contemporary  American  jazz  is  especially 
noteworthy.  Before  considering  the  particulars,  it  is  worth  briefly  reflecting  on  the 
circumstances that helped to shape his musical sensibility. As was previously noted, after 
emigrating from Austria in 1959, Zawinul rapidly established a reputation as a versatile 
pianist in New York, displaying a rare empathy with black American jazz. This led to 
work  opportunities  with  a  number  of  prominent  jazz  musicians  such  as  Maynard 
Ferguson,  Dinah  Washington,  Ben  Webster  and  notably  Cannonball  Adderley. 
Nonetheless,  Zawinul  has  freely  acknowledged  that  his  performance  approach  in  the 
early 1960s was not individualistic and owed much to the influence of jazz pianists such 
as  George  Shearing,  Errol  Garner,  Oscar  Peterson,  Teddy  Wilson,  Art  Tatum,  Bud 
Powell and Horace Silver. As he remarked in an interview with the film director Mark 
Kidel,  ‘when  I  came  to  America  I  didn’t  have  anything  original,  I  was  copying 
everybody.’
62  In  due  course,  a  number  of  singularly  important  events  contributed  to 
Zawinul  finding  his  own  ‘voice’  in  contemporary  jazz.  One  such  instance  (already 
discussed) was a meeting with the Bud Powell exponent Barry Harris when Zawinul 
discovered that he was ‘playing like another guy who is already copying some other 
guy.’
63 In his vivid reminiscences for Mark Kidel’s documentary, Zawinul recounted two 
further incidents that prompted a transformation in his thinking:               
 
I remember I played in Zurich one time and I was really very heavily into Horace 
Silver.  And Roy Eldridge came to me and Dizzy [Gillespie] came to me and said, 
‘Why you play like that man? It’s a joke you know.’ I said, ‘I don’t understand 
                                                 
62 See Mark Kidel, 2005. Joe Zawinul: A Musical Portrait, Mark Kidel and Fiona Mackenzie. A Calliope 
Media Ltd. Production in association with BBC and BBC Worldwide, DVD, 60 mins. 2005. Available 
from Quantum Leap, CM1583. 
63 See page 73 and 74 of this text. 134 
 




In the second anecdote, Zawinul offers a revealing connection with an aspect of 1960s 
experiential culture: 
 
After being five years in America, I was hell of a piano player. I played in one of 
the  greatest jazz bands in the world, in Cannonball’s band, man. But I’m not 
playing anything which came from me. And I went through a serious crisis, which 
took a very short time, but I just refused to play any phrase I had played before. We 
had a couple of days off and I took some acid. And we were in this guy’s house, on 
a houseboat, and he had a nice piano and I played. And all of a sudden I started 
playing man, differently than I’ve ever played all my life and that was it! That’s 
exactly what I do now. I just went …BAM… in one switch. And I never went back 
to  anything,  and  things  just  came  to  me.  Also  composition  wise  I  just  started 
writing like five, six tunes a day, including some of the material many people know 
like In A Silent Way, that came a little later. But from 1966 I was going for it, you 
know.
65       
 
From these episodes of critical self-awareness, Zawinul made a major breakthrough in his 
creative world. In fact, such was the vitality of his personal ‘voice’ that he eventually 
gained  recognition  as  one  of  the  most  distinctive  improvisers  and  composers  in 
contemporary jazz.       
 
In the mid-1960s, Zawinul’s creative world is principally a synthesis of the practices and 
                                                 
64 See Kidel’s interview with Zawinul, mentioned above. 
65 See Kidel’s interview with Zawinul, mentioned above.  135 
 
sensibilities  derived  from  two  musical  cultures:  his  Viennese  roots  (Volksmusik 
repertoire,  Viennese  hillbilly  music  and  German  classical  music)  and  his  American 
experience (black American jazz, blues, gospel, soul, R&B, rock and funk). In addition, 
his forward-looking attitude embraced the latest technological developments in sound 
generation  (electric  keyboards,  sound  effects  and  so  forth)  which  placed  him  at  the 
vanguard of a trend that sought to revitalize the sound of jazz.
66 Thus, besides helping 
Cannonball Adderley’s group develop the ‘soul jazz’ sound and composing its foremost 
hits (‘Mercy, Mercy, Mercy,’ ‘Country Preacher,’ and ‘Walk Tall’) Zawinul pioneered 
the use of electronic instruments, and by virtue of his open jazz approach formulated 
highly  original  compositional  structures.  From  1966,  it  appears  that  Zawinul  was 
purposefully engaged with expanding the margins of jazz: his compositional approach 
challenged jazz’s common practice (AABA form, blues cycles and the head-solo-head 
format); his deployment of electric keyboards introduced new timbres to the sound world 
of  jazz;  and,  his  incorporation  of  rock,  soul  and  funk  beats  added  new  rhythmical 
elements  to  the  music.  Viewed  from  a  different  angle,  the  convergence  of  these 
innovations pointed to a new and potentially fertile direction in contemporary jazz.  
 
In  essence,  Zawinul’s  goal  was  to  present  a  workable  synthesis  between  jazz  and 
popular  music  of  the  counterculture,  in  order  to  strengthen  the  attraction  of 
contemporary  jazz  to  a  wider  audience.  In  this  regard,  his  new  hybrid  acted  as  an 
                                                 
66 On this topic, other musicians associated with changing the sound of jazz during this period, include: 
Larry Coryell (Free Spirits); Gary Burton (The Gary Burton Quartet); Dave Pike and Volker Kriegal (The 
Dave Pike Set); Jeremy Steig (Jeremy and the Satyrs); Mike Mainieri (Mike Mainieri’s White Elephant 
Band); Michael Brecker and Randy Brecker (Dreams); Mike Nock (Fourth Way); Charles Lloyd (The 
Charles Lloyd Quartet); and, Tony Williams and John McLaughlin (Lifetime). For a detailed account of 
these artists, see Stuart Nicholson, 1998. Jazz-Rock: A History, New York, Schirmer Books; Edinburgh, 
Canongate. 
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antidote to the problematic effect of modernism, which had served to isolate jazz not 
only from its traditional black audience but also from the public at large. Unsurprisingly, 
perhaps, when Miles Davis began searching for a new sound (and audience) in the late 
1960s, he drew heavily on Zawinul’s compositional and performance aesthetic. As these 
conclusions suggest, Zawinul’s inner growth as an artist and his ongoing commitment to 
expand the domain of his art made him a major force in American jazz in the 1970s. 
Indeed, his role in changing the course of jazz in the second half of the twentieth century 
is arguably more pivotal than is commonly acknowledged.  
 
Clearly,  Zawinul’s  aesthetic  eclecticism  synchronized  with  the  extraordinary 
developments in Western culture during the late 1960s. Thus, from a postmodernist 
perspective, he was manifestly a musician of his time and place. Equally, Zawinul’s 
personal aesthetic was not static and he had to push ahead, always seeking to expand his 
musical horizons. Consequently, by the late 1960s he recognized that in order to pursue 
his artistic goals he could no longer remain as a sideman in Cannonball Adderley’s band 
and needed to assume leadership of his own ensemble:          
 
I had recorded with Miles, and realized after writing all of this music over the years 
that regardless of how well the music is played, it’s not being played totally how I 
hear it. Though I put the concept together, I could only influence it so far. When 
the band played it, it took on another shape. So I said to myself, ‘‘There will be a 
time when I will have a group of people play the music exactly like I want it.’’
67   
                                                 
67 See Chris Collins, 2002. ‘Interview with Zawinul’, Jazz Education Journal (May 2002). Available on 
web page: http://www.iaje.org/article.asp?ArticleID=84, last accessed 11 September 2007. 137 
 
In the winter of 1970, Zawinul decided that the time was right to embark on the next 
phase of his musical career and ended his long association with Cannonball Adderley. 
Given the declining state of jazz, his decision to leave the relative financial security of 
Adderley’s band was surprisingly intrepid. However, Zawinul’s determination to realize 
his  artistic  purpose  came  at  the  culmination  of  four  years  of  intensive  growth  and 
productivity, in which he sought to evolve a distinctive musical language and ‘voice.’ 
The question of Zawinul’s personal development and musical experimentation during 















Artistic recognition and musical identity  
 
The preceding chapter considered the cultural and musical landscape of America in the 
1960s in order to place Josef Zawinul’s aesthetic eclecticism in a historical context. As 
was mentioned, it was during this period that he made his artistic intention clear: he 
refused to be constrained by jazz orthodoxy and genre boundaries and began actively to 
engage in an open jazz approach. This breakthrough occurred in the mid-1960s when he 
was a sideman in Cannonball Adderley’s band. Although obligated to fulfil this role, he 
was  resolved  to  create  his  own  path  in  contemporary  music  and  began  laying  the 
groundwork  for  his  impending  musical  life.  The  present  chapter  will  examine  the 
necessary steps that Zawinul took to establish his identity as a performing musician and 
as a composer.    
 
From an historical perspective, 1966 was the year when Zawinul discovered his artistic 
purpose  and  advanced  into  his  maturity.  After  serving  a  protracted  and  rigorous 
apprenticeship, at the age of thirty-four Zawinul signalled the seriousness of his intention 
by making a number of strategic decisions that would not only allow him to channel his 
creative energies but would ultimately bring about a metamorphosis in which he would 
define himself anew.  
 
Firstly, in order to focus on developing a personal musical language he decided to refrain 
from listening to other musician’s recordings. As he recalled in an interview with the 139 
 
pianist and presenter Julian Joseph, ‘I took all my records, put them away … and I never 
opened them up again. From that moment on I stopped listening to music.’
1 Secondly, to 
improve  his  keyboard  technique  and  overall  musicianship,  he  implemented  a  more 
disciplined  musical  regime.  To  this  end,  he  became  a  student  of  renowned  classical 
pianist Raymond Leventhal. According to Zawinul, after just six months of formal study 
Leventhal informed him, ‘Mr Zawinul, you can go. It’s up to you how far you want to 
take it; but you can play anything there is in the piano literature.’
2 Finally, and perhaps 
most  significantly,  he  returned  to  writing  music.  This  marked  the  opening  of  an 
important chapter in his career – one that immediately began to pay dividends. Among 
the first pieces he composed was ‘Mercy, Mercy, Mercy’ which achieved the distinction 
of being one of foremost crossover hits in the history of jazz. Fittingly, with the artistic 
and commercial success of ‘Mercy, Mercy, Mercy,’ and the prolific number of original 
compositions that followed, he emerged as a major figure in contemporary American 
jazz and began to receive worldwide recognition.      
 
Against this background, 1966 was Zawinul’s annus mirabilis, and represented a pivotal 
moment in his life – from both a creative and personal perspective. Interestingly, in an 
article that preceded the release of ‘Mercy, Mercy, Mercy,’ the journalist Peter Welding 
discussed Zawinul’s overall demeanour at the time. As Welding reported: 
 
Zawinul remarked that he has felt a new-found confidence in his abilities for more 
than  a  year  now.  Having  come  to  certain  basic  conclusions  about  himself  has 
                                                 
1 See Julian Joseph, 2004. ‘Jazz Legends: Interview with Joe Zawinul’. Broadcast on BBC Radio 3 (14 
May 2004), presented by Julian Joseph. 
2  Cited by Brian Glasser. See Glasser,  2001.  In  A  Silent  Way:  A  Portrait  Of  Joe  Zawinul,  London, 
Sanctuary Publishing, 101.   140 
 
brought him a measure of serenity and security that he had not experienced before. 
Maturity, he said, has come to him in the last year, and with it he senses new 
depths and strengths in his playing.
3    
 
Apart from his self-assurance, among the qualities that this article demonstrates most 
clearly is Zawinul’s renewed drive and fervour: ‘Playing is a joy in a way that it hadn’t 
been in a long time. One indication is that I am practicing, using exercise and method 
books, for several hours every day.’ Moreover, as Welding concludes: ‘These days … he 
is brimming with ideas … and experiencing new music, eager to play and experiment.’
4  
 
In this context, the question of musical identity becomes especially interesting, for it 
casts light on Zawinul’s motivation for adopting an open jazz approach. In essence, to 
eliminate comparisons with other musicians and to exert his own individualism, he put 
his trust in his intuition and powers of invention and began to perform and compose 
music that challenged the established conventions of jazz. Furthermore, to heighten the 
process of creative self-renewal, he elected to record independently under his own name. 
From 1966 to 1970, he was involved with a number of special projects, which resulted in 
three diverse albums: Money In The Pocket (1966), The Rise & Fall of the Third Stream    
(1968)  and  Zawinul  (1971).  These  recordings  provide  striking  confirmation  of  an 
intensive period of artistic growth and experimentation, when Zawinul explored different 
facets of his self-expression.          
 
                                                 
3 Cited by Glasser. See Glasser, Ibid., 86.  
4 Cited by Glasser. See Glasser, Ibid., 86-87. 141 
 
While  the  production  values  and  sound  world  of  Money  In  The  Pocket  may  bear  a 
resemblance  to  contemporaneous  Blue  Note  recordings,  such  as  Herbie  Hancock’s 
Takin’ Off (1962), Lee Morgan’s The Sidewinder (1964) and Horace Silver’s Song For 
My  Father  (1964)  closer  inspection  reveals  that  Zawinul’s  album  contains  music  of 
singular resourcefulness and subtlety. Most interestingly, rather than using the event to 
display his virtuosity as a soloist, his approach is perhaps more in keeping with that of a 
responsible bandleader; for the most part he attentively guides the various ensembles 
through a carefully chosen repertoire. In relation to musical content, all the pieces can be 
readily categorised in stylistic terms; however, what is most striking is the breadth of 
music  they  cover,  pointing  to  Zawinul’s  aesthetic  eclecticism  and  his  versatility  in 
dealing with contrasting settings.
5 In this sense, one might argue that the keynote of this 
recording is Zawinul’s focused exploration of contrast (musical styles, instrumentation, 
compositional  form,  rhythm  and  dynamics)  within  the  parameters  of  a  conventional 
small-group format.  
 
In  the  context  of  Zawinul’s  recording  career,  Money  In  The  Pocket  is  a  relatively 
conventional  album.  Nonetheless,  as  a  document  of  that  period,  it  provides  ample 
                                                 
5 A brief survey reveals that the repertoire of music on Money In The Pocket is drawn from a wide range of 
contemporary jazz styles and features numerous instrumental permutations. The title track ‘Money In The 
Pocket’ (Joe Zawinul) is very much in the soul jazz vein alla Horace Silver, and is performed by a quintet. 
In contrast, the second track ‘If’ (Joe Henderson) relates to the up-tempo (‘four-square’) swinging style of 
hard  bop,  and  uses  a  sextet.  The  third  track,  ‘My  One  And  Only  Love’  (Guy  Wood/Robert  Mellin) 
provides the album’s only unaccompanied solo, which Zawinul treats as a mainstream ballad; complete 
with virtuosic flourishes reminiscent of the soloing styles of Art Tatum, Errol Garner and Oscar Peterson. 
Uncommonly for a jazz album, the three inner pieces (tracks 4, 5 and 6) are all in waltz-time. However, 
they differ from each other in performance approach and mood. For example, the fourth track, ‘Midnight 
Mood’ (Joe Zawinul) is a contemporary funky waltz (performed by a sextet). In comparison, the fifth track 
‘Some More of Dat’ (Sam Jones) has a distinctive swing-waltz feel (performed by a sextet). By way of 
added contrast, the sixth track ‘Sharon’s Waltz’ (Rudy Stephenson) embraces a more mainstream style 
(performed by a trio). The seventh track, ‘Riverbed’ (Joe Zawinul) is a modal flavoured work that Zawinul 
arranged for sextet. The final track ‘Del Sasser’ (Sam Jones) has the exuberant fast swinging style and 
soloing élan of bebop, and presents Zawinul in a trio setting.            142 
 
evidence that his musical aesthetic was not limited to a particular style. Moreover, with 
regard to his original pieces, it shows that he had begun – albeit tentatively – to explore 
a  new  direction  in  jazz  compositional  form.  Although  he  uses  the  conventional 
theme/variations structure as the modus operandi for the performances on this album, 
two  of  his  compositions  (‘Money  In  The  Pocket’  and  ‘Midnight  Mood’)  noticeably 
deviate from customary practice.
6 In the case of ‘Money In The Pocket,’ the melody of 
the  composition  is  10  bars  long  to  which  is  added  a  4-bar  vamp.  Thus,  the  ‘head’ 
consists of only 14 bars and does not have a recognized ‘bridge’ (contrasting B section). 
Played twice at the beginning and twice at the end this yields the following structure: A-
A (solos based on the chords of the 14 bar cycle) A-A. Likewise, ‘Midnight Mood’ has a 
‘head’ that contains one thematic idea (this time extended over 24 bars and joined to an 
8-bar vamp). In performance, the ‘head’ features once at the beginning and once at the 
end, giving a starkly minimalist formal scheme: A (solos) A.  Furthermore, the length of 
the solo cycle (chorus) is atypical: in total 56 bars (comprising 24 bars of the main 
theme,  the  8-bar  vamp,  the  first  16  bars  of  the  main  theme,  and  the  8-bar  vamp). 
Through these fairly restrained stylistic changes, Zawinul introduced a compositional 
hybrid  that  might  be  inelegantly  described  as  monothematic/variations  form. 
Consequently, by virtue of his imaginative thematic material, harmonic progressions, 
and soloing cycles, Zawinul found a discreet way of contributing to an existing jazz 
format. Nevertheless as he has stated, after many years of performing in this way, the 
                                                 
6 As noted, a principal characteristic of jazz performance practice is the use of the thirty-two bar song 
forms (mostly Tin Pan Alley tunes) and twelve-bar blues cycles. In most instances, the phrase lengths of 
the thirty-two bar song form provide a regular AABA structure (i.e. four 8-bar phrases). In the case of the 
twelve-bar blues, the harmonic progression of the fixed form (three 4-bar phrases) customarily moves from 
the tonic (phrase 1) to the sub-dominant (phrase 2, beginning at bar 5) and lastly to the dominant (phrase 3, 
beginning at bar 9). Typically, in a jazz performance, the ‘head’ (the melody of the work) features once or 
twice at the beginning and the end, and frames a sequence of solo improvisations (choruses) based on the 
harmonic movement and phrase lengths associated with the melody.        143 
 
theme/variations model ceased to satisfy him artistically, and shortly after recording 
Money In The Pocket he set out to expand his musical horizons and began exploring the 
possibilities of an open jazz approach.   
 
Beneficial to Zawinul’s experimental inclinations was his involvement with the eclectic 
composer and arranger William S. Fischer.
7 After a chance meeting in New Orleans in 
1965, their paths crossed a year later in Vienna, when Zawinul was a judge in an 
International Jazz Festival organized by his childhood friend, the concert pianist and 
composer Freidrich Gulda. Although Fischer was principally in   Vienna to write an 
opera,  he  also  found  time  to  work  on  a  speculative  undertaking  for  Cannonball 
Adderley. In his recollection of this  period, Fischer  has stated: ‘At that time, I was 
working  on  an  idea  for  Cannonball  Adderley  which  involved  extended  forms  –  a 
theoretical idea that Cannon was interested in – and Joe was interested in what was 
going on.’
8 Subsequent to this contact, Zawinul resolved to pursue his interest in large-
scale compositional structures further, and in the summer of 1967, he arranged to meet 
with Fischer to determine if they could work together on a project. In due course, the 
collaboration with  Fischer instigated a major shift  in  Zawinul’s artistic direction, as 
exemplified by his second album The Rise & Fall Of The Third Stream (1968).  
 
All of the pieces on The Rise & Fall Of The Third Stream are attributed to Fischer, 
                                                 
7 In a remarkably varied career, Fischer had performed in blues bands with singers such as Muddy Waters, 
Joe Turner and Guitar Slim; worked on Ray Charles’s first recordings for Atlantic Records; pursued an 
interest in electronic music and avant-garde art music; received a State Department grant to write an opera 
in Vienna; and acted as a musical director for Atlantic.  For more information on Fischer, see the un-
attributed liner notes on The Rise & Fall Of The Third Stream. Vortex Records SD2002, 1968. CD reissue 
Rhino Atlantic 08 12771568, 2006.  
8 See Glasser, Ibid., 102. 144 
 
except for ‘From Vienna With Love,’ which is taken from a suite that Friedrich Gulda 
composed for the 1966 Vienna International Jazz Festival.
9 Outwardly, Zawinul’s sole 
function on the record is that of principal soloist – playing acoustic and electric pianos. 
Yet, as the liner notes reveal, he and Fischer had worked in close partnership for three 
months before recording any music. During this gestation period, they  established a 
common objective, namely, to pursue a synthesis of jazz, art music, Indian music, folk 
music, and contemporary popular music. They set out to achieve this by integrating jazz 
improvisation  with  extended  (‘classical’)  compositional  structures;  fusing  acoustic 
sounds  with  electronically  generated  sounds;  and  suffusing  this  with  the  rhythmic 
energy and ambience of contemporary vernacular music. The relevant point here is that 
the collaboration with Fischer provided Zawinul with an opportunity to advance his self-
expression as a performer and composer, and that through such experiences he would 
eventually transcend the common practices of jazz and pursue his own vision of musical 
creativity. 
 
Before discussing the music on The Rise & Fall Of The Third Stream, it is worth taking a 
moment to examine Fischer’s evaluation of Zawinul’s burgeoning individualism during 
this period and consider his thoughts about the merits of their working relationship. In 
relation to Zawinul’s soloing style, for instance, Fischer identified the emergence of a 
unique  approach  to  improvisation  that  moved  away  from  the  familiar  clichés  of 
contemporary jazz: 
 
                                                 
9 It may have been an oversight by Fischer and Zawinul, but the final track ‘A Concerto Retitled’ is a 
literal reworking of the first subject from the first movement (Andante tranquillo) of William Walton’s 
Violin Concerto (1939). In his review, Glasser makes a similar observation and goes on to suggest that ‘so 
blatant is the borrowing’ that the track might have been titled ‘Concerto Recycled’. See Glasser, Ibid., 105. 145 
 
His nuances and touch, the way he allowed the overtones to become part of the 
composition, had a bright future. So when we started working on his music, I tried to 
keep that in mind …I always encouraged him with the piano, because his touch on 
the piano was unusual, the way he embraced the tones. He didn’t hear notes as such; 
he was playing phrases. As a result, there was nobody other than Phineas Newborn, 
of Memphis, who was doing that.  Art Tatum, of course, made that a ritual, but very 
few people had that kind of technique.
10 
          
Moreover, on the subject of their creative partnership, while Fischer evidently saw this as 
a rewarding and mutually beneficial experience, he also grasped the broader context: that 
supplementary to his responsibilities on the album, his role was to assist with the next 
step in Zawinul’s compositional development:            
 
He was interested in me because I could bring him the world of modern classical-
music thinking, and I was interested in him because of his unusual piano approach, 
especially to electric things, which I saw as the way forward for music. And then 
Joe wanted to work on composition too – how to string things out, how to connect 
ideas – and he liked the way I did that, so the idea was to transfer that information 
to him so that he could create his own stuff.
11 
 
Returning  to  musical  aspects  of  The  Rise  &  Fall  Of  The  Third  Stream,  one  of  the 
distinguishing features of this album is its unique tonal language. Certainly in terms of 
instrumentation, the line-up used on the 1967 recording was remarkably innovative for 
the  time:  the  album  features  an  eleven-piece  ensemble,  composed  of  acoustic 
                                                 
10 See Glasser, Ibid., 103. 
11 See Glasser, Ibid., 103. 146 
 
piano/electric piano, tenor sax, trumpet, three violas, cello, double bass, two drummers 
and a percussionist. But what is perhaps most noteworthy is that Zawinul and Fischer 
were  able  to  fuse  this  extraordinary  collection  of  instruments  into  a  coherent  group 
sound. The essential ingredients which exemplify Zawinul and Fischer’s experimental 
approach are found in two complementary pieces from the opening suite: ‘Baptismal’ 
and ‘The Soul of a Village – Part II.’      
             
The formal scheme of ‘Baptismal’ presents a highly original musical conception for a 
jazz composition: its extended structure is roughly analogous to first movement sonata 
form  with  the  exception  of  a  recognized  recapitulation.
12  Thus  from  an  art music 
standpoint, the hybrid s tructure that Fischer devised for this piece might be termed 
truncated sonata form. Condensing the structural elements of ‘Baptismal’ to their most 
rudimentary  format  produces  the  following  arch-like  design:  Intro,  A,  B,  B¹,  Intro. 
Figure 4.1 provides an outline of the main events. (Note: timings based on readings taken 
from the compact disc) 
  
    Figure 4.1           Table showing the main events in ‘Baptismal’ 
1.  Introduction          Free time    0:00 – 0:33 
A Section (Exposition):        - estimated metric divisions -                                        
2.  First subject group - ‘a’        4 times: 5 bars 4/4  0:34 – 1:08 
3.  Second subject group - ‘b’      9 bars 4/4    1:09 – 1:24        
4.  Repeat of first subject group - ‘a¹’      2 times: 5 bars 4/4  1:25 – 1:40 
B Section (Development): 
5.  Extended material from second subject group  11 bars 4/4    1:41 – 2:00 
6.  Segmented material from first subject group  6 bars 4/4+4 bars 3/4  2:01 – 2:15 
7.  Extended material from second subject group  13 bars 4/4    2:16 – 2:37 
B¹ Free form development section with an underlying 3/4 rhythmic metre:     
                                                 




Figure 4.1 cont. 
 
 8. Sax solo                      2:38 – 4:12 
 9. Piano solo                      4:13 – 5:12 
10. Trumpet solo and closing piano ritardando            5:13 – 6:54 
11. Coda (as introduction)                  6:55 – 7:35 
                              
     
Before  discussing  the  main  structural  features  of  ‘Baptismal,’  it  is  worth  pausing  to 
consider the unusual rhythmic character of the exposition and first development sections. 
In the liner notes to The Rise & Fall Of The Third Stream, reference is made to Fischer’s 
use  of  ‘graphic  notation’  in  his  compositional  method.  In  this  instance,  it  denotes  a 
system that he formulated in which musical sounds have timings to the second unlike 
conventional written music, which employs tempo markings, time signatures, note values 
and so forth. Because the first beat (or ‘one’) is ambiguous, the above table offers only 
an approximate and rationalistic version of the metric environment. On a fundamental 
level, there is a discernible pulse running through the piece; however, the asymmetrical 
nature of the rhythmic phrasing imparts a conspicuously off-balanced characteristic to 
much of the music in the A and B sections.  
 
The brief introduction begins with a lyrical theme built on G Aeolian mode and played 
by the cello in free time. With the entrance of the viola, the tonality subtly migrates to G 
Dorian mode, which then becomes the harmonic foundation of the piece.
13 From a wider 
                                                 
13 This places ‘Baptismal’ in the modal tradition of jazz composition, and the precedent set by Miles Davis 
with the album Kind of Blue (1959). However, as the author Ashley Kahn has pointed out, Zawinul was 
well acquainted with the ‘exotic’ modalities of folk or ethnic music long before he came to America. 
Interestingly, in an interview with Kahn, Zawinul remarked: ‘In the early fifties, we were doing modal 
stuff in Vienna, you know? We were getting into all these different scales from folk music. Where I come 
from there were all these different influences from Slavic music, Turkish, Rumanian and Hungarian. I was 
actually surprised when I came to the States that more people weren’t doing this.’ See Ashley Kahn, 2002, 
Kind of Blue: The Making of the Miles Davis Masterpiece, London, Da Capo Press, 71.         148 
 
perspective, the introductory melodic material functions much like an idée fixe: it not 
only provides closure to ‘Baptismal’ (acting as a sort of recapitulation) but recurs in 
modified form to bring a sense of unity across all the movements of the suite. The 
beginning of the exposition (A) has a polyphonic texture and contains two thematic 
elements  that  assert  the  G  Dorian  modality.  The  opening  theme  is  an  energetic 
(rhythmically  irregular)  twenty-one-note  ostinato  figure  played  by  double  bass  and 
initially doubled by acoustic piano. On the third appearance of the ostinato, the horns 
enter with an extended counter subject. By way of contrast, the second subject group is 
homophonic in texture with the tonality shifting to D Mixolydian mode. At this point, 
the strings play a languid melodic line (performed legato and mirroring the introduction) 
with the keyboard providing the harmonic accompaniment. The exposition closes in G 
Dorian mode with two further entries of the opening ostinato and associated counter 
subject.  
 
The short development section (B) that follows works with phrases and motives derived 
from the main thematic material of the exposition. Unlike traditional first movement 
sonata form, there is no extensive use of modulation (the tonality remains within the 
compass of the G Dorian and D Mixolydian modes); however, variety, dynamic growth 
and a feeling of dramatic tension is obtained by reversing the sequence of the various 
thematic elements (see the table above) and developing the string parts.    
 
In terms of structural contrast, the strictly organized musical thought of the A and B 
sections is set against the inherent searching qualities of the free form development 
section (B¹). As the label suggests, in this new passage of music ‘Baptismal’ exemplifies 149 
 
the brand of spontaneous music-making – both solo and collective – associated with the 
contemporary  avant-garde  in  jazz.  In  this  context,  the  solo  performers  (respectively 
tenor  sax,  acoustic  piano  and  trumpet)  adopt  a  melodic-motivic  variation  style  of 
improvisation,  while  the  ensemble  musicians  create  their  parts  by  focused  ‘active 
listening.’ Although the individual solos differ in character, there are similarities in their 
outline and brevity, which creates an impression of overall cohesion: each one begins 
relatively serenely, quickly builds to a climax (propelled forward by the rhythm section 
becoming  more  active  and  opening  out)  and  progressively  fades  away  (with  the 
rhythmic component steadily diminishing in intensity). Another unifying factor is the 
underlying modality: allowing for the variable use of non-modal pitches (chromatic and 
diatonic) by the leading voices,  the instrumental  accompaniment broadly  inhabits  G 
Dorian and A Phrygian modality.  
 
In  many  respects,  William  Fischer’s  tenor  sax  solo  recalls  the  stylistic  gestures  of 
Ornette Coleman’s improvisatory approach, as demonstrated by the use of rhythmically 
indistinct phrases, strategic silences, and the liberal placing of anomalous timbres and 
pitches  (squawks  and  squeals)  that  suggest  vocalised  sounds.  In  the  keyboard  solo, 
Zawinul moves the focal point of the improvisation through several distinctive phases. 
Initially, he focuses on textural material (4:13 – 4:17) presenting a dynamic sequence of 
harmonically-rich block chords with displaced accents. Moving seamlessly into the next 
phase  (4:18  –  4:32)  he  preserves  the  dense  chordal  texture  in  the  left  hand,  while 
concisely developing an angular phrase with the right. As the rhythm builds in energy 
and momentum, the focus of the solo moves resolutely to a linear approach (4:33 – 150 
 
4:50): with vigorous passagework in the right hand accompanied by punchy chords in 
the left. Following the climax, as the rhythmic energy dissipates, Zawinul returns to 
textural material (4:51 – 5:12) but this time the block chords are more evenly spaced and 
his  playing  style  audibly  softens.  In  the  trumpet  solo  that  follows,  Jimmy  Owens 
emulates many of the mannerisms that Miles Davis originated in his approach to modal 
playing. For example, like Davis, Owens principally uses the sonorities of the lower and 
middle registers of the open trumpet, which gives the performance a plaintive voice-like 
quality.  Moreover,  the  way  that  Owens  constructs  his  solo  shows  the  unmistakable 
influence  of  Davis:  the  use  of  laconic  melodic  phrases;  the  blending  of  long  notes, 
pauses, and single note rhythmic figures; and, the incorporation of darting sinuous runs. 
Putting the considerable influence of Davis to one side, Owens’s solo on ‘Baptismal’ 
displays the consummate technique and finesse of a highly accomplished performer.  
 
In the larger scheme, the trumpet solo has an important strategic role in the free form 
section. Unlike the tenor sax and keyboard improvisations that effectively introduce new 
material,  unconnected with what  has  gone before, the trumpet  alludes  – particularly 
toward the end of its solo – to the counter subject from the first subject group of the 
exposition. This elegant reprise not only satisfactorily rounds off the free form section 
but  also  subtly  prepares  the  way  back  for  the  return  of  the  introductory  thematic 
material. 
 
Seen in overview, then, ‘Baptismal’ presents a novel convergence of contemporary jazz 151 
 
styles  (modal  jazz and avant-garde jazz) and Western art music technique.
14 As the 
above reading suggests, the intersection between jazz and ‘classical’ music does not just 
take  place  on  the  music’s  surface  it  also  occurs  at  the  innermost  level  of  formal 
structure. This much attests to the resourcefulness of Zawinul and Fisher’s approach. 
Moreover, set against the background of the new musical environment of the 1960s, the 
fusion of disparate styles in ‘Baptismal’ exemplifies the hybridity and pluralism that 
Leonard B. Meyer associated with the emerging postmodernist musical environment.
15 
In this respect, Zawinul and Fischer’s creative work on The Rise & Fall Of The Third 
Stream  stands  as  one  of  the  earliest  instances  of  postmodernist  sensibility  in 
contemporary jazz.   
 
The degree to which Zawinul and Fisher’s experimentalism had begun to express the 
liberal eclecticism of musical postmodernism can be readily observed in the second piece 
from the album, ‘The Soul of a Village – Part II.’
16 In marked contrast with ‘Baptismal’ 
where the music is created from predetermined and free form elements and features three 
soloing instruments, ‘The Soul of a Village – Part II’ is primarily concerned with the 
open-ended extemporization of the electric piano. While it is certainly true that the piece 
                                                 
14 There is an explicit correlation between the artistic values that informed Zawinul and Fischer’s work on 
The Rise & Fall Of The Third Stream and the ideology behind the original third stream movement. As was 
mentioned before, the third stream emerged in the 1950s as a radical movement in contemporary jazz that 
sought to expand the language of jazz by combining it with Western art music practice. (See footnote 34 
on page 30 of this text). In spite of the creative efforts of the composer and critic Gunther Schuller and 
other like-minded composers such as John Lewis, Charles Mingus, Leonard Feather, and George Russell, 
the third stream movement barely outlasted the decade. According to the record producer George Avakian, 
a reason why there was comparatively little experimental third stream music recorded after the 1950s was 
that the third stream had effectively become ‘absorbed into the mainstream.’ Clearly, this repositioning 
came at a cost: with the potency of its music watered down to satisfy mainstream tastes, the third stream 
predictably lost its radical edge. One might speculate that Zawinul had this context in mind when he came 
up with the knowingly ironic title for his album. For an informed account of third stream ideology, see 
Darius Brubeck, 2002. ‘1959: the beginning of beyond’, in Mervyn Cooke and David Horn (eds), The 
Cambridge Companion to Jazz, Cambridge University Press, 194-195.                                                                                                                                         
15 See pages 120-121 of this text.  
16 Track Eight on Zawinul Project CD I.  152 
 
is a showcase for Zawinul’s electric piano solo, a more thorough examination reveals that 
interpenetrating the music is an extraordinary range of musical references and influences, 
including  traditional  Indian  music,  European  folk,  modern  jazz,  and  contemporary 
vernacular music.  
 
‘The Soul of a Village – Part II’ begins with the strings performing a modified version 
of the idée fixe from ‘Baptismal’. Thereafter, the balance of the piece has a harmonically 
static open-ended structure based on a single note drone pitch of D-flat. In terms of 
arrangement,  the  music  consists  of  four  superimposed  layers:  the  lead  voice  of  the 
electric piano; a resonant tamburā-like drone; an intricate rhythmic pattern supplied by 
the double bass, drums, and tambourine; and the trumpet and string countermelodies. In 
many respects, this layering process is comparable with the hierarchical organization of 
Indian music. Indeed, much like the practice of Indian music the drone, accompanying 
rhythms,  and  countermelodies  provide  the  textural  background  against  which  the 
primary melodic instrument improvises.
17 As with drone-based music ‘The Soul of a 
                                                 
17 As was previously noted, interest in non-Western styles of music proliferated in the 1960s with the 
emergence of the counterculture (See pages 110-111 of this text). The appropriation of Indian styles, for 
example,  was  evident  in  the  works  of  a  number  of  contemporary  British  and  American  rock  groups 
including the Beatles, the Kinks, the Moody Blues, Jefferson Airplane, and the Byrds. The Jamaican-born 
saxophonist  and  composer  Joe  Harriot  was  one  of  the  first  to  incorporate  Indian  music  and 
instrumentation into modern jazz. His collaboration with the Indian violinist and composer John Meyer in 
the mid-1960s resulted in a number of experimental albums, the most celebrated of which is Indo-Jazz 
Fusions (1967). Although not on the same scale as Harriot and Meyer’s work, the synthesis that Zawinul 
and  Fischer  attempted  on  ‘The  Soul  of  a  Village  –Part  II’  was  certainly  at  the  vanguard  of  a  new 
experimental trend in jazz. Moreover, in relation to the string arrangement on ‘The Soul of a Village – 
Part II’ there is a certain likeness to George Martin’s writing on ‘Within You Without You’ from the 
Beatles Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band (1967). The fact that ‘The Soul of a Village –Part II’ has 
such a pedigree suggests that Zawinul and Fisher were cognisant of developments in popular music, and 
were seeking to take advantage of its appeal (aesthetic and commercial) with the counterculture. For an 
illuminating account of the use of Indian influences in Western popular music in the 1960s, see Jonathan 
Bellman, ‘Indian Resonances in the British Invasion, 1965-1968’, in Jonathan Bellman (ed.), 1998. The 
Exotic in Western Music, Northeastern University Press, 292-306. 
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Village – Part II’ is unconstrained by functional harmony; instead the constant presence 
of  the  drone  helps  to  consolidate  the  melodic  lines  of  the  electric  piano  as  well  as 
providing  the  background.  Underpinning  the  background  texture,  the  rhythmic  layer 
consists  of  an  asymmetrical  7/4  pattern.  This  complex  metrical  scheme  imparts  an 
insistent  forward  momentum  and  clearly  draws  from  the  rhythmic  grooves  of 
contemporary rock and funk music. Overall, the combination of the static drone and the 
accompanying groove provides the music with a sense of coherence.   
 
Conversely, textural variety is achieved by the distinctive timbres of the strings and the 
trumpet (muted throughout) and by the character of their respective countermelodies. The 
trumpet’s  musical  material,  for  instance,  is  minimalist  in  conception  and  constructed 
entirely  on  a  pentatonic  scale  consisting  of  D-flat,  F,  G-flat,  A-flat,  and  C-flat.    In 
relation  to  tone  colour,  the  sound  of  Jimmy  Owens’  muted  trumpet  remains  firmly 
located in the middle register, which again calls to mind the influence of Miles Davis. 
Furthermore,  the  trumpet  part,  with  its  simple  pentatonic  phrases  divided  by  long 
stretches of silence echoes the austere approach that Davis originated in the 1950s. In 
contrast with the slow moving and lamenting character of the trumpet’s pentatonic mode, 
the string countermelodies are perceptibly more dynamic; also, the substance of their 
music is in D-flat Dorian mode and thus covers a broader tonal range. From a wider 
perspective, the string parts advance with increasing intensity through three identifiable 
segments, giving the piece an impression of emergent order and structure. The opening 
segment (0:25 – 0:57) consists of a series of short motives interspersed with passages of 
silence. In terms of texture, a prominent feature of the strings parts in this segment is the 154 
 
use of portamento, suggesting the sounds of a sārangī.
18 In the second segment (0:58 – 
1:31)  the  phrases  and  lines  are  markedly  more  animated.  Here  the  strings  blend 
portamento slides with strongly accentuated scale-like runs. In the final segment (1:32 – 
4:00) the strings settle on a heavily accented ostinato figure. The syncopated rhythm of 
the ostinato effectively heightens the tension by running counter to the accompanying 7/4 
rhythmic patterns. It is against this multi-layered, strongly rhythmical background that 
Zawinul performs his solo.
19    
 
Over the course of the improvisation Zawinul remains largely within a pentatonic mode 
consisting of D-flat, F-flat, G-flat, A-flat, and C-flat. Notwithstanding the limitations of 
the predetermined material,  he overcomes the potential for lacklustre repetitiveness by 
continuously transforming the original thematic idea, and by the sheer fluency of his 
creative self-expression.  
 
One might summarise the key characteristics of Zawinul’s improvisation as follows: 
i)  constructed  along  the  lines  of  an  extemporized  theme  and  variations  within  an                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
overall three-part structure.     
ii)  exceptionally melodic, folk-like pentatonicism.  
                                                 
18 A traditional Indian instrument played with a bow. 
19 With no functional harmonic movement in the background, Zawinul was seemingly free to do whatever 
he pleased with his improvisation. However, during their preparatory discussions, it appears that Zawinul 
and Fischer had established certain aesthetic guidelines for the improvisatory work on The Rise & Fall of 
the Third Stream. As Fischer has maintained: ‘‘I said to Joe, ‘It’s gotta sell! This is no monument to you 
and me. We want to make contact with the audience.’ And he could do that. He’d already proved it. So the 
less I heard of the jazz clich￩s of the ‘40s and ‘50s, the better I liked it. So we decided that we would go 
that way, with extended melodies that really said something, reinforced with the horns, and when he got to 
the piano it would be open, with no [harmonic] background as such – the soloist would be free to go 
wherever he wanted to – so the solo sections weren’t written with any specified chords to follow. We were 
free to go anywhere. But I used to say, ‘Make it sensible!,’ like we were speaking to somebody. That was 
how that music was formed.’’ Cited by Brian Glasser. See Glasser, Ibid., 104. 
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iii)  frequent use of pauses, providing emphasis and creating tension and release.  
iv)  recurring funk/soul figuration and rhythmic inflection. 
v)  significant variation in accentuation, phrasing and articulation, fully exploiting the        
unique timbres of the electric piano.             
     
From a performance standpoint, Zawinul clearly attached great importance to the overall 
plan of his improvisation, as exemplified by the pacing and cogent development of the 
musical  ideas.  When pared down to  its  fundamental structure, the improvisation has 
three identifiable parts: a short introductory section (0:17 – 0:50) a lengthy development 
section (0:51 – 3: 20) and a concise ending (3:21 – 4:11). He starts circumspectly with a 
series of simple thematic motives that are broken up with passages of silence that appear 
to answer each other. In contrast with the spaciousness of the introduction, the middle 
section exhibits a more dynamic style of playing. As the music gathers in intensity, he 
develops  the  introductory  thematic  material  into  increasingly  elaborate  phrase-length 
statements.  Subsequently,  he  introduces  even  greater  melodic  and  rhythmical 
complexity,  thereby  augmenting  the  original  thematic/rhythmic  strands  into  highly 
convoluted musical lines. On reaching the climax (2:55 – 3:20), he performs a sequence 
of rhythmically varied, funk-like figures. With the release in tension, he proceeds calmly 
to the ending with a succession of melodic lines and motives that retrace the original 
thematic material.    
 
From a historical perspective, the extended solo on ‘The Soul of a Village – Part II’ 
provides  clear  evidence  of  Zawinul’s  musical  development  following  his  creative 156 
 
breakthrough in 1966. His authoritative performance shows that he was in the process of 
developing an authentic musical voice that would set him apart from other contemporary 
jazz keyboard players. Certainly on the evidence of this solo, he had expunged all traces 
of bebop phrasing from his improvising style. Furthermore, by balancing his virtuosity 
and innate lyricism, he had begun to evolve an expressive musical language with the 
power to communicate directly to the listener. Indeed, such is the strength and fluency 
of his delivery on ‘The Soul of a Village – Part II’ that the improvisation seems to 
unfold with a natural sounding inevitability. In this respect, what is particularly striking 
is the way that he employs strategies that are quasi-compositional in their conception, 
which  give  the  solo  an  over-arching  sense  of  structure.  To  put  it  another  way,  in 
common  with  jazz’s  great  individualists  (Louis  Armstrong,  Lester  Young,  Coleman 
Hawkins, Charlie Parker, John Coltrane, and, Miles Davis, to name but a few) Zawinul 
had learned the arcane art of storytelling.
20 Characteristically, his way of storytelling 
portrays a rhetorical journey in musical sound, shaped by changes in articulation, mood 
and dynamics. From a  purely technical standpoint, his soloing method  integrates  an 
extemporized theme and variations approach within a loosely defined structural plan. It 
might be argued that in relation to the solo on ‘The Soul of a Village – Part II,’ whether 
developing his thematic material, punctuating phrases or playing against the background 
rhythm  and  sounds,  his  intuition  on  how  to  pace  his  delivery,  and  in  particular  his 
pauses, make compelling rhetoric. From the above points, it is reasonable to conclude 
that from 1966 to 1967 he found a level of inner unity and self-assurance that was 
                                                 
20  In  jazz  improvisation,  a  soloist’s  facility  for  setting  out  his  or  her  musical  thought  is  frequently 
associated with the idea of ‘storytelling’. For an informed discussion of this topic, see Paul F. Berliner, 
1994. Thinking In Jazz: The Infinite Art of Improvisation, University of Chicago Press, 201-210. 
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paramount  to  the  genesis  of  his  individualistic  performing  style.  Equally,  it  is  also 
apparent that while he no longer imitated the past, he did not entirely break from it 
either; rather he grew out of it, and purposefully extended it in new directions.  
 
Taken as a whole, The Rise & Fall Of The Third Stream was a highly experimental 
album for the time and represented a fundamental departure from Zawinul’s previous 
solo  project  Money  In  The  Pocket.  The  important  point  is  that  the  experience  of 
collaborating with William Fischer had a far-reaching impact on his professional and 
artistic development. Firstly, as a soloist, working with Fischer provided him with an 
opportunity  to  advance  his  highly  individualized  approach  to  shaping  melodic  and 
rhythmic ideas. Indeed, the improvised solos on The Rise & Fall Of The Third Stream 
provide  the  earliest  instance  of  his  mature  style  unfettered  by  the  constraints  he 
undoubtedly encountered as a sideman in ‘Cannonball’ Adderley’s band. Secondly, as a 
composer, he clearly benefited from the proximity he had with Fischer’s compositional 
approach. Most importantly, with Fischer’s assistance he was able to familiarize himself 
with  writing  extended  structures  and  was  encouraged  to  pioneer  his  own  formal 
innovations  in  the  jazz  idiom.  Finally,  the  music  that  emerged  from  Zawinul  and 
Fischer’s  creative  association  was  multifaceted  and  stylistically  diverse,  easily 
assimilating the practices  of modal jazz, avant-garde jazz, Western art music,  Indian 
music, European folk music, and contemporary vernacular music. In the context of jazz 
in the second half of the 1960s, the breadth of musical language found on The Rise & 
Fall Of The Third Stream was without precedent, which placed it at the vanguard of jazz 
experimentalism.  When  seen  in  this  light,  Zawinul  and  Fischer’s  eclectic  approach 
constituted one of the most innovative and catholic of the early incursions into electro-158 
 
acoustic jazz. One final point, although The Rise & Fall Of The Third Stream was not a 
huge commercial success it did collect plaudits from liberal critics. The upshot of this 
critical recognition was that Zawinul (as the named artist) received a Grammy for the 
album in 1968, which further enhanced his standing in contemporary American jazz and 
gave him the confidence to press forward with his open jazz approach. 
 
At thirty-six, Zawinul now commanded a high degree of respect from his peers in New 
York’s contemporary jazz circles.  The following extract from a 1969 ‘Blindfold Test’ 
that  the  composer  and  keyboard  player  Herbie  Hancock  gave  for  Down  Beat,  is 
particularly revealing for the admiration he has for Zawinul’s open jazz approach:  
 
That’s beautiful! That’s right down my alley, fits right into everything I want to do 
with music …. There nothing to criticize in there … The composition was perfect. 
Here is a demonstration of the core of music; that’s getting past formal into the 
universal concept of music, which is sound, regardless of what it is … Of course, 
there are certain things that are part of the tradition of jazz. The fact that there is a 
constant  7/4  meter  doesn’t  break  that  pattern.  The  underlying  background  is 
basically a minor chord that changes colors … That’s Joe’s composition. Joe is the 
only one I can think of … besides Miles [Davis] who shapes all the tunes that come 
into his band and sometimes they wind up similar in shape, or within the same 
general open conception as Joe’s. Tony Williams writes in an open way too, but 
not quite like this. But this is definitely Joe, and he’s one of my very favorites as 
far as composition and ability to play the piano are concerned …Joe was the first 
person I met when I came to New York. His whole being has gone through such a 
metamorphosis since then. He had certain kinds of insecurities at that time, which 159 
 
since Mercy, Mercy  have completely disappeared. He’s a European piano player, 
his roots are not in the music which comes out of America – and he’s white, too.  
Maybe this was the source of the insecurities he had, and then he writes one of the 




It is clear from taking a broad perspective that in the late 1960s and early 1970s Zawinul 
was at the heart of developments in contemporary jazz in American that helped to rescue 
jazz from its terminal decline into obscurity. As was mentioned before, in the period 
from 1968 to 1970 Zawinul achieved significant recognition for his collaboration with 
Miles Davis. Historically, this was a vitally important partnership, since the success of 
the new musical synthesis that originated in their studio recordings not only helped to 
raise the profile of jazz in America but also attracted a worldwide audience. Given the 
scale of this breakthrough, it is not surprising that Davis wanted Zawinul to join his 
concert band as a sideman, however, Zawinul’s sights were firmly set on pursuing his 
own artistic goals and eventually leading his own working ensemble, consequently he 
declined Davis’s invitation.      
 
In August 1970, Zawinul took a decisive step towards realizing his creative objectives 
when  he  began  recording  the  tracks  that  would  later  appear  on  his  eponymous  solo 
album Zawinul (1971).
22 According to the producer Joel Dorn, the music recorded for the 
                                                 
21 Note: Hancock was responding to an unidentified recording of Zawinul’s composition ‘The Scavenger’ 
from Cannonball In Person (1968). Hancock concluded his remarks by awarding the piece ‘Five stars,’ 
which  by  the  protocols  of  Down  Beat  was  its  highest  commendation.  See  Herbie  Hancock,  1969. 
‘Blindfold Test’, Down Beat (18 September 1969), 28. 
22 On Atlantic Records 1970 session index, the recording dates for  Zawinul show three sessions in August 
(August 6, 10 and 12) and one in October (October, 28). See Atlantic Records Discography for 1970 on 
www.jazzdisco.org/atlantic/1970-dis/, (accessed 15 July 2004).   160 
 
album was entirely Zawinul’s conception: ‘In this instance, Joe came with something 
that was his own vision, and I kinda stayed outta the way. The slowed down tapes and 
that kind of stuff, that was all his own thing. I’m glad my name’s on the back of the 
record, because I think it’s a terrific record, but it was Joe’s record.’
23  Interestingly, 
Miles Davis wanted to be involved with the project but Zawinul reasoned somewhat 
astutely that this would not be a good idea:  
 
Ich wollte sehen, wohin ich aus eigener Kraft und mit meinem Namen kommen 
würde. Musik ist auch Strategie. Es ist sehr wichtig, wie man sich verkauft. Meine 
Überlegung lautete: Entweder kann diese Platte allein, ohne Miles Davis’ Hilfe  
bestehen  –  oder  es  ist  noch  nichts  da,  womit  ich  Aufmerksamkeit  zu  erregen 
vermag.  Natürlich  hätte  ich  mehr  Platten  verkauft,  wenn  Miles  dabei  gewesen 
wäre, aber das war nicht mein Zeil.
24  
 
I wanted to see how far I could get with my own energy and my own name. Music 
is also a strategy. It is also very important how one sells oneself. My thoughts on 
this are: either this record can stand alone without Miles Davis’ help, or there is 
nothing there yet on which I could focus my attention. Of course, I would have 
sold more records if Miles had been involved, but that was not my objective.
25 
 
Instead, Zawinul asked Davis if he would contribute something for the liner notes. Davis 
subsequently provided the following: 
 
                                                 
23 See Glasser, Ibid., 127. 
24 See Gunther Baumann, 2002. Zawinul: Ein Leben Aus Jazz, Salzburg, Residenz Verlag, 98. 
25 Translation prepared by Gunhild Bond. 161 
 
Zawinul is extending the thoughts that we’ve both had for years. And probably the 
thoughts that most so-called now musicians have not yet been able to express.  P.S. 
Dig the two drummers and Herbie with the echoplex – and the clear funky black 
soprano sound – and the setting that Woody has to play in. All these musicians are 
set up. Joe sets up the musicians so they have to play like they do, in order to fit the 
music like they do. In order to fit this music you have to ‘‘Clich￩-Free.’’ In order to 
write  this  type  of  music,  you  have  to  be  free  inside  of  yourself  and  be  Josef 
Zawinul with two beige kids, a black wife, two pianos, from Vienna, a Cancer and 
‘‘Clich￩-Free.’’
26    
 
While  the  music  on  Zawinul  represents  what  is  perhaps  the  earliest  unadulterated 
expression of Zawinul’s open jazz aesthetic, in terms of his compositional approach the 
album is as much retrospective as it is forward-looking. In reality, the majority of pieces 
he selected for the project (‘Doctor Honoris Causa,’ ‘In A Silent Way,’ and ‘Double 
Image’)  were  composed  during  the  winter  of  1966.
27  The  true  significance  of  this 
recording lies in the fact that for the first time in his career, Zawinul exerted something 
like complete creative control over the production of his music, and this provides us with 
an inimitable view of his individual sound world. A more detailed discussion of this 
topic will take place later, when we consider the album’s expansive musical language. At 
this point, however, it is worth mentioning that under the circumstances, the recording 
offers a fascinating glimpse at the contrasting elements in Zawinul’s personal aesthetic, 
which subsequently became an abiding part of his creative persona: cosmopolitan while 
being manifestly streetwise, cultured yet at the same time intensely passionate, elegant 
                                                 
26 See Miles Davis, 1971. Liner notes to Zawinul, Atlantic, SDE 1579, 1971. 
27 See page 76 of this text. 162 
 
but also pragmatically tough minded.  
 
From the album’s external appearance (Figure 4.2), it is evident that the cover art was 
designed  to  underline  Zawinul’s  identity  as  that  of  musician  with  a  serious  artistic 
purpose: the front cover bears only the leader’s surname and features an atmospheric 
black-and-white portrait of him taken by the photographer Ed Freeman 
 











Furthermore, in the liner notes there are no explicit pointers (or indeed any allusions to 
jazz) that might help a potential consumer to position the music. Instead, the contents 
are  simply  described  as,  ‘Music  for  two  electric  pianos,  flute,  trumpet,  soprano 
saxophone, two contra basses and percussion.’
28 One might infer from this that Zawinul 
                                                 
28 Because of its negative associations, it seems that like Miles Davis, Zawinul was keen to avoid using the 
term jazz to describe his music in 1970. As Stuart Nicholson noted in relation to Davis’s promotional 
material in the same year, Davis specifically requested that references to jazz were to be ‘replaced by ‘‘a 
new direction in music,’’ since the term ‘‘jazz’’ in 1970 was seen as pejorative and limiting, especially by 163 
 
was sufficiently aware of his standing in America’s contemporary music scene that he 
did not deem it necessary to limit perceptions of his work by giving it a label. 
  
On the other hand, Zawinul provides a written narrative below the titles of each of his 
compositions, which contributes to the idea that in his individual sound world he is 
concerned with ‘storytelling.’ Moreover, the inclusion of explanatory texts suggests that 
Zawinul had a programmatic or quasi-impressionistic idea in mind for his music. In the 
case  of  ‘Doctor  Honoris  Causa,’  the  text  states  that  piece  is  ‘Dedicated  to  Herbie 
Hancock  for  his  Honorary  Doctorate  at  Grinnell  University  in  Des  Moines,  Iowa.’ 
Arguably, Zawinul portrays something of the formal grandeur of an awards ceremony 
with music that has a stately and processional quality. More problematic, however, is the 
text for ‘Double Image’ which reads: ‘A concept of what man thinks he is as opposed to 
what he really is.’ As intriguing as this philosophical thought might be, it is surely 
beyond the scope of any composer to convey its meaning in purely instrumental terms. 
Conversely, there is no denying the expressive subject of ‘His Last Journey,’ which has 
the following supplementary text: ‘A tone poem reminiscent of his grandfather’s funeral 
on a cold winter day in an Austrian mountain village.’ In this piece, Zawinul evokes the 
solemnity  of  such  an  occasion  with  music  that  has  an  elegiac  dirge-like  quality. 
Consequently, even without the text an informed listener might readily grasp the piece’s 
funereal association. It is also worth mentioning in passing, that with two of the texts 
Zawinul is lenient with the truth. Firstly, the sleeve information for ‘In A Silent Way’ 
states, ‘Impressions of Joe Zawinul’s days as a shepherd boy in Austria.’ This portrayal 
                                                                                                                                                 
the youth market.’ See Nicholson, 1998. Jazz-Rock: A History, New York, Schrmer Books; Edinburgh, 
Canongate, 114. 164 
 
is somewhat misleading, since as Glasser discovered in his research, Zawinul ‘was first 
and foremost a city dweller.’
29 Secondly, there is an error in the text for ‘Arrival in New 
York’ which reads, ‘Joe Zawinul’s first impressions of New York when he arrived here 
as a boy on a ship from France.’ It is perhaps of minor consequence, but as previously 
documented, Zawinul first came to America in January 1959 at the age of 26. A possible 
reason for this level of factual imprecision was that in his planned ‘strategy’ for the 
album  Zawinul  elected  to  present  a  mythological  image  that  would  appeal  to  the 
American market. In any event, it seems evident that with his carefully chosen titles and 
related liner notes, Zawinul wanted to create an ambience that would – to some extent – 
evoke extra-musical associations. Having acknowledged the significance of non-musical 
ideas that informed Zawinul’s thought when he composed and named the pieces, it is 
also  important  to  recognize  that  his  creative  expression  and  narrative  intent  can  be 
appreciated in purely musical terms. 
 
The compositions on Zawinul are evidence of a multifaceted approach that was certainly 
pioneering and experimental. Indeed, the recording ably demonstrates that Zawinul had 
developed an individual stylistic vocabulary that set him apart from other composers 
working in contemporary jazz. However what is perhaps most noteworthy about his 
music  (which  Herbie  Hancock  alluded  to  in  the  Down  Beat  extract  above)  is  that 
Zawinul  –  whose  roots  are  far  from  being  in  African-American  music  –  not  only 
                                                 
29 See Glasser, Ibid., 126. Interestingly, in an interview with Gunther Baumann Zawinul gave a warm 
account of the origin of ‘In A Silent Way’:  ‘… I was with my family in Vienna. We dropped the children 
off at my parents … and rented a room nearby in the AEZ-Hotel with a view onto the Stadtpark. That was 
the first time the whole family were together in Vienna … It started to snow, my wife was already asleep 
and I sat at the window and thought, actually life is just wonderful and worth all the trouble. In this mood, 
I wrote the piece … in just two or three minutes. IN A SILENT WAY.’ Translation from the original 
German text by Gunhild Bond. See Baumann, Ibid., 88-89.  165 
 
encapsulated  the  tradition  of  American  jazz  but  also  raised  the  bar  as  far  as 
compositional possibilities were concerned. Consequently, even though the sound world 
of Zawinul is predominantly modal it would be inappropriate to draw a close association 
between it and the existing norms of modal composition in jazz – represented by such 
recordings  as  Miles  Davis’s  Kind  of  Blue  (1959)  and  John  Coltrane’s  My  Favorite 
Things  (1960)  –  since  Zawinul’s  compositional  methods  are  sui  generis.  Likewise, 
Zawinul’s stylistic hybrid is entirely individualistic, which differentiates his music from 
the work of other musicians active in the field of jazz-fusion at the time. In this context, 
while it is possible to trace the influence of jazz, art music, folk music and contemporary 
popular music in the pieces on the recording, because of the strength  of his artistic 
expression there is an overriding sense that Zawinul transformed these practices into his 
distinctive musical language. In other words, by way of his open jazz aesthetic, Zawinul 
appropriated  from  a  wide  range  of  influences  and  experiences  that  stimulated  his 
creative thought and assimilated this into a recognizable personal style.  
 
On this point, the pieces selected for the project exemplify four of Zawinul’s personal 
stylistic  mannerisms  –  each  of  which  in  varying  ways  continued  to  figure  in  his 
compositional  output  throughout  his  career.  Firstly,  as  with  numerous  pieces  in  his 
recorded  repertoire,  he  is  concerned  with  integrating  thematic  material,  formative 
outline and improvisation (individual and collective) into an expressive and coherent 
whole. This characteristic is most evident in two complementary pieces ‘Doctor Honoris 
Causa’ and ‘Double Image.’ Despite structural differences, each of the pieces features 
collective  interplay  and  solo  extemporization,  and  in  both  cases,  the  improvised 
elements  appear  naturally  embedded  in  the  fabric  of  the  composition.  Secondly,  an 166 
 
important stylistic element of his music is its fluid rhythmical motion. In general, he 
resists  using  the  backbeat  (the  standardized  metrical  rhythm  of  swing  and  for  that 
matter, contemporary styles of popular music) with its relentless accentuation of the 
second and fourth beats in a four-beat measure. For example, in ‘Doctor Honoris Causa’ 
(a leisurely piece in 4/4) the percussionists give each beat equal emphasis, creating a 
flowing processional feel to the music. Although the performance clearly swings, it is 
noticeable  that  bass  parts  avoid  conventional  walking  (playing  four  in  the  bar)  and 
instead play interrupted rhythmic lines reminiscent of contemporary funk. Thirdly, he is 
concerned  with  melodic  phrasing  and  lyrical  expression.  On  the  recording,  Zawinul 
demonstrates his considerable flair for melody in two rubato pieces ‘In A Silent Way’ 
and ‘His Last Journey’: written in a style that might be termed free tempo instrumental 
ballad. Aside from the apparent ease with which Zawinul composed and arranged his 
themes, what is striking about these pieces is the absence of any solo improvisations. 
Finally,  the  fourth  element  of  his  personal  style  is  demonstrably  his  search  for 
innovation.  In  this  respect,  the  album’s  most  radical  track  (especially  from  a  jazz 
perspective)  is  ‘Arrival  in  New  York.’  In  this  piece,  Zawinul  experiments  with  the 
technique of ‘structural montage’ recalling the work of Edgard Var￨se and the musique 
concrète movement. The idea of introducing these methods into the jazz domain was 
certainly imaginative and epitomized the openness of Zawinul’s approach. Furthermore, 
his burgeoning interest in the electronic media and sound manipulation – as illustrated 
by  his  use  of  electric  keyboards  and  advanced  studio  techniques  –  pointed  to  new 
sensibility regarding the generation of musical sounds. Most significantly, like many 
postmodernist composers (John Cage, Karlheinz Stockhausen, and Earle Brown are only 167 
 
some of them) Zawinul considered all sounds  – and not just dedicated pitches  – as 
viable  material  for  his  pieces.  Thus,  in  a  meaningful  way,  ‘Arrival  in  New  York’ 
challenged received notions of what constitutes music. 
 
Stylistically, the pieces recorded for the album clearly demonstrate the diverse nature of 
Zawinul’s  compositional  and  performing  goals.  Moreover,  in  pursuit  of  his  artistic 
objectives, Zawinul’s contribution to the project reached an almost unprecedented level: 
along with his multiple roles as composer, performer and leader, he was also primarily 
responsible for the album’s production values. As a result, he was able to assume control 
over the way the music was recorded in the studio and ultimately how it sounded on 
record.  As  was  mentioned  earlier,  producer  Joel  Dorn  freely  acknowledged  that  the 
album was Zawinul’s ‘own vision.’ Another way of putting it would be to say that this 
was Zawinul’s personal ‘concept’ album, and that he planned the order of pieces to 
express a sense of large-scale musical coherence. 
 
Indeed, in terms of overall formal design, the strategic arrangement of the five pieces is 
somewhat reminiscent of a multi-movement suite. Figure 4.3 shows the order of the 
tracks with their principal tonal centres. The bracketed figures are track times taken 
from the compact disc:  
 
Figure 4.3     Table of tracks on Zawinul showing their principal tonalities 
Track 1, ‘Doctor Honoris Causa’ (13:45) – Primarily B tonality   
Track 2, ‘In A Silent Way’ (4:47) – E tonality migrating to E Mixolydian            
Track 3, ‘His Last Journey’ (4:37) – D flat Lydian   
Track 4, ‘Double Image’ (10:37) – B tonality with motivic fragments in B Dorian          
Track 5, ‘Arrival in New York’ (1:59) – C major pentatonic  168 
 
In compositional terms, the pervasiveness of modal tonalities, static harmonies and pedal 
points  in  each  of  the  pieces,  contribute  to  the  album’s  overall  ambience  and 
homogeneity. Furthermore, Zawinul achieves a sense of musical continuum by means of 
a simple procedural device, which links the three inner tracks; each of these pieces ends 
on a C-sharp (D-flat) pedal note, which then becomes the introductory pedal for the next 
track. Thus, ‘In A Silent Way’ ends on a C-sharp pedal and after a brief interval the 
music recommences on a D-flat pedal at the beginning of ‘His Last Journey.’ In the same 
way, ‘His Last Journey’ closes on a D-flat pedal and moves without pausing to a C-sharp 
pedal at the beginning of ‘Double Image.’ Additionally, there are certain parallels (as 
was indicated previously) between tracks 1 and 4 and between tracks 2, and 3. Equally, 
Zawinul provides contrast and variety by adopting different formative procedures for 
each of the pieces; by changing the instrumentation and rhythmic motion; by varying the 
tonal  palette  and  sound  textures;  and  by  subtle  shifts  in  dynamics  and  accentuation. 
Viewed as a whole, the album is a compelling musical journey through a complex sound 
world that included settings that were familiar in a contemporary jazz context but also 
indicated domains that were remote and startlingly original.     
 
As  was  touched  on  in  the  foregoing  discussion,  Zawinul’s  compositional  output 
generally falls into two categories. Constituting the greater part of his production, are 
works that combine strongly defined formal elements (themes, structural outline and so 
forth) with space for individual and collective improvisation. In the second category are 
a small number of works based on prearranged material (predominantly melodic) that do 
not feature solo improvisations. With regard to the compositions on Zawinul the essential 169 
 
features which represent the different sides of his compositional approach, are found in 
two companion pieces, ‘Doctor Honoris Causa’ and ‘In A Silent Way.’ 
     
In  its  position  as  the  opening  track,  the  elegant  lyricism  of  ‘Doctor  Honoris  Causa’ 
establishes  the  tone  for  the  recording.
30  The piece has an unhurried 4/4 tempo and 
involves the full ensemble. Essentially, it is monothematic with two slightly different 
structural variations: resulting in three appearances of the distinctive long -lined theme. 
When reduced to its most bas ic format the thematic outer form is: Intro, A, A¹, A². 
Figure 4.4 provides an outline of the main events. (Note: timings based on readings taken 
from the compa 
 
Figure 4.4     Table showing the main events in ‘Doctor Honoris Causa’ 
 
1. Introduction in two parts:  a) Free Tempo          0:00 – 0:33             
b) 15 bars – establishing the metrical rhythm  0:34 – 1:28  
2. Section      27 bars           1:29 – 3:04   
3. Section A¹      24 bars (23 bars 4/4 plus 1 bar 6/4)    3:05 – 4:29 
4. Trumpet solo     42 bars           4:30 – 6:51 
5. Interlude 1      6 bars            6:52 – 7:12                            
6. Sax solo      24 bars           7:13 – 8:34        
7. Interlude 2      6 bars            8:35 – 8:55     
8. First keyboard solo    16 bars           8:56 – 9:48   
9. Interlude 3      5 bars (1 bar 3/4 plus 4 bars 4/4)     9:49 – 10:06            
10. Second keyboard solo  20 bars           10:07 – 11:18                                             
11. Interlude 4      9 bars            11:19 – 11:49  
12. Section A²      23 bars (ending on a fermata)      11:50 – 13:45                             
 
For  the  most  part,  Zawinul  configures  the  instrumental  resources  into  a  three-level 
formation of rhythm and sound: underlying metrical rhythm and pedal notes (percussion 
and basses); multi-layered electronic textures (two electric pianos); and the individual 
                                                 
30 Track One on Zawinul Project CD II. 170 
 
sounds of the wind and brass instruments (flute, soprano sax and trumpet). However in 
the case of the keyboards, it is noticeable that they perform a variety of roles in the 
music: they supply particular phrases in the transit of the main theme; they provide 
background textures to the main theme; they support the principal soloists; and they 
each have solo spots.  
  
Perhaps in keeping with its subject matter, the first part of the introduction (0:00 – 0:33) 
serves as a kind of miniature fanfare. Texturally, the first half of the fanfare (0:00 – 
0:15) is polyphonic with the soprano sax playing the free tempo melodic line over the 
flute, keyboards and basses slower moving counter melodies. In contrast, the second 
half (0:16 – 0:33) is homophonic with the long-breathed melody of the soprano sax 
accompanied  by  the  gently  murmuring  textures  of  the  keyboards.  In  this  opening 
section, Zawinul creates a sense of anticipation by using two contrasting tonal centres: 
the first half (0:00 – 0:15) has an uncertain E tonality, which migrates in the second half 
(0:15 – 0:33) to a more stable key of C major. The second part of the introduction (0:34 
– 1:28) establishes the metrical processional rhythm, which remains virtually unchanged 
throughout the piece. Initially, the unforced syncopations of the keyboards, basses and 
percussion supply the rhythmic impetus (0:34 – 0:55). However, in bar seven (0:56 – 
0:59) the characteristic four evenly accented rim shots on the side drum enter to give the 
music its forward momentum. What provides structural cohesion between the two parts 
of the introduction is  the occurrence of the C  major tonality.  In the second part, it 
becomes the harmonic foundation for the first eight bars (0:34 – 1:03) reinforced by a C 
pedal note in the bass. In bar nine the tonality unexpectedly moves to B minor. This new 
tonality closes the introduction (1:04 – 1:28) and prepares the way for arrival of the 171 
 
main theme.  The first statement of the main theme in Section A (1:29 – 3:04) has a 
number  of  unusual  features  that  show  the  originality  of  Zawinul’s  compositional 
technique. Firstly, the A Section has 27 bars, which departs from the standard forms 
used in jazz (32 bars, 12 bars and so forth).
31 Secondly, rather than using a conventional 
chord progression, Zawinul structures the theme around a series of tonal areas with an 
indeterminate B tonality as the harmonic focal point. The complete cycle of tonal 
centres is as follows: B major/minor, bars 1-5 (1:29 – 1.46); G tonality, bars 6-8 (1:47 – 
1:57); B tonality, bars 9-16 (1:58 – 2:26); C-sharp tonality, bars 17-18 (2:27 – 2:33); B 
major/minor, bars 19-21 (2:34 – 2:43); G tonality, bars 22- 25 (2:44 – 2:57); and B 
tonality,  bars  26-27  (2:58  –  3:04).  Thirdly,  the  long-lined  theme  consists  of  seven 
phrase-groups (a, b, c, d, e, f, c¹) liberally interspersed with periods of silence. Many of 
the phrases have an irregular design, which combined with the frequent silences and 
sustains give the melodic line a palpable sense of drama. Moreover, at certain points in 
the music, Zawinul postpones the entrance of a phrase to convey a feeling of suspense. 
For instance, the opening phrase (a) in bars 1-2 begins on the second measure of the bar 
while the  answering phrase  (b) in bars 3-4 begins  on the third measure of the bar. 
Finally, what is perhaps the most striking feature of the theme is its voicing. Instead of 
assigning  the  melodic  line  to  a  set  instrumentation,  Zawinul  voices  it  for  different 
groupings of instruments playing in unison. This way of dividing the thematic material 
not only provides textural contrast but also gives the impression that the instrumentalists 
are involved in a musical dialogue. In order of appearance, the instrumental resources 
employed for the individual phrase-groups are as follows: (a) flute and muted trumpet; 
(b) flute and muted trumpet; (c) phrase divided between electric piano and soprano sax 
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respectively; (d) electric pianos; (e) flute and muted trumpet; (f) flute, muted trumpet 
and soprano sax; and (c¹) flute, muted trumpet and soprano sax. Through these unison 
doublings, Zawinul thickens the thematic line as well as endowing it with a rich mixture 
of timbres. Musically, the theme is eminently accessible, yet by scoring it in varied 
timbral colouration Zawinul appends a further element to draw the listener’s attention.        
 
Supplementary appearances of the theme – Section A¹ (3:05 – 4:29) and Section A² 
(11:50 – 13:45) – closely reproduce the material of Section A with the exception of 
some minor modifications:  
 
1.  The number of bars used in Section A¹ and Section A² differ from those in Section 
A (see the above table) due to variations in the lengths of the silences and sustains. 
2.  In  the  final  phrase  (c¹)  of  Section  A¹  the  timbre  of  the  trumpet  is  open  in 
preparation for the solo.  
3.  Halfway through Section A²  Zawinul  introduces  a  gentle  four-note descending 
keyboard motive (12:21 – 12:34) derived from notes found in the second part of 
phrase-group (e). This new material provides a period of calm before the entrance 
of the second half of the theme (12:35 – 13.45) on which the piece closes.    
 
In relation to performance aspects of the thematic material, it is interesting to observe 
that in the unison doublings the instrumentalists were not required to strictly match their 
playing.  In  a  subtle  way,  the  resulting  difference  in  their  points  of  attack,  phrase 
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qualities. This feature of the music goes to the heart of Zawinul’s recording ethos; it 
seems that he allowed the musicians some latitude in their interpretation of the pre-
arranged elements in order to create an effect of spontaneity. For the same reason, he 
clearly avoided over-rehearsing the arrangement so that when it came to recording this 
piece, the ensemble’s music making would have the freshness of a jam session. By these 
measures, Zawinul captured on record something of the authenticity and creative ferment 
of a live jazz performance.
32  
 
The spontaneous atmosphere of a jam session is certainly present in the lengthy central 
section  (4:30  –  11:49)  which  features  the  contrasting  improvisations  of  four  solo 
instruments:  trumpet,  soprano  sax,  first  electric  piano  (Herbie  Hancock)  and  second 
electric  piano  (Zawinul).  Although  the  majority  of  the  music  in  this  section  is 
extemporized,  Zawinul  deploys  two  unifying  procedures  that  integrate  the 
improvisations and interludes into the structure of the composition. First, he uses two 
structural pitches in the bass register that are directly related to the principal tonality of 
the  main  theme  to  provide  the  tonal  grounding  for  the  solos.  Figure  4.5  shows  the 
underlying structural pitches and principal characteristics of the respective solos. It is 
worth noting here that although the solos take place over a static harmonic framework, 
the double basses are not limited to playing pedal notes or drones.  Instead, the bass 
players use the designated pitches as pivotal notes around which they freely improvise 
their parts. Judging by the rhythmically varied contrapuntal textures that accompany the 
                                                 
32  Close  listening  supports  the  view  that  ‘Doctor  Honoris  Causa’  was  recorded  in  one  take  –  almost 
certainly the first – and that Zawinul was directing proceedings in real-time from the keyboards. In fact, at 
one point early in the recording (2.55), he can be heard exclaiming ‘B!’ (a reference to the tonal centre) 
when the bass players were clearly fumbling around.    
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solos, it seems likely that the only directive was to avoid the conventional walking style 
of bass playing.  
 
Figure 4.5    Table showing the main features of the solos in ‘Doctor Honoris Causa’ 
Solo Instrument   Timings  Structural pitches  Improvisational characteristic      
Trumpet    4:30 – 6:51  B       Primarily B Aeolian 
Soprano    7:13 – 8:34 (i)  F-sharp (7:13 – 7:51)  Primarily B Aeolian 
      (ii)  B          (7:52 – 8:34)  
Electric piano  1  8:35 – 9:48  B      Chromatic (chordal textures) 
Electric piano  2  10:07 – 11:18  B      Pentatonic         
 
In  the  second  procedure,  Zawinul  employs  specific  phrase  groups  from  the  main 
thematic material for the four interludes linking the solos. The musical arrangement of 
the interludes is as follows:  
 
a)  Interlude 1 (6:52 – 7:13): material from phrase groups f and c¹ (bars 19-22) 
b)  Interlude 2 (8:35 – 8:54): material from phrase group f (bars 19- 20) 
c)  Interlude 3 (9:49 – 10:06): material from phrase group c¹ (bars 21-23) 
d)  Interlude 4 (11:19 – 11:49): material from phrase group c¹ (bars 21-23) with 
the addition of an extended B pedal 
 
Viewed as a whole, the thematically integrated organization of ‘Doctor Honoris Causa’ 
demonstrates  the  seriousness  and  purpose  that  Zawinul  brought  to  the  question  of 
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give  the  piece  an  epic  tone,  which  marks  it  as  one  of  the  landmark  works  in 
contemporary  jazz.  As  the  foregoing  analysis  suggests,  Zawinul’s  objective  was  to 
establish an audible relationship between the organized thought of his written music and 
the improvisational work of the musicians he selected for the recording. In consequence, 
he engaged with an issue that emerged with the arrival of modal jazz and free jazz: how 
to balance the putative opposites of form and freedom in order to reach a performance 
that was musically coherent. His solution as demonstrated by ‘Doctor Honoris Causa’ 
was to blend thematic content, natural structure and idiomatic improvisation in such a 
way that each element contributed to the creation of a continuous whole. Moreover, to 
achieve his performance objective, Zawinul put together an ensemble of like-minded 
musicians who were comfortable with his creative methods and whose sensibilities and 
improvising talents he could draw on to flesh out his musical ideas.  
 
As a preamble to discussing ‘In A Silent Way,’ it is worth mentioning that Zawinul’s 
music did not project the rarefied atmosphere of bebop or free jazz, rather his was a 
form  of  expressive  communication  (‘storytelling’)  that  might  challenge  a  listener’s 
assumptions and expectations but whose raison d'être was always a genuine attempt to 
entertain.  In  that  crucial  regard,  his  music  was  not  something  that  only  advanced 
musicians or qualified critics could access.  Indeed, coming from a background with 
Julian  ‘Cannonball’  Adderley  (who  is  widely  acknowledged  as  one  of  jazz’s  most 
skilled  communicators)  Zawinul  learned  from  first-hand  experience  the  value  of 
connecting with a wide audience. Furthermore, by the very nature of his work as a 
professional  jazz  musician,  Zawinul  was  thoroughly  conversant  with  the  American 176 
 
songbook repertory, and through this gained valuable insight into the effectiveness and 
drawing power of consummate melodic writing. Consequently, in developing his own 
musical language, Zawinul did not question the socially relevant aspects of music and 
music making. Instead, his principal concern was to avoid the clichés embedded in jazz 
practice, which he determined were detrimental to originality and contrary to the true 
spirit of jazz. In this respect, Zawinul had a single-minded belief in his compositional 
ability and inventiveness, which undoubtedly stemmed from an innate propensity for 
melody.  Interestingly, in a searching interview for  Keyboard  magazine in  1984, the 
music journalist Greg Armbruster asked Zawinul the following question: ‘How closely 
related is your compositional style to the way you play?’ His expansive response is 
worth quoting in full: 
 
I would say it must be exactly the same, because I compose by playing. I could 
always sit down and play for a long time. Rather than playing 8-note phrases or 
something, I could put together a whole piece of music with a long thought. Then I 
might return at the end to certain things without really thinking about it. It’s more 
of a natural construction.  Concentration is what it really is. I’m not thinking of 
construction, or anything – I just let it move. When it is done, I write it down note 
for note without changing anything.
33 
 
What is most noteworthy about this explanation is the idea that when he was improvising 
Zawinul could focus the free play of his artistic mind on the creation of thematic material 
                                                 
33 See Greg Armbruster, 1984. ‘Zawinul: Continued Hot, Chance of Record Highs’,  Keyboard, (March 
1984), 47- 48.  177 
 
and structure.
34 More to the point, his proficiency at this level of improvisation was such 
that after a playing session he had all the ingredients for a finished piece of music. It 
follows that in his personal musical world improvising and composing were virtually 
indistinguishable.
35  Elsewhere  in  the  interview,  Zawinul  offered  this  categori cal 
evaluation of his composing style: ‘I can’t define exactly what it is, but I know what it is 
not – it is not ‘‘licks.’’ I’m a melodist, and licks I don’t play.’
36 In essence, he was 
principally concerned with the art of melody, and it was perhaps this, more than any 
other single quality that enabled Zawinul to achieve what he did in contemporary jazz.  
  
Returning to the music on the album, Zawinul’s inherent facility for melody arguably 
found its most assured and characteristic expression in the instrumental ballad ‘In A 
Silent Way.’
37 In terms of musical contrast, this track served as the ideal companion 
piece to ‘Doctor Honoris Causa.’ However, from a deeper standpoint it becomes clear 
that the piece had a more complex purpose that related to Zawinul’s overall ‘strategy’ 
for the album. On the one hand, recording a definitive version of the composition not 
only allowed him to expunge some of the disappointment he experienced with Miles 
Davis’s  ruthlessly  edited  account  but  also  provided  the  means  for  asserting  his 
                                                 
34 On this point, it should be noted that Zawinul customarily recorded his improvisations and used the 
material in his compositional process. As he has stated: ‘I switch on the tape recorder and play. I’ll jot 
down the tape number, the day, and maybe the program of the sound … If I need some music, I just listen 
and write down what I want … You see, these tapes are more than sketch books; the only thing I do is edit 
them, because all the compositions are fairly long.’ See Armbruster, Ibid., 48. 
35 Since Zawinul’s death on 11 September 2007, the keyboard player and producer Scott Kinsey has been 
given access to the composer’s vast collection of unreleased recordings (somewhere in the region of 5,000 
cassettes  with additional  files stored on computer). Consequently, he is able to corroborate Zawinul’s 
assertion that his compositions were recorded improvisations. As Kinsey has remarked: ‘I’ve heard some 
cassette tapes and computer files where initially you might have had the idea that nothing is happening, 
then all of a sudden after 10 minutes of playing a complete composition from beginning to end will appear. 
You’ll hear some noodling, then a direction starts happening and before you know it an entire composition 
is there. That blew me away.’ See Ken Micallef, 2008. ‘Joe Zawinul’, Down Beat (August, 2008), 37.  
36 See Armbruster, Ibid., 48.  
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individualism.
38 Conversely, he could not deny that ‘In A Silent Way’ had received 
considerable attention through Davis’s recording, and must have calculated that some of 
this would transfer to his own project. 
 
As  has  already  been  pointed  out,  ‘In  A  Silent  Way’  does  not  include  a  solo 
improvisation  instead  the  main  focus  of  the  performance  is  on  the  written  melodic 
material – played in free rubato time throughout. To underscore this Zawinul assigns the 
lead voice to the soprano sax, whose distinctive timbre and expressive qualities help to 
instil the melodic line in the listener’s mind. On the surface the structural elements of 
the piece are relatively basic; however, closer inspection reveals that permeating the 
music is a wealth of textural detail. Figure 4.6 provides an outline of the main events. 
(Note: timings based on readings taken from the compact disc).  
     
    Figure 4.6          Table showing the main events of ‘In A Silent Way’ 
 
1. Introduction in three parts:  a) electric pianos, cymbals and basses    0:00 – 0:27 
b) soprano sax melodic material     0:27 – 1:35     
c) wind and horns melodic material    1:36 – 2:30 
2. Section A                  2:31 – 3:32                                                                                                                           




A particularly interesting feature of ‘In A Silent Way’ is that the introduction is more 
than half the length of the piece and consists of three parts. This shows the individuality 
of  Zawinul’s  compositional  technique,  since  he  clearly  developed  free  and  flexible 
structures  that  matched  his  improvisational  approach.  In  this  instance,  the  extended 
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introduction  establishes  the  elegiac  ambience  of  the  music  as  well  as  presenting  the 
gradual unfolding of four levels of instrumentation. Given the absence of a rhythmical 
pulse, the overall effect is one of static serenity in which time seems to be suspended.  
 
The first part of the introduction (0:00 – 0:27) begins in an ambiguous E tonality with the 
cascading notes of the electric pianos and the ringing tones of the cymbals creating a 
rippling  current  of  sound.  Also  heard  in  this  undulating  texture  are  the  pizzicato 
downward slides of a double bass. This instrumentation provides the middle layer of the 
music, and it is here where the playing is most free: the fluid improvisations of the 
electric pianos and pizzicato bass create a background of gently shifting textures against 
which the lead instruments perform the written parts. At the bottom end, a bowed bass 
enters at 0:16 with a sustained low E pedal note. This becomes a fundamental structural 
pitch: grounding the tonality and providing continuity between different sections.  
 
The  next  level  of  instrumentation  is  that  of  the  soprano  sax,  which  emerges  as  the 
leading voice in the homophonic texture of the second part of the introduction (0:28 – 
1:35). The highly expressive melodic line of the soprano sax falls into four phrases, 
underpinned by the low E pedal note and auxiliary structural pitches of the bowed bass. 
In the first phrase (0:28 – 0:44) the pitch material is pentatonic, which combined with the 
E pedal gives an effect of pulling the tonality towards E Mixolydian mode.
39 This is only 
transitory, however, since in the second of the soprano’s phrases (0:45 – 1:02) the note 
choices delineate the key of E Major. In fact, the second phrase ends on a D-sharp (0:57) 
which reinforces the new tonality: this is further articulated by the bowed bass moving 
                                                 
39 In order of appearance the notes (in concert pitch) used in this phrase are: G-sharp, B, F-sharp, E and D. 180 
 
up a major third to G-sharp (0:59). The bass G-sharp becomes a supplementary pedal 
point and provides the link with the third phrase (1:03 – 1.12). In this relatively concise 
phrase, the soprano plays in ascending order the notes of E Major 7
th chord and ends 
with a simple three note motive (B, G-sharp, B). The notes in the bass give the phrase 
structural definition first by moving to C-sharp (1:06) to coincide with the soprano’s D-
sharp  and  then  dropping  to  a  B  (1:09)  –  doubling  the  B  in  the  melody.  Although, 
Zawinul does not employ a conventional chord structure as such, the movement of the 
bass line across the three phrases suggests a I, iii, vi, V progression. From this inferred 
dominant, the fourth phrase (1:13 – 1:35) begins with the restoration of the low E pedal 
note in the bass. Against the E pedal, the soprano mirrors the first part of the third phrase 
with an ascending figure using the notes E, G-sharp and B (1:13 – 1:17). An important 
point to note in connection with this figure is its close resemblance (in its pitch material 
and rhythmic pattern) to the opening motive of ‘The Blue Danube’ (Johann Strauss II).
40 
Furthermore, the entire pitch material of this phrase, like that of the opening statement, is 
pentatonic.
41  In  many  respects,  the  four  soprano  sax  phrases  are  characteristic  of  
Zawinul’s  melodic  approach  to  music.  Essentially,  his  natural  form  of  expression  is 
diatonic with strong leanings towards pentatonic and modal-based melodies. Thus, one 
hears in the writing for the soprano sax a fascinating blend of sophisticated melodic lines 
and uncomplicated folk-like motives.  
            
                                                 
40 As was mentioned, Zawinul’s inspiration for ‘In A Silent Way’ came while he was resident in the AEZ-
Hotel overlooking the Vienna Stadtpark. Interestingly, the hotel is adjacent to the gilded bronze monument 
of Johann Strauss II. Thus, with this subtle allusion Zawinul makes an implicit connection with his native 
land and one of its most celebrated composers.  
41 In order of appearance the notes (in concert pitch) used in this phrase are: E, G -sharp, B, C-sharp and D-
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The final layer of instrumentation enters in the third part of the introduction (1:36 – 2:30) 
and consists of the flute and trumpet parts working in combination. In this predominantly 
contrapuntal texture, the soprano sax provides added tone-colour by softly doubling the 
trumpet’s counter melody. There are three further points worth noting about this final 
section. Firstly, the passage subdivides into three parts: (i) 1:36 – 1:48; (ii) 1:49 – 1:59; 
and (iii) 2:00 – 2:30. Secondly, what is perhaps the most striking feature is that almost all 
the music stems from pentatonic material. The various pitches used for the individual 
instruments in the three parts are as follows (Note: The pitches are given in their order of 
appearance and are shown in concert pitch): 
 
1. Flute 
Part (i) C-sharp, C natural, b; Part (ii) C-sharp, C natural, B; Part (iii) G-sharp, F-sharp 
(Thus, the slow moving upper voice of the flute over the three parts presents a pentatonic 
series of C-sharp, C natural, B, G-sharp, F- sharp) 
 
2. Trumpet and soprano sax 
Part (i) G-sharp, F-sharp, C-sharp, E; Part (ii) The same pitches as Part (i); Part (iii) G-
sharp, A, B, E, D-sharp 
(Thus, the more active counter melody uses only four pitches for the first two parts and 
has a pentatonic series for the final part) 
 
3. Bowed Bass 
Part (i) E, A; Part (ii) E, A; Part (iii) E, A, G-sharp, C-sharp, D natural 
(Thus, the very slow moving bass line over the three parts presents a pentatonic series of 




Finally, an important feature in the closing stages of the introduction is the sustained D 
natural in the bowed bass part (2:16 – 2:22). This clearly indicates that a change in 
tonality is imminent, but before proceeding with a resolution, Zawinul allows the electric 
pianos space for a final flourish (2:22 – 2:30) thereby heightening the listener’s sense of 
anticipation.      
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As should be apparent, the amalgamation of the various levels of instrumentation in the 
final part of the introduction is the culmination of a measured process of sound layering. 
In the larger scheme, this closing passage of music with its more complex instrumental 
textures  provides  vivid  contrast  with  the  relatively  unadorned  melody  and 
accompaniment of the first statement of the main theme (A) that follows.  
 
As was mentioned above, the held D natural in the bowed bass part at the end of the 
introduction serves as preparation for a change in tonality. This is resolved with the 
arrival of the main theme in section A (2:31 – 3:32) which is set in E Mixolydian. 
Played  on  the  recording  with  exquisite  feeling  by  the  soprano  saxophonist  Earl 
Turbinton, the extended theme is one of Zawinul’s most potent inspirations and ranks 
among the most memorable in contemporary jazz. In contrast to the contrapuntal texture 
at the end of the introduction, the first A section has a static modal tonality, which is 
reinforced  by  an  unbroken  low  E  pedal  in  the  bowed  bass  part.  The  long-breathed 
soprano sax melody falls into three asymmetrical phrases: (a) 2:31 – 2:51; (b) 2:52 – 
3:08; (c) 3:09 – 3:32. Although the phrase lengths are different, they are bound together 
by common structural features, as well as by their elegiac tone: each of the phrases 
begins with an upward motion followed by downward curve; each has an upward step at 
the end; and they each contain long held notes.
42 The first phrase (a) has a number of 
dotted  rhythmical  figures,  which  gives  the  soprano  sax’s  line  its  expressive  lilting 
quality. In the first part of the phrase, there are two such figures: G-sharp to A, followed 
by B to C-sharp (2:31 – 2:34). After this stepwise upward movement, the melodic line 
drops down a whole tone to a long held B (2:35 – 2:38). The second part of the phrase 
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begins with another dotted figure (F-sharp to A) (2: 39 – 2:40) and then descends to a 
long held E (2:41 – 2:46). The phrase ends with an upward step from a low B (2:47) to a 
held G-sharp (2:48 – 2:51). Compared with the opening statement, the second phrase (b) 
has a broader and more assertive tone. Again, the initial movement of the phrase is 
upwards. Beginning with two adjacent pitches (A to B) (2: 52) the melodic line climbs 
to another dotted figure (E to F-sharp) (2:53) before slipping back to a held E (2: 54 – 
2:56). Maintaining the downward curve, the next note is a held B (a fourth below) (2:57 
–3: 01). The phrase ends with the melodic line swooping down an octave to a low B 
(3:02) before taking a characteristic upward step to a long held F-sharp (3:03 – 3:08). 
The  final  phrase  (c)  follows  a  similar  design  to  the  previous  phrases,  except  the 
incidence of long held notes and the absence of dotted figures give it a more expansive 
and resolute quality. Beginning with an ascending three-note motive (F-sharp, G-sharp 
and A) (3:09 – 3:11) the melody moves up a sixth to a high F-sharp on which it pauses 
(3:12 – 3:14). The phrase then pivots on another three-note motive (E, D natural and E) 
(3:15 – 3:19) before descending to a held C-sharp (3:20 – 3:22). From this point, the 
melody plunges from an A (3:23) to a low E (3:24) before rising and finally coming to 
rest on a long held B (3:24 –3:32). 
 
In terms of thematic material, the two A sections are exactly the same but for one minor 
detail: A¹ draws to a close with the soprano playing a low B (4:29 – 4:32) rather than the 
one an octave higher in its counterpart. In complete contrast, however, Zawinul presents 
the second statement of the theme with a more developed bottom texture. Thus, instead 
of the E pedal note, which accompanied the theme throughout A, the bowed bass part in 
A¹ provides a slow moving counter melody. The pitches used by the bowed bass in A¹ 184 
 
are as follows: E (3:33 – 3:52); G-sharp (3:53 – 3:55); A (3:56 – 4:00); G-sharp (4:01 – 
4:03); C-sharp (4:04 – 4:07); D natural (4:08 – 4:11); D natural (4:12); C-sharp (4:13); 
B (4:14 – 4:15); E (4:16 – 4:19); C-sharp (4:20 – 4:22); D (4:23 – 4:30); and C-sharp 
(4:31 – 4:44). By changing the bottom texture, Zawinul provides variety as well as 
increasing  the  emotional  tension  of  the  music.  This  steadily  builds  throughout  the 
section, until the climactic point is reached on the soprano sax’s E (4:19 – 4:22). With 
the tension subsiding, the residual notes of the theme follow a downward curve (held C-
sharp, then dropping from A to E, and ending on a held low B) (4:23 – 4:37). It is 
noteworthy that under the soprano sax’s final note the bowed bass plays a C-sharp pedal 
(4:31  –  4:44).  Thus,  the  piece  ends  suspended,  seemingly  on  an  unresolved  note. 
However, as was previously observed, Zawinul employs the C-sharp or its enharmonic 
equivalent as a connecting pedal note with the next track, thereby establishing a sense of 
large-scale musical coherence.  
 
From a personal perspective, it must have given Zawinul immense satisfaction to record 
‘In A Silent Way’ as he originally conceived it, especially since the first recording under 
the  leadership  of  Miles  Davis,  had  caused  him  deep  dissatisfaction.  On  that  subject, 
having promised the piece to the trumpeter, Zawinul had to forfeit control while Davis 
edited the music to four statements of the main theme (two played by electric guitar, one 
by soprano sax and one by trumpet and soprano sax) over a continuous E pedal (Section 
A in Zawinul’s version). To compound the matter still further, Davis used the title of 
Zawinul’s composition for the name of his album. Given the unprecedented success of In 
A Silent Way and its subsequent status as a landmark in contemporary jazz, it might be 185 
 
argued that Davis was entirely vindicated for arranging Zawinul’s composition in the 
way that he did.  Beyond commercial considerations, however, Davis’s rather superficial 
treatment of Zawinul’s multi-layered work was a missed opportunity to make a more 
profound musical statement. By contrast, Zawinul’s masterly account reveals the textural 
complexity  and  musical  subtlety  of  ‘In  A  Silent  Way’  to  great  effect.  Indeed,  close 
listening uncovers an underlying unity of invention (stepwise motives, three note figures, 
long held notes etc.) linking the introduction and the main theme of the piece, which is 
simply  not  available  in  Davis’s  version.  Moreover,  Zawinul  does  not  succumb  to 
immoderation: two statements of the main theme are sufficient to deepen and round off 
the entire musical conception and (importantly) leave the listener wanting for more. 
 
Viewed as a whole, Zawinul draws eclectically on a variety of musical sources, yet the 
unity  of  Zawinul’s  creative  vision  and  the  authenticity  of  his  musical  voice  remain 
incontestable. Most importantly, in  terms  of sound, texture and structure, the music 
signalled a radical change in the language of jazz, and indicated new possibilities for 
future jazz writing.   
 
Around  the  time  of  its  release,  Zawinul  attracted  the  attention  of  the  critic  Doug 
Ramsey,  who  in  a  knowledgeable  review  for  Down  Beat  offered  his  thoughts  on 
Zawinul’s contribution to contemporary jazz:  
 
This music grows from the concepts heard in Miles Davis’ In A Silent Way and 
Bitches Brew.  But it is important to keep in mind that Zawinul was involved in 
those projects and may have had considerable influence on them. The music in 
Zawinul is free, yet more tightly controlled than that in the Davis albums, more 186 
 
lyrical and romantic. Zawinul’s European roots manifest  themselves in a certain 
ambience  growing  out  of  but  not  imitating  classical  forms.  He  has    amply 
demonstrated that he is a superb jazzman, both as player and composer. This 
recording is not a blending of those traditions or the grafting of one to the other. It 
is the work of a complete musician who has transcended categories and is certain 
to have a profound influence on the direction music will take in the ‘70s.
43 
 
Measured against his other solo projects (Money In The Pocket and The Rise & Fall Of 
The Third Stream) Zawinul provides resounding evidence of his artistic growth. Indeed, 
from  the  point  of  view  of  his  musical  career,  the  pieces  he  selected  for  the  album 
represent the foremost examples of his mature compositional language. From a wider 
perspective, his open jazz approach was a compelling response to the question of jazz in 
the  postmodern  era.  Set  against  this  background,  Zawinul  ranks  among  the  most 
influential jazz albums of the period.  
 
In closing, the Zawinul album was the culmination of an intensive period of creative 
activity in which Zawinul sought to establish his artistic identity and musical objectives. 
The relevant point here is that recording under his own name gave him the opportunity to 
exercise control over the performance of his music. As a result, he recognized that if he 
wanted to press forward with his artistic development, he needed to take charge of his 
own ensemble. Notwithstanding his apparent self-sufficiency, he was finally motivated 
to take this decisive step through his relationship with the saxophonist and composer 
Wayne Shorter. Although their paths had frequently crossed since playing together in 
                                                 
43 See Doug Ramsey, 1971. Record Review: Joe Zawinul, Zawinul, Down Beat (16 September 1971), 33-
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Maynard Ferguson’s band in 1959, it was during the numerous recording sessions for 
Miles Davis (from 1968 to 1970) and later on Zawinul that they agreed to join forces on 
a  new  musical  venture.  Zawinul’s  relationship  with  Shorter  and  his  compositional 
development in the formative years of Weather Report will be the subject of the next 





New artistic pathways: the formative years of Weather Report 
 
There are no genres, there are only talents 
1 
 
The last chapter discussed a decisive stage in Josef Zawinul’s career, from 1966 to 1970, 
in which he sought to establish his individual expression and identity as a jazz musician 
and  composer.  During  this  remarkably  productive  period,  he  was  a  sideman  in 
Cannonball Adderley’s quintet and gained a reputation as a gifted writer of soulful jazz 
music with such pieces as ‘Mercy, Mercy, Mercy,’ ‘Country Preacher’ and ‘Walk Tall.’ 
In fact, as the quintet’s principal composer, Zawinul had a leading role in its outstanding 
success in the second half of the 1960s. While it is evident that working for Adderley 
provided a platform for his creative talent and offered financial security and continuity, it 
was  perhaps  inevitable  that  as  he  began  to  pioneer  an  alternative  approach  to 
contemporary  jazz  in  the  late  1960s,  issues  surfaced  that  led  him  to  consider  a 
prospective musical career. 
 
This chapter will discuss the grounds for the transformation in Zawinul’s professional 
life in the early 1970s. It will then consider his relationship with the composer and 
saxophonist  Wayne  Shorter,  and  examine  their  shared  aesthetic  objectives,  which 
ultimately  prompted  the  formation  of  Weather  Report.  Finally,  it  will  look  at  the 
                                                 
1 Jean-François Revel, Le Voleur Dans La Maison Vide (1997) 311. Cited by Clive James. See James, 
2008. Cultural Amnesia: Notes in the Margin of my Time, New York, W.W. Norton and Great Britain, 
Picador, 602. 189 
 
importance of Weather Report as a channel for Zawinul’s creative and musical energy 
and evaluate the significance of his compositional output in the formative years of the 
ensemble.           
 
In relation to Zawinul’s musical preoccupations, it is noticeable that from the mid-1960s 
to 1970 he led a dual creative life. On the one hand, he was committed to writing and 
arranging music that was expressly intended for the sound of Cannonball Adderley’s 
quintet.  However,  as  he  explored  the  reach  of  his  composing  talent,  he  came  to 
recognize like many of jazz’s great composers – for instance Duke Ellington, Charles 
Mingus,  Dave Brubeck  and  Thelonious Monk,  to  name four individual artists  – the 
value  of  creating  his  own  repertory.  Looking  back  on  that  era,  he  summarized  his 
position as follows: ‘For many years, I was a sideman and had to play to the best of my 
abilities to please whoever was hiring me. With Cannonball, I couldn’t do everything I 
wanted, but he helped me develop very importantly. I was never impatient because I 
always knew there was something else to learn. So I worked hard and meantime I was 
writing tunes to save for myself later on.’
2 As was mentioned earlier, during this period 
Zawinul began to chart a new area of contemporary jazz that was outside the parameters 
of his compositional work for Adderley.
3 Interestingly, when he collaborated with Miles 
Davis (from 1968 to 1970) he introduced the trumpeter to a number of pieces from his 
private collection (‘Directions,’ ‘In A Silent Way,’ ‘Pharaoh’s Dance,’ ‘Double Image’ 
and  so  forth).  Subsequently,  Zawinul’s  original  compositions  provided  Davis  with 
valuable source material on which he drew as he developed his new sound.               
                                                 
2  Cited  by  Brian  Glasser.  See  Glasser,  2001.  In  A  Silent  Way:  A  Portrait  Of  Joe  Zawinul,  London, 
Sanctuary Publishing, 116. 
3 See page 76 of this text. 190 
 
Thus, by virtue of his compositional work for Adderley and Davis, Zawinul received a 
great  deal  of  attention  and  began  to  establish  an  international  reputation.  Most 
significantly, given the problematical place that jazz has in Western musical culture, he 
was one of those rare composers to have written a work (‘Mercy, Mercy, Mercy’) that 
transcended  the  constraints,  which  typically  prevent  the  music  from  having  a  wider 
circulation and audience. Notwithstanding his status in the world of contemporary jazz in 
the second half of the 1960s, he was still a sideman and as such surrendered control over 
the production of his music. In the previous chapter it was stated that Zawinul took steps 
to ameliorate this situation by recording under his own name. Yet, despite rewarding him 
artistically and providing indispensable leadership experience, this alternative only added 
to the growing sense of dissatisfaction over the path his professional career was taking. 
From his personal recollections of the period, it is evident that he had to deal with a 
number of critical issues in his creative life. In due course, it was a combination of 
factors that led him to end his association with the Adderley band.   
 
Firstly, despite holding Adderley in the highest esteem as a musician and friend, after 
performing in  the quintet  for over nine  years  Zawinul  began to  suffer from  creative 
stagnation. At the same time, he reached an impasse in his creative world and found his 
newly acquired musical objectives at variance with Adderley’s:  
 
Manchmal war’s in jenen Tagen sogar hart für mich, mit Cannonball zu spielen, 
weil ich auf dem Weg in eine andere Richtung war, und hier musse ich immer 
zurück, um die alten Sachen zu spielen.
4  
                                                 
4 See Gunther Baumann,  2002. Zawinul: Ein Leben Aus Jazz, Salzburg, Residenz Verlag, 84 to 85.  191 
 
Sometimes it was very hard for me to play with Cannonball because my way went 
in a different direction and here I had to play the same old stuff.
5  
 
Secondly, by the late 1960s, Zawinul was feeling increasingly disenchanted with the way 
Adderley’s  quintet  was  managed,  in  particular  the  unsympathetic  treatment  of  band 
members at concert venues. On this subject, he has provided the following account of a 
concert the quintet gave in 1969, in which he recalls a formative learning experience:   
 
Wir hatten dann mit der Adderley Bandein Konzert im Plaza Hotel in New York, 
eines  unserer  besten.  Doch  als  es  aus  war,  mussten  wir  wie  immer  selbst 
abbauenund  unsere  Instrumente  durch  das  Publikum  tragen.  Ein  elektrisches 
Klavier, wissen Sie, wie schwer das ist? In der Garderobe sagte ich danach: ‘Wisst 
ihr, man lernt viel im Leben, und heute habe ich etwas gelernt. Wenn ich meine 
eigene  Band  habe,  wird  es  das  nicht  mehr  geben,  dass  die  Musiker  selbst  die 
Instrumente tragen. Man wird uns als Musiker ansehen, und nicht als Arbeiter, die 
Musik spielen.’
6      
 
With the Adderley band we had a concert in the Plaza Hotel in New York – one of 
the best. And when it was finished – like always – we had to take everything down 
and carry our instruments out through the audience. Do you know how heavy an 
electric piano is? Afterwards in the dressing room I said: ‘You know you learn a 
lot  in life and today I have learned something. When I have my own band this 
situation will not happen when musicians will have to carry their instruments. The 
audience will see us as musicians and not as workers that play music.’
7    
                                                 
5 Translation prepared by Gunhild Bond. 
6 See Baumann, Ibid., 75. 
7 Translation prepared by Gunhild Bond. 192 
 
Thirdly, the unprecedented success of his collaboration with Davis had demonstrated that 
there was an audience for his original compositions. Most importantly, it persuaded him 
that the new direction he envisaged for contemporary jazz was not only worth pursuing 
from an aesthetic standpoint but since it clearly aroused a great deal of interest from the 
listening public (especially the younger generation) it was also a music with significant 
commercial potential. Consequently, with the major recording companies prepared to 
speculate on the fortunes of jazz-rock fusion groups in the late 1960s, Zawinul began to 
contemplate a way of pursuing his artistic agenda – a vital part of which involved taking 
charge of his career – and at the same time meet his family obligations.  
      
Finally,  an  important  factor  in  his  decision  to  leave  the  Adderley  quintet  was  the 
renewal  of  his  association  with  Wayne  Shorter,  which  took  place  on  the  recording 
sessions for Miles Davis’s album In A Silent Way in 1968. At the time, Shorter was a 
highly respected member of Davis’s working ensemble; however, it appears that he and 
Zawinul held preliminary talks about forming a band together.
8 Then in the summer of 
1970, Shorter parted company with Davis and while he was considering his options, he 
performed with Zawinul on the track ‘Double Image’ (one of the pieces on the Zawinul 
album).  By  coincidence,  also  taking  part  in  the  session  was  the  Czechoslovakian 
composer and virtuoso double bass player Miroslav Vitous (b.1947). In a fascinating 
correlation,  Vitous  had  played  on  Shorter’s  solo  record  Super  Nova  (1969)  and 
established his own contemporary jazz credentials with the critically acclaimed album 
Infinite Search (1970). What is most notable about the ‘Double Image’ session is that 
                                                 
8 As Shorter’s biographer Michelle Mercer has noted: ‘When Wayne and pianist Joe Zawinul worked 
together on Miles’s In A Silent Way, they made offhand comments about playing together, an idea they’d 
first tossed around in Maynard Ferguson’s band back in 1959.’ See Michelle Mercer, 2004.  footprints: 
The Life and Work of Wayne Shorter, New York, Jeremy P. Tarcher/Penguin, 140. 193 
 
this is the earliest recording of Zawinul, Shorter and Vitous playing together, and as it 
turned out it marked a defining moment in each of their careers. In fact, around the time 
Zawinul was completing his solo project, he was ready to give his notice to Adderley, 
and  in  preparation  for  that  eventuality  entered  into  serious  discussions  with  Shorter 
about the two of them joining forces with Vitous on a new musical venture. From his 
personal recollections of the period, Shorter has affirmed: ‘Joe and I were talking about 
going out on our own. Then we hit on an idea to get together with Miroslav and have a 
band, ‘cause it might be stronger to do it like that. And better than starting out separately 
where you’ve got to build up sidemen and all. We’d be sidemen as a corporate body.’
9 
In the event, Zawinul, Shorter and Vitous reached an agreement to form a three-way 
partnership, which became the first important step in the genesis of Weather Report. 
Subsequently, after fulfilling his commitments to Adderley, Zawinul left the quintet in 
December 1970 to begin a new chapter in his professional career.  
 
Given that Zawinul’s ambition was to lead his own band, it was a surprising shift when 
he opted instead to share the responsibility with two other musicians. However, despite 
his many achievements, he was not immune to the pressures facing all jazz performers at 
the time, namely, how to secure a living in a musical environment that was increasingly 
dominated by rock and popular music. For that reason, having decided to relinquish the 
financial security that Adderley provided, Zawinul minimized the risk he was taking by 
forming a band with musicians whose standing was on a par with his own. Thus, in the 
field of contemporary jazz, Weather Report was demonstrably an all-star line-up, and the 
interest this generated would help the band to secure a lucrative contract with Columbia 
                                                 
9 See Mercer, Ibid., 141. 194 
 
Records. A further point is that Zawinul clearly regarded the three-way partnership as 
little more than a business arrangement. When it came to the musical direction the band 
would  take,  he  and  Shorter  were  the  senior  partners  –  in  both  years  and  musical 
background – and over time, their judgment took precedence. As Zawinul frequently 
stressed: ‘Wayne Shorter und ich waren Weather Report’ (‘Wayne Shorter and I were 
Weather Report’).
10 Indeed, the affinity between Zawinul and Shorter and their well-
matched artistic objectives determined the attitude of Weather Report from its inception.            
 
At the time of forming Weather Report, Zawinul and Shorter were respectively 38 and 37 
years old. The fact that both musicians came from the same generation and possessed 
similar musical values undoubtedly gave strength to their unity of purpose. Moreover, 
they could look back on a long-standing association (in the region of 11 years) that had 
as its source a mutual respect for each other’s musical talent. It is also worth emphasizing 
that  prior  to  converging  on  Miles  Davis’s  pioneering  recordings,  their  careers  had 
followed parallel trajectories. As has already been pointed out, Zawinul first made his 
name as Dinah Washington’s pianist and musical director (1959 to 1961). He then joined 
Cannonball  Adderley’s  quintet,  becoming  a  key  member  of  the  band  and  its  most 
important composer (1961 to 1970). In Shorter’s case, he first came to prominence as a 
saxophonist, composer and musical director of Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers (1959 to 
1964). Subsequently, he joined Miles Davis’s quintet and had a considerable influence on 
the band’s repertoire, supplying the majority of its new compositions (1964 to 1970). It 
follows  from  this  that  Zawinul  and  Shorter  achieved  their  reputations  and  reached 
compositional maturity at virtually the same time.   
                                                 
10 See Baumann, Ibid., 106. 195 
 
Most intriguingly, in advance of their collaborative partnership – and entirely separately 
– Zawinul and Shorter were both attempting to transform the formal structures of jazz 
performance  practice  and  through  their  compositions  had  made  some  important 
contributions in that area. As Zawinul has related: 
 
Our main connection was that independently, not knowing the other was doing it, 
we both started changing the form of music around, away from the song form 
…His songs weren’t in any standard form. We were very much alike and simply 
opened up a melody and let it expand where it went. Independently before we 
worked together, we were both thinking, Why does a tune have to go as long as 
eight bars? Why not more or less?
11 
 
Yet,  despite  the  similarities  in  their  overall  musical  objectives,  the  contrast  between 
Zawinul’s and Shorter’s individual composing methods could hardly have been greater. 
As  was  indicated  in  the  previous  chapter,  Zawinul’s  compositions  are  essentially 
recorded improvisations,  which he subsequently notated as  required. By  comparison, 
Shorter’s  compositional  technique  is  relatively  slow  and  much  more  painstaking, 
especially when he is working out the harmonic setting of his melodies. As Zawinul 
acknowledged with due respect to his partner’s diligence: ‘Wayne could sit with chords 
for a long time, but when he was done, it was masterful.’
12 To amplify this point, Shorter 
evidently relied on Zawinul’s pragmatic approach to leading Weather Report, and even 
gave him free reign to edit his new compositions. As Zawinul remarked in an interview 
with Gunther Baumann:  
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Waynes  neue  Stücke  waren  immer  sehr  lang,  komplett  durchkomponiert  und 
phantastich  ausgeschrieben.  Wenn  man  das am  Boden  ausbreitete,  lagen  da  30 
Seiten  Noten,  von  einer  Wand  an  die  andere.  So  etwas  zu  schreiben  dauert 
natürlich lange, während bei mir das Komponieren nur so viel Zeit braucht, bis ich 
mit dem Improvisieren fertig bin. Das einzige Problem mit Waynes Stücken war, 
dasse sie oftzu lang waren – ideal  vielleicht für ein Kammerorchester. Doch bei 
Weather  Report  dauerten die  Stücke  auf  den  Platten  selten  länger  als fünfoder 
sechs Minuten. Also mussten wir rasch auf den Punkt kommen. Wayne vetraute 
mir: ‘‘Was immer du fühlst, nimm’ die Musik und schneid’ sie  zusammen.’’
13 
 
Wayne’s  new  pieces  were  always  very  long,  completely  composed  and 
fantastically detailed. When you spread it on the floor, there were 30 pages of 
written music reaching from one wall to the other. Of course, to write something 
like that took a long time, whereas with me composing only lasts as long as it takes 
me to finish my improvising.  The only problem with Wayne’s works, were they 
were too long – perhaps ideal for a chamber concert. However, the music Weather 
Report recorded was seldom longer than five or six minutes. Therefore, we had to 
quickly come to the point. Wayne trusted me: ‘‘What ever happens, take the music 
and cut it about.’’
14 
 
Notwithstanding differences in methodology, however, it is important to recognize that 
both  composers  espoused  an  open  approach  to  jazz.  As  Zawinul  has  pointed  out: 
‘Wayne was coming at it independently from me, but he had the same kind of openness, 
with no limits.’
15 Consequently, through their artistic collaboration, this aesthetic would 
                                                 
13 See Baumann, Ibid., 101. 
14 Translation prepared by Gunhild Bond. 
15 See Glasser, Ibid., 132. 197 
 
radically shape the music of Weather Report.        
 
Clearly,  in  the  narrative  of  Weather  Report’s  rise  to  prominence  in  the  1970s,  the 
partnership between Zawinul and Shorter is pivotal; however, this almost belies the fact 
that  on  many  levels  their  individual  characters  were  diametrically  opposed  to  one 
another.
16 Yet, as was demonstrated by the length of their working relationship  – some 
15 years as co-leaders of Weather Report – the seemingly oppositional aspects of their 
personalities found a way of perfectly complementing one another.
17 Moreover, when it 
came  to  making  music  together,  Zawinul’s  ability  to  inspire  Shorter’s  creative 
imagination and vice versa was one of Weather Report’s greatest strengths.    
 
In its earliest manifestation, Weather Report represented an alliance between musicians 
who  were  fully  conversant  with  the  hybrid  language  and  improvising  techniques  of 
contemporary  jazz,  and  that,  taken  in  conjunction  with  their  mutual  compositional 
interests,  ensured  the  band  had  the  resources  to  create  its  own  distinctive  sound. 
However, in order to realize its true potential, Zawinul and Shorter determined that 
above any other consideration, such as musical direction and identity, the ensemble’s 
music  making  would  benefit  from  an  extended  period  of  rehearsal  and  live 
                                                 
16 From the various accounts given by journalists, musicians and their respective biographers, a picture 
emerges which reveals the extent to which Zawinul and Shorter’s personalities diverged. For the most part, 
Zawinul comes across as brash, self-assured, forthright and controlling. Conversely, representations of 
Shorter’s personality tend to depict him as serene, reserved, inward and enigmatic.  
17 In her perceptive account of Zawinul and Shorter’s co-leadership of Weather Report, Michelle Mercer 
observed: ‘Joe once told Wayne that he came to the U.S. looking for a woman like Lena Horn. ‘‘Joe 
wanted a little color in his life,’’ Wayne said. Wayne provided Joe and the band with color, character, and 
charisma. Joe offered guidance and day-to-day management. He argued with promoters and hired and fired 
band members – tasks that came easily to someone who had coped with Nazi SS officers as a twelve-year-
old in his native Austria. Cannonball Adderley had also taught Joe how to take care of business. Between 
themselves, Wayne and Joe had an implicit understanding of how the band should work. ‘‘I was the bad 
guy, and Wayne was the good guy, ’’ Joe said.’  See Mercer, Ibid., 144.   198 
 
performances. As Zawinul has stated: ‘Wir wollten einfach spielen und schauen, was 
passiert. Wir wollten nichts pushen. Die Sache musste sich erst einmal entwickeln.’ 
(‘We simply wanted to play and then see what’s happening. We did not want to push 
anything. The whole thing had to develop first.’)
18 According to Shorter, a compelling 
reason for not establishing Weather Report’s musical identity in the beginning was the 
idea that as a group they wanted to do something new and this entailed finding their own 
musical language:   
 
We said, ‘Let’s do music without capitalization and paragraphs and periods and 
semi-colons  and  colons.’  Then  we  found  out  what  those  capitalizations  and 
indentations  and  colons  were,  what  we  were  talking  about  when  we  were 




During this openly experimental phase, the music making of Weather Report gravitated 
towards a contemporary version of collective improvisation, and incorporated elements 
associated  with  free  jazz,  the  avant-garde  and  contemporary  popular  music.  At  first 
glance, this approach seems to owe a great deal to the model that Miles Davis adopted for 
his landmark studio recordings in the late 1960s and early 1970s; however, it should be 
born in mind that both Zawinul and Shorter were influential in helping Davis achieve his 
artistic  breakthrough.  Moreover,  there  are  fundamental  differences  in  Davis’s  modus 
operandi and the working methods that Zawinul and Shorter implemented for Weather 
Report. In relation to his new musical material, for example, Davis preferred a relatively 
                                                 
18 See Baumann, Ibid., 108. Translation prepared by Gunhild Bond. 
19 See Josef Woodard, 2001. ‘Storm SURGE. (Weather Report, jazz group)’, Down Beat, 68/1 (January 




unstructured approach in the recording studio, which relied on the spontaneous creativity 
of the individual musicians in his chosen line-up and the creative editing of his recording 
engineer Teo Macero to produce a coherent piece of music.
20 From his recollections of 
working with Davis, Shorter pithily observed, ‘[i]n fact, we never really rehearsed.’
21 In 
contrast, Weather Report adopted a more purposeful way of developing its new music 
and repertoire. As Shorter related at the time, ‘[w]e trace some sketches, we express 
ideas, and we rehearse because we’ve chosen to take our time and to rehearse. We work 
those ideas, we see what each one can make of them.’
22  
 
From Zawinul’s point of view, one of the most important features of Weather Report’s 
collective approach to improvisation was its avoidance of the ever-repeating cycle of 
instrumental solos enshrined in jazz performance practice. In an interview with the jazz 
critic Don DeMichael,  he coined the following  dictum  to express  his  thoughts  about 
Weather Report’s collective ethos: ‘We always solo and we never solo.’
23 The idea he is 
attempting to articulate in this seemingly paradoxical statement is that the musicians in 
the band have  equal  status,  and are  ‘free’ to  improvise their individual  parts  (in the 
context  of  the  work  being  played)  in  order  to  achieve  a  collective  composition. 
Furthermore, in their brand of music making no single instrumental voice has primacy. 
What this amounts to is a rejection of jazz orthodoxy, where the improvised solo is the 
overriding performance objective and all other factors (composition, arrangement, and 
accompaniment) are of secondary importance. In denouncing one of jazz’s long-standing 
                                                 
20 See pages 83 to 85 of this text. 
21 See Frank Bergerot and Arnaud Merlin, 1993. The Story Of Jazz: Bop And Beyond, London, Thames & 
Hudson, 138.  
22 See Bergerot and Arnaud, Ibid., 138.   
23 See Don DeMichael’s article on Weather Report, which featured on the back cover of their first album 
Weather Report. Columbia C30661, 1971. 200 
 
conventions, Zawinul was abundantly clear what he sought as an alternative: ‘I wanted to 
play  music  which  had  drive,  which  was  melodically  interesting.  Harmony  wasn’t 
important.  Music  which  was  melodically  and  rhythmically  present,  which  had  tone, 
colour and space, so that you could find silence with it not being hectic.’
24 From a wider 
perspective, both Zawinul and Shorter agreed that Weather Report’s music should have a 
narrative quality, so that the listener might have an impression of journeying through a 
sonic landscape. As Shorter has remarked in characteristic fashion:  
 
We were talking about doing music that had mountains and streams and valleys 
and going over hill and dale. We were trying to do music with another grammar, 
where  you  don’t  resolve  something,  like  writing  a  letter  where  you  don’t  use 
capitals. We wanted to have a fanfare and a chase and an announcement. It was 
close to film music.  Music for films that would never be made.
25      
 
On the same theme, Zawinul provided the following axiom to describe the varied sound 
worlds  of Weather Report’s first  studio album: ‘The music is  a soundtrack for  your 
imagination and head.’
26          
 
From  the  beginning,  Weather  Report  was  manifestly  an  electro-acoustic  ensemble. 
Alongside instruments found in a conventional jazz quintet (saxophone, acoustic piano, 
double bass, drums and percussion) its available instrumental resources included Fender 
                                                 
24 See Glasser, Ibid., 132. 
25 See Mercer, Ibid., 142. 
26 See DeMichael’s liner notes Weather Report. Columbia C30661, 1971.  201 
 
Rhodes electric piano, electric bass and various sound manipulation devices such as 
wah-wah pedals (used on the electric piano, double bass and electric bass) echoplexes, 
phase shifters, and a ring modulator. With this unusual instrumentation, Weather Report 
originated a distinctive hybrid sound that was at the forefront of contemporary jazz. 
Characteristically, the sound the group developed over the first two albums (Weather 
Report and I Sing The Body Electric) was the product of extemporized multi-layered 
ensemble  textures.  In  other  words,  in  Weather  Report’s  early  works  the  individual 
instrumentalists were (for the most part) engaged in producing a collective sound where 
there is little if any division between the foreground and background music.
27 As the 
albums in question amply demonstrate, this integrated improvisational approach resulted 
in a diverse body of work that is unmatched in the area of small group  contemporary 
jazz for the range of moods, timbres and textures it offered.
28  
 
In terms of reception, Weather Report’s early recordings were an artistic and critical 
success.  For  instance,  in  his  review  of  Weather  Report  for  the  influential  music 
magazine Down Beat (May 1971) the jazz critic Dan Morgenstern awarded the album a 
five  star  rating  and  commented:  ‘The  music  of  Weather  Report  is  music  beyond 
                                                 
27 It is worth mentioning that there are in fact three albums from Weather Report’s early years, which 
document the different contexts (studio recordings and live performances) of their collective approach. In 
chronological order these are: Weather Report, 1971 – a studio album recorded between February 16, 1971 
and March 17, 1971; I Sing The Body Electric, 1972 – part studio album (recorded between November 
1971 and January 1972) and part live performance (material taken from a concert on January 13, 1972 in 
Shibuya Kokaido Hall, Tokyo); and Live In Tokyo, 1972 – a complete recording of the band’s concert 
performance in the Shibuya Kokaido Hall (January 13, 1972) initially limited to Japanese release.  
28 In compositional terms, the majority of Weather Report’s early works are little more than rudimentary 
musical  sketches  (short  melodies  and  motives)  around  which  the  group  improvised  and  collectively 
developed  into  full-length  compositions.  From  Zawinul’s  accredited  works,  ‘Orange  Lady’  (Weather 
Report) and ‘Unknown Soldier’ (I Sing The Body Electric) stand out as being pieces with more defined 
compositional features (lengthy melodic lines, counter melodies, harmonic progressions, structures and so 
forth). These compositions will be considered in more detail in subsequent paragraphs.    
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category. All I can add to what has been said by the men who made it is that it seems to 
me music unlike any other I’ve heard, music that is very contemporary but also very 
warm, very human and very beautiful.’
29 Later that same year, the readers of Down Beat 
voted it ‘Jazz Album of the Year’ and in Swing Journal magazine, it won ‘Album of the 
Year.’ In respect of the band’s second album I Sing The Body Electric, the jazz critic 
Gary Giddins awarded it four stars in his review for Down Beat and wrote: ‘The music 
is  brilliantly  played.  There  are  several  beautiful  and  haunting  strains;  the  group 
interaction is often very exciting, and the use of various sound qualities is inspired.’
30 
However, despite the favourable critical reaction, album sales were relatively modest, 
which caused Zawinul some disquiet; ‘[W]e had to make a living. I have a big family 
and Wayne has a big family. Somehow we had to survive.’
31 By the end of 1972, he was 
having strong reservations about the band’s collective approach, ‘[s]ometimes we were 
very  creative,  but  often  it  would  happen  that  if  we  were  not  totally  on,  absolutely 
nothing! I didn’t want that. I didn’t want to search, the composition’s got to be there.’
32 
At the same time, he began to voice his concerns over the highbrow musical identity the 
band had acquired in the contemporary music world: ‘I wanted to put into some of this 
music, to communicate with the common man rather than to just always be talked about 
as cerebral and ethereal. It got on my nerves because, okay, we’re intelligent and all this, 
in our faiths and philosophies, but in general we wanted to talk to the people.’
33         
 
                                                 
29 See Glasser, Ibid., 148.  
30 See Gary Giddins,  1972. Record Review: Weather Report,  I Sing the Body Electric, Down Beat (26 
October 1971), 32.  
31 See Greg Armbruster, 1984. ‘Zawinul: Continued Hot, Chance of Record Highs’, Keyboard, (March 
1984), 49. 
32 See Stuart Nicholson, 1998.  Jazz-Rock: A History, New York, Schirmer Books; Edinburgh, Canongate, 
169. 
33 See Glasser, Ibid., 150. 203 
 
As he engaged with these issues, Zawinul recognized that Weather Report would have 
only a brief lifespan if it continued to perform avant-gardist collective improvisation. 
Therefore, to improve its long-term prospects, he determined the band should adopt a 
new approach that had some degree of accessibility. Consequently, in conjunction with 
more defined compositional elements (thematic material, counter melodies and structural 
outlines) he proposed that the band’s music making would benefit from having a stronger 
rhythmic  and  groove-orientated  foundation:  ‘I  wanted  to  get  into  a  groove,  Weather 
Report had been dependent on just feeling, and I didn’t want it to be about mood. I 
wanted to have a little more organization, so that sometimes when it’s not magical, you 
could still go on and have a little more punch.’
34 Most significantly, to effect this change 
in  direction  he  saw  that  it  was  necessary  for  him  to  accept  greater  leadership 
responsibility:  ‘Wayne  and  I  were  always  pretty  much  on  the  same  wavelength, 
especially in trying to make decisions as to what we wanted to do. But I realized that if I 
did not step up with a totally different force, we were going to disappear.’
35       
 
The emergence of Zawinul as the de facto leader of Weather Report in 1973 was perhaps 
inevitable  given  the  strength  of  his  personality  and  his  determination  to  succeed. 
However, it deserves to be stressed that he assumed control of the musical venture with 
the unconditional support of Wayne Shorter.  In fact, during this period, Shorter was 
undertaking a re-evaluation of his personal beliefs, which stemmed from an emergent 
interest in Buddhism. Because of this life-changing experience, music no longer featured 
as prominently as it once had in Shorter’s life and naturally, this would have a bearing on 
                                                 
34 See Mercer, Ibid., 158 to 159. 
35 See Armbruster, Ibid., 49.  204 
 
his contribution to Weather Report. As Shorter has remarked: ‘I stopped worrying about 
whether or not originality would be subsumed within the crushing wheels of the music 
business. Music took second place for me.’
36 Against this background, Zawinul fully 
accepted that Shorter had to find his own way in music and periodically – even though 
they were involved in a business relationship – he accommodated his partner’s need to 
perform and create outside the remit of Weather Report. For example, during the 1970s, 
Shorter collaborated with the Brazilian pop star and composer Milton Nascimento on the 
highly acclaimed Native Dancer (1975); recorded with the pop musicians Walter Becker 
and Donald Fagen on Steely Dan’s Aja (1977); and recorded several albums with the 
singer and songwriter Joni Mitchell – Don Juan’s Reckless Daughter (1977) and Mingus 
(1979). Clearly, Zawinul did not begrudge his partner’s extramural activities; however, it 
is evident from his stated position that he took his own commitments to Weather Report 
very seriously indeed. As he has mentioned:  
 
[Wayne and I] wir Partner waren, habe ich an der Band, an Weather Report, viel 
mehr  gearbeitet  als  Wayne.    Auch  energiemäßig.  Während  Wayne  Aufnahmen 
machte, mit Joni Mitchell oder NATIVE DANCER, seine phantastische Platte mit 
Milton  Nascimento,  und  verschiedene  Sachen  mehr  –  während  also  all  das 
geschah, hab’ ich überhaupt nichts gemacht außer Weather Report. Ich musste das 
tun, sonst hätten wir nix hingekriegt.
37       
 
 
                                                 
36 See Mercer, Ibid., 157 to 158. As Mercer so appositely put it: ‘When Wayne set out on what Buddhists 
call ‘‘human revolution,’’ he began a long-term growth process that wasn’t always compatible with his 
short-term career goals as a musician.’ See Mercer, Ibid., 157. 
37 See Baumann, Ibid., 102. 205 
 
[Wayne and I] were partners, yet I have worked in the band at Weather Report a lot 
more than Wayne ever did. Also energy-wise. While Wayne made recordings with 
Joni  Mitchell  or  NATIVE  DANCER,  his  phenomenal  record  with  Milton 
Nascimento,  and  a  few  other  things  too  –  so  while  all  this  happened,  I  did 
absolutely nothing beside Weather Report. I had to do that, otherwise we would 
have achieved nothing.
38 
    
With his unflagging energy, persistence and readiness to take on the more prosaic duties 
of running a band (dealing with record company executives, concert promoters, agents 
and so  forth)  Zawinul  was  the ideal  person to lead Weather Report.  Indeed, for the 
remainder of its working life (1973 – 1985) the band was his main concern – serving a 
twofold  purpose  that  mirrored  his  public  and  private  persona.  In  relation  to  his 
professional  career, Weather Report was  an important  business  venture, to  which he 
steadfastly applied himself. As well as taking a leading role in the band’s affairs, from 
1973 onwards, he was largely responsible for producing and orchestrating the music it 
recorded. On the other hand, Weather Report was the primary vehicle for his individual 
expression and as  such played an important  part in  his  inner growth  as  an artist. In 
combination, both of these activities made Zawinul a major force in contemporary jazz 
in the postmodernist era.  
 
Given the circumstances, it is not surprising that Zawinul’s compositions provided the 
core repertoire of Weather Report’s music throughout its lifetime. In point of fact, the 
vast majority of the band’s recorded releases featured one of his works as the opening 
                                                 
38 Translation prepared by Gunhild Bond. 206 
 
track,  which  not  only  underscored  his  importance  as  Weather  Report’s  principal 
composer  but  also  set  the  tone  for  an  unprecedented  succession  of  albums.  Hence, 
Zawinul’s writing was an integral element in Weather Report’s musical identity and its 
conspicuous success. Ultimately, his resounding personal achievement is a vindication of 
his commitment to a composition-based approach to contemporary jazz. Stemming from 
his repudiation of orthodox performance practice, Zawinul’s compositional work offered 
new ways of conceiving jazz form. His imaginative approach to formal structure has 
exerted a strong influence on contemporary jazz composers and will be the topic for the 




New compositional design 
 
In his writing for Weather Report, it is evident that Zawinul wanted to create music that 
was removed from the formulaic approaches of solo-orientated performance practice. As 
was mentioned previously, conventional ways of performing jazz (what is known as its 
common practice) involve traditional blues forms or thirty-two bar (AABA) song forms, 
which are then configured into an overall theme-solos-theme format. For Zawinul, this 
approach had become predictable and placed undue emphasis on the individual soloist: ‘I 
wanted to move away from that because everyone played that way … and something 
Charlie Parker said is very important for me: after three choruses, it’s only practising.’
39 
Incidentally, in the area of small group jazz (which was Zawinul’s chosen domain) even 
the sequence of solos tends to follow a set order, with front line instrumentalists playing 
                                                 
39 See Glasser, Ibid., 132. 207 
 
first followed by the rhythm section. The important consideration here is that Zawinul’s 
compositions were not written as vehicles for the variety of jazz soloing found in its 
common practice.  
       
In relation to his method of composition, previous discussions have noted that the act of 
writing music was relatively natural for Zawinul. Most significantly, rather than adhering 
to  traditional  principals  he  was  guided  by  a  formidable  facility  for  keyboard 
improvisation, which came with a well-developed instinct for compositional structure. 
As he stated in an interview with the jazz critic Ted Panken: ‘One talent I have is that I 
am a form improviser. I can improvise for long stretches and there is a form to it.’
40 
Arguably,  it  was  in  the  matter  of  musical  form  that  Zawinul  made  one  of  his  most 
influential contributions to contemporary jazz compositional technique. 
 
In many respects, ever since Louis Armstrong’s ‘Hot Five’ and ‘Hot Seven’ recordings 
in the mid-to late 1920s, the world of jazz has been gripped by the creative improvising 
of virtuoso soloists.
41 From this point on, it was quickly established that the theme and 
variations form (or chorus form) was the superlative model in which a jazz soloist might 
exhibit his or her artistry. Thus, in practically all styles of jazz music the theme-solos-
theme structure has enjoyed a position of ascendancy. This might go some way towards 
explaining  a)  why  little  critical  attention  has  been  given   (either  by  musicians  or  
commentators) to the question of jazz form, and b) why conservative opinion has tended 
to baulk at the structural innovations of composers like Zawinul. One observer who has 
                                                 
40  See  Panken,  2002.  ‘Interview  with  Joe  Zawinul’  for  Barnes  and  Noble  (May  2002). 
http://music.barnesandnoble.com/features/interviews, (accessed 4 May 2007). 
41 For a discussion of Armstrong’s contribution to this aspect of jazz performance practice, see Ted Gioia, 
1997. The History of Jazz, Oxford University Press, 55-70.       208 
 
welcomed the new approach to jazz form exemplified by the music of Weather Report is 
the composer and musicologist David J. Vayo. In his succinct and clearly written article 
‘Weather  Report  And  The  Expansion  Of  Jazz  Form,’  Vayo  makes  the  following 
important  point  in  the  opening  paragraph:  ‘Jazz  has  always  been  a  fertile  source  of 
innovation in melody, harmony, rhythm, and tone color, but taken as a whole has been 
fairly  conservative  with  regard  to  musical  form.’
42  Expanding  on  this  theme,  he 
continues: 
 
Form has seldom been explored by jazz musicians in the same adventurous way as 
have other musical parameters. Every age did have its formal innovators, however. 
Ferdinand  ‘‘Jelly  Roll’’  Morton  was  one  of  the  first  jazz  composers  to  write 
extended forms that did not rely exclusively on the theme-and-variations principal; 
Duke Ellington, John Lewis (of the Modern Jazz Quartet) and George Russell are 
progressively more recent figures.     
 
Having dealt with some of the more empirical composers in jazz history, Vayo proceeds 
to laud both Zawinul and Shorter for their pioneering work in bringing formal innovation 
to contemporary jazz composition in the 1970s. At this point, a note of caution should 
perhaps enter the discussion, for without diminishing Shorter’s role in providing original 
works for Weather Report, as was indicated earlier Zawinul was given free rein to edit 
and  orchestrate  his  partner’s  compositions  and  therefore  had  a  major  influence  on 
deciding  their  final  structure.
43  For that reason,  Zawinul’s  contribution  to  the  new 
approach to contemporary jazz form is perhaps greater than previously acknowledged.   
                                                 
42 See David J. Vayo, 1991. ‘Weather Report And The Expansion Of Jazz Form’, Contemporary Music 
Forum 3 (1991), 37-42. http://www.bgsu.edu/colleges/music/ MACCM/media/cmf/CMF3.pdf, (accessed 
7 April 2013). 
43 As Shorter’s biographer Michelle Miller confirmed: ‘Wayne trusted Joe’s leadership even when it came 
to the hallowed ground of his own music.’ See Miller, Ibid., 145. 209 
 
In  his  analysis  of  the  forms  employed  in  Weather  Report’s  compositions,  Vayo 
determined  that  they  were  atypical  as  far  as  jazz  was  concerned.  As  he  remarked, 
‘Zawinul’s and Shorter’s compositions generate their own forms in an organic manner 
that often has more in common with concert music than with traditional jazz.’
44 Or to put 
slightly differently, in the music of Weather Report structure emerges from the musical 
material  rather  than  being  prescriptive.  To  illustrate  Weather  Report’s  pioneering 
approach to form Vayo takes three albums from the mid-1970s as the source material for 
his analytical work: Tale Spinnin’, Black Market and Heavy Weather. The results of his 
analysis are displayed on a chart that purports to show all the forms of the twenty works 
on these albums.
45 There is no question that this essay is a genuine attempt by Vayo to 
tackle an important and  previously neglected aspect of contemporary jazz, particularly 
with regard to the structural developments of Weather Report’s music; however, it is 
disappointing that he did not see fit to provide timings etc. (readily available from the 
CD format in the absence of authentic scores) which would have strengthened the finer 
points of his disquisition.          
 
Turning to a closer analysis of Zawinul’s compositions, seven pieces recorded between 
1970 and 1976 will serve to demonstrate his new approach to jazz form. In chronological 
order these are: ‘Orange Lady,’ Weather Report (1971); ‘Unknown Soldier,’ I Sing The 
Body Electric (1972); ‘Boogie Woogie Waltz,’ Sweetnighter (1973); ‘Nubian Sundance,’ 
Mysterious  Traveller  (1974);  ‘The  Man  In  the  Green  Shirt,’  Tale  Spinnin’  (1975); 
‘Badia,’ Tale Spinnin’ (1975); and ‘Black Market,’ Black Market (1976).  
                                                 
44 See Vayo, Ibid., 37.   
45 See Vayo, Ibid., 38-39. It is worth noting that Zawinul wrote half of the compositions on these albums 






1. ‘Orange Lady’: Recorded February 18, 1971
47 
 
As was noted previously, this piece is one of Weather Report’s earliest recordings and 
made its appearance when the newly formed band were experimenting with avant-garde 
collective extemporisation. However, in contrast with the majority of works recorded in 
Weather Report’s early years – which for the most part consisted of short melodic ideas 
or motives that were used by the group to develop its collective improvisational approach 
–  ‘Orange  Lady’  stands  out  as  a  work  with  well-defined  compositional  features 
(extended melodic lines, contrasting material, written bass parts and a carefully planned 
structure).  In  a  curious  way,  the  composition  is  retrospective  and  at  the  same  time 
forward-looking; originally written in the winter of 1967, it shares a creative heritage 
with such pieces as ‘In A Silent Way,’ ‘Directions,’ ‘Double Image’ and so forth.
48 On 
the other hand,  given the degree  of compositional material  and structural design,  it 
anticipates a time when Weather  Report’s musical output (under Zawinul’s influence) 
would be more composition-based. In terms of its prevailing atmosphere, ‘Orange Lady’ 
has a pastoral folk-like quality that is reminiscent of the instrumental ballad ‘In A Silent 
Way.’  However,  unlike  ‘In  A  Silent  Way,’  which  is  essentially  a  rubato  piece,  the 
ambience of ‘Orange Lady’ is subtly transformed as the music moves from a free rubato 
                                                 
46 Note: all timings in the following analyses are based on readings taken from the named tracks on the 
various compact discs. 
47 Track Three on Zawinul Project CD II. 
48 Incidentally, Miles Davis was the first to record ‘Orange Lady’ (November 19, 1969). The recording 
was  subsequently  edited  by  Teo  Macero  with  a  piece  by  Davis  called  ‘Great  Expectations’  and  was 
originally  released  (without  attribution)  on  the  album  Big  Fun  (1974).  See  Enrico  Merlin,  2001. 
‘Sessionography, 1967-1991’ in Paul Tingen, Miles Beyond: The Electric Explorations of Miles Davis, 
1967-1991, New York, Billboard Books, 313.  211 
 
section to a stately (four beats to a bar) section and then to a medium tempo (six beats to 
a bar) section, before returning to the rubato section at the end. The overall form of the 
piece is as follows: Intro, A, B, C, A¹ (See Figure 5.1) 
 
              
Figure 5.1    Table showing the main structural framework of Zawinul’s ‘Orange Lady’
49    
 
Intro    0:00 – 1:3 
Section A  1:38 – 3:33 
Section B  3:34 – 4:2 
Bridge    4:28 – 4:36 
          Section C  4:37 – 6:23  
Section A¹  6:24 – 8:42  
 
 
2. ‘Unknown Soldier’: Recorded October 11, 1971
50         
 
In relation to his artistic goals, ‘Unknown Soldier’ clearly demonstrates that Zawinul was 
not inclined to limit his compositional work in the early years of Weather Report to just 
rudimentary musical sketches. Like ‘Orange Lady,’ this piece has the hallmarks of a 
fully formed composition, albeit with an extraordinary middle section that incorporates 
musique concrète, Varèse-like percussive-rhythm textures and avant-garde free jazz. It is 
also evident that Zawinul did not want the band’s embryonic sound to be characterized 
by a fixed instrumentation; for this recording he augments the working line-up (electric 
                                                 
49 See example 1 in the appendix for a more detailed outline of ‘Orange Lady.’  
50 Track Four on Zawinul Project CD II. 212 
 
and acoustic piano, tenor and soprano sax, acoustic bass, drums and percussion) with 
written parts for cor anglais, flute, D trumpet, piccolo trumpet, and a small choir, as well 
as introducing (under the guidance of keyboard technology consultant Roger Powell) the 
sound making capabilities of the ARP 2600 synthesizer. With its unique sound world, 
‘Unknown Soldier’ transcends easy classification; however, as its title suggests there is a 
powerful extra-musical association, which from the account given by Zawinul not only 
moved him to compose the music but was also highly personal.
51 One way of looking at 
this work then, in keeping with the significance that Zawinul placed on the ‘storytelling’ 
aspect of his musical art, is that “Unknown Soldier’ is an impressionistic tone poem. 
Alternatively,  from  a  purely  musical  perspective  and  employing  terms  that  reflect 
something  of  its  scope  and  ambition,  it  might  be  described  as  a  quasi-symphonic, 
through-composed, multi-sectional contemporary jazz composition. More important than 
unwieldy labels, however, is the idea that with this piece Zawinul successfully integrated 
lyrical melodies (folk-like pentatonicism) musique concrète (the sounds of marching and 
air-raid sirens) Varèse-like rhythmic percussion (military drums and machinegun-like 
snare effects) with avant-garde free jazz. With its diverse range of references, which had 
not been explored in jazz before, ‘Unknown Soldier’ seems to point a) to the past, with 
creative links to such pieces as ‘Dr Honoris Causa’ and ‘Experience in E’ b) to the 
present, with its exploration of free jazz collective improvisation, and c) to the future, 
                                                 
51 In an interview with Gunther Baumann, Zawinul tellingly recalled what stimulated him to compose 
‘Unknown Soldier’: ‘Das war eine Erinnerung an die Zeit, als ich nach dem Krieg im Wienerwald die 
Soldaten begrub.  Es ging in dem Stück aber auch darum, dass wir im Krieg ja auch unbekannte Soldaten 
waren, ohne Soldaten zu sein. Wir lebten im Krieg und hatten zwei Jahre fast täglich die Bomben. Die 
vielen Menschen, die in den Konzentrationslagern starben, waren auch unbekannte Soldaten. Das Stück ist 
ein Rückblick auf den Horror des Dritten Reiches.’ (‘That was a remembrance of the time when I buried 
soldiers in the Wienerwald after the war. In that piece is also the sense that we [the people of Vienna] were 
unknown soldiers  in the  war,  without being a soldier. We lived in the  war and  for  nearly two  years 
experienced a daily bombardment. Then so many people, who died in the concentration camps, they were 
also unknown soldiers. That piece is looking back at the horror of the Third Reich.’) See Baumann, Ibid., 
110. Translation prepared by Gunhild Bond.       213 
 
with its interest in new compositional design. In terms of its overall design, the form of 
the composition is a follows: Intro, A, B, C. (See Figure 5.2) 
 
Figure 5.2   Table showing the main structural framework of Zawinul’s ‘Unknown Soldier’
52 
 
Intro    0:00 – 0:06 
Section A  0:07 – 2:43 
Section B  2:44 – 4:43 
Bridge    4:44 – 4:54 
Section C  4:55 – 7:57 
Finale    6:56 – 7:57 
 
 
3. ‘Boogie Woogie Waltz’: Recorded February 5, 1973
53 
 
As the opening track to Weather Report’s third studio album Sweetnighter, Zawinul’s 
composition ‘Boogie Woogie Waltz’ signalled a change in the band’s musical ethos – 
when compared with their initial form of music making – on several important fronts. On 
the one hand, with regard to composition and structural design, it shows the band moving 
away from musical sketches (bare outlines) towards more fully realized compositional 
material.  It  would  be  erroneous  to  say,  however,  that  as  Zawinul  assumed  greater 
leadership  responsibility  Weather  Report  jettisoned  its  practice  of  collective 
improvisation. Far from it, this aspect of contemporary jazz continued to be an important 
                                                 
52 See example 2 in the appendix for a more detailed outline of ‘Unknown Soldier.’ 
53 Track Five on Zawinul Project CD II. 214 
 
ingredient in Zawinul’s musical art (and hence his band’s performance approach) for the 
remainder  of  his  working  life.  Rather,  as  previous  discussions  have  noted,  he  was 
concerned  with  striking  a  balance  between  compositional  material  (themes,  motives, 
chord sequences, structure and so forth) and improvisation (individual and collective) in 
order to produce music that was expressive and coherent.  At the same time, to give 
Weather Report’s music an additional level of adhesion (and wider commercial appeal) 
he began to introduce more stable rhythmical elements such as dance-like ‘grooves’ to 
his compositions.  
 
Before proceeding with the analysis it is worth taking a closer look at what led Zawinul 
to  adopt  a  more  rhythmic-orientated  approach  with  Weather  Report.  Firstly,  as  was 
mentioned earlier, in the period leading up to recording the album Sweetnighter Zawinul 
found he could no longer endure the ethos of free collective improvisation, which had 
characterized  the  band’s  early  work:  ‘In  the  beginning,  we  were  a  completely 
improvisatory band, and I wanted a little more structure.’
54 More to the point, he missed 
the coherence and rhythmic thrust of Cannonball Adderley’s music: ‘I had come out of 
Cannonball’s band, and naturally, I wanted to play a little funkier than we were playing 
at the time.’
55 Secondly, he determined that the way the bass functioned in a free jazz 
context – more specifically, the somewhat unrestrained soloing style of Miroslav Vitous 
– severely inhibited his ability to express himself and clearly felt the instrument should 
take  a  more  active  role  in  anchoring  the  music:  ‘I  wasn’t  getting  a  chance  to  solo, 
because I was having to play so much bottom to make the music come out …’
56 Thirdly, 
                                                 
54 See Glasser, Ibid., 150. 
55 See Armbruster, Ibid., 49. 
56 See Glasser, Ibid., 151. 215 
 
as far as the drummer was concerned, Zawinul wanted to move away from the customary 
swing  concept  with  its  characteristic  rhythmic  pattern  on  the  ride  cymbal.  As  he 
emphatically stated: ‘[T]he jazz cymbal thing I didn’t like – ding-ding-ga-ding-ding-ding 
– this is, Okay, man, this is old stuff. Then I didn’t like the backbeats either, so I wanted 
to have something different.’
57 In addition, to give weight to the bottom end he needed a 
deeper, more prominent sound from the bass drum than the one provided by the standard 
jazz  drum  kit.  On  this  subject,  his  assessment  of  the  bass  drum  that  drummer  Eric 
Gravatt used on I Sing The Body Electric and the band’s concert performances in 1972, 
is particularly worth mentioning : [Gravatt] had that small bass drum, which was okay 
for  the  little  jive  we  play  with  the  quick  walking  and  ‘Directions’  …  but    it  was 
lightweight, and I wanted more.’
58  
 
In short, Zawinul was totally dissatisfied with the path that Weather Report’s music was 
taking. It is not surprising, therefore, that when he began to stamp his personality on the 
band (towards the end of 1972) he quickly resolved that its new music should have a 
more well-defined rhythmic foundation. To this end, he began to compose pieces like 
‘Boogie Woogie Waltz’ and ‘125th Street Congress’ that were based on extended funk-
like patterns or ‘grooves.’ In the revealing passage which follows, Zawinul recalls the 
musical objectives he set for Weather Report at the time and explains why he wanted to 
avoid the ubiquitous ‘backbeat’ in his new rhythmic conception:                     
 
I wanted the band to get stronger rhythmically, even stronger than Cannonball and 
Miles and all those. But there was just one thing, I just didn’t like the backbeat, 
                                                 
57 See Glasser, Ibid., 151. 
58 See Glasser, Ibid., 151. 216 
 
that two and four backbeat, it destroys the sensibility of the rhythm because it is 
not rhythm, it is time, and time and rhythm in music are two different things. A 




In relation to Zawinul’s treatment of rhythm, it is worth pointing out that the multi-
layered rhythmic textures of his new works only invoke the feeling of contemporary funk 
music, since the actual patterns were very much his own conception. Most strikingly, 
with ‘Boogie Woogie Waltz’ he introduced a funk-like rhythmic feel (almost always 
based on 4/4 time in contemporary popular music) to the customary triple time of the 
waltz. This is by no means an ordinary waltz however, because unlike traditional waltz 
time where there is a strong emphasis on the first beat of every bar, in this piece the three 
beats  are  given  equal  emphasis.  In  combination  with  the  straight-six  rhythm,  this 
provides the music with its forward momentum. As is invariably the case with groove-
based works, the instruments of the rhythm section on ‘Boogie Woogie Waltz’ each 
                                                 
59 See Nicholson, Ibid., 170. On the question of ‘groove’ the term is open to a variety of definitions and 
like the concept ‘swing’ is notoriously difficult to pin down. Of course, the word itself has a fairly long 
history of usage among jazz musicians. Indeed, it can be found as far back as the 1930s. However, since 
the  1960s  it  has  been  the  subject  of  much  scholarly  writing  and  analysis.  One  such  writer  is  the 
musicologist Richard Middleton, who has provided the following reading: ‘The concept of  groove … 
marks an understanding of rhythmic patterning that underlies its role in producing the characteristic ‘feel’ 
of the piece, a feel created by a repeating framework within which variation can the take place.’ See 
Richard Middleton, 1999. ‘Form’, in Bruce Horner and Thomas Swiss (eds.), Key Terms in Popular Music 
and Culture, Malden, MA and Oxford, Blackwell, 143. A critical omission from this otherwise cogent 
description is the idea of collective interplay. Hence, for musicians performing a ‘groove’ there is a sense 
of being involved in a collaborative musical experience, based on a shared feeling for the underlying pulse. 
For further writings on ‘groove’ in jazz, see: Charles Keil, 1966. ‘Motion and Feeling Through Music’, 
Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, 24 (1966), 337-49. Revised in Charles Keil and Steven Feld, 1994. 
Music Grooves, University of Chicago Press, 53-76; Paul F. Berliner, 1994. Thinking In Jazz: The Infinite 
Art of Improvisation, University of Chicago Press, chap. 13; Ingrid Monson,  1996. Saying Something, 
University of Chicago Press, chap. 2. For an extensive treatment of ‘groove’ as it relates to the 1970s funk 
style (in particular the music of James Brown and Parliament) see Anne Danielsen, 2006. Presence and 
Pleasure: The Funk Grooves of James Brown and Parliament, Wesleyan University Press. 
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contribute  to  the  rhythmic  impetus  of  the  music.  In  other  words,  the  various  parts 
interlock and form a multi-layered rhythmic matrix. At the bottom end, the electric bass 
underpins the groove with funk-like ostinatos and extended pedal-points. On top of this, 
Zawinul delivers a punchy style of rhythmic comping on his keyboards. From a broad 
perspective, a noticeable consequence of having a constant underlying rhythmic texture 
was that it allowed the compositional material to expand (the piece lasts a little over 13 
minutes) and gave the instrumentalists the freedom to introduce more space into their 
improvising. Allowing for the extended repetitions, the overall form of the composition 
is as follows: Intro, A, A¹, B. (See Figure 5.3)  
 
Figure 5.3   Table showing the main structural framework of Zawinul’s ‘Boogie Woogie Waltz’
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Intro    0:00 – 1:05 
Section A  1:06 – 6:56 
Section A¹  6:57 – 8:41 
Section B  8:42 – 12:20 
Finale    12:21 – 13:01 
 
4. ‘Nubian Sundance’: Recorded February – March, 1974
61  
 
As a creative jazz musician , Zawinul  was principally  concerned with developing his 
individual ‘voice’ as a performer and composer; nevertheless, he did not live in a cultural 
vacuum  and  was  clearly  sensitive  to  trends  that  emerged  in  contemporary  jazz  and 
                                                 
60 See example 3 in the appendix for a more detailed outline of ‘Boogie Woogie Waltz.’ 
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popular music in the early 1970s. Indeed, when he took on the role of leading Weather 
Report, it is noticeable that a number of important streams within contemporary music 
were beginning to coalesce in his work: the interest in urban dance music – especially 
funk with its exploration of multi-layered rhythms; the desire to perform a more robust 
and  energetic  music  (suitable  for  concert  halls,  arenas  and  open-air  venues);  the 
challenge of using synthesizers and incorporating their sounds into contemporary jazz; 
and the fascination with new recording techniques such as ‘multi-tracking’ and ‘over-
dubbing.’ Over a comparatively short period, the diligence he brought to implementing 
his  areas  of concern  helped to  raise Weather Report’s  profile to  a whole new level, 
effectively transforming them into a high-powered ensemble whose singular contribution 
to contemporary jazz would be recognized by audiences world-wide. In relation to his 
new works for the band, the initial experimentation in groove-orientated music employed 
a minimal amount of compositional material and relied heavily on the constant repetition 
of rhythmic textures  and space  (as  demonstrated by  ‘Boogie Woogie Waltz’ above). 
However, for the fourth studio album Mysterious Traveller, Zawinul presented the group 
with  some  of  his  most  technically  demanding  and  adventurous  music,  of  which  the 
opening track ‘Nubian Sundance’ is a prime example.     
 
With a high-energy ‘groove’ providing its foundation, the overall ambience of ‘Nubian 
Sundance’ is one of buoyant celebration. Because it was essential that the power and 
drive of the underlying rhythm was sustained all the way through the recording (lasting 
well  over  ten  minutes)  Zawinul  supplemented  Weather  Report’s  rhythm  section  by 
means of additional drums and percussion. This gave him the following instrumental and 
vocal resources to work with: acoustic piano, synthesizer, tenor sax, soprano sax, electric 219 
 
bass,  two  drummers,  two  percussionists,  and  a  five-voice  choir.  With  this  unusual 
ensemble, Zawinul directs a performance in the recording studio that generates a feeling 
of exuberant spontaneity, which is extraordinary given the circumstances but even more 
so  when  one  considers  that  virtually  all  the  music  is  composed.  On  this  point  it  is 
important  to  remember  that  Zawinul’s  compositional  method  involved  taping  his 
improvisations and writing them up later when he needed some music. In the case of 
‘Nubian Sundance,’ he gave a frank explanation of its genesis in an interview with the 
Down Beat journalist Conrad Silvert: ‘I wrote ‘Nubian Sundance’ in ten minutes, and it’s 
a  smoker  –  every  bassline,  every  statement  was  originally  improvised  ….  it  was 
originally a 22-page score written down from my improvisation.’
62 It was unprecedented 
for Zawinul to give Weather Report such a detailed and protracted work to perform; 
however, he obviously thought the substance of his original improvisation stood as the 
finished  article  and  judged  there  was  no  place  (or  need)  for  further  invention. 
Characteristically, the work contains modal and pentatonic elements and has a prevailing 
texture of thematic polyphony. The main body of music (0:00 – 7:59) inhabits F tonality 
with  various modes (Lydian,  Dorian,  Ionian, and Aeolian)  acting as  temporary  tonal 
centres. In the final quarter however, the music shifts briefly into a C tonality (8: 00 – 
9:24) in Dorian mode, before returning to F tonality (Aeolian mode) at the end (9:25 – 
10:40). Finally, to contribute to the festive ambience Zawinul incorporates into the music 
pre-recorded  tape  sounds  of  people  talking  excitedly,  crowd  noises,  and  the  general 
clamour  of people  cheering  and applauding. These musique  concrète effects  give  an 
illusion  that  the  performance  was  recorded  ‘live’:  they  are  present  during  the 
                                                 
62  Cited  by  Curt  Bianchi.  See  Bianchi,  ‘WEATHER  REPORT:  The  annotated  discography’. 
http://www.binkie.net/wrdisc/About.html, (accessed 15 January 2013).  220 
 
introduction to create an immediate atmosphere; they provide an effective background 
texture; and they are used to colour various climatic points in the music. 
 
Although ‘Nubian Sundance’ is through-composed it readily falls into structural sections, 
and on that basis the piece might be described as having a rhapsodic form: Intro, A, B, C, 
D, etc… to Q. (See Figure 5.4)  
 
Figure 5.4   Table showing the structural sections of Zawinul’s ‘Nubian Sundance’
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Section  (Intro)  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K 
 
Starts  0:00  0:27  0:50  1:15  1:34  2:02  2:17  2:28  3:14  3:36  4:04  4:19 
 
Ends  0:26  0:49  1:14  1:33  2:01  2:16  2:27    3:13    3:35    4:03  4:18  4:58 
   
 
 
Section  L  M  N  O  P  Q 
Starts  4:59  5:36  8:00  8:12  9:00  9:25 
Ends  5:35  7:59  8:11  8:59  9:24  10:40 
 
 
5. ‘Man In The Green Shirt’: Recorded February, 1975
64 
 
In its position as the opening track of Weather Report’s fifth studio album Tale Spinnin’ 
Zawinul’s composition ‘Man In The Green Shirt’ carried forward the festive mood and 
high-energy  rhythmic  approach  first  encountered  in  ‘Nubian  Sundance.’  In  this 
                                                 
63 See example 4 in the appendix for a more detailed outline of ‘Nubian Sundance.’ 
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connection, it is worth mentioning that Zawinul’s burgeoning interest in writing groove-
driven works had important repercussions for the ensemble; it placed huge demands on 
the rhythm section and led to numerous changes in personnel as Zawinul searched for a 
drummer  who  would  complement  Weather  Report’s  new  music  (i.e.  a  technically 
accomplished musician who could improvise with ease and play swing, funk, Latin and 
African-influenced polyrhythms without resorting to formulaic patterns). For Zawinul, 
the advantages of having a dynamic rhythm section to work with, was that it gave him 
and Shorter greater freedom and space to express themselves.  
 
On  Tail  Spinnin’  Zawinul  brought  in  the  gifted  American  drummer  Leon  ‘Ndugu’ 
Chancler, who had toured with Miles Davis and at the time of the recording was a key 
member of Carlos Santana’s band. As Santana’s drummer, Chancler was required to 
play a driving Latin/African polyrhythmic style of drumming and this was the ‘feel’ that 
Zawinul wanted on ‘Man In The Green Shirt.’ Another musician recruited for the album 
was the versatile Brazilian percussionist Alyrio Lima whose function on ‘Man In The 
Green Shirt’ was to reinforce the rhythmic activity of the music and where appropriate 
to  provide  contrasting  tone  colours  and  textures.  Throughout  the  recording,  the 
performance of the rhythm section is very much in the foreground rather than simply 
providing  a  foundation  for  the  melody.  In  fact,  for  long  stretches  of  music  this 
instrumentation provides a densely textured double-time feel against which the single 
melodic line moves at a more leisurely pace. Conversely, variety is obtained at strategic 
points in the piece by a dramatic reduction in rhythmic activity. The two contrasting 
rhythmic elements delineate a structure within the overall form of the composition (See 
Figure 5.5)                        222 
 
Figure 5.5   Table showing the rhythmic structure of Zawinul’s ‘Man In The Green Shirt’ 
 
Rhythmic element    Timings  Section (See Figure 5.6) 
i)  double time feel    0:00 – 1:32  Intro, A and B  
ii)  reduced activity   1:33 – 1:48  C 
iii) double time feel    1:49 – 2:51  C  
iv)  reduced activity   2:52 – 3:39  D  
v)  double time feel    3:40 – 5:15  D, A¹ and B¹  
vi)  reduced activity   5:16 – 6:27  C¹ and Coda 
 
The contrast between the upbeat rhythmic energy of the groove and the slower moving 
melody is not the only unusual feature of ‘Man In The Green Shirt’; in fact, there are two 
more atypical characteristics that deserve a brief mention. Firstly, in comparison with the 
previously  discussed  works  (which  are  primarily  modal  and  pentatonic)  the  melodic 
material of this composition is predominantly diatonic, inhabiting as it does a B-flat 
major tonality. The affective quality of this ‘bright-sounding’ major key might explain 
why Brian Glasser referred to the piece as ‘one of the group’s happiest songs.’
65 More 
prosaically perhaps, melodies using major keys are comparatively rare in this period of 
contemporary jazz – as they are in Zawinul’s own body of work – and that qualifies 
‘Man In The Green Shirt’ as a singular composition. Secondly, the arrangement is set up 
to feature the soloing prowess of Wayne Shorter on soprano sax. In total, Shorter has 
four extended solos (1:05 – 1:15; 1:49 – 2:49; 2:56 – 3:38; and 5:29 – 5:50), which is 
unprecedented  given  Weather  Report’s  former  engagement  with  collective 
improvisation,  where  no  solo  instrument  has  prominence.  One  might  speculate  that 
Zawinul was acutely aware of Shorter’s fading interest in the music business and wanted 
to provide him with a vehicle that would showcase his prodigious talent. In any event, it 
                                                 
65 See Glasser, Ibid., 172. 223 
 
clearly demonstrates Zawinul and Shorter were not confined to playing in a particular 
style and were free to embrace any form of music-making that stimulated their creativity.  
 
 
In relation to its overall design, the form of this large-scale ‘episodic’ composition is as 
follows: Intro, A, B, C, D, A¹, B¹, C¹, Coda (See Figure 5.6)  
 
Figure 5.6   Table showing the main structural framework of Zawinul’s ‘Man In The Green Shirt’ 
 
Intro    0:00 – 0:20 
Section A  0:21 – 1:17 
Section B  1:18 – 1:32 
Section C  1:33 – 2:51 
Section D  2:52 – 3:50  
 
Section A¹  3:51 – 5:00 
Section B¹  5:01 – 5:15 
Section C¹  5:16 – 5:58  
Coda    5:59 – 6:27 
 
 
6. ‘Badia’: Recorded February, 1975
66 
 
It has already been pointed out that Zawinul’s first artistic breakthrough occurred in 
1966 when he became  aware of the importance of  cultivating his  own ‘voice’ as  a 
performer and composer. From that critical point in his musical life, he moved assuredly 
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into a mature and creative phase. Most strikingly, the underlying values of his musical 
thinking (as exemplified by his ensuing compositional work and recorded performances) 
derived from his open-mindedness and aesthetic eclecticism.
67 In this connection, while 
he had an innate respect for the cultural legacy of black American jazz, when he joined 
forces with Shorter and Vitous to form Weather Report he rejected previous stylistic and 
aesthetic constraints in order to pursue an open jazz approach. In terms of his personal 
artistic development, during the early years of Weather Report he gradually assimilated 
into his musical language his impressions of oth er musical cultures (Latin American, 
African,  Middle  Eastern,  and  so  forth)  and  began  building  a  creative  world  that 
embraced the pan-global experience of improvisatory music.  Interestingly enough, an 
early expression of his impulse to blend jazz with music from other cultures occurred in 
1968 when he recorded an album with Cannonball Adderley titled Accent On Africa. For 
this recording, Zawinul composed a polystylistic piece ‘Ndo Lima’ that incorporated 
South African rhythms and sounds with a contemporary jazz improvisatory approach – 
effectively capturing the spirit of the latest South African ‘township’ jazz pioneered by 
the trumpeter and composer Hugh Masekela. Although he did not follow this with any 
related pieces at the time, the germ of an idea for a new kind of crossover music had 
been planted in his mind. Eventually, a broader conception of what might be termed 
‘cross-cultural’ jazz emerged in Zawinul’s compositional work around the time of the 
Tale Spinnin’ album in 1975, and represented his second artistic breakthrough, one that 
clearly anticipated the more cosmopolitan developments in music in the 1980s that were 
subsequently promoted under the catch-all label ‘World Music.’        
 
                                                 
67 For an account of Zawinul’s first artistic breakthrough, see pages 133-134 of this text.  225 
 
Since Zawinul was primarily concerned with strengthening his individual ‘voice,’ his 
compositional  work  does  not  contain  explicit  references  to  other  musical  cultures. 
Rather,  he  absorbed  into  his  musical  sensibility  his  interpretation  of  the  ‘sights  and 
sounds’ of places he visited as he travelled the world; by this means he fashioned a 
multi-faceted musical language that was recognizably his own. As he succinctly put it, ‘I 
travel a lot and see a lot, and I can put this impression into a [musical] language.’
68 By 
the mid-1970s, the compass of his musical lexis included: folk and classical music from 
his  native  Europe;  a  fund  of  jazz  mannerisms  (historical  and  contemporary)  with 
elements of gospel, soul, R&B and funk from his experience in North America; and 
impressions he had gathered of the sounds and rhythms of South America, Africa, the 
Middle East, Asia and Japan. As was mentioned above, it was during this period that he 
started combining elements from this veritable musical smorgasbord to produce a new 
and compelling ‘cross-cultural’ jazz approach.  A striking  example of  Zawinul’s new 
artistic synthesis is provided by his composition ‘Badia.’     
 
In ‘Badia’ Zawinul created a simple-sophisticated piece in triple time, which evokes the 
mood  of  Middle  Eastern  music;  he  even  included  in  its  spacious  introduction  an 
affectionate parody of a muezzin ‘Call to Prayer.’ Arranged for synthesizer, acoustic 
piano, electric bass, percussion, drums and wordless vocal, the piece does not feature a 
solo improvisation and remains within a static modal tonality (A-flat Mixolydian) for its 
duration. In addition, the arrangement is limited to a small number of predetermined 
elements.  For  example,  there  are  only  two  segments  of  melodic  material:  (1)  the 
principal thematic group (in Section A, see table below) consisting of a 4 bar phrase, 
                                                 
68 See Stuart Nicholson, 2002. ‘Joe’s Public’, Jazzwise (September 2002), 24.   226 
 
several bars rest and a 3 bar ‘arabesque’; (2) a 15 bar long-drawn modal melodic line (in 
Section B, see table below). Yet, what is truly remarkable is Zawinul’s ability to create a 
compelling piece of music out of these few compositional elements. Indeed, beneath the 
apparent  simplicity  of  its  surface  is  a  wealth  of  textural  detail,  these  include:  drone 
effects; pedal points; a prominent C to A-flat motive in the bass register; and a plethora 
of  instrumental  timbres  and  textures.  In  combination  with  the  careful  sense  of 
spaciousness that Zawinul worked into the arrangement and the freedom of expression 
he gave the instrumentalists, these features helped to create a performance that is replete 
with variety, contrast and complexity. Perhaps in keeping with the relative simplicity of 
its musical material, the overall form of ‘Badia’ is a straightforward A, B, A¹ ternary 
(See Figure 5.7) 
 
Figure 5.7     Table showing the main structural framework of Zawinul’s ‘Badia’
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Intro    0:00 – 1:06 
Section A  1:07 – 2:38 
Section B  2:39 – 3:01 
Section A¹  3:02 – 5:17 
 
7. ‘Black Market’: Recorded December, 1975
70  
 
Without the benefit of sponsorship or subsidy, Weather Report’s music was primarily 
circulated through a commercial record company (Columbia Records) and subject to the 
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capriciousness  of  the  free  market.  Set  against  this  background,  one  of  Zawinul’s 
strengths  as the group’s leader was his skill at reconciling the seemingly conflicting 
interests  of  creative  exploration  and  commerce.  While  it  is  clear  that  Zawinul  was 
unwilling  to  forfeit  his  principals  (he  was  largely  responsible  for  orchestrating  and 
producing  Weather  Report’s  albums  and  at  his  behest  the  record  company  did  not 
interfere in the creative process) nevertheless, it is true to say that he retained a populist 
urge  to  communicate,  which  contributed  to  the  music  attracting  a  wide-reaching 
audience.
71 As he once remarked: ‘For me, happiness has something to do with getting 
across to people. That’s the main thing for me.’
72 Thus, in terms of its accessibility, 
Weather Report’s sixth studio album Black Market (named after Zawinul’s composition) 
was a clear expression of his musical ambition and taste. Indeed, with this recording he 
achieved a creditable balance between commercial and artistic success. On the surface 
then,  Black  Market  is  memorable  for  its  tuneful  melodies  and  infectious  grooves; 
however, a more careful examination reveals that complementing the arrangements are 
multiple levels of textures, rhythms, tone colours, dynamics and counter melodies. In 
conjunction with Zawinul’s meticulous production values, these features helped to make 
this  a  landmark  album  for  Weather  Report  and  one  of  the  seminal  recordings  in 
contemporary jazz.  
                                                 
71  When  questioned  by  Chris  Collins  about  the  creative  control  of  Weather  Report’s  recorded  music, 
Zawinul  stated:  ‘I  must  praise  Columbia  Records  at  that  time.  Bruce  Lundvall  was  the  President  of 
Columbia, and nobody ever tried to inject something in the band. They said, ‘‘Let those kids alone, they 
know what they’re doing.’’’ See Chris Collins, 2002. ‘Interview with Zawinul’, Jazz Education Journal 
(May  2002).  Available  on  web  page:  http://www.iaje.org/article.asp?ArticleID=84,  (accessed  11 
September 2007). In his recollections, the former Weather Report bass player Alphonso Johnson observed: 
‘I was never privy to any discussions with the record company, but I don’t think they interfered much. Joe 
was pretty much the spokesman for the group with the record company. He kinda handled them with an 
iron fist! Kept them at bay, got what he needed and kept moving.’ See Glasser, Ibid., 166.   
72 Cited by Bill  Henderson. See  Henderson, 1978. ‘Weather Report: generally  warm  with long sunny 




The  success  of  Black  Market  was  due  in  large  part  to  the  title  track,  which  was 
strategically placed to open the album and so served to establish the tone for the pieces 
that followed. From a stylistic viewpoint, ‘Black Market’ has creative links with ‘Nubian 
Sundance’ and ‘Man In The Green Shirt’ and as such carried forward something of the 
‘ethnic’ ambience of these pieces. Like ‘Nubian Sundance,’ ‘Black Market’ includes pre-
recorded sound effects to add an extra dimension to the exultant mood of the music. For 
instance, the recording begins with animated sounds of people chattering in a strange 
dialect, signifying (along with its title) an exotic marketplace. Then towards the end of 
the piece, as the music is fading the sounds of fireworks are heard followed by those of 
cannon, intimating that the performance has been part of a festive celebration. Although 
the themes, multi-layered rhythms, bass ostinato lines and structure of ‘Black Market’ 
are distinctive in every way, the piece has a further connection with ‘Nubian Sundance’ 
in that it makes use of use of modal and pentatonic elements and has a predominant 
texture of thematic polyphony. In relation to the unique features of the composition, 
‘Black Market’ includes four main thematic statements and moves through three tonal 
centres.  
 
The various themes and their respective tonal centres are as follows:       
1.  First theme (section A, see Figure 5.8) B-flat major pentatonic: synthesizer lead voice over 
 bass ostinato line with electric piano comping. 
 
2.  Second theme (section B, see Figure 5.8) B-flat major pentatonic: synthesizer lead voice     
 over bass ostinato line with electric piano comping.                      
 
3.  Third theme (section C, see Figure 5.8) B-flat Mixolydian: electric piano lead voice over 
 bass counterpoint. 
 
4.  Fourth theme (section D, see Figure 5.8) C Dorian: soprano saxophone lead voice over bass 
 counterpoint with electric piano comping.        
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The  final  ingredient  of  the  piece  is  the  setting  that  Zawinul  provides  for  a  lengthy 
soprano saxophone solo (Section E, see Figure 5.8) which following on from ‘Man In 
The Green Shirt’ unequivocally demonstrates the importance he attached to the creative 
talent of Wayne Shorter; in effect, this is the climax of ‘Black Market’ and as intended 
draws attention to Shorter’s individual sound and his remarkable gift for improvisation.     
 
Finally, in relation to its overall design, the form of this multi-sectional composition is as 
follows:  Intro. A, B, A¹, C, D, E (Solo) Coda (See Figure 5.8) 
 
 
Figure 5.8   Table showing the main structural framework of Zawinul’s ‘Black Market’
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Intro    0:00 – 0:30 
Section A  0:31 – 1:29 
Section B  1:30 – 1:57 
Section A¹  1:58 – 2:15 
Section C  2:16 – 2:29  
 
Section D  2:29 – 3:33 
Section E  3:34 – 4:59 
Coda    5:00 – 6:20 
 
As can be seen from the preceding discussion, Zawinul’s search for individuality and 
open jazz aesthetic led him to question traditional methods of jazz performance practice, 
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in particular its reliance on prescriptive structures. In the examples selected for analysis, 
as elsewhere in his oeuvre, it is manifestly clear that he rejected the conventional theme-
solos-theme format. Most significantly, in his compositional output during the formative 
years of Weather Report, he showed that form in jazz need not be predetermined but can 
emerge naturally from the musical material. Thus, a significant part of Zawinul’s artistic 
endowment  –  which  stemmed  from  this  highly  creative  period  –  was  music  that 
expanded the possibilities for jazz compositional design, just as it indicated new and 
potentially  worthwhile  paths  that  contemporary  jazz  composers  might  follow  in  the 
future.      
 
In his compositional art, therefore, Zawinul remained committed to his improvisational 
methodology and intuitive feeling for musical structure. His achievements with Weather 
Report – and before that with Cannonball Adderley – fully vindicated his individualistic 
approach to composition. In essence, his was an empirical and eclectic technique, which 
had as its source the galvanizing effect of sounds on his auditory system: ‘I’m inspired 
by sounds. When I program my instruments I find a sound that I like and out of that 
sound  comes  a  tune.’
74  Thus,  rather  than  sticking  to  the  norms  of  jazz  performance 
practice (i.e. its structural, harmonic and rhythmic conventions etc.) Zawinul’s solution 
as  a  composer  was  to  keep  his  mind  open  and  trust  the  inbred  facility  of  his  aural 
imagination.  Based  on  the  quality  and  quantity  of  pieces  he  composed  for  Weather 
Report, it would seem that he was rarely deficient of artistic inspiration. 
 
One final point: when Zawinul began writing pieces for Cannonball Adderley’s band in 
                                                 
74 See Greg Armbruster, Ibid., 48.  
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the mid-1960s he was clearly motivated by the need to establish his individual ‘voice’ as 
a jazz musician. Shortly after this breakthrough in his creative life he received worldwide 
recognition for the artistic quality and commercial success of his composition ‘Mercy, 
Mercy, Mercy’ written in 1966. Its catchy melodic material, simple recurring structure 
and bluesy, gospel ambience certainly contributed to its allure but what set it apart as a 
work of contemporary jazz, was its accessibility to a wider audience. Thus, an important 
feature of Zawinul’s compositional work – while he was with Adderley and also during 
the extremes of Weather Report’s early experimental music – was its ability to connect 
with  audiences  beyond  the  confines  of  jazz.  In  1977,  he  would  achieve  the  rare 
distinction (especially for a jazz composer) of writing a second immensely popular piece 
of music. His  composition  ‘Birdland’ from  the  album  Heavy  Weather  gave Weather 
Report  its  biggest  hit,  and  again  like  ‘Mercy,  Mercy,  Mercy’  it  found  favour  with 
consumers from the wider musical community, many of whom had not recognized the 
value of jazz music beforehand. In many ways, then, ‘Birdland’ represents the apogee of 
Zawinul’s  artistic  achievement  with  Weather  Report;  moreover,  it  guaranteed  his 
celebrated status in jazz. The piece has been widely recognized as a contemporary jazz 
standard and will be the subject of the next chapter.
75  
                                                 
75 As a measure of its popularity, ‘Birdland’ quickly entered the repertoire of many ensembles (there are 
even arrangements for marching bands) and over the years has appeared on numerous albums, including: 
Buddy Rich Class of 78 (1978) – arrangement by the pianist Mike Abene; Manhattan Transfer Extensions 
(1979) – vocal arrangement by the singer Janis Siegal with lyrics by Jon Hendricks; Quincy Jones Back On 
The  Block  (1989)  –  arranged  by  Jerry  Hey,  Quincy  Jones,  Ian  Prince  and  Rod  Temperton;  Maynard 
Ferguson Carnival (1993) – arrangement by the trombonist Nick Lane; Lalo Schifrin Firebird: Jazz meets 
the Symphony No.3 (1996) – arranged by Lalo Schifrin; and Michiel Borstlap Body Acoustic (1999) – 




Anatomy of a contemporary jazz standard: ‘Birdland’ 
 
To  me  Birdland  was  the  most  important  place  in  my  entire  life.  I  met  everybody 
including my beautiful wife in this club. I met Miles, I met Duke Ellington. I met anyone 
I ever cared for in this business. I used to hang out there every night.    






Announcing itself as Birdland: The Jazz Corner of the World, the New York jazz club 
(originally  located  at  1678  Broadway,  just  north  of  52nd  Street  in  Manhattan)  was 
founded  in  1949  and  continued  to  operate  as  prestigious  jazz  venue  until  1965. 
According to the musicologist John Szwed, it was ‘the closest thing to a pure jazz club at 
the  time,  a  place  where  new  bands  were  born,  new  alliances  formed,  and  modern 
musicians felt at home.’
2 Taking its name from the celebrated alto saxophonist Charlie 
‘Bird’ Parker – the original headliner and inspiration behind the club – Birdland became 
                                                 
1 Zawinul  gave  this quote in a 1977 interview  with the  composer and journalist Sy  Johnson.  See Sy 
Johnson, ‘Zawinul from Birdland to ‘Birdland’, Jazz Magazine, Volume 2, No. 1 (Fall, 1977). Cited by the 
writer  Curt  Bianchi  in  his  comprehensive  discography  of  Weather  Report.  See  Bianchi,  ‘WEATHER 
REPORT: The  annotated  discography’.  http://www.binkie.net/wrdisc/About.html,  (accessed  15  January 
2013).  




an  important  source  of  work  for  musicians  across  the  jazz  spectrum  –  for  instance 
George Shearing, Count Basie, Duke Ellington, Art Blakey, Charles Mingus, Thelonious 
Monk, Miles Davis, John Coltrane, to name but a few. As a regular, Josef Zawinul had a 
strong personal connection with the club and often played there with Dinah Washington 
in  the  early  1960s;  he  also  witnessed  its  demise  in  the  mid-1960s  when  it  finally 
succumbed  to  high  rental  tariffs  and  the  irresistible  rise  of  rock  and  popular  music 
culture.
3 In many respects his 1977 composition ‘Birdland’ is a paean to a bygone era of 
American jazz, in particular the tradition of big band entertainment that was found in the 
jazz clubs of New York in the 1950s and early 1960s.     
 
‘Birdland’  debuted  on  Weather  Report’s  Heavy  Weather  album  and  its  evocative 
atmosphere was central to Zawinul’s overall strategy: ‘I had a concept for this album to 
go back to those good old days when stuff was happening in New York. I wanted to 
show some of the feeling happening in those days …’
4 In this context, the piece drew 
much of its inspiration from the composer’s memories of hearing the big bands of Count 
Basie and Duke Ellington perform at Birdland in the early 1960s. While the work is a 
tribute to the club and the sounds of the big bands that played there other factors also 
inspired him during the compositional process, as he explained:  
 
                                                 
3 Interestingly, on his first day in New York (7 January, 1959) Zawinul made a pilgrimage to Birdland: 
‘My first afternoon, I went down to the Musicians’ Union and met Wilbur Ware [Thelonious Monk’s 
bassist]. That night I went to Birdland, which was the dream of all young musicians in Vienna, and it all 
just started. It knocked me out, because people I was knowing about just from the music, they were all 
there. Duke Ellington was standing there, Miles Davis – unbelievable. It’s hard to describe what Birdland 
meant.’ Cited by Brian Glasser. See Glasser, 2001.  In A Silent Way: A Portrait Of Joe Zawinul, London, 
Sanctuary  Publishing,  57.  Note:  In  1986  Birdland  reopened  in  Manhattan’s  theatre  district  where  it 
remained until 1997 when it moved to its present site on West 44th Street. 
4 See Sy Johnson, Ibid. 234 
 
Es ist aber auch beeinflusst von Dinah Washington Musik. Ich improvisierte so vor 
mich hin, das Tonband lief mit, und ich dachte, das ist etwas, das Dinah gefallen 
hätte. Ich schrieb dann für Weather Report die Noten auf, wir nahmen es auf, und 
das war’s. Der Titel stand auch gleich fest. Das Stück hat viel von der Atmosphäre 
der Birdland-Ära: Man ging über Broadway, irgendwie busy, und dann tauchte 
man ein ins Birdland und hörte die beste Musik.
5 
 
But it is also influenced by Dinah Washington’s music. I was just doing a little 
improvising  by  myself  with  the  tape  recorder  running  and  I  thought  that  is 
something that Dinah would have liked. Then I wrote down the notes for Weather 
Report, we recorded it, and that was the end of it. Then the title was decided. The 
piece has a lot of the atmosphere of Birdland-era: you went over to Broadway, 




Capturing the sounds 
 
Perhaps the most striking feature of ‘Birdland’ is Zawinul’s treatment of the Oberheim 
polyphonic synthesizer, which was relatively new to the market.
7 Interestingly, on the 
album  sleeve  it  states  ‘Special  thanks  to  Tom  Oberheim  and  his  Polyphonic 
                                                 
5 See Gunther Baumann, 2002. Zawinul: Ein Leben Aus Jazz, Salzburg, Residenz Verlag, 50. 
6 Translation prepared by Gunhild Bond.  
7 For historical information on the synthesizers mentioned in this chapter, see Mark Vail,  1993. Vintage 
Synthesizers: Groundbreaking Instruments and Pioneering Designers of Electronic Music Synthesizers, 




8 More accurately, the instrument he used on this recording was a ‘Four 
Voice programmable polyphonic analogue synthesizer.’ Introduced in 1976, it was one 
of the earliest commercially available polyphonic synthesizers and its versatile sound 
producing capability enabled Zawinul to invoke the feeling of a big band sax section that 
was vital to the sound world he wanted to capture on ‘Birdland.’ In an article in Vintage 
Synthesizers,  the  pioneering  electronic  instrument  designer  Bob  Moog  provides  a 
fascinating account of Tom Oberheim’s direct  involvement with Zawinul during this 
period, which is worth quoting in full:    
 
… Oberheim is especially proud of the way Josef Zawinul used a Four Voice to 
record  ‘Birdland’  with  Weather  Report.  Shortly  after  Zawinul  had  gotten  the 
instrument, Tom paid him a visit. Though he spent the whole evening with Zawinul, 
explaining in detail how the SEMs [Synthesizer Expander Modules] worked, Tom 
left convinced that Zawinul didn’t understand anything he had said, and that the new 
instrument would be pushed into a corner to gather dust. Then, about a week later, 
Zawinul invited Oberheim over to hear the rough mix of ‘Birdland.’ Tom remembers 
being bowled over by the great big-band sound Josef had created on his Four Voice. 
And ‘Birdland’ became one of Weather Report’s biggest hits.
9  
 
Mention of Zawinul’s keen interest in sound generation has already been made in the 
                                                 
8  It  is  worth  noting  that  in  the  years  preceding  Heavy  Weather  (from  1971  onwards)  Zawinul  was 
recognized as one of the principal exponents of the ARP 2600, a monophonic analogue synthesizer. As the 
keyboard technician Roger Powell asserted, ‘[he] became one the 2600s leading musical innovators.’ Cited 
by  Bob  Moog.  See  Moog,  1993.  ‘ARP  2600  Most  Popular  Modular  Synth’,  in  Mark  Vail,  Vintage 
Synthesizers: Groundbreaking Instruments and Pioneering Designers of Electronic Music Synthesizers, 
San Francisco, Backbeat Books, 117.  
9 See Moog, 1993. ‘Oberheim SEM Module: Building Block of an Early Polyphonic Synth’, in Mark Vail, 
Vintage  Synthesizers:  Groundbreaking  Instruments  and  Pioneering  Designers  of  Electronic  Music 
Synthesizers, San Francisco, Backbeat Books, 153. 236 
 
previous chapter, and in that regard it is clear from the above episode that he quickly 
grasped the potential of the Oberheim synthesizer and put it to effective use reproducing 
the sounds of a big band sax section. In a sense, this facility for instrument simulation 
provides  a  key  to  understanding  his  approach  to  playing  the  synthesizer.  Given  its 
capacity  for  producing  a  vast  array  of  orchestral  sounds  and  much  more  besides, 
Zawinul treated the synthesizer as an instrument in its own right and entirely separate 
from  the  way  he  played  other  keyboard  instruments  like  the  acoustic  piano.  As  he 
remarked in an interview with the music journalist Simon Trask: ‘I never was one to 
translate what I would play on an acoustic piano to a synthesiser, and I think the fault of 
many  synthesists  today  is  they  do  just  that.  They  only  use  the  synthesiser  for  the 
curiosity of a sound, they don’t phrase for that sound.’
10 Later in the same interview he 
states, ‘[l]et me tell you something. I’ve played many instruments. Synthesiser is by far 
the most difficult, when you really want to play it well, because you’ve got to live with 
each sound, you’ve got to become that sound.’
11  
 
Through assiduous experimentation he eventually mapped out the sounds of a virtual 
orchestra. In other words, Zawinul used the synthesizer to create a personal electronic 
soundscape that was founded on his simulation of familiar instruments, some of which 
he had played himself including: accordion, trumpet, trombone, clarinet and violin. As 
he astutely observed: ‘The more instruments you know, the better you write. You have to 
know what’s possible on the instruments. I can get a clarinet sound from a synthesizer 
                                                 
10 See Simon Trask, 1992. ‘Hey Joe!’ Music Technology, 6/2 (January 1992), 38. Note: The irregular 
spelling of synthesizer (‘synthesiser’) is used throughout this article.  
11 See Simon Trask, Ibid., 38. 237 
 
not because there’s a button that says clarinet but because I can blow the thing myself.’
12 
Clearly, the idea of having the synthesizer perform and sound like an acoustic instrument 
was an important part of his musical aesthetic: ‘I try to stay away from electronic sounds 
and go for natural sounds, instead. They don’t have to be known natural sounds. On 
‘‘Black  Market,’’  for  example,  the  sound  isn’t  one  that’s  known  –  you  wouldn’t 
recognize it as anything else – but it is acoustic. It sounds like some kind of native 
instrument.’
13 Furthermore, the synthesizer acted as a catalyst for the emergence of his 
orchestral sensibility: ‘I’ve heard orchestral sounds my entire life, and now I can do it 
myself  because  of  a  machine.’
14  And  this  instrumental  resource  was  crucial  to  his 
structuring and orchestration of ‘Birdland.’   
 
Compositional design and orchestration
15 
 
With its conscious evocation of the sounds of the big band era, ‘Birdland’ was without 
precedent in Zawinul’s compositional output. Moreover, in relation to its structure and 
orchestration it was  one of the most multifaceted works  he had written for Weather 
Report. The formal shape of this piece is as follows: Intro, A, B, C, D, A¹, B¹, C¹ with a 
fade-out ending. (See Figure 6.1) 
                                                 
12 See Len Lyons, 1983. The Great Jazz Pianists, Speaking of their Lives and Music, New York, Da Capo 
Press, 287.  
13 See Lyons, Ibid., 288. 
14 See Lyons, Ibid., 288. 
15 Track Two on Zawinul Project CD III. 
Note: At various points in the text, reference will be made to the transcription of ‘Birdland’ taken from the 
above studio recording, which is on the digitally re-mastered version of Heavy Weather. Columbia/Legacy 
CK 65108, 1997 (See Figure 6.7 at the end of this chapter). In the absence of an authentic score, this 
transcription is a working document and is not offered as a full and final version of the piece. Its purpose is 
to provide a visual reference that will help to clarify or illustrate the various points raised in the discussion. 
It should also be noted that in the analysis, timings are based on readings taken from  the designated 
compact disc. 238 
 
         Figure 6.1   Table showing the main structural framework of ‘Birdland’
16 
 
Timing     Bar numbers  
Intro – Ostinato       0:00 – 0:18    1 – 12 
Section A                                    
a) Bass melodic material    0:19 – 0:42             13 – 28 
b) ‘Fanfare’        0:43 – 0:54             29 – 36 
c) Pedal point        0:55 – 1:00             37 – 40 
                 
 
Section B                                  
a) New melodic material     1:01 – 1:31    41 – 60 
b) New melodic material    1:32 – 1:50    61 – 72 
c) Pedal point        1:51 – 1:59    73 – 78                   
 
    Section C                                  
          a) ‘Main Theme’ (a)      2:00 – 2:23    79 – 94  
b) ‘Main Theme’ (b)      2:24 – 2:35    95 – 102 
c)  Pedal point        2:36 – 2:48              103 – 110 
  
         Section D                               
        a) New melodic material    2:49 – 3:05             111 – 122 
b) Tenor sax solo      3:06 – 3:28    123 – 136 
c) Pedal point        3:29 – 3:34             137 – 140                                             
                       
Section A¹                                
a) Variation of melody      3:35 – 3:58              141 – 156   
b) Recap of ‘Fanfare’      3:59 – 4:11    157 – 164  
                      
Section B¹                                  
a) Shortened version      4:12 – 4:23    165 – 172 
                      
       Section C¹ (with a fade-out ending)                   
a) ‘Main Theme’ (a¹)      4:24 – 4:48    173 – 188 
b) ‘Main Theme’ (b¹)      4:49 – 5:57    189 – c.232 
     with Synth solo (5:00 – 5:57) 
                                                                                                                                                                                   
    
The above table reveals something of the complexity of this large-scale episodic work. 
This is all the more remarkable when one considers that Zawinul created the piece by 
                                                 
16 This description for the theme in Section A (b) appears on Zawinul’s musical sketch of ‘Birdland’ (See 
Baumann, Ibid., 49) which is reproduced in the appendix (See Figure 6.6). It should also be noted that on 
this sketch he describes the melodic material in Section C (a, b) as the ‘Main Theme’. Note: For the bar 
numbering see the transcription of ‘Birdland’ (Figure 6.7). 
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improvising at his keyboards. To underscore this point, all of its principal melodies, its 
orchestration (i.e. the synthesizer sounds he employed) and formal shape came together 
in an inspired moment of impromptu music making.
17 As to his compositional method, in 
particular his writing for Weather Report, he has stated:  
 
I get my sounds all ready – like I said, the sound is the inspiration – and then it’s 
already orchestrated. All I have to do is write down what I’ve already played. I 
may want a soprano sound or a woodwind sound, so I have Wayne [Shorter] play it 
that way. He’s so versatile on his instruments that he can make the soprano sax 
sound like an oboe or even a bassoon. But the music itself, the melody, notes, will 
never be changed. Sometimes when we perform it, I might change a harmony here 
and there, but when we play it for the very first time, there will not be a note 
changed  from  the  original  improvisation.  Also,  when  we  record  it,  there’s  not 
going to be a chord changed, or a melody, or a rhythm, but everybody is going to 
add a little something.
18           
 
Thus  by  means  of  his  innate  musical  ability  he  arrived  at  a  formal  structure  for 
‘Birdland’ that provided symmetry, resemblance and diversity. At the same time (and 
equally important) he infused the musical material with variety and unity.  
 
From the viewpoint of its orchestration, a distinctive feature of this music is Zawinul’s 
                                                 
17 It should be noted that prior to recording ‘Birdland’ Zawinul had used the bass melodic material in 
Section  A  (a)  as  part  of  the  introduction  to  the  medley  ‘Dr.Honoris  Causa  and  Directions’  in  live 
performances in 1976.0 See for example Weather Report, 1976. ‘Weather Report: Live At Montreux 1976’, 
Claude Nobbs (Montreux Sounds) in association with Terry Shand and Geoff Kempin (Eagle Vision). An 
Eagle Vision release, DVD, 84 mins. 2007. Available from Eagle Rock Entertainment Ltd., EREDV).  





interest in texture. Figure 6.2 illustrates the variety of musical and instrumental textures 
employed in the piece: 
 
Figure 6.2     Table showing the musical textures used in ‘Birdland’ 
                                                         
Principal texture  Instrumentation 
Intro – Ostinato     Monophonic    Synth bass solo voice 
Section A                                      
a) Bass melodic material  Polyphonic       Bass/Synth - small group 
b) ‘Fanfare’        Polyphonic    Tutti-big band sounds (poly synth) 
c) Pedal point                     Homophonic       Acoustic piano/bass - small group 
                    
Section B                                  
a) New melodic material  Homophonic        Synth/Acoustic piano and bass – small 
group                 
b) New melodic material  Polyphonic        Tutti - small group               
c) Pedal point      Homophonic       Synth bass/ bass - small group             
 
Section C                                  
a) ‘Main Theme’ (a)    Polyphonic    Tutti - small group  
b) ‘Main Theme’ (b)    Polyphonic    Tutti - big band sounds (poly synth)            
c) Pedal point      Homophonic    Synth/Acoustic piano and bass – small 
group       
  
Section D                               
a) New melodic material  Homophonic    Synth bass/bass - small group              
b) Tenor sax solo    Chromatic    Tutti - big band sounds (poly synth)             
c) Pedal point      Homophonic    Acoustic piano/bass - small group           
                       
Section A¹                                
a) Variation of melody    Polyphonic    Tutti - small group              
b) Recap of ‘Fanfare’    Polyphonic    Tutti - big band sounds (poly synth)           
                       
Section B¹                                  
a) Shortened version    Homophonic    Synth/Acoustic piano and bass – small 
group            
                      
Section C¹ (with a fade-out ending)                   
a) ‘Main Theme’ (a¹)    Polyphonic    Tutti - small group 
b) ‘Main Theme’ (b¹)    Polyphonic    Tutti - big band sounds (poly synth) 
     with Synth solo                                                        
 
From an historical perspective, the addition of an Oberheim polyphonic synthesizer to 241 
 
the band’s instrumental resources led to a radical transformation in Weather Report’s 
music, since it gave Zawinul the option of making the ensemble sound like a big band or 
indeed  an  orchestra.  With  ‘Birdland’  he  was  concerned  with  exploiting  the  inherent 
contrast between the sounds produced by the small group and the simulated big band 
sounds he obtained from the Oberheim synthesizer. Hence, in the orchestration variety is 
achieved by juxtaposing a small body of instruments (various groupings of the ensemble 
without the polyphonic synthesizer) with a larger body of instruments (the ensemble with 
the polyphonic synthesizer). (See Figure 6.2)     
 
With  reference  to  the  instrumentation  and  musicians  used  on  this  recording,  the 
information on the album sleeve reads as follows:  
 
Joe Zawinul: Composer. Oberheim Polyphonic, ARP 2600, Acoustic piano, vocal, Melodica 
Wayne Shorter: Soprano, tenor saxophone 
Jaco Pastorius: Bass, Mandocello, vocals 
Alex Acuna: Drums 
Manolo Badrena: Tambourine 
 
Before  discussing  its  other  parameters,  two  observations  about  Zawinul’s  creative 
objectives will help to provide a perspective on this composition. Firstly, given his desire 
to invoke something of the ambience of a big band, it is hardly surprising that there are 
retrograde aspects of the music. These include: the ostinato riff in the introduction; the 
walking  bass  parts  (particularly  noticeable  under  the  tenor  sax  solo);  and  the 
reproduction of the sounds of a big band sax section (See Figure 6.2). On the other hand, 242 
 
it is manifestly clear that it would not have suited Zawinul’s creative temperament or 
conviction  to  write  a  simple  pastiche.  Instead,  he  sought  to  integrate  retrospective 
elements  of  the  music  with  more  contemporary  ingredients,  for  example:  the  use  of 
modal thematic material; the static (rock-like) rhythm of the drums; and the employment 
of  syncopated  funk-like  countermelodies  in  the  bass  part.  Hence  the  writing  on 
‘Birdland’ is both retrospective and contemporaneous. Secondly, as has already been 
pointed out, Zawinul’s compositions do not follow the theme-solo-theme model and can 
be viewed as a reaction against the individual virtuosity and excessive showiness of 
previous  forms  of  solo-orientated  jazz.  In  the  arrangement  of  ‘Birdland’  there  are 
designated  places  for  solo  improvisation;  however  the  space  provided  is  hardly 
immoderate: the tenor saxophone solo  only has 14 measures  (bars 123-136) and the 
synthesizer solo is tucked away at the end of the piece as the music fades out (5:00 – 
5:57). Consequently with this work the emphasis is on collective musical vitality rather 
than individual virtuoso display.          
 
Tonality, Melody and Harmony 
 
The introduction to ‘Birdland’ is noteworthy for its tonal ambiguity: the four note pitch 
material (B C D G) of the unaccompanied synthesizer bass ostinato (bars 1-12) could 
stem from several keys or modes. However, since the ostinato has a tonal relationship 
with the material that follows it is reasonable to say that its tonality is G Mixolydian. 
Over this introductory layer the bass provides a melodic counterpoint (bars 13-28) which 
seen in isolation suggests a variant of G major blues: G A B-flat D E. In fact the merging 243 
 
of these two layers produces a hybrid eight note mode, G Dorian with a raised third: G A 
B-flat B C D E F.
19 With the arrival of the ‘Fanfare’ (Section A (b) bars 28-36) the tonal 
orientation  of  the  piece  becomes  clearer:  the  music  in  this  section  is  based  on  the 
previous eight note mode but instead of a B in the bass it begins with a prominent G 
(bars 28-29). In effect, this establishes the G tonality, which in various guises is central 
to the music of ‘Birdland.’ (See Figure 6.3) 
 
      Figure 6.3    Table showing the G related tonalities of ‘Birdland’ 
 
     1.  Introduction – G Mixolydian 
     2.  Section A (a) and A¹ (a) – G Dorian with a raised 3rd  
     3.  Section A (b) and A¹ (b) ‘Fanfare’ – G Dorian with a raised 3rd   
     4.  Section A (c) – G pedal point 
     5.  Section B (a and b) and B¹ – G Mixolydian 
     6.  Section B (c) – G pedal point 
     7.  Section C (a and b) and C¹ (a and b) ‘Main Theme’ – G Mixolydian 
     8.  Section C (c) – G pedal point 
     9.  Section D (a) – G Dorian with a raised 3rd 
    10. Section D (b) – Descending chromatic line (bass notes G G-flat F E E-flat D D-flat C)  
    11. Section D (c) – B pedal point 
 
In  terms  of  his  compositional  approach,  it  has  already  been  established  that  from 
Zawinul’s standpoint he was primarily a ‘melodist.’
20 Indeed, such was his talent for 
spontaneously inventing melodies that at times his compositions seem to spill over with 
melodic material. In ‘Birdland’ there are seven principal melodies and each of these has 
                                                 
19 Note: In numerous texts concerned with scales and modes used in jazz improvisation, this mode falls 
under the general classification of what are termed ‘bebop scales’. More specifically, it is described as ‘G 
bebop minor.’ See for example, Misha V. Stefanuk, 2003. Jazz Piano Scales & Modes, Pacific, MO, Mel 
Bay Publications, 44. As to the term ‘bebop scale’ its origin is frequently attributed to the educationalist 
and jazz musician David Baker who has conducted a detailed study of the improvising techniques of the 
leading  performers  of  bebop.  As  the  writer  Monika  Herzig  explained  in  her  biography  of  Baker: 
‘Codifying the chord and scale relationships of the bebop style became the basic building block of the jazz 
education movement during the 1960s … Baker’s oeuvre includes three volumes entitled How to Play 
Bebop, and his improvisation method features an eight-note scale that he named the bebop scale.’ See 
Monika Herzig, 2011. Dave Baker: A Legacy in Music, Bloomington, Indiana University Press, 141.                   
20 See page 177 of this text. 244 
 
its source in one of three scale forms. Figure 6.4 lists the principal melodic material and 
the scale it is based on: 
 
 Figure 6.4   Table showing the principal melodies of ‘Birdland’  
 
Melodic material  Description      Source scale 
1. Intro   bars 1- 4  Synth bass ostinato    (1) G Mixolydian mode  
2. A (a)   bars 13-16  Electric bass melody    (2) G major blues scale  
3. A (b)   bars 28-36  Soprano ‘Fanfare’ melody  (3) G Dorian + raised 3rd 
4. B (a)   bars 41-60  Synth/acoustic piano melody  (1) G Mixolydian mode 
5. B (b)   bars 60-69  Tenor melody      (1) G Mixolydian mode 
6. C (a and b)  bars 79-102  Soprano ‘Main Theme’   (4) G Mixolydian mode 
7. D (a)   bars 111-122  Synth bass melody    (5) G Dorian + raised 3rd 
 
 
The three modes/scales are as follows:   
 
1.  G Mixolydian mode: G A B C D E F G 
2.  G Major Blues scale: G A B-flat B D E  
3.  G Dorian with a raised third: G A B-flat B C D E F 
Note:  Apart  from  the  introduction  and  Section  A  (a)  the  B  natural  functions  as  a 
chromatic passing note.      
 
 
Significantly, there is a fair degree of similitude between all of the principal melodies 
which becomes evident when they are reduced to their basic pitch material.  
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The pitches used in the melodies are as follows.
21  
 
1. Intro: synthesizer ostinato created from four pitches, B C D G  
2. A (a): bass melody created from five pitches, B-flat A G E D    
3. A (b): soprano melody created from five pitches, B A G F A-sharp (B-flat)             
4. B (a): synthesizer melody created from four pitches, B C D F  
5. B (b): tenor melody created from four pitches, B C D F    
6. C (a and b): soprano melody created from six pitches, B D G C A E  
7. D (a): synthesizer melody created from six pitches, B E G A A-sharp (B-flat) D  
 
Even  though  each  of  the  melodies  has  its  own  characteristic  rhythm,  contour  and 
instrumental texture, as the above demonstrates there are points of connectivity at the 
level of pitch material that run through the fabric of the music and this contributes to its 
overall sense of coherence.     
 
As one might expect from music where the predominant texture is polyphonic, all the 
voices are given lines that contain melodic and rhythmic interest. On this subject, even 
though  Zawinul  was  not  formally  schooled  in  the  art  of  polyphonic  compositional 
technique, he was by inclination a composer of contrapuntal music. So the challenge he 
set for himself with this piece was to write parts that not only worked well together in a 
coherent  texture  but  were  also  melodically  interesting  as  individual  lines.  As  he 
asserted: ‘My music is linear, with many lines, and they can go up or down or whatever, 
but they are all lines in their own right. They’re melodies – melodic melodies.’
22 If 
                                                 
21 Note: the pitches are shown in order of appearance. 
22 See Greg Armbruster, Ibid., 48. 246 
 
anything he gave more thought to the countermelodies than he did the primary melodic 
material. To clarify this point, it seems that in the initial phase of the writing process he 
would enter what might be considered a Zen-like state: ‘When I improvise there’s no 
mind. I’m just there … Mind messes everything up. When inspiration starts, rational 
thinking stops.’
23 While the countermelodies were improvised in just the same way, he 
would only begin working on them when he had spent some time absorbing his original 
recorded music: ‘I compose by improvising the melody on tape. Then I’ll put it away for 
a few days before I start listening again. After hearing it a dozen times, I improvise the 
leading countervoices and overdub them.’
24  
 
Among the leading countermelodies in this music are the following.  
 
1. The bass counter melody in a two part contrapuntal texture with the soprano taking the 
upper line. Section A b) bars 28-36 
 
2. The bass counter melody in a two part contrapuntal texture with the soprano taking the 
upper line. Section C a) bars 79-86 
 
3. The synthesizer and bass individual countermelodies in a three part contrapuntal 
texture with soprano taking the upper line. Section C a) bars 86-94 
 
4. The bass countermelody in a two part contrapuntal texture with the soprano taking the 
upper line. Section C b) bars 95-102 
 




                                                 
23  See  Paul  Tingen,  2003.  ‘Joe  Zawinul  –  Jazz  Keyboardist’,  in  Sound  On  Sound  (June  2003). 
http://www.soundonsound.co/sos/jun03/articles/joezawinul.asp, (accessed 5 October 2012). 
24 See Lyons, Ibid., 289 247 
 
As can readily be seen from the above, Zawinul had a keen interest in contrapuntal 
writing.  Furthermore,  his  was  a  melodic  approach  to  music  that  found  its  natural 
expression  in  melodies  with  a  modal  sensibility.  Consequently,  these  traits  figure 
prominently  in  Zawinul’s  personal  musical  language  and  might  explain  why  he  was 
largely unconcerned about harmony and prone to treat it as incidental.
25 
 
In relation to ‘Birdland,’ Zawinul’s modal approach was touched on in the foregoing 
survey of its tonal orientation. Essentially the harmonic base of the music is polymodal, 
featuring as it does two modes that centre on a G tonality: G Mixolydian and G Dorian 
with a raised third (‘G bebop minor’). The G Mixolydian has a major third degree, which 
contributes to it sounding major, whereas the hybrid G Dorian has a minor third degree, 
which lends the mode its minor sound. Hence the fundamental harmonic movement of 
this  piece  is  based  on  the  alternation  between  these  quasi-major  and  quasi-minor 
sounding modes. Against this background, Zawinul’s harmonic palette is predominantly 
triadic with each mode presenting a subtly different arrangement of major, minor and 
diminished triads within its scalar hierarchy: a) G Mixolydian – I, ii, iiiº, IV, v, vi, VII; 
b) G Dorian with a raised third – i, ii, III, iiiº, IV, v, viº, VII. Conspicuously, modal 
triadic harmony has a prominent role in his simulation of the sounds of a big band sax 
section (bars 28-36, 95-101, 157-164 and 189-232). During these segments he uses it in 
conjunction with the saxophone-like sounds of the synthesizer to thicken the soprano 
saxophone’s melodic line. In effect, he doubles the melody with the top note of the 
chord, which gives the parallel motion and piquant harmonies of second inversion triads.  
                                                 
25 See page 200 of this text which has a statement from Zawinul on the music he wanted to play. Towards 
the end of his inventory of chosen attributes he adds, ‘Harmony wasn’t important’. 248 
 
An  obvious  consequence  of  adopting  a  modal  approach  is  that  the  ensuing  music 
precludes many of the harmonic markers found in conventional tonality. For example, 
there is no sense of leading-note motion in the music of ‘Birdland’ since both the modal 
scales  described  share  a  minor  seventh.  In  addition,  the  music  does  not  include 
conventional chord progressions, there is no emphasis on dominant harmony, and it lacks 
a regular cadential function. One might infer that the absence of these measures will 
seriously  undermine  the  sense  of  tonic.  However,  Zawinul  reckons  with  this  by 
constantly reinforcing the tonic note G throughout the piece: it is used as a prominent 
pedal in the bass part and it is the base note in almost all the strategically placed pedal 
points.     
 
Notwithstanding their role in strengthening the tonal centre of the music, the pedal points 
serve a variety of functions not least of which is to act as bridges between sections. There 
are four main pedal points and to provide contrast Zawinul gives each one a different 
textural and rhythmic profile. Interestingly, in two of the bridges the pedal points make 
an  intrinsic  connection  with  the  musical  material  that  follows  by  becoming  its  base 
pedal-note (See Figure 6.5). 
 
Figure 6.5   Table showing the four pedal points of ‘Birdland’  
 
Instrumentation   Description 
1. Bars 37-40    Acoustic piano,   Long held G pedal in the bass parts with the 
synth bass and    piano providing a rhythmic single note G  
electric bass    above. Note the bass parts carry the G  
pedal through to the beginning of the next 
section (Section B a); bars 41-52). 249 
 
 
Figure 6.5 cont. 
 
2. Bars 73-78    Acoustic piano,   Long held G pedal in the synth bass part.  
                                    synth bass and    The electric bass enters with a bottom G then 
                                    electric bass    moves to the G two octaves higher (bars 75-76) 
On top of this the piano has a more active part 
with a rhythmical pattern of octave Gs. 
 
3. Bars 103-110   Synth bass and    Long held G pedal in the synth bass part. The  
electric bass    electric bass has a rhythmically active part    
with pairs of Gs an octave apart and played                                    
as quavers. Note the rhythmic pattern of the 
electric bass part is maintained throughout 
the next section (Section D a); bars 111-122) 
                                                                               
4. Bars 137-140   Synth bass and    Long held B pedal in the synth bass part, which   
acoustic piano    serves as preparation for the return of the bass 
melodic material (from Section A) in bar 141.  
                                                            This is supported by a rhythmically active piano 
vamp based on the diminished chord (iiiº) of 
the hybrid G Dorian mode.   
 
 
The variety of ways Zawinul uses pedal points in ‘Birdland’ far exceeds their customary 
function  as  tonal  anchors.  Indeed,  in  his  compositional  approach  they  take  on  an 
impressive range of effects. On a structural level they are embedded into the formal 
design of the composition and therefore represent an important organizing principal. On 
the other hand, in their capacity as bridge passages they delineate separate parts of the 
work, provide a release in tension between sections and are used to build anticipation for 
the next segment. Equally important though, they offer contrast in the dynamic level of 
the music. In short, the pedal points have a complex twofold purpose in this piece. On 
one level their static character contributes to its stability and unity. However, on quite a 
different level, the diversity of their musical features (as demonstrated above) provides 
contrast and variety.   250 
 
One final ingredient remains to be mentioned. In an environment that is primarily modal, 
Zawinul presents vivid contrast with an extended chromatic passage (Section D (b) bars 
123-136). As has already been noted, this section is based on a descending chromatic 
line (bass notes G G-flat F E E-flat D D-flat C). Spread over two bars which are then 
repeated seven times, this provides a dramatic backdrop for the tenor saxophone solo. 
What is perhaps most striking about the orchestration of this segment is that over the 
descending bass notes Zawinul superimposes a series of dominant seventh chords with 
the fifth note omitted. With the root note consigned to the bass, the upper synthesizer 
part consists of a descending chain of tritonal pairs of notes: B and F natural; B-flat and 
E; A and E-flat and so forth.  
 
From  the  evidence  given  above  one  might  begin  to  question  Zawinul’s  claim  that 





At first glance, the high-energy underlying rhythm of ‘Birdland’ resembles the infectious 
rhythms of contemporary dance music. This has led some commentators to allege that is 
has a ‘disco beat.’
26 However, as the critic and writer Stuart Nicholson has dryly pointed 
out, it ‘does not employ a disco beat that any self-respecting Donna Summer fan would 
                                                 
26 See for example, Barry Kernfeld, 1995. What to Listen For in Jazz, New Haven, Conn., and London, 
Yale  University  Press,  19.  In  his  account  of  the  introduction  to  ‘Birdland’  Kernfeld  alludes  to  the 
synthesizer bass ostinato figure and states: ‘After three statements of this pattern, a constant disco beat gets 
under way.’       251 
 
recognize.’
27 Indeed, there are fundamental differences in the rhythmic components of 
‘Birdland’ when compared to its counterpart in disco music.
28 Unlike the vast majority of 
disco music for example, the rhythmic thrust of ‘Birdland’ is not based on a backbeat – 
towards the end of the piece Zawinul does bring in a backbeat in the form of handclaps 
(C¹ a) and b) bars 173-224) but this is for a specific purpose that will be discussed in due 
course. Instead, each beat is given equal weight – maintained by the almost metronomic 
click of the snare drum’s rim shot. At the same time, rather than the pronounced four 
square pattern on the bass drum that almost all disco drummers provide, the drummer on 
‘Birdland’ only uses it sparingly to add a syncopated layer to the rhythmic texture. And 
while there are technical similarities in the way the hi-hat is used on ‘Birdland’ (played 
as continuous quavers in alternating closed and open positions) and certain forms of 
disco music, this hardly validates the claim that it is a ‘disco beat.’ Finally, the average 
tempo of a disco recording is 120 beats per minute, whereas on ‘Birdland’ the tempo is 
around 160 beats per minute. Viewed in this light, the allegation that ‘Birdland’ has a 
‘disco beat’ is highly questionable.  
 
Before examining the underlying rhythmic structure of ‘Birdland’ in greater detail, it is 
worth  briefly  pausing  to  reconsider  Zawinul’s  creative  process.  As  part  of  his 
compositional method, he would often record his improvisations on top of a simple pre-
set rhythm (click) track, as he explained: ‘I set myself up maybe a click track and put a 
little rhythm together … I don’t want to waste too much time on programming a drum 
                                                 
27 See Nicholson, 1998. Jazz-Rock: A History, New York, Schirmer Books; Edinburgh, Canongate, 177.  
28 For an informed account of the drumbeats commonly found in disco music, see Rick Mattingly,  2006.  
All About Drums, Milwaukee, WI, Hal Leonard Corporation, 42. 252 
 
machine, because while that rhythm is going on I’m recording already.’
29 He would then 
use the resulting tape during rehearsals as an effective means of conveying his musical 
ideas to the band: ‘I want them to learn about the original because that’s what I’m always 
going back to, to the original feeling, how the tune was perceived.’
30 In the case of 
‘Birdland’ it is very likely that the original tape contained only a very basic rhythm track, 
which  gave  the  band  an  unrestricted  view  of  its  main  melodic  material  and 
countermelodies.  Since  this  material  is  rhythmically  forceful  in  its  own  right  it  was 
clearly  decided  that  relatively  straightforward  timekeeping  patterns  in  the  percussion 
parts were sufficient to anchor the music. 
 
In ‘Birdland’ the drums and tambourine provide a steady rock-like drive to the music, 
which effectively counterbalances the numerous pushed accents in the melodic material 
and countermelodies. The principal ingredients of the underlying rhythm are as follows:     
 
1.  Tambourine; continuous semiquaver beats 
2.   Hi-hat;  continuous  quaver  beats  (alternating  between  closed  and  open 
positions)                                         
3.   Snare drum; continuous crotchet beats (performed as rim shots) 
4.   Bass drum; used sparingly with mainly syncopated accents 
 
Interestingly, the tension between the isochronal beats of the drums and tambourine and 
the syncopated accents of the other instrumental parts generates a tremendous feeling of 
swing. This is evidently the rhythmic effect that Zawinul intended, helped of course by 
the outstanding playing abilities of all the musicians involved.     
                                                 
29 See Simon Trask, Ibid., 43.  
30 See Simon Trask, Ibid., 43. 253 
 
For the  greater part of  this  piece the snare drum  provides a characteristic quadruple 
march-like  feel.  However,  in  bar  106  it  introduces  a  prominent  accent  on  the  final 
semiquaver of the fourth beat of the bar and one on the third beat of the next bar; a 
pattern which it maintains until bar 123. This gives a contrasting duple feel, which in the 
context of the music builds the level  of anticipation prior to the arrival of the tenor 
saxophone solo. Another rhythmic device is the use of handclaps (as mentioned above). 
As a new percussive effect, its strategic function is to provide contrast and increase the 
level of rhythmic intensity towards the end of the piece. When the handclaps first appear 
(bars 173-224) they are employed to accentuate the backbeat. However, in the closing 
segment (bars 225-232) as the music is fading they provide a final burst of rhythmic 
interest by accenting a continuous stream of quavers.    
 
With the percussion instruments supplying the rhythmic ground, this releases the bass 
from its conventional role in the rhythm section; it is used as melody instrument and is 
given its own countermelodies in the contrapuntal textures. Notwithstanding its greater 
independence, however, the electric bass – played by Jaco Pastorius (1951-87) – makes 
a significant contribution to the rhythmic fabric of the music.
31 Indeed, an outstanding 
feature of Pastorius’s performance on this recording is its rhythmic virtuosity. Take for 
example his elaborate parts on the countermelodies (Section A b) bars 28-36; Section C 
a) bars 79-94; and Section C b) bars 95-102) where the electric bass provides both a 
                                                 
31 As the writer Bill Milkowski pointed out the multi-talented Pastorius joined Weather Report in 1976 and 
quickly established his authority in the band: ‘On the band’s next album, 1977’s Heavy Weather, he not 
only contributed two compositions, ‘‘Havona’’ and … ‘‘Teen Town’’ but was credited as co-producer 
alongside Zawinul. ‘‘That was a matter of his workmanship and his input,’’ says Joe. ‘‘Jaco had a lot of 
input on that album, and I believe in giving credit where credit is due.’’’ See Milkowski, 1995. Jaco: The 
Extraordinary and Tragic Life of Jaco Pastorius ‘‘The World’s Greatest Bass Player’’, San Francisco, 
Miller Freeman Books, 78.   254 
 
melodic  and  rhythmic  counterpoint  to  the  main  melody.  During  these  segments, 
Pastorius fluidly executes the syncopated funk-like lines with a swing feel. A different 
technique is employed under the tenor saxophone solo (Section D b); bars 123-136) 
where he adopts a more orthodox walking bass approach. Elsewhere in the piece he 
blends rhythmic elements from R&B and rock into his playing (see for example: bars 
64-71 and bars 103-122). It should be apparent that the writing for the electric bass on 
‘Birdland’ demands a high level of technical skill and musical feeling. It is a testament 
to  Pastorius’s  talent  that  he  met  the  challenge  with  phenomenal  ￩lan  and  rhythmic 
ebullience. 
 
In summing up, ‘Birdland’ is easily the best known work that Zawinul composed for 
Weather  Report.  On  the  surface,  it  is  memorable  for  the  bold  thrust  of  its  thematic 
material and its high-energy dance-like rhythm. Yet, as the above examination reveals, 
he skilfully deploys a wide range of techniques to create a compelling and original work 
that captured the mood of big band jazz and recast it in a contemporary setting. Its formal 
structure presents a satisfying balance of resemblance and diversity, while the multiple 
levels of musical and instrumental textures provide a subtly changing backcloth to the 
main melodic material. Against this setting, Zawinul uses the modal harmonic idiom to 
great effect; deftly changing the ambience of the musical material and varying its tonal 
colouration. Taken as a whole, ‘Birdland’ is a superbly expressive work, bursting with 
vitality and rhythmic energy. Viewed from a wider perspective, its boundary crossing 
between genre and styles embodies the openness, eclecticism and hybridous nature of 
Zawinul’s compositional art.  255 
 
Finally, in terms of reception the recording was an artistic and commercial triumph: an 
abridged version was released as a single in 1977 and received a Grammy nomination for 
‘Best  Instrumental  Composition.’  Following  its  popular  success,  ‘Birdland’  has  been 
widely  recognized  as  a  contemporary  jazz  standard  and  has  collected  a  number  of 
Grammys for versions by other artists.
32 In 2010 it was inducted into the Grammy Hall 
of  Fame:  an  institution  established  by  the  ‘Recording  Academy’s  Trustees’  with  the 
specific aim of honouring ‘recordings of lasting qualitative or historical significance.’ It 
should be stated that the reason for drawing attention to these awards is not to push for 
‘Birdland’  to  be  canonized  as  a  masterwork:  rather  it  is  to  show  that  Zawinul’s 
compositional  talent  was  recognized  by  an  influential  body  within  the  contemporary 
recording industry. Moreover, it provides a perspective on the scale of his achievement 
as a jazz musician in American musical culture. What makes this even more remarkable 
is  that  Zawinul’s  journey  into  American  jazz  began  in  humble  circumstances  in  a 







                                                 
32 In 1981 the group The Manhattan Transfer received two Grammys for their vocal interpretation of 
‘Birdland.’ The arrangement by the group’s singer Janis Siegal with lyrics by Jon Hendricks won the 
award for ‘Best Vocal Arrangement for Two or More Voices’ and the group were presented with one for 
‘Best Jazz Fusion Performance.’ In 1991 a Hip Hop version (produced by Quincy Jones and featuring 
Zawinul) received two Grammys. As its producer Quincy Jones was presented with the award for ‘Best 
Jazz Fusion Performance.’ Its second was for ‘Best Instrumental Arrangement’: this version was arranged 
by  Jerry  Hey,  Quincy  Jones,  Ian  Price  and  Rod  Temperton.  For  more  information  on  the  Grammys 
awarded to ‘Birdland’ go to web page: http//:www.grammy.com 256 
 






















Conclusion: The Way of Sound 
 
Jazz is only a word and really has no meaning. We stopped using it in 1943. To 
keep the whole thing clear once and for all, I don’t believe in categories of any 
kind.  
                                                                                                             - Duke Ellington
1 
 
I always thought that music had no boundaries, no limits to where it could grow 
and go, no restrictions on its creativity. Good music is good no matter what kind of 
music it is.  And I always hated categories. Always. Never thought it had any place  
in music.  
                                                                                                                 - Miles Davis
2  
 
Like Duke Ellington and Miles Davis, Josef Zawinul was all too familiar with the shrill 
voice of condemnation, which emanates from the conservative wing of jazz’s critical 
establishment whenever there is any perceived violation of established orthodoxies. In 
the second half of the 1960s, he and Davis were at the centre of a controversy that 
surrounded the incorporation of electronic instruments into jazz. From Zawinul’s own 
perspective, the negative criticism that hounded his  exploration of electric jazz was 
misguided  and  discriminatory,  as  he  stoically  articulated:  ‘I  don’t  like  this 
                                                 
1 Duke Ellington, 1977. Music is my Mistress, Garden City, N.Y., Doubleday, and London, W.H. 
Allen, 452. 
2  Miles  Davis  and Quincy  Troupe, 1989.  Miles:  The  Autobiography,  New  York,  Simon  and 
Schuster, 195. 262 
 
electric/acoustic division because it is all one music.’
3 This comment reveals a great 
deal about his openness of mind and the inclusiveness of his musical aesthetic. Clearly, 
he is against the compartmentalization of jazz because to his way of thinking it creates 
unnecessary  segregation.  At  the  same  time,  he  is  saying  that  in  his  broad  view  of 
contemporary music both forms (electric jazz and acoustic jazz) are equally valid. In 
other words, one is not inherently better than the other. On a more subtle level, he is 
suggesting that there is no ontological stability to the term jazz or any of its genre 
labels. From this position, the overriding hierarchies and categories defining American 
jazz cease to have any legitimate meaning. In consequence, Zawinul was unaffected by 
the  controversy  and  continued  to  experiment  with  electronic  sounds  throughout  his 
career. In the mid-1980s the propaganda war was given fresh impetus by the so-called 
new  traditionalists  (neo-classicists)  in  their  calculated  denunciation  of  electric  jazz 
(otherwise labelled jazz-rock fusion or jazz-rock). In chapter 3 it was suggested that this 
has  featured  in  their  attempt  to  gain  hegemony  and  control  the  identity  of  jazz: 
underlying their swingeing criticism is the wholesale rejection of electronics in favour 
of the restoration of ‘pure’ acoustic jazz and its repertoire. However, unlike the new 
traditionalists  and  the  conservatively  minded  critics  who  gave  them  vocal  support, 
Zawinul did not seek to influence the listening public on matters of taste. As far as his 
music was concerned he accepted that the audience it attracted would determine its 
worth. His long and successful career testifies that a sizeable number of the concert-
going and record-buying public found a great deal of value in his body of work.       
 
                                                 
3 See Len Lyons, 1983. The Great Jazz Pianists, Speaking of their Lives and Music, New York, Da 
Capo Press, 292. 263 
 
One  of  the  principal  aims  of  this  preliminary  study,  then,  has  been  to  establish  a 
productive  approach  to  Zawinul’s  electric  jazz  –  or  to  be  more  precise  his  electro-
acoustic jazz – that might counter the level of misrepresentation that has been circulated 
by  critics  and  musicians  on  the  conservative  side  of  mainstream  jazz.  To  this  end, 
consideration has been given not only to Zawinul’s music and his compositional process 
but also the complex musical and cultural influences that shaped his creative world and 
the aesthetic premises on which it is based.    
 
At  the  beginning  of  this  dissertation  reference  was  made  to  Zawinul’s  ‘open  jazz’ 
approach. At the time it was noted that this expression stemmed from assertions he 
made about his jazz aesthetic i.e. his openness to new sounds and his interest in new 
performance practices. Giving it a broader application, its use in this text relates to a 
freely adopted eclectic aesthetic. In many respects, this open jazz aesthetic provides the 
common  bond  between  the  cluster  of  experimentally  minded  jazz  musicians  and 
composers  in  the  1960s  and  1970s  (Miles  Davis,  Wayne  Shorter,  Herbie  Hancock, 
Chick  Corea  et  al.)  whose  musical  activities  led  to  the  various  hybrid  forms  of 
contemporary jazz that emerged during this period. On a deeper level, it relates to the 
inherent eclecticism and hybrid qualities of American jazz that were present in its early 
development.       
 
To understand Zawinul’s eclecticism it is important to recognize that his creative world 
is  a  complex  synthesis  of  musical  ideas  and  practices  received  from  two  distinct 
cultures:  his  Viennese  roots  (Volksmusik  repertoire,  hillbilly  music  and  Western  art 264 
 
music) and his American experience (contemporary American jazz, blues, gospel, R&B, 
soul, rock and funk). With regard to his practical knowledge of American jazz, it is 
noteworthy that in his formative  years his musical development was informed by a 
multiplicity of jazz approaches, including those identified as bebop, cool jazz, West 
Coast jazz, hard bop, third stream, modal and free jazz. In effect, his creative reality was 
a fusion of a wide variety of disparate musical styles and interpretative strategies, and 
this translated into his open jazz approach. Most significantly, this artistic propensity 
enabled him to respond and adapt to the historic transformation that took place in the 
1960s, when the advance of rock and popular music gradually overwhelmed jazz in 
America’s cultural profile.   
 
In the examination of Zawinul’s collaborative work with Miles Davis it was suggested 
that  aesthetic  eclecticism  carried  a  resonance  beyond  the  musical  realm.  Broadly 
speaking,  the  ideas  and  aesthetic  values  advanced  by  the  1960s  counter-culture 
movement  are represented by openness,  inquisitiveness  and experimentation, and this 
found its expression in ‘radical eclecticism.’ The unprecedented success of Zawinul’s and 
Davis’s  experimental  studio  recordings  (particularly  with  younger  listeners)  can  be 
attributed  in  large  part  to  its  correlation  with  these  values.  From  a  purely  technical 
standpoint, their music used both electronic and acoustic instruments and made reference 
to a broad spectrum of styles and practices, including: blues, modal jazz, free jazz, rock, 
R&B  and  funk.  It  also  invoked  modernist  compositional  techniques  associated  with 
minimalism and transethnic practices appropriated from Africa, India and Asia. As such, 
this electro-acoustic hybrid not only transformed the language and sound of jazz but also 
encouraged  alternative  ways  of  thinking  about  its  stylistic  identity.  Given  the  near 265 
 
collapse of jazz in the second half of the 1960s, the success of their collaboration helped 
to  win it a new  found  relevance in  contemporary musical  culture. Moreover,  as  was 
outlined  in  chapter  3,  the  hybrid  musical  language  that  Zawinul  and  Davis  created 
functioned on many levels and offered a range of characteristics that cultural theorists 
have  associated  with  the  emergence  of  postmodernism.  Among  these  are:  openness, 
pluralism,  eclecticism,  multiculturalism,  rapprochement  with  contemporary  popular 
music and blurring the distinctions between high and low art. When seen in this light, the 
implementation of an open jazz approach was Zawinul’s and Davis’s artistic response to 
the challenge of an increasingly postmodern musical environment.      
 
Conspicuously, a number of themes covered in the first part of this thesis have received 
little  attention  in  jazz  scholarship,  namely,  eclecticism  in  jazz,  jazz  and  the  counter 
culture,  and  postmodernism  and  jazz.  An  argument  can  be  put  forward  that  more 
thorough scholarly research into these matters is of paramount importance. This would 
not only provide a better understanding of the context of jazz in the 1960s and 1970s 
(essential for making critical judgements) but might also help to explain the position of 
contemporary jazz within the chaotic and bewildering context of postmodern musical life.    
 
With regard to Zawinul’s musical art, in chapters 3 and 4 it was pointed out that in 1966 
he made a major breakthrough in his creative world, which came with the realization that 
he  needed  to  establish  his  own  musical  language  and  sound  in  contemporary  jazz.  
Following this epiphany, he made his artistic purpose clear: he refused to be constrained 
by jazz orthodoxy and genre boundaries and began to engage in an open jazz approach. 266 
 
From 1966 onwards he was involved with an undertaking that expanded the margins of 
jazz. His compositional approach challenged the conventions of jazz’s common practice 
(thirty-two bar song forms, twelve bar blues cycles and the theme and variations format); 
his use of electronic instruments (electric pianos and synthesizers) introduced a wealth of 
new timbres to the sound world of jazz; and his assimilation of rock, soul, and funk 
grooves  together  with  his  adaptation  of  drum  patterns  from  various  ethnic  sources, 
brought  new  rhythmic  dimensions  to  the  music.  Consequently,  his  search  for 
individuality led him to question traditional methods of jazz performance practice, in 
particular its reliance on prescriptive structures. As the analysis of pieces composed for 
Weather Report clearly demonstrates (chapters 5 and 6) he was concerned with exploring 
alternative approaches to compositional design. Thus, an important part of his artistic 
legacy was music that broadened the scope of jazz’s formal structures, even as it raised 
the bar as far as compositional possibilities were concerned. In a related matter, it was 
stated that Zawinul has left a vast private archive of his recorded improvisations. This is 
also his endowment and it is eagerly hoped that the Zawinul estate will grant access to 
this material so that further research can be conducted into his creative process in order to 
deepen and extend what was started with this study.   
 
Finally, although Zawinul attached great importance to the heritage of black American 
jazz  musicians,  he  sensed  that  for  jazz  to  have  a  meaningful  place  in  contemporary 
musical  culture  –  as  a  genuinely  creative  activity  –  it  needed  to  be  protean  and 
contemporaneous. In pursuit of his artistic objectives, Zawinul’s prodigious contribution 
to contemporary jazz in the late 1960s and 1970s not only helped to win a large and 267 
 
diverse audience for this music in America but also attracted a worldwide following. 
Among his peers, it is widely recognized that his compositions have played a significant 
role in the growth of contemporary jazz in the second half of the twentieth century. When 
one considers that his compositions were the product of impromptu music making at the 
keyboards – and this activity was stimulated in the first place by the galvanising effects of 
sounds  on  his  aural  imagination  –  then  one  must  conclude  that  Zawinul  was  a  rare 




















Descriptive outlines of the compositions cited in the form analysis 
 
Example 1: ‘Orange Lady’ 
Personnel: 
Josef Zawinul – Acoustic and electric piano 
Wayne Shorter – Soprano saxophone 
Miroslav Vitous – Double bass 




Table showing the main events and structure of Zawinul’s ‘Orange Lady’ 
    
Note:  In terms of tonality, the music of ‘Orange Lady’ has a modal/pentatonic quality  and 
employs numerous tonal centres. In order of appearance these are as follows: 
Introduction – E Mixolydian to C sharp Phrygian to E Mixolydian; Section A – A tonality 
to C sharp Phrygian; Section B – E Mixolydian; Section C – A flat Lydian; 
Section A¹ – A tonality to C sharp Phrygian. 
                 
     
1. Introduction in two parts  
i)  Free tempo electric piano solo improvisation. Bowed double      0:00 – 0:36  
bass enters at 0:27 establishing an E Mixolydian tonality.      0:27 – 0:36 
 
ii)  Rubato soprano sax and bowed double bass octave unison melodic    0:37 – 1:37 
statement. Migrates from C sharp Phrygian to E Mixolydian at the end.  
The electric piano provides a free tempo improvised accompaniment      
  
2. Section A:  
 
Soprano sax and bowed double bass in octave unison for the primary    1:38 – 3:33 
melodic statement. The main body of music (1:38 –3:10) uses an 
A tonality but moves to C sharp Phrygian at the end of the section 
(3:11 – 3:33). The electric piano provides a free tempo improvised 
accompaniment.  
   
     
3. Section B: 
Note:  The music at this point assumes a slow tempo four beats to a bar feel and occupies 




Main entry points and instrumental textures 
 
i)  Electric piano - second thematic statement (4 bars)      3:34 – 4:27 
ii)  Bowed bass pedal E              3:36 – 3:42 
iii)  Percussion enters at 3:38 and provides a variety of textures for  
a.  the remainder of the piece.  
iv)  Electric piano and bowed bass in octave unison for a repeat of the    3:49 – 4:03 
a.  4 bar thematic statement.    
v)  Soprano sax enters with the opening two bars of the theme    4:04 – 4:12 
vi)  4 bar collectively improvised instrumental textures.      4:13 – 4:27 
 
4. Bridge:                                                                                                                
 
Main entry points and instrumental textures 
 
i)  Electric piano short rhythmic motive          4:28 – 4:31 
ii)  Soprano sax enters with a prominent A-sharp (B-flat)      4:30  
iii)  Double bass performs a short rhythmic motive based on      4:31 – 4:36   
a.  the note G-sharp (A-flat)   
 
 
5. Section C: 
 
Note:   The music at this point assumes a medium tempo six beats to a bar 
feel and occupies an A-flat Lydian tonality. For the majority of the 
                    section the soprano sax is the lead voice with the electric piano,  
                    double bass (A-flat pedal) and percussion providing accompaniment.               
 
 
          Main entry points and instrumental/vocal textures: 
 
i)  Soprano sax motivic solo improvisation         4:37 – 5:07 
ii)  Soprano sax motive              5:08 – 5:18 
iii)  Soprano sax motivic solo improvisation         5:19 – 5:31  
iv)  Wordless vocal              5:32 – 5:33 
v)  Soprano sax interjection            5:34 – 5:36 
vi)  Wordless vocal              5:37 – 5:39 
vii) Soprano sax long held B-flat            5:39 – 5:45 
viii) Electric piano and percussion improvisation        5:46 – 5:51 
ix)  Double bass A-flat pedal            5:50 – 5:51 
x)  Soprano sax motive              5:51 – 5:58 
xi)  Electric piano, double bass and percussion fill        5:59 – 6:05 
xii) Soprano sax motivic solo improvisation         6:06 – 6:13 
xiii) Electric piano, double bass and percussion fill        6:14 – 6:23 
 
 
    6. Section A¹:  
         
          Return of main melodic statement in free tempo – soprano sax     6:24 – 8:42 
          sax and bowed double bass in octave unison with electric piano 




Example 2: ‘Unknown Soldier’ 
Personnel: 
Josef Zawinul – Acoustic and Electric piano 
Wayne Shorter – Soprano saxophone 
Miroslav Vitous – Double bass 
Dom Um Romao – Percussion 
Eric Gravatt – Drums 
Wilmer Wise – D and Piccolo trumpet 
Hubert Laws – Flute 
Andrew White – English horn 
Yolande Bavan, Joshie Armstrong, Chapman Roberts – vocals 
Roger Powell – Synthesizer consultant 
 
Table showing the main events and structure of Zawinul’s ‘Unknown Soldier’ 
 
1.  Introduction:    
        Begins with a military sounding snare drum, then a ride cymbals enters    0:00 – 0:06 
        to establish the timekeeping rhythm                                                                        
 
Note: Apart from the free jazz section, the main body of music is in a medium tempo 3/4    
2.  Section A:                                                                                                            
          Main entry points and instrumental/ vocal textures 
i)  Wordless vocals and double bass unison melody       0:07 – 0:24 
ii)  Saxophone, keyboards and trumpet melodic lines       0:25 – 0:49 
iii)  Double bass pedal with keyboard accompaniment      0:50 – 1:03 
iv)  Double bass descending motive          1:03 – 1:05 
v)  Military drum fills              1:06 – 1:15 
vi)  Double bass motive              1:16 – 1:18 
vii) Double bass pedal with keyboard accompaniment      1:19 – 1:30 
viii) Cor anglais melody with double bass pedal        1:31 – 1:40 
ix)  Cor anglais, saxophone, double bass and keyboards      1:41 – 1:54 
x)  Saxophone, trumpet and flute melodic lines        1:55 – 2:06 
xi)  Keyboards and double bass unison melody        2:07 – 2:12 
xii) Flute, saxophone and trumpet melodic lines        2:13 – 2:32 
xiii) Cor anglais melodic statement            2:33 – 2:43 
      
 
3.  Section B:                            
i)  Military drum sounds (machine-gun like) over double bass pedal    2:44 – 2:55 
ii)  Sounds of air-raid sirens with military drums        2:56 – 3:30 
iii)  Sounds of marching              3:31 – 3:32 
iv)  Walking bass enters and establishes a fast 4/4 tempo,      3:33 – 3:35 
v)  which underpins the free jazz section   
vi)  Free jazz collective interplay: Saxophone, cor anglais, keyboards    3:36 – 4:43 




4.  Bridge:                                            
          Double bass melody and return of the medium tempo 3/4      4:44 – 4:54 
 
5.  Section C:  
i)  Wordless vocal and double bass unison (hymn-like) melody    4:55 – 5:14 
ii)  Keyboards and double bass unison melody with mysterious                       5:15 – 5:31 
sprechstimme    
iii)  Saxophone counter melody            5:32 – 5:47 
iv)  Double bass motive with percussion accompaniment      5:48 – 5:57 
v)  Piccolo trumpet melodic statement (1)          5:58 – 6:14 
vi)  Double bass pedal note with keyboard accompaniment      6:15 – 6:21 
vii) Melodic lines performed by the following front line instruments:   
a.  a) Saxophone            6:22 – 6:23 
b.  b) Piccolo trumpet melodic statement (2)      6:24 – 6:30 
c.  c) Saxophone            6:31 – 6:41 
d.  d) Flute              6:42 – 6:43 
e.  e) Piccolo trumpet melodic statement (3)      6:44 – 6:51 
viii) Double bass pedal with keyboard accompaniment      6:52 – 6:55 
 
6.  Finale:                                                                                                              
i)  Double bass pedal with keyboard accompaniment      6:56 – 7:05 
ii)  Cor anglais long-held notes            7:06 – 7:33 
iii)  Double bass pedal with keyboard accompaniment      7:34 – 7:38 
iv)  Cor anglais final flourish and long-held notes        7:39 – 7:46 
v)  Fade                7:47 – 7:57 
   
 
 
Example 3: ‘Boogie Woogie Waltz’ 
Personnel: 
Josef Zawinul – Acoustic and Electric piano 
Wayne Shorter – Soprano saxophone 
Miroslav Vitous – Double bass 
Airto Moirera – Percussion 
Alphonse Mouzon – Drums  
 
 
Table showing the main events and structure of Zawinul’s ‘Boogie Woogie Waltz’ 
 
 Note:   The main body of music inhabits E-flat Aeolian except for a relatively brief modulation 
 to A Dorian in Section A.     
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1.  Introduction                                                                                                       
Main entry points and instrumental textures  
i)  Unaccompanied drums and percussion multi-layered rhythms    0:00 – 0:17 
ii)  Keyboards and bass enter with ascending thematic statement    0:18 – 0.19 
iii)  Soprano sax enters with an answering phrase      0:19 – 0:24 
iv)  Drums and percussion rhythmical textures        0:24 – 0:27 
v)  Long-breathed soprano sax motive          0:27 – 0:34 
vi)  Drums and percussion rhythmical textures        0:34 – 0:38 
vii) ‘Wah-Wah’ electric piano with continuous funk-like rhythmic figures  0:38 – 0:47 
viii) Bass restates ascending thematic statement        0:47 – 0:48 
ix)  Keyboards, drums and percussion rhythmical textures      0:48 – 0:55 
x)  Bass repeats ascending thematic statement        0:55 – 0:56 
xi)  Soprano sax enters with long-lined descending melody    0:58 – 1:04 
xii) Bass repeats ascending melodic figure        1:04 – 1:05 
 
2.  Section A:                                                                                                           
a) Extended repetitions, multiple entry points and instrumental textures  
i)  Electric piano introduces 4 bar melodic/rhythmic motive    1:06 – 1:15 
over drums and percussion rhythmic textures 
ii)  Soprano sax takes a short (space-filled) solo       1:15 – 1:40 
iii)  ‘Wah-Wah’ electric piano adds to underlying rhythmic textures  1:40 – 1:47 
iv)  Soprano sax and ‘Wah-Wah’ electric piano improvise against    1:48 – 3:41 
one another and have short (space-filled) solos  
b)  Interlude 
Soprano sax ascending melodic figure, imitated by keyboards    3:42 – 3:52  
c)  Collective improvisation between soprano sax, ‘Wah-Wah’ electric  3:53 – 5:53 
Piano, double bass and electric bass over drums and percussion  
 
       d) Interlude                                                                                                        5:54 – 6:56 
               i)  Modulation section performed by keyboards and soprano sax  5:54 – 6:28 
               ii) Unaccompanied drums and percussion rhythmic textures    6:29 – 6:56 
 
3.  Section A¹:                                                                                                         
i)  Electric piano performs a variation of the 4 bar melodic/ rhythmic  6:57 – 7:36 
motive from Section A with soprano sax interjections    
ii)  Collective improvisation between soprano sax, ‘Wah-Wah’ electric  7:37 – 8:41 
piano, double bass and electric bass over drums and percussion rhythms 
 
4.  Section B:                                                                                                           
i)  ‘Wah-Wah’ electric piano performs new 4 bar theme     8:42 – 9:16 
and is later joined by soprano in unison                  
ii)  Soprano sax continues with the 4 bar theme while      9:17 – 9:33  
keyboards has short solo   
iii)  Keyboards joins soprano sax in unison version of theme    9:34 – 9:48 273 
 
iv)  Long-held synthesizer note          9:49 – 9:55 
v)  ‘Wah-Wah’ electric piano and electric bass improvise against one  9:56 – 10:42 
another  
vi)  Electric piano and soprano sax perform 4 bar theme: sometimes  10:43 – 11:58 
varying their points of attack and overlapping one another 
vii) Soprano sax enters with long-held notes        11:59 – 12:09 
viii) Soprano sax performs a series of melodic/rhythmic motives    12:10 – 12:20 
 
5.  Finale:                                                                                                                 
i)  Keyboards and soprano sax perform four versions of theme    12:21 – 12:42 
ii)  Keyboards and bass restate the ascending figure from the    12:43 – 12:44   
introduction     
iii)  Piece ends on a long-held fermata          12:44 – 13:01 
 
 
Example 4: ‘Nubian Sundance’ 
Personnel: 
Josef Zawinul – Acoustic, electric piano, synthesizer and vocals 
Wayne Shorter – Soprano and tenor saxophones 
Alphonso Johnson – Electric bass 
Dom Um Romao – Percussion 
Ishmael Wilburn and Skip Hadden – Drums  
 
 
Table showing the main events and structure of Zawinul’s ‘Nubian Sundance’ 
 
Note:   The main body of music up to and including Section M is in F tonality. 
                    In the final quarter the music shifts to C tonality for Sections N,O and  
                    P before returning to F tonality in Section Q at the end.     
 
1.  Introduction in three parts                                                                                    
i)  Sounds of people talking                                                                                0:00 – 0:06  
 
ii)  Keyboard and bass unison thematic statement (Lydian mode)      0:07 – 0:12  
with sounds of people cheering 
Note:   The pre-recorded sounds of cheering etc. are in the foreground during  
the Introduction and over Sections A and B, after that they reduce in 
volume to become part of the background texture.                                                        
 
iii)  Unaccompanied drums and percussion with B-flat bass pedal      0:13 – 0:26 
 
2.  Section A:                                                                                                          
i)  Keyboard and bass syncopated 2 bar phrase (Ionian mode)      0:27 – 0:29  
ii)  Unaccompanied drums and percussion with F bass pedal      0:30 – 0:41 
iii)  Repeat of keyboard and bass 2 bar phrase with added F pedal      0:42 – 0:49 274 
 
3.  Section B:                                                                                                         
i)  Keyboard 1-bar cell motive followed by 1 bar rest: repeated      0:50 – 1:14 
nine times and gradually developed through the section 
ii)  Bass counterpoint: pentatonic 2 bar ostinato (Aeolian mode)      0:53 – 1:06 
iii)  Short vocal interjection              0:58 – 1:04 
iv)  Bass pedal C                1:07 – 1:10 
v)  Keyboard – development of cell motive (B-flat tonality)      1:08 – 1:14 
                                   
4.  Section C:                                                                                                            
i)  Keyboard and vocals melodic statement (Dorian mode) with      1:15 – 1:17             
bass counterpoint 
ii)  Sax answering phrase              1:18 – 1:23 
iii)  Keyboard motive               1:23 – 1:25 
iv)  Sax and bass unison motive            1:26 – 1:28 
v)  Keyboard motive               1:29 – 1:33 
 
 
5.  Section D:                                                                                                          
    
i)  Keyboard and bass unison melodic statement (Aeolian mode)      1:34 – 1:54 
ii)  Keyboard motive               1:55 – 1:59 
iii)  Keyboard and bass fills              2:00 – 2:01 
 
 
6.  Section E:                                                                                                           
 
i)  Keyboard and wordless vocals melody with bass counterpoint     2:02 – 2:07 
ii)  Keyboard, drums and percussion - rhythmic passage        2:08 – 2:10 
iii)  Keyboard and wordless vocals melody with bass counterpoint     2:11 – 2:14 
iv)  Keyboard motive               2:15 – 2:16 
 
 
7.  Section F:                                                                                                           
 
i)  Keyboard and bass octave unison melodic statement        2:17 – 2:27 
(Dorian Mode)  
 
8.  Section G:                                                                                                         
 
i)  Keyboard and wordless vocals melody          2:28 – 2:33 
ii)  Keyboard motive               2:34 – 2:36 
iii)  Wordless vocals with keyboard and bass accompaniment      2:37 – 2:41 
iv)  Keyboard motivic development            2:42 – 2:46 
v)  Keyboard long note              2:47 – 2:50 
vi)  Keyboard and wordless vocal melody with bass counterpoint      2:51 – 3:04 
vii) Crowd noise returns to foreground over drum and bass      3:05 – 3:08 
viii) Crowd noise with keyboard ascending melodic phrase      3:09 – 3:13 
 
   
9.  Section H:                                                                                                          
 
i)  Crowd noise with keyboard and sax unison melodic statement     3:14 – 3:26        
and bass counterpoint 275 
 
ii)  Crowd noise, keyboard fills and spoken vocal part        3:27 – 3:35 
 
 
10.  Section I:                                                                                                         
 
i)  Sax melodic lines with bass counterpoint and keyboard      3:36 – 3:52 
accompaniment  
ii)  Keyboards (Synthesizer and piano) motive          3:53 – 3:54 
iii)  Synthesizer ascending glissando with keyboard motive      3:55 – 3:59 
iv)  Climax point - Synthesizer long note with crowd noise      4:00 – 4:03 
 
11.  Section J:                                                                                                         
 
i)  Synthesizer and bass unison melody – based on first        4:04 – 4:09        
thematic statement in the introduction (Lydian mode)       
ii)  Keyboard motive               4:09 – 4:18 
 
 
12.  Section K:                                                                                                             
 
i)  Keyboard and bass unison melodic line          4:19 – 4:35 
ii)  Synthesizer melodic line with bass counterpoint        4:36 – 4:58 
 
 
13.  Section L:                                                                                                         
 
i)  Synthesizer and bass unison melodic line with keyboard      4:59 – 5:20         
accompaniment 
ii)  Passage of wordless vocals with keyboard interjections      5:21 – 5:35 
 
 
14.  Section M:                                                                                                     
 
Introduction of new melodic material (A, B and C)               
 
i)  Keyboard and bass 8 bar unison melodic statement (A)      5:36 – 5:47  
(Aeolian mode) 
ii)  Repeat of 8 bar statement (A)            5:48 – 5:58 
iii)  Development of new melodic material over 7 bars (B)      5:59 – 6:08 
iv)  4 bar keyboard phrase with bass counterpoint (C)        6:09 – 6:14 
v)  2 bar rhythmical passage              6:15 – 6:17 
vi)  Repeat of 8 bar statement (A)            6:18 – 6:28 
vii) 2 bar rhythmical passage              6:29 – 6:30 
viii) 3 repeats of 8 bar statement (A)            6:31 – 7:05 
ix)  Repeat of 7 bar statement (B) with additional        7:06 – 7:15 
wordless vocal line          
x)  Repeat of 4 bar phrase (C) with added vocal part        7:16 – 7:21 
xi)  2 Repeats of 8 bar statement (A) with vocal part        7:22 – 7:45 
xii) Repeat of 7 bar statement (B) with vocal part        7:46 – 7:56 
xiii) Repeat of 4 bar phrase (C) with vocal part          7:57 – 7:59 
 
           
Note:  Entering Section N the tonality shifts to C (Dorian Mode) where it remains   




15.  Section N:                                                                                                       
 
Consists of new extended melodic material performed        8:00 – 8:11 
by the keyboards     
 
 
16.  Section O:                  8:12 – 8:59 
            
Mainly consists of the following textures:– 
 
i)  Crowd noise 
ii)  Various vocal utterances 
iii)  Bass pedal D  
iv)  Keyboards reinforcing the pedal D and rhythmically comping  
v)  Drums and percussion rhythmic groove                    
 
       
17.  Section P:                                                                                                         
        
i)  Bass pedal D with keyboard accompaniment         9:00 – 9:11 
ii)  Vocal track (indistinct words)            9:12 – 9:24 
iii)  Softly played version of 8-Bar statement from Section M       9:14 – 9:24 
  
 
18.  Section Q:                                                                                                        
Mainly consists of 4 repeats of 8 bar statement from Section M      9:25 – 10:16 
gradually building in volume. Additional textures include: 
            
i)  Continuation of vocal track from Section P                        9:25 – 9:44 
ii)  Crowd noise                10:00 – 10:16 




Example 5: ‘Man In The Green Shirt’ 
Personnel: 
Josef Zawinul – Electric piano, synthesizer and melodica 
Wayne Shorter – Soprano saxophone 
Alphonso Johnson – Electric bass 
Alyrio Lima – Percussion 
Ndugu (Leon Chancler) – Drums  
 
 
Table showing the main events and structure of Zawinul’s ‘Man In The Green Shirt’ 
 
Note:  The piece is in common time with a tempo approximating 152 beats per minute. 
The principal melodic material is in B-flat major. Where there are exceptions  
these will be noted in the text.        
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1.  Introduction in three parts                                                                                     
i)  Drums – 1 bar of semiquavers establishes the tempo and double    0:00 – 0:01 
time feel. 
 
(Note:   The first period of double time rhythmic activity 
extends from 0:00 to 1:33)    
 
ii)  Keyboards – first melodic statement, consisting of 2 x 4 bars      0:01 – 1:13 
of block chords. The bass enters on the second time round         
with a lively 4 bar funk-like counterpoint line.                  
 
(Note: To reinforce the double time feel, a synthesizer part has been   
added, which consists of repeated semiquavers of a single    
note F. This is maintained throughout the introduction)  
 
iii)  Keyboards – second melodic statement, consisting of 4 bars of     0:14 – 0:20 
block chords. The bass continues with a variation of the 4 bar 
counterpoint line.    
 
2.  Section A:                                                                                                          
The main theme falls into a a¹ b form as follows:-              
a)  14 bar synthesizer and soprano sax long melodic line over a      0:21 – 0.41 
continuous 2 bar ostinato bass line.         
 
(Note:  The electric piano functions as part of the rhythm section and contributes fast  
rhythmical comping at various points during the periods of double time activity)      
 
a¹)  Repeat of bars 1 to 9 of (a) plus 1 bar of new melodic material   
  0:42 – 0:57 
 
b)  This part of the form has three elements: 
i) 4 bars of new thematic material (synthesizer and soprano sax)    0:58 – 1:04 
Under this the bass has 2 bars of a G pedal then 2 bars of a 
C pedal. The music modulates temporarily to a C minor 
tonality in preparation for the soprano sax solo.     
ii) First extended soprano sax solo            1:05 – 1:15 
iii) 1 bar of a bass F pedal with the keyboards and soprano      1:16 – 1:17 
sax effecting an octave upward glissando starting on F. 
 
3.  Section B: 
 
New theme in B-flat major – 10 bars of a long melodic line arranged    1:18 – 1:32   
between the following instruments: 2 bars synthesizer and soprano sax; 
4 bars melodica and soprano; and 4 bars of solo soprano.   
 
4.  Section C:                                                                                                         
The section has five main elements:   
i)  Reduction in rhythmical activity            1:33 – 1:48 
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ii)  New theme – 10 bars of a long melodic line played by synthesizer    1:33 – 1:48 
and soprano sax. Starting in B-flat major (6 bars) then modulating 
to an E tonality (4 bars) in preparation for the soprano sax solo  
iii)  Restoration of the double time rhythmical activity        1:49 – 2:51   
iv)  Second extended soprano sax solo            1:49 – 2:51 
v)  Bass pedal E during the solo            1:49 – 2:51  
 
5.  Section D:                                                                                                          
The section has eight main elements: 
i)  Reduction in rhythmical activity            2:52 – 3:38 
ii)  Modulation to F tonality  
iii)  3 bar ascending motive (keyboards and soprano sax)        2:52 – 2:56 
iv)  Third extended soprano sax solo            2:57 – 3:38  
v)  The Keyboard supplies constantly shifting chordal textures      2:57 – 3:38  
using the rhythm of the ascending motive. At the bottom end 
the bass has a counterpoint line in the same rhythm.    
vi)  Restoration of the double time rhythmical activity        starting 3:39 
vii) Return of B-flat major tonality            starting 3:39 
viii) 8 bars melodic statement (similar to introduction)        3:39 – 3:50 
Keyboards block chords with ad lib soprano sax  
interjections. 
   
6.  Section A¹:                                                                                       3:51 – 5:00 
       Recap of main theme (above) with added percussion and synthesizer 
effects. During the (b) part of the form (3:34 – 4:58) the soprano sax 
has a short solo before handing over to the keyboards.            
7.  Section B¹:                  5:01 – 5:15 
Recap of melodic line (above). This time with the soprano sax featuring 
more prominently in the arrangement.  
 
8.  Section C¹:                                                                                                         5:16 – 5:58 
Recap of melodic line (above) with the reduction in rhythmic activity. 
Fourth extended soprano sax solo            5:29 – 5:58 
9.   Coda: 
The coda has three main elements:  
i)  4 bars (based on the ascending motive from D) plus 2 bars      5:59 – 6:08 
of drum fills 
ii)  2 bars from part (iii) of the introduction          6:09 – 6:11 
iii)  3 bars (based on the ascending motive from C) and ending                        6:12 – 6:27 




Example 6: ‘Badia’ 
Personnel: 
Josef Zawinul – Acoustic piano, synthesizer, melodica, percussion and vocals 
Alphonso Johnson – Electric bass 
Alyrio Lima – Percussion 
Ndugu (Leon Chancler) – Drums  
 
Table showing the main events and structure of Zawinul’s ‘Badia’ 
       
Note:  The piece is in triple time with a tempo approximating 140 beats per minute and  
is based on the A-flat Mixolydian mode.      
                   
 
1. Introduction in two parts  
i)  Wind-effect sounds (present in the background throughout the piece)    0:00 – 0:29 
and various percussion textures              
ii)  Synthesizer, acoustic piano (drones) and percussion textures      0:30 – 1:06  
Note: The leading sounds of the synthesizer suggest a muezzin 
‘Call to Prayer.’ The electric bass enters at 0:50 with a  
C to A-flat motive – this features prominently in the 
arrangement.      
 
 
2.  Section A:                                                                                                          
                      
Note:  At this point, the underlying rhythmical activity (drums and 
percussion) changes to double time – this is maintained for the  
              monophonic synthesizer uses two distinctive tones (i) a reed-like 
harder edged sound, and (ii) a flute-like soft clear sound.        
           
 
The entry points of the synthesizer’s melodic statements are as follows: 
 
          Note:  the principal thematic group (a) consists of a 4 bar phrase,  
2 bars rest and a 3 bar ‘arabesque’. In addition to the rhythmical 
activity, the ‘space’ between the statements has a variety of acoustic 
piano textures (left hand drones and delicate right hand figures)  
long-held bass pedal notes (A-flat) and the C to A-flat motive.          
           
 
     
(a) The principal thematic group (9 bars) using tone (i)      1:07 – 1:20       
(a¹) Variation of principal thematic group (11 bars) using tone (i)    1:26 – 1:40 
(a²) Variation of principal thematic group (14 bars) using tone (ii)    1:50 – 2:07 
(a³) Variation of principal thematic group (9 bars) using tone (ii)    2:26 – 2:38 






3.  Section B:                                                                                                          
         
Note:  This section consists of 18 bars of music and the synthesizer 
and bass enter on beat 3 of the second bar.                                   
Unison synthesizer and bass long-lined modal melody (15 bars) with    2:41 – 2:59    
underlying rhythmical textures including off-beat hand clapping. 
 
4.  Section A¹:                                                                                                         
   
Recap of Section A but with the following changes:   
 
Note:  At various points wordless vocals add emphasis to the  
         C to A-flat motive          
 
a) The principal thematic group (9 bars) using tone (i)        3:19 – 3:30       
a¹) Variation of principal thematic group (9 bars) using tone (ii)      4:03 – 4:14 
(a²) Variation of principal thematic group (9 bars) using tone (ii)      4:31 – 4:43 
with unison wordless vocals  
(a³) Variation of principal thematic group (9 bars) using tone (i)      4:47 – 4:57 
               with unison wordless vocals 
Piece ends on the sounds of wind and slow hand clapping      4:58 – 5:17 
 
 
Example 7: ‘Black Market’ 
Personnel: 
Josef Zawinul – Acoustic piano, electric piano and synthesizer 
Wayne Shorter – tenor saxophone 
Alphonso Johnson – Electric bass 
Don Alias and Alex Acuna – Percussion 
Narada Michael Walden – Drums  
 
Table showing the main events and structure of Zawinul’s ‘Black Market’ 
Note:  The piece is in common time with a tempo approximating 120 beats per minute. In 
relation to its tonality, the main body of music (Sections A, B and C) is based on a 
B-flat tonality with pentatonic and modal thematic material. The first three themes 
and their tonal characteristics are as follows: First theme (Section A) B-flat major 
pentatonic; Second Theme (Section B) 
B-flat major pentatonic; Third theme (Section C) B-flat Mixolydian. In section D 
(Fourth theme) the music modulates to C tonality with a C Dorian modal melody. 
The soprano saxophone solo (Section E) uses a static C tonality. In the coda, the 
music remains in the C tonality for an extended period (5:00 – 5:30) but returns to 
the B-flat tonality for the final part (5:31 – 6:20).    





1.  Introduction in two parts                                                                                      
i)  General hubbub of people chattering          0:00 – 0:16 
ii)  Two bar bass ostinato figure, played four times        0:17 – 0:30 
2.  Section A:                                                                                                           
First thematic material consisting of 8 bar pentatonic melody 
and 4 bar vamp (repeated).   
         
First version - instrumentation and textural layers:        0:31 – 1:02 
Soft flute-like monophonic synthesizer lead voice, over 2 bar electric 
bass ostinato figure (from intro) with a simple (4 to a bar) bass drum beat   
    
 Note:  At varying points during the first statement, a second synthesizer part has been 
over-dubbed to add to the texture. Also, during the 4 bar vamp, the drums  
introduce a syncopated rhythmic figure on the cymbals (entry point 0:53).    
 
Second version – instrumentation and textural layers:        1:03 – 1:29                                  
As first statement but with more expansive drum textures. Additionally, 
the electric piano enters at 1:22 to add another textural layer, and on bar 3 
of the 4 bar vamp (1:25 – 1:27) comes to the foreground with a syncopated 
rhythmic figure.  
 
3.  Section B:                  1:30 – 1:57 
Second thematic material consisting of a 12 bar (space-filled) extended 
pentatonic melody. Instrumentation and textural layers:  
Accordion-like monophonic synthesizer lead voice over 2 bar electric bass 
ostinato figure with electric piano comping. 
 
 
4.  Section A¹:                  1:58 – 2:15 
        As Section A but using only the 8 bar thematic material. Also, the synthesizer 
        maintains the slightly harder edged accordion-like tone from Section B. Overall, 
        the music builds in rhythmic intensity and dynamic. 
 
 
5.  Section C:                  2:16 – 2:29 
 
Third thematic material consisting of a strident 2 bar electric piano 
modal figure (containing 1 bar of 4/4 and 1 bar of 7/8) played 3 times  
over an electric bass counterpoint line. Also, included in the texture are 
occasional vocal growls.   
   
6.  Section D:                  2:29 – 3:33 
Note:  The fourth thematic statement begins on the fourth beat of the preceding 
                      bar. The extended modal melodic material (16 bars, 2:29 – 3:06) is played 
                      through once then repeated. On the repeat (3:07 – 3:33) only 13 bars of this 
                     material is used.         
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The main instrumental textures for this section are: 
 
1.  Soprano saxophone leading voice 
2.  Synthesizer counter melody 
3.  Electric bass counter melody 
4.  ‘Over-dubbed’ electric piano rhythmic comping 
5.  Driving drums and percussion rhythms    
 
   
7.  Section E:                  3:34 – 4:59 
          
Soprano saxophone solo improvisation (3:34 – 4:41) based on a static C tonality.   
          
Note:  The electric piano accompanies the solo with some vigorous rhythmic 
comping.  The bottom texture is provided by the electric bass and contains 
a 4 bar ostinato figure (the first three bars of this figure are fairly constant  
but the fourth bar is much more varied and impromptu). Also included in 
the texture are occasional long-held synthesizer pedal notes. 
 
 
8.  Coda in two parts:                                                                                              
 
i)  Still in the static C tonality, the electric piano plays simple      5:00 – 5:31 
melodic figures (predominantly based on 3 notes from the 
introductory ostinato) with a gently subsiding electric bass  
(2 bar ostinato) and drums and percussion accompaniment.     
ii)  A slight change in the bass ostinato figure heralds a return      5:32 – 6:20 
to the B-flat tonality. The music fades to the sounds of  
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